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Preface

This book is intended as both a reference source and as a teaching text. Inorganic
photochemistry has now reached a stage of development where the subject can be
taught as a special topics course. This book introduces the student to a broad range
of topics in this subject, and yet gives a sufficient number of general references that
the student can use it to gain a deeper understanding of an individual topic.
The field of inorganic photochemistry is one that is too broad to be covered
comprehensively in a single volume. On one end of the range are the photochemical
reactions that are primarily used for synthetic purposes, whereas on the other end
there are the detailed photophysical studies on an individual metal complex that
develop a detailed understanding of its ground and excited states. The content of
this book places most of its emphasis on the photochemical aspects of the field. The
photophysical aspects are covered when it clearly is an integral part of developing
an understanding of a particular type of photoreaction.
Another emphasis of this book is in the area of applications. The understanding
of the photochemistry and photophysics of metal complexes has reached a stage of
development where particular metal and ligand combinations can be designed and
chosen for individual applications. Throughout this book an effort is made to make
the reader aware of the possible uses of particular properties of a complex, and
examples are given of the potential technological applications of these features.
This book is designed to meet a need that is not being presently met. Some
books cover specialized topics such as organometallic photochemistry and photocatalysis, whereas others are edited volumes that place an emphasis on particular
aspects of the subject. This book is designed to give a balanced coverage of all
aspects of the photochemistry and photophysics of metal complexes, and to leave
the reader with an overall appreciation of the subject.
I wish to acknowledge helpful discussions with Drs. Joel Mague, Russ
Schmehl, and Gary McPherson here at Tulane, and with Glen Crosby and Harry
Gray, who convinced me that platinum dimers may have some interesting photo-
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Preface

chemistry. I gratefully acknowledge exceptional secretarial assistance from Margaret Overstreet and Linda Chevalier, along with unfailing technical assistance
from Ray Hoff in the preparation of the manuscript. I also acknowledge the
hospitality provided by Dr. John Fackler at Texas A & M University during the later
stages of the writing of this book. As always, in undertaking a project such as this,
the support of one's family is critically important in bringing it to a successful
conclusion.
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1
Principles of Photochemistry of
Metal Complexes

1.1.

INTRODUCTION

Many of the principles that govern the photochemistry of metal complexes are
the same as those that have been developed for understanding the photochemistry
of organic compounds. Photochemical reactions differ from thermal reactions in
that they are initiated by the absorption of light rather than by the application of
heat. Photochemical reactions can therefore only occur if the compounds being
activated have a chromophore in the electromagnetic spectrum that corresponds in
wavelength with that of the exciting radiation. The number of thermodynamically
favorable products that are accessible from photochemical reactions are greater than
those that are obtainable from thermal reactions. This situation is a result of the
excess energy that is possessed by the excited state after the absorption of a photon.
The addition of this photon energy to the ground state energy of the molecule results
in the excited state having considerably more stored energy; as a result, the excited
state molecule can be considered to be quite different from its ground state
precursor. This difference usually leads to the excited state having different bond
distances and angles than does the ground state. These molecular distortions that
the molecule undergoes after absorption of the photon can be either isotropic over
the entire molecule, or anisotropic where the differences from the ground state are
primarily located in one region of the molecule.
In addition to geometric differences, the electronically excited molecule is
expected to have larger vibrational and rotational energies than does the ground
state molecule. Another important difference between ground and excited states is
that the redox potentials between them are frequently very different, thereby
resulting in different driving forces between ground and excited states for electron
transfer reactions. The excited state is both a stronger oxidant and reductant than is
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the ground state. An excited state molecule can therefore be considered to be a
chemically different species than its ground state congener. Since the excited state
has both a different energy and structure, it is to be expected that it will show
different chemical reactions than its ground state. As a consequence it can be
anticipated that the products of photochemical reactions will differ from those
obtained from thermal reactions. Thus, an important aspect of photochemistry is to
deduce which products result from the primary photoprocess, and which are due to
subsequent thermal reactions that occur with the different intermediates that are
formed in the initial photochemical steps.

1.2.

ELECTRONIC EXCITATION

The absorption of a photon that has energy corresponding to visible or
ultraviolet light leads to the excitation of an electron from a lower electronic energy
level to a higher one. The excitation of a single electron from its spin-paired singlet
ground state to an empty orbital results in the formation of an excited state having
electrons in two orbitals, each of which now contains a single unpaired electron.
This excitation process may involve an allowed transition whereby the electron
being transferred from the lower energy to the higher energy orbital does so without
undergoing a spin flip. Such an excitation pathway results in the formation of an
excited state singlet where the spins of the electrons are in opposite directions in
the two singly occupied orbitals. Alternatively, the excitation process may involve
a forbidden transition whereby the electron being transferred to the higher energy
orbital does so by a pathway that involves a spin flip. Such an excitation pathway
leads to the formation of an excited state triplet where the spins are now in the same
directions in the two orbitals. The reverse deexcitation processes from these excited
states back to the grounds states can be understood on the basis of the Pauli
principle. The deexcitation from a singlet excited state is an allowed process with
the resulting ground state having the electron spins paired in a single orbital. As a
consequence, the lifetimes of singlet excited states are short. By contrast, the
deexcitation of a triplet excited state is a forbidden process because direct electron
transfer from the higher level orbital will result in a ground state having two
electrons in the lower level orbital that have parallel spins, a violation of the Pauli
principle. As a consequence the lifetimes of triplet excited states are long (Fig. 1.1).
The short-lived emission that is observed in the decay of a singlet excited state is
termed afluorescence, whereas the long-lived emission that is observed from the
decay of a triplet excited state is termed a phosphorescence. In many cases the
differentiation between a singlet and a triplet as the emissive state can be made by
measurement of the emission lifetime. However, one additional factor that must be
considered when determining the nature of the emissive state of metal complexes
is spin-orbit coupling. This feature is particularly important for actinides, lantha-
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Figure 1.1. Singlet and triplet excited states.

nides, or complexes of second- and third-row transition metal complexes where the
orbital effect of a heavy metal atom may lead to a loss of distinction between singlet
and triplet states.

1.3.

STATE ENERGY DIAGRAMS

The photophysics and photochemistry of compounds can be understood with
the aid of a state energy diagram. A state energy diagram shows the relative energy
levels of the ground state, the excited singlet states, and the excited triplet states of
the molecule. For organic compounds it is frequently quite easy to ascertain the
ordering of the states in terms of their relative energies, but for compounds that
contain metal ions this task is more difficult. This difference is due to the fact that
metal ions frequently have a large number of closely spaced orbitals that can interact
with each other to give a multiplicity of states that are very similar to each other in
energy. When this situation is further complicated by the presence of spin-orbit
coupling of these states with a heavy metal center, the assignment of these states to
a particular type, and obtaining an assessment of their relative energies, is much
less reliable. This situation becomes even more complex for metal compounds that
are dimers or multimetallic clusters. The measurement of the absorption and
emission spectra either at low temperatures (- 4 K) or under the influence of a
magnetic field may be necessary to make these assignments in the energy state
diagram. The individual energy states in the diagram are designated as Sn or Tn for
singlet and triplet states, respectively. Singlet ground states are designated with n
0, and the lowest-energy excited states are designated with n 1. Since transitions

=

=
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5
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Figure 1.2. Transitions between ground and excited
states: (l) singlet-singlet absorption; (2) fluorescence; (3)
singlet-triplet absorption; (4) phosphorescence; (5) intersystem crossing.

are only allowed when they do not involve a spin change of the electron during the
transition, it follows that transitions between both the individual S states and the
individual T states are allowed, but not transitions that involve crossing between
the S and the T states. Allowed transitions are identified by large extinction
coefficients, and forbidden transitions by small extinction coefficient values. Thus,
the allowed transition shown in Eq. (1.1) has a large extinction coefficient (e ""
102-104 M-I cm-I), and theforbidden transition shown in Eq. (1.2) has a small value
(e"" 1-102 M-I cm- I).
(1.1)
hv

SO~Tl

(1.2)

An alternate route to the direct absorption of a photon for the population of a
triplet state may proceed by a two-step process involving an initial excitation by
the allowed transition from the ground So to the excited singlet SI state, followed
by an intersystem crossing from the excited SI state to an excited TI state. Thus,
the observation of phosphorescence from a TI state may be the consequence of
direct excitation to this state, or it may result from a two-step excitation process via
an SI state. These transitions between the different energy states are shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 1.2.

1.4.

ENERGY AND WAVELENGTH

Light is electromagnetic radiation that travels with a velocity (c) of 3 x 1010
cm S-I. Monochromatic light can be identified by a single energy (E) and frequency
(v):

E=hv

(1.3)

When the frequency of the incident radiation is known, the wavelength (A.) can be
readily calculated:
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Table 1.1. Conversion Table
Wavelength
(A,nm)

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Wavelength
(A,

A)

Wavenumber
(vern-I)

Energy
(..dE, kJ/mol- l )

50,000
33,333
25,000
20,000
16,666
14,286
12,500
l1,m
10,000

597.7
398.4
298.9
239.1
199.4
170.5
149.5
132.8
119.5

2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10,000

C=VA

(1.4)

In the photochemical literature the energy of the incident radiation can be given by
referring to either the wavelength in nanometers (10-9 m) or Angstroms (10-8 cm),
or to the energy in wave numbers. The wave number is the inverse of the wavelength, and this value is usually expressed in units of inverse centimeters (cm- I).
The conversions between these different units are given in Table 1.1.
When an electron transfers from one energy level to another, the energy of the
transition (L1E) is given by the energy difference between the two levels according
to
L1E=E2 -EI

=hv

(1.5)

The visible region of the spectrum is generally considered to cover a range of
wavelengths between 400-800 nm. The infrared region is the range that has a
wavelength of greater than 800 nm, and the ultraviolet region is identified by the
range with a wavelength of less than 400 nm. As can be seen from Table 1.1, the
energies of photons that have wavelengths spanning the infrared to the ultraviolet
region of the spectrum have a range of 200-1 000 nm, which corresponds to a range
of 597.7-119.5 kJ mol-I in chemical energy units. This spread of energies encompasses virtually the entire range of single-bond enthalpies of chemical compounds.
The absorption of a single photon can therefore supply sufficient additional energy
to a ground state molecule for bond breaking processes to occur within that
molecule. The quantity of energy that is associated with one mole (6.02 x 1023 ) of
photons is designated as an einstein. Although visible and ultraviolet light has
sufficient energy to cleave bonds in molecules, it does not follow that the absorption
of such photons must always lead to the cleavage of bonds within the molecule.
Instead, the additional energy in the excited state molecule may be lost by emission
before bond disruption processes occur, or it can become dissipated by excitation
of the higher vibrational and rotational levels within the molecule.
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1.5.

SINGLET AND TRIPLET STATES

Singlet ground, and both singlet and triplet ground and excited states, are
commonly observed in state diagrams of metal compounds. Triplet states can be
identified by the application of a magnetic field that splits the degenerate states into
the three individual Ms states (Fig. 1.3). As a result of electron correlation, triplet
states have lower energies than do the singlet states that are derived from the same
electron orbital configuration.
For a singlet state the spin quantum number S equals zero, and for a triplet state
S equals unity. Since the triplet state has two electrons with parallel spins, such a
state contrasts with a singlet state in that it is paramagnetic. This feature can be
verified by showing that both the excited state paramagnetism and the phosphorescence decay at identical rates. The three components of the triplet state result in
three different combinations of the magnetic quantum number M s, which have the
values 1,0, and-I.
The state energies of the So, St, and Tt states of a metal complex (ML) are
given by Eqs. (1.6)-(1.8), where they are defined as the sum of a zero-order energy,
plus electron repulsion energies:
(1.6)

L

E(So) =0

T,

T,

T,

T2

T3

~

T2
T3

Anisotropic
Magnetic
Field

)

- - T2

\

T3

External
Magnetic
Field

Figure 1.3. Application of magnetic fields to triplet states.
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E(Sl) = E(ML*) + K(ML*) + J(ML*)

(1.7)

E(T1) = E(ML*) + K(ML*) - J(ML*)

(1.8)

In these equations J is the matrix element for electron repulsion due to electron
exchange, K is the matrix element for coulombic interactions, and (ML*) is the
metal complex in the excited state. Since both J and K are positive, the difference
between E(Sl) and E(T1) is 21, which results in E(Sl) being greater than E(T1). This
higher energy of the singlet state over that of the triplet states is an important feature
in understanding photochemical reactions.

1.6.

EXCITED STATE DYNAMICS

The chemistry of excited states is intimately involved with the dynamics
of the processes involved. The rate of an electronic transition between two
states is proportional to the square of the matrix element (<.If». The proportionality constant governing this rate equation is given by 271plh, where p is the
density of final states that can couple with the initial state, and the matrix
element <.If> corresponds to the first order perturbation coupling of the initial
and final states
Rate

=(271plh) <.If>2

(1.9)

Thus, the rate of transitions between two states is related to the magnitude of the
perturbation that modifies the initial state in order to make it resemble the final
state. If the interactions between states are large the transition probability is at a
maximum, and in the extreme it is limited by the zero point motions. Such a
situation exists for allowed transitions where the nuclear and spin configurations
remain constant. By contrast, if these configurations change during the transition,
the rate limiting step of the transition may be determined by the time required to
change the nuclear or spin configurations.
The observed rate constant kobs for a transition between two levels is given by
the zero point motion limited rate constant k~, modified by a series of prohibition
factors if) for changes that occur in transitions between states:
kobs

o
=kmax
x /112/3

(1.10)

The value of k~ is of the order of 1013_1014 sec-I. The term/I is the prohibition
factor associated with the electronic change. the term 12 is one that is associated
with the nuclear configuration change. and the term/3 is one that is associated with
a spin configurational change. For different situations. the individual values of/I.
12, and/3 can be considerably smaller than unity.
The rates of electronic transitions must be considered in association with the
selection rules that govern such transitions. These selection rules depend on the
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transition probability. If the transition probability equals zero, the transition is
strictly forbidden. If the transition probability is small, the transition is considered
to be weakly allowed or strongly forbidden. The degree of forbiddenness of a
transition is generally revealed by the value of the extinction coefficient, as defined
by Beers law:

A=ecI

(1.11)

A small value of e (1-102 M- I cm-I) indicates a forbidden transition, whereas a large
value (102-104 M- I cm- I ) indicates an allowed transition.
A molecule in an initial state that is designated by the wavefunction If/i can be
described by the SchrOdinger equation

Ho'l':. =E'I':.

(1.12)

If the system is perturbed by the absorption of a photon, the Hamiltonian operator
Ho no longer describes the energy of the system, and it needs to be replaced by the
modified-operator (Ho + H'), where H' is the perturbation operator. The eigenfunctions of (Ho + H') will differ from the wavefunction '1':., and they will also be
functions of time

(Ho + H') lJf (x ,t) =EIJI(x ,t)

(1.13)

These new wavefunctions can be described in terms of the wavefunctions of the

initial system
lJf(x ,t)

=Ead.t) lJfk

(1.14)

The initial state therefore transforms with time into other states, where the
final state is defined by lJff. Analysis of this manifold of states leads to the
following:
[af(t)f

8n
=------:--2
3

(1.15)

3h < '1':.1pJlJff>2p(Vif)t

which describes the probability [af(t)]2 that the system will be in the final state
lJff. In this equation p(Vif) is the radiation density, t is the irradiation time,
<'I':.lpJ'Pf> is the transition moment, and f1, is the dipole moment operator. The
probability of a given transition is therefore proportional to the square of the
transition moment. This quantity can be obtained from absorption spectra by

311.;< '1':.1f1, 1 'l'r>2 =--';;."8n Vifme
In this equation, the oscillator strength/is given by

(1.16)
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(1.17)

/= 4.315 X 10-9 Je dv

which relates it to the extinction coefficient given in Eq. (1.11). When the final state
has a higher energy than the initial state, the probability of the absorption of a photon
is given by Eq. (1.15).
In order to evaluate the transition moment <'Pi/p/ 9"'r>, it is necessary to make
approximations. One of these is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The approximation factorizes the total wavefunction ('I') into a nuclear (8) and an
electronic ('I') component [Eq. (1.18)]:
1JI=81J1

(1.18)

Because of the difference in mass, nuclear motion is very slow when compared to
electronic motion, and therefore electronic transitions can be considered to occur
while the nuclei are static. As a result, the transition moment must be modified to
include the initial 8i and final8f components of the nuclear component. The dipole
moment operator p operates only on the electronic component.

1.7.

FRANCK-CONDON PRINCIPLE

In order to evaluate the contribution from the nuclear component it is necessary
to know the vibrational wavefunctions. For a simple harmonic oscillator, the
potential energy well for internuclear distances is given by a parabolic curve where
the vibrational energy levels are quantized (Fig. 1.4). The curves for v =0, 1, 2, and
3 represent the wavefunctions for each vibrational level. When a transition occurs
from the ground to an excited state, it is necessary to consider the potential energy
wells of both states. Since the electronic structure of the excited state is different
from that of the ground state, the vibrational energy profiles will be different. In

E

r -

Figure 1.4. Potential well for a harmonic oscillator.
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E

r Figure 1.5. Potential wells for a ground state and an excited state.

particular, since the transition from the ground state frequently involves transfer of
an electron from a bonding orbital into an antibonding orbital, the vibrational
energy manifold of the excited state is shifted to a larger internuclear separation
(Fig. 1.5). Electronic transitions occur in such a very short time that the nuclei do
not change their positions during the transition. Such transitions are represented by
vertical lines in Fig. 1.5. The most favored transitions are those to a higher
vibrational level with the same internuclear distance at the turning point of the
oscillation. Such transitions are identified by the vertical arrows in Fig. 1.5 for both
the absorption and emission of a photon. These relationships between electronic
transitions and internuclear separation are collectively described as the FranckCondon principle.

1.8.

RADIATIVE LIFETIMES

Radiative emission can be considered to be the spontaneous emission of light
from an excited state of a metal complex designated as M*:
M* ~M+hv

(1.19)

Such emission is a random process, and it therefore follows first-order kinetics:
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-d[M*] = k [M*]

dt
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(1.20)

r

For a single process, therefore, the decay should be characterized by a single
exponential curve, which can be analyzed by a single radiative rate constant k r • For
such a process, the rate can also be expressed in terms of the lifetime (rr) of the
excited state, which is equal to the reciprocal of the first-order rate constant for the
decay

1

rr=-

(1.21)

kr

Alternately, for a first-order decay process, the rate can be expressed as the half-life
tI/2. The first-order rate constant usually has the units of S-I, hence the units of both
the lifetime and the half-life is s. Experimentally, the lifetime of the excited state is
measured by irradiating the ground state molecule with a short pulse of light, and
then measuring the change in light intensity from the sample at a series of time
intervals after the pulse. Optimally, the intensity measurements should be carried
out over a time period that spans several half-lives of the decay in order to obtain
a reliable lifetime and rate constant, and to also verify that the decay is truly a
first-order process. The decay of an excited state can occur by a number of possible
pathways such as the emission of light, intersystem crossing to a close-lying state,
and internal energy conversion from light to heat. The radiative rate constant (kr)
is therefore the sum of all these processes that lead to a lowered concentration of
the excited state. The expression for kr is shown in Equation (1.22), where ke is the
rate constant for the emission, kisc is the rate constant for intersystem crossing, and
kic is the rate constant for internal conversion:
(1.22)

1.9.

QUANTUM YIELDS

The quantum yield (t/J) measures the efficiency by which the absorption oflight
leads to the production of excited state molecules. Thus, the quantum yield is given
by

t/J =

number of excited state molecules formed
number of photons absorbed

(1.23)

For cases where the absorption of each photon leads to an excited molecule, the
conversion to the excited state occurs with 100% efficiency, and the quantum yield
is unity. For most photoprocesses, the absorption efficiency is less than 100%, and
the quantum yields are less than unity.
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In order to cover these different cases, we can define different quantum yields.
Examples of these are the quantum yields for luminescence (t/JL) or for the formation
of the final product (tfrr):

(PL - __n-,-u,:-m-".be.;. .r-=-o.;. .f_m-.:.o,-,le-,c-,:u.. .;le:,-s..;:;lu",m=in;.:ce,:"s..:;.c""in:.-lOg'-:-

(1.24)

tfrr = number of molecules of product formed

(1.25)

- number of quanta of photons absorbed
number of quanta of photons absorbed

The luminescence quantum yield can also be separated into the quantum yield for
fluorescence (t/JF) and that for phosphorescence (t/JP). By kinetic analysis it can be
shown that the quantum yield for fluorescence is the ratio of the sum of all the
lifetimes of all the deexcitation pathways ('t"~) to the lifetime of the fluorescence
('t"F)

(1.26)

where 't" < 't"F. A similar expression can be derived for the phosphorescence quantum
yield, except that now the ratio must be modified for the quantum yield of
intersystem crossing (t/Jisc):
(1.27)

In a small number of cases the quantum yield (tfrr) is greater than unity. Such a
situation can occur in a radical chain reaction where several molecules of product
are formed by the absorption of a single photon. Reactions that have quantum yields
greater than unity are defined as photocatalytic reactions.

1.10.

ACTINOMETRY

In order to measure quantum yields it is necessary to directly measure the
intensity of the electromagnetic radiation. From our definitions of the quantum
yields, it is important to precisely quantify the number of both the incident and the
emitted photons. Devices such as thermistors, thermopiles, bolometers, and photovoltaic cells are available for measuring these photon intensities, but they are not
commonly used because of the difficulties encountered when attempting to obtain
consistently reliable results.
An alternative approach is to use chemical actinometry. A chemical actinometer makes use of a photochemical reaction that has an accurately known and easily
reproducible quantum yield. One such chemical actinometer uses a solution of
potassium ferrioxalate in 0.1 M sulfuric acid. Irradiation of this oxygen-free
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solution in the 250-500 nm range leads to the formation of free Fe2+ ion, which can
be analyzed spectroscopically by the addition of 1,10-phenanthroline to the final
solution. The oxalate complex of the reduced Fe2+ ion that is formed as product
during the operation of the actinometer does not absorb the incident radiation,
whereas the absorption of the precursor oxalate Fe3+ complex that is used in the
actinometer is very high. A further advantage of this particular chemical actinometer is that its quantum yield has only a very small dependence on environmental
effects such as reactant and product concentrations, intensity of the incident light,
and temperature of the solution.
Uranyl oxalate has also been used as a chemical actinometer, but it is some two
orders of magnitude less sensitive than is the ferric oxalate actinometer. This
actinometer is relatively insensitive to both incident wavelength and temperature,
but the photochemical reaction does not have a simple stoichiometry. Among the
products are the {f+ ion, along with CO and C02 as gaseous products. The light
intensity is measured by the loss of oxalate ion during the photolysis, which is done
by titration of the initial and final solutions with permanganate ion.
An apparatus that allows actinometry and photochemistry to be carried out
simultaneously is called a "merry-go-round." In such an apparatus the tubes
containing the actinometer and the chemical reactions are held equidistant from a
single light source, thereby ensuring that each solution receives the same number
of incident quanta for a given time interval. Such an apparatus also compensates
for fluctuations in both light intensity and temperature that may occur during the
elapsed time of the measurement.

1.11.

QUENCHING RATES AND MECHANISMS

The emission lifetime of an emitting excited state can be shortened (quenched)
by the addition of a chemical reagent that reacts with the excited state. Such
quenching reactions are particularly common for triplet phosphorescent states
because their lifetimes are sufficiently long for bimolecular reactions to occur
before they undergo decay. In the absence of any ground state bimolecular association between the complex and the quencher, the maximum bimolecular quenching
rate is that for diffusion between the two interacting molecules. Diffusion-controlled
quenching rate constants are approximately 109 M S-I. Quenching rates can be
obtained either directly by measuring the lifetime of the excited state in the presence
of different concentrations of the quencher, or indirectly by application of the
Stem-Volmer equation. The Stem-Volmer analysis of the quenching reaction
makes use of Eq. (1.28)-(1.30), where the loss of excited state M* is due to two
parallel pathways:
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Rate
hv

M~M*

labs

(1.28)

M* ~M+hv

(1.29)

M* +Q~M+Q'

(1.30)

In the absence of added quencher (Q), the rate of change of the concentration of
the excited state M* is given by

(1.31)
In the presence of added quencher, the rate now becomes that given by

d[M*]'

~ = labs - kl [M*] - k2[M*][Q]

(1.32)

Under steady-state concentration conditions, the relative concentrations of the
excited states are given by
[M*]
[M*]'

=1 +--.!L

(1.33)

kl[Q]

Since the intensity of the emission is proportional to the steady state concentration,

I
k2
I' = 1 + kl[Q]

(1.34)

the relative intensities are given by a plot of III' against Q, which results in a straight
line with a slope of k'1lkl and an intercept of unity (Fig. 1.6). Since the value of kl
is known from the intrinsic lifetime of the excited state, the value of the quenching
rate constant k2 for the particular quencher Q can be obtained from this slope. If the
quencher interacts with more than one excited state ofM, a Stern-Volmer plot may
be nonlinear. Such situations can occur when the quencher reacts with both the
singlet and triplet excited states, although this is less frequently observed with metal
complexes than with organic compounds, since metal complexes usually have
shorter lifetimes, and their singlet states may be too short-lived for any significant
bimolecular quenching to occur.
The quenching reaction can occur by a number of different pathways. Three
commonly observed bimolecular quenching pathways are energy transfer, oxidative quenching, and reductive quenching. Energy transfer can occur when the triplet
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Figure 1.6. Stem-Volmer plot.

energy of the metal centered excited state (M*) is higher than that of the quencher
(Eq. (1.35)]. Since the promotion of an electron from a filled orbital to an empty
orbital leads to the formation of two singly occupied orbitals, the excited state can
either donate an electron to the quencher (oxidative quenching) [Eq. (1.36)], or
accept an electron from the quencher (reductive quenching) [Eq. (1.37)]:

1.12.

M* +Q~M+Q*

(1.35)

M* +Q~M++Q

(1.36)

M* +Q~M-+Q+

(1.37)

EXCIMERS AND EXCIPLEXES

An excimer is a dimer that is formed between an excited state and a ground
state molecule:
(1.38)
An exciplex is a new excited state complex that is formed between a molecule of
the excited state M* and a molecule of the quencher Q:
M* +Q~MQ*

(1.39)

Excimer formation is only to be expected when the concentration of the complex
is high, and its excited state lifetime is long. Both excimers and exciplexes are new
electronically excited species that have their own individual electronic and geometrical structures, vibrational energy levels, and excited state reactivities. Both
excimers and exciplexes are also expected to have their own characteristic fluorescent and phosphorescent properties, which will be different from those of the
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individual excited state M*. One distinctive feature of an excimer and exciplex is
that their emissive deactivation to the ground state involves the dissociation back
to monomers:
MM" ~2M+hv

(1.40)

MQ* ~M+Q

(1.41)

Because of the shorter excited state lifetimes of metal complexes as compared to
organic molecules, the observation of excimers and exciplexes is much less
common for complexes. Nevertheless, a number of cases exist where a spectral shift
is observed upon the addition of a quencher that can bind with the excited state of
the metal complex.

1.13.

REACTIONS OF EXCITED STATES

The energy of a singlet or triplet excited state, Es or ET, is the energy difference
between the lowest vibrational level of the excited state and the ground state. The
energies of the lowest excited states can be determined spectroscopically by
identifying the 0-0 transition, and measuring the energy of the transitions due to
So ~ SI (Es) or So ~ TI (ET) in the absorption or emission spectra. In all cases,
ET < Es, and the energy difference (Es - ET) is referred to as the singlet-triplet
splitting. The energy of the excited state may be solvent dependent because, for a
metal complex that has an excited state that is more polar than the ground state, an
increase in solvent polarity will stabilize the excited state more than the ground
state, thereby lowering the energy of the transition. The degree of reorganization
between the ground and excited states can be estimated from the Stokes shift, which
is the difference in energy between the absorption and emission bands. The larger
the energy gap between the two bands, the greater are the structural or solvation
differences between the two states.

1.13.1.

Energy Transfer

Energy transfer can occur when the excited state energy of the quencher Q is
lower than that of the metal complex M:
M* + Q ~ M + Q*

(1.42)

This transfer is frequently referred to as a photosensitization reaction, where the
quencher Q is sensitized to emission by excitation from M*. In certain cases where
it is not possible to generate the excited state Q* by direct absorption of a photon
from an incident light source, it is possible to access Q* by energy transfer from a
sensitizer. Mercury atoms can in selected cases be used as the sensitizer M*. Table
1.2 demonstrates the triplet energies of a series of compounds that are frequently
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Table 1.2. Triplet Energies
Compound
Oxygen
Anthracene
trans-Stilbene
Chrysene
Naphthalene
Benzophenone
Benzene
Mercury

ET

(kJmol- J)

96
180
209
238
255
288
351
472

used as energy transfer quenchers of excited states. The triplet state is more
important than the singlet state for such reactions because it is at a lower energy
than the singlet state. The simplest type of energy transfer occurs when the emission
spectrum ofM* and the absorption spectrum of Q overlap, and the photons emitted
by M* are absorbed by Q. Nonradiative energy transfer can occur when there is an
associative interaction between the excited state M* and the quencher Q. This
association can be in the form of long-range coulombic interactions that cause
perturbations in the electronic structures of both M* and Q, where energy is
transferred by the induction of dipole oscillations. Alternately, nonradiative energy
transfer can occur by an electron exchange mechanism whereby the closely
separated excited state and quencher simultaneously transfer electrons between
each other, leading to the quencher being present in its excited state. Among the
possible types of energy transfer, the three that are observed are singlet-singlet,

triplet-triplet, and triplet-singlet quenching:

1M* + Q -+ M + 1Q*

(singlet-singlet)

(1.43)

3M· + Q -+ M + 3Q*

(triplet-triplet)

(1.44)

(triplet-singlet)

(1.45)

3M· + Q -+ M + 1Q*

1.13.2.

Photoinduced Electron Transfer

An excited state M* has different redox potentials for both its oxidation and
reduction reactions than does the ground state M. Indeed, the excited state redox
chemistry ofM* may be dramatically different from that ofM when its triplet energy
is high, and when there is considerable structural reorganization between the ground
and excited states. In general the excited state of a metal complex will be both a
stronger oxidant and reductant than is the ground state from which it originated. As
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with transition metal complexes in their ground states, photoinduced electron
transfer can occur by either an outer-sphere or an inner-sphere pathway. Outersphere photoelectron transfer can occur for all complexes, but an inner-sphere
pathway is only observed for complexes that have a vacant coordination position
that can bind the redox quencher.
The free energy change for an electron transfer reaction is governed by the
redox potentials of the reactants, and the relation between them under standard
conditions is given by
(1.46)
where F is the Faraday constant.
Since photoinduced electron transfer reactions almost exclusively involve a
single electron process, the value of n in this equation is unity. For a reductive
quenching process [Eq. (1.37)], the free energy charge is given by
(1.47)
When the redox potentials are given in volts (V), the free energy difference is
given in electron volts (eV). For photoelectron transfer reactions where the forward
quenching reaction is thermodynamically unfavorable under thermal conditions,
the back reaction must occur with a negative L1cf1 value. If therefore these photoelectron transfer reactions are to be used to generate one-electron oxidized or
reduced species that will then undergo further chemical reactions, it is necessary

that the initially formed photoredox products diffuse apart before they undergo back
electron transfer to give the original reactants.
Photoelectron transfer reactions can be considered to occur by a mechanism
that involves a pair of encounter complexes. Thus, the reductive quenching reaction
shown in Eq. (1.37) can be expanded to include both a ftrst- and a second-encounter
complex. This frnt-encounter complex is formed between the excited state M* and
the quencher Q. Electron transfer then occurs within this complex to give the ionic
second-encounter complex, which then ftnally dissociates to give the separated
product ions
(1.48)
The encounter pairs differ in the site of the electron being transferred, in the
molecular geometries with respect to the molecular and ionic radii of the metal
complex 'and the quenchers, and in the solvation of the species involved in their
formation. Electron transfer reactions are commonly analyzed by using the Marcus
theory, which represents the encounter pairs as one-dimensional potential energy
surfaces, with the crossing point being that position where the internuclear distances
are the same in the two encounter complexes (Fig. 1.7). Neglecting coulombic
effects, the free energy of activation L1G* is given by
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Figure 1.7. Potential energy surfaces for the conversion of reactants into products.

(1.49)
where A. is the sum of the reorganizational energies of the outer and inner
spheres, and LlG is the driving force for the electron transfer reaction. For a
simple bimolecular electron transfer reaction, the rate constant k is given by
Ze-tJo*
k=~

(1.50)

where Z is the charge on the ions. From Eqs. (1.49) and (1.50) it is clear that a plot
of In k against LlG passes through a maximum (Fig. 1.8).

In k

~G
Figure 1.8. Rate constant plot for a bimolecular electron transfer reaction.
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Atom Transfer

Bimolecular quenching reactions of excited states can involve atom transfer
from the quencher to the metal complex. Such reactions are shown diagrammatically:
M* + A-B ~ M-A(B) + B(A)

(1.51)

Although this is not a common quenching pathway, it is an entirely feasible one
because the population of the excited state M* usually results from transfer of an
electron from a filled orbital into an empty one, thereby resulting in the excited
state being a diradical. If the bond enthalpy for M-A or M-B is greater than that
for A-B, the reaction shown in Eq. (1.51) is thermodynamically favorable. Atom
transfer quenching is therefore more likely to occur when quenchers A-B are used
which have small bond enthalpies. The reason why this quenching pathway is not
commonly observed is that the majority of excited states of metal complexes are
coordinately saturated (I8-electron) and have unpaired electrons in the d electron
manifold of states. Since these d orbitals are not frontier orbitals that penetrate to
the outer periphery of the atom, there is usually poor access of the quencher A-B
to the unpaired electrons in the excited state complex M*. Atom transfer quenching
is more likely to be observed for coordinately unsaturated complexes, and for metal
complexes where the unpaired electron density in the excited state is not located
on an inner d or f orbital.

1.14.

SPECTROCHEMICAL SERIES AND GROUP THEORY

In order to understand the photochemical reactions of metal complexes at the
molecular level, it is necessary to know both the number and the energy levels of
the spectroscopic states of the complex. The first step in developing a state model
is to know the coordination number and structure of the complex about the metal
center. For complexes of the lanthanide and actinide ions the coordination number
is commonly 8 or 9, but for transition metal complexes 'a coordination number of
6 is that most frequently observed.
The energy levels of the d orbitals in a hexacoordinate octahedral transition
metal complex depend on both the individual metal and the ligands. In the free ion
in the gas phase the five d orbitals dry, dxz , dyz, di-i, and dl are degenerate in energy.
In an octahedral ligand field these orbitals split into degenerage t2g (dxy, dxz , dyz) and
eg (di-y\ dl) sets of orbitals (Fig. 1.9). The energy gap between these sets of
degenerate orbitals is the ligand field splitting A. The value of A increases by
approximately 40% as one moves from the first (3d) to the second (4d) to the third
(5d) row transition metal ions. The value of A is also dependent on the stereochemistry of the complex, with tetrahedral complexes having a value for the splitting
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ligand Field
Figure 1.9. Ligand field splitting for an octahedral transition metal complex.

(At) that is approximately 40% of that (Ao) found in octahedral complexes. The
effect of the ligand on the value of A is referred to as the spectrochemical series.
which follows the sequence: r < Br- < SCW < Cl- < N03- < p- < C20~- < H20 <
NCS- < NH3 < en < bpy < phen < N02- < PPh3 < CW < CO. A molecular orbital
diagram for an octahedral complex that incorporates the energy levels of both the
metal ion and ligand orbitals is shown in Fig. 1.10. The six lowest energy al g • flu.
and eg orbitals can accommodate the 12 electrons that are donated to the metal ion
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Molecular orbital diagram for an octahedral transition metal complex.
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Table 1.3. Splitting of Orbital Levels in Ob Symmetry
Level

X
(E)

s

1

P
d

3
5

f

7
9
11

g

h

X
(C2)

1
-1

X
(C3)

0

-1
-1
0

-1

X
(<4)

-1

-1
-1

Irreducible representation
A lg
Tlu
Eg +T2g
A2u +Tlu + T2u
Alg+Eg+ Tlg + T2g
Eu + 2Tlu + T2u

by the ligands. For octahedral complexes that have six identical ligands, the point
group symmetry of the complex is Ob. If one or more ligands are different from the
others the point group symmetry is lowered, and the new point group symmetry
must be identified. The point group symmetry of a hexacoordinate complex is also
lowered when the ligands are multidentate rather than monodentate, and also when
the electronic configuration has an odd number of electrons in the eg level. This
latter situation results in a Jahn-Teller splitting of the degeneracy of the di-/ and
dl orbitals in the eg level, and a distortion of the geometry resulting in unequal
metal-ligand bond lengths in the complex.
The application of group theory to the electronic orbital levels in Oh symmetry
leads to the irreducible representations in that point group. The Ob point group
contains the C2, C3, and C4 symmetry elements, and the applications of these
elements to the different orbitals in this symmetry is given in Table 1.3. The capital
letters represent the states into which the terms of the free metal ion are split under
the influence of the ligand field. The effect of the ligand field on the energies of
these states is often given in the form of a Tanabe-Sugano diagram. In this
representation the energy of each individual state is plotted against AlB, where B is
the interelectronic repulsion parameter.

1.15.

TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES

Although the general features of photochemistry and photochemical reactions
are applicable to metal complexes, there are some particular features that need to
be considered when choosing a system to be studied, or when understanding why
particular metal complexes are chosen for study. The majority of studies have been
carried out with complexes of the transition metal series, which is a group of metal
ions that have particular properties that need to be borne in mind when considering
their photoreactivity.
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Figure 1.11. Chiral chelate complexes.

Transition metal compounds can be divided into two broad categories: classical complexes and organometallics. The former have the metal in a high oxidation
state, and the metal center can be considered to have Lewis acid character.
Organometallic complexes of the transition metals, however, usually have the metal
in a low oxidation state, and the metal center can be considered to have Lewis base
character.
Classical complexes of the transition metal series with the metal ions in high
oxidation states have ligands that are electron donors. Multidentate chelate and
macrocyclic ligands lead to the formation of complexes having higher stabilities
than comparable ones prepared with monodentate ligands. Transition metal complexes can be categorized as kinetically inert or labile with the former undergoing
substitution reactions at a slow rate, and the latter at a fast rate. The majority of
transition metal ions form complexes that are kinetically labile with exchange rates
in the 103_109 S-1 range. Kinetically inert complexes are found for metal centers
that have d3 or cf electron configurations, although d 8 complexes of platinum(ll)
are also kinetically inert.
Transition metal complexes are frequently colored because the energy of the
separation L1 between the t2g and eg levels is often in the visible region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. As a consequence it is feasible to carry out photochemical reactions using visible light. Another distinguishing feature of transition metal
complexes is that they readily undergo the addition or substraction of electrons to
give the metal ion in different oxidation states. This property makes transition metal
complexes particularly attractive as reagents for photoredox reactions.
Tris chelates (L-L) of type M(L-Lh, where M is a kinetically inert metal ion
can give optically active complexes where the chirality is at the metal center (Fig.
1.11). This is a particularly attractive feature of transition metal complexes if it is
planned to use the complexes for selective binding to an optically active target
molecule, or to a bipolymer such as DNA.
Transition metals commonly form dimeric and multimetallic complexes.
These complexes may aggregate through bridging ligands, through metal-metal
bonds, or through a combination of both. When the metal centers are widely
separated by ligands that have no low-lying n-electron system, the photochemistry
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of the dimer is essentially that of its two component parts. When, however, the metal
centers can communicate with each other, the photochemistry of the dimer must be
considered as a whole. Higher aggregates and clusters can also be studied, but a
detailed understanding of the photochemistry of such compounds requires a good
interrelationship between theory and experiment.
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2
Photochemistry of Complexes of
First-Row Transition Metals

2.1.

INTRODUCTION

Many of the early principles of inorganic photochemistry have developed from
studies carried out on the first-row (3d) series of transition metal ions. The majority
of these ions are kinetically labile in aqueous solution, the two exceptions being
complexes of the trivalent C?+ (d3) and C03+ (d 6 ) ions, both of which are kinetically
inert. This difference in their solution lability has resulted in complexes of these
two ions receiving the majority of interest, because their slow substitution rates
allows the stereochemistries of the individual photoprocesses to be determined
before subsequent thermal reactions occur.
For first-row transition metal ions, the splitting between the I2g and eg levels
of the 3d orbitals for a particular ligand is smaller than that observed for the 4d
and 5d orbitals in the second- and third-row transition metal ions. As a consequence, the t2g --+ eg forbidden transitions are found at lower energies than are
those for complexes of the second- and third-row metal ions; thus, the d-d
transitions in first-row transition metal complexes are at lower energies than are
the charge transfer bands. A further consequence of the smaller d-d ligand field
splittings in first-row transition metal ions is that the complexes can have either
a low- or high-spin mUltiplicity, depending on the position of the ligand in the
spectrochemical series. This difference in spin multiplicity can lead to complexes of the same metal ion having different ground and excited state electronic
configurations.
A further feature that separates first-row (3d) transition metal complexes from
those of the second- (4d) and third- (5d) row metals is that spin-orbit coupling is
considerably smaller for the 3d metal series. For first-row complexes, therefore,
the Russell-Saunders coupling approximation is reasonably valid. As a conse-
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quence, the designation of an excited state by its spin multiplicity is a valid
description of the state, with the spin selection rules designating transitions as
spin-forbidden or spin-allowed being meaningful. For complexes of metal ions of
the second- and third-row transition series, spin-orbit coupling makes this distinction less well defined.

2.2.

PHOTOREACTIONS OF COMPLEXES OF
CHROMIUM(III)

From observations of photoreactions of chromium(m) it has been generally
found that the selectivity of the substitution pathways leading to the replacement
of different ligands can be explained on the basis of two rules.(I) These rules, which
are commonly called Adamson's rules, can be expressed as follows:
1. For six ligands lying in pairs along three mutually perpendicular axes, the
axis having the weakest average ligand field strength will be the one
labilized, and the total quantum yield will approximate that for an 0b
complex of the same average ligand field.
2. When the labilized axis has different ligands, the one that preferentially
aquates is the one that has the greater field strength.
The electronic states of chromium(III) complexes in an octahedral (Oh)
ligand field are shown in Fig. 2.1. The ground state t~g has a 4A2g term, and the
excited state t~ge! has 4T2g and 4TIg(F) terms. Since this transition corresponds to
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Figure 2.1. Qualitative energy level diagram for a tP transition metal ion in an octahedral (OJ,) ligand
field.
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the transfer of an electron into an antibonding orbital, the metal-ligand bonding in
the excited state is weaker than that in the ground state, and the radius of the
molecule in the excited state is correspondingly increased.

2.2.1. Photoaquation Reactions
Ligand field irradiation of chromium(III) complexes leads primarily to substitution reactions.(2) The most common reaction in aqueous solution is photosubstitution of a ligand by water. One of the earliest studies of photoaquation reactions
was the light-induced exchange of water between Cr(H20)t and the solvent. The
reaction is followed by using isotopically labeled H20 18 as the solvent, where
sequential photosubstitution of the H20 molecules leads to the formation of
Cr(H2018)~+ (Ref. 3):
Cr(H20)t + 6H20 18 ~ Cr(H20 18)t + 6H20

(2.1)

The quantum yields at 261, 408, and 574 nm are rather low (tP::= 0.02) and
wavelength independent. The quantum yields for this reaction decrease with decreasing
temperature. These low quantum yields for the aquation reaction correspond with a
mechanism involving labilization of a water ligand in the excited state. For other
octahedral complexes such as Cr(NH3)~+, the first step in the photoreaction in
aqueous solution involves photoaquation of one of the ammonia ligands to give
Cr(NH3)s(H20)3+(Ref.4):
(2.2)
For the corresponding hexacoordinate tris chelated complex Cr(en)r, the
initial photoreaction leads to substitution at one of the coordination positions to
give Cr(en)2(enH)(H20)4+. This photoreaction involves dissociation of one end of
a coordinated ethylenediamine, followed by protonation of the nitrogen on the free
"hinged" ethylenediamine arm of the chelate

(2.3)

This "hinging" reaction is then followed by a second photoaquation step to give
Cr(enh(H20)~, a reaction that results in displacement of the monodentate enH
ligand by water
(2.4)
Photolysis of Cr(en)r under pulsed-laser conditions shows that
Cr(enh(enH)(H20)4+ is formed within 20 ns of the laser pulse.(5) The pseudo
first-order rate constant (k) for this excited state substitution reaction is ;::; 108 s-l,
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Table 2.1. Photoaquation Quantum Yields
Complex

Quantum yield

Reference

Cr(H20)~
Cr(NH3)~

0.02

a

0.3

b,c

Cr(en)f

0.37

d

Cr(CN)~

0.12

e,f

Cr(NCS)~-

0.26

Cr(urea)~

0.10

b
b

Cr(oxalate)~-

0.09

g

(a) Plane, R. A.; Hunt, J. P. 1. Am. Chem. Soc. 1957, 79, 3343;
(b) Wegner, E. E.; Adamson, A. W.l. Am. Chem. Soc. 1966,
88,394; (c) Edelson, M. R.; Plane, R. A. 1. Phys. Chem. 1959,
63, 327; (d) Geis, W.; Schlafer, H. L. Z Phys. Chem. 1%9,
65, 107; (e) Chiang, A.; Adamson,A. W.l. Phys. Chem.l!J68,
72, 3827; (f) Wasgestian, H. F. Z Phys. Chem. 1%9, 67, 39;
(g) Spees, s. T.; Adamson, A. W.lnorg. Chem. 1!J6l,], 531.

which represents an overall enhancement of the substitution rate some 1014 over
the rate that is observed under thermal conditions.
In Table 2.1 are shown the quantum yields for photoaquation of a series of
chromium(ill) complexes of octahedral (Ott) microsymmetry.(3,4,6-1O) The quantum
yields for the different complexes cover a relatively small numerical range, which
is indicative of a similar photoaquation mechanism for all of these different
complexes.
Mixed-ligand complexes of chromium(ill) also undergo photoaquation reactions. In general, two or more photoreactions occur simultaneously, and the predominant product from the photochemical reaction may be different from the
product that is obtained under thermal conditions. An example of such difference
in regioselectivity is observed with the halo complexes CrX(NH3)~+. Under thermal
conditions, aquation of the halide ion (X-) is the preferred pathway:
(2.5)
Under the influence of light, photoaquation of an ammine ligand is the preferred
pathway:

CrX(NH3)~+ + H20 ~ CrX(NH3MH20)2+ + NH3

(2.6)

This selectivity to photosubstitution is shown in Table 2.2 where the quantum yields
for the two reactions are given.(1l-14) These data for CrX(NH3)~+ (X = CI, Br, NCS)
show that the quantum yields for ammine photoaquation are approximately two
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Table 2.2. Photoaquation of CrX(NH3)~+
Complex

~
(NH3)

~

(X-)

Reference

CrCI(NH3)~+

0.36

0.005

CrBr(NH3)~+

0.34

0.009

c

Cr(NCS)(NH3)~+

0.47

0.02

d

a,b

(a) Wasgestian, H. F.; Schlllfer, H. L. Z Phys. Chem. 1968,57,282; (b)
Wasgestian, H. F.; SchWer, H. L. Z Phys. Chem. 1968,62,127; (c)
Riccieri, P.; Schlllfer, H. L.lnorg. Chem. 1970, 9,727; (d) Zinato, E.;
Lindholm, R. D.; Adamson, A. W. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1969,91,1076.

orders of magnitude larger than are the corresponding quantum yields for the
photoaquation of the anion (X-). A similar regioselective reaction, but with the
reverse selectivity, is found for the analogous chromium(ill) ammine complexes
CrX2(NH3)!. As an example it is found that, whereas the quantum yield for ammine
photoaquation in the chloro complex trans-CrCh(NH3)4 is 0.003, the quantum
yield for photoaquation of the chloride ion in this complex is 0.44.0 5 ) This
photoreaction provides a good example of Adamson's rules because the lowest
ligand field in trans-CrCh(NH3)4 is along the CI-Cr-CI axis, and the preferred
mode of photoaquation is replacement of a chloride ion.
Clearly, with any set of rules, exceptions can occur when other factors become
dominant. Such is the case for the photoaquation of trans-Cr(1,3-diaminopropane)2(CN)t where both cyanide ion and the chelating diamine are photoaquated. Although the loss of C~ is not predicted by photochemical theory, its

photoaquation is possibly due to the ligand interactions becoming an important
factor.(16)
Medium- and high-pressure effects have been used to probe the mechanism of
photoaquation reactions of chromium(ill) and cobalt(ill) complexes. In a mixedsolvent system containing glycerol and water, the photoaquation quantum yield
decreases with increasing viscosity of the solvent, which is in agreement with a
cage effect influencing the recombination reaction. The photoaquation quantum
yield for the reaction in Eq. (2.7) has been studied at high pressure in pure water as
solvent and in a mixed solvent consisting of glycerol and water:
Cr(NH3)sNCS2+ + H20 ~ Cr(NH3)sH203+ + NCS-

(2.7)

The reaction shows a volume of activation (AV*) of -9.8 ± 0.2 cm3 mol-1
in pure water, and -9.5 ± 0.5 cm3 mol-1 in aqueous glycerol.(17) Such activation
volume values support a mechanism that is more associative than dissociative
in nature.
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2.2.2. Photosubstitution Reactions
Chromium(lll) com~exes also undergo photoanation reactions. When aqueous solutions ofCr(H20)6 are photolyzed in the wavelength range of 400-575 om
in the presence of CI- or SC~ ion, replacement of a water molecule by the anionic
ligand occurs:
Cr(H20)t" + X- ~ Cr(H20)SX2- + H20

(2.8)

(X=CI,SCN)
The quantum yields are in the region of 10-4 for this photoanation reaction.<t S) A
comparative study of the photoaquation and photoanation reactions has been
carried out by photolyzing Cr(NH3)t" in an aqueous solution containing added
chloride ion. For a series of solutions covering a chloride ion concentration range
from 0-8 M, the total quantum yield is independent of the chloride ion concentration. Aquation and anation therefore only compete with each other for the vacant
coordination position in Cr(NH3)~+ that is formed by the photodissociation of an
ammonia molecule.<t 9) Since the lowest excited quartet state that leads to photodissociation is very short-lived (r < 10-10 s),(20-22) only those molecules present in the
vicinity of the first coordination sphere of the complex will effectively compete
with the reentry of the photodissociated ammonia molecule. This conclusion has
been reached after considerable discussion. An associative mechanism involving a
heptacoordinate has also been proposed to explain the stereochemical specificity
in the photoaquation of substituted ammine complexes,(23) and an alternative
suggestion has been made that an interchange mechanism is involved, which is
characterized by a hexacoordinate activated complex that is reached after the
labilized ligand has been expelled.
Photoaquation can also be accompanied by isomerization of the metal
complex. An example is found in the photochemistry of cis-Cr(en)2(OH)t
where both photoisomerization to trans-Cr(en)2(OH)! and photoaquation to
Cr(en)(OH)2(H20)! are observed(24):
:+-

cis-Cr(enMOH>2

~
hv

trans-Cr(enh(OH>!"

(2.9)
Cr(en)(OHh(H20ii

For the complex Cr(NH3)4CI(DMFi+, three photoreactions can occur.(25) The
wavelength-dependent quantum yields for these reactions are shown in Table 2. 3.
The products are cis-Cr(NH3)4CI(H20)2+, cis-Cr(NH3)4(DMF)(H20)3+, and
Cr(NH3h(H20)CI(DMF)2+. The predominant pathway is the photochemical loss
of DMF, and the reactions involving loss of either DMF or chloride ion lead to
products that have isomerized from a trans to a cis stereochemistry.
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Table 2.3. Photoaquation and Photoisomerization of
trans-Cr(NH3)4(DMF)CI2+

A

(run)
546
480
390
254

¢J

Transition
4BI ~4E(4T2g)
4BI ~4B2
4BI ~ 4A2, 4E(4T1g)

CT

(DMF)

¢J
(Cn

(NH3)

¢J

0.31(3)
0.29(2)
0.30(3)
0.25(1)

0.017(3)
0.019(3)
0.016(3)
0.087(5)

0.007(3)
0.032(6)
0.027(2)
0.081(7)

2.2.3. Photoracemization Reactions
Tris-chelate complexes of kinetically inert transition metal ions can be resolved
into d and I optical isomers. Under the influence of light, it is possible to cause
racemization:

d-Cr(L-L)~+

I-Cr(L-L)~+

(2.10)

In this process the symmetry properties of the two enantiomers leads to an identical
quantum yield for the interconversion between the d and I forms. Examples of
photoracemization reactions are shown in Table 2.4. (26-29) The two mechanisms that
cause racemization of Cr(en)f are (a) the "twist" mechanism in which a pseudorotation causes racemization without changing the coordination sphere at chromium(lII), and (b) the "bond rupture" mechanism in which a bond breaks and
racemization occurs either before or during reformation of the bond.
The quantum yield data in Table 2.4 support the twist mechanism. This
conclusion results from the observation that the racemization quantum yield for
each individual complex in aqueous solution is closely similar. If a bond breaking

Table 2.4. Photoracemization of Cr(lII) Complexes
¢J

Reference

Complex

Solvent

Cr(en)f
Cr(ox)~-

H20 (400 run)

0.015

a

H20 (420 run)

0.11

b

Cr(acach

Acetone (546 run)

0.0098

c

Cr(phen)f

H20 (458 run)

0.018

d

(a) Cimolino, M. C.; Shirley, N. J.; Linck, R. G. lnorg. Chem. 1980,19,3291;
(b) Sastri, V.; Langford, C. H. J. Phys. Chem. 1970,74,3945; (c) Stevenson,
K. L. J. Am. Chern. Soc. 1972,94,6652; (d) Sasseville, R.; Langford, C. H.
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1979, 101,5834.
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pathway is occurring, the vacant coordination site that is generated will likely be
solvated by water, and it is to be expected that the rate constant for this aquation
step will be dependent on the complex. The constancy of the quantum yield values
for a series of complexes having widely different charges and ligating groups does
not agree with such a pathway, since the broad range of electrostatic effects within
the series is expected to be reflected in the quantum yields.

2.2.4.

Photochemistry of Polypyridyl Complexes of Chromium(lIl)

Chromium(ll) complexes of the tris-bipyridyl type are important contributors
to the photochemistry of chromium(ill). Much of the reason for this interest results
from the observation that the lifetimes of their lowest doublet metal-centered
excited states eTlgPEg) are very long in fluid solution at ambient temperature. The
values of these lifetimes range from 0.07 ms for Cr(bpy)~+ to 0.64 ms for Cr(3,4,7 ,8Me4phen)f,(:ID-32) although the combination of the high ionic charges on the
complexes and the hydrophobic nature of the ligand environment makes these
lifetimes very sensitive to medium and solvent effects.(33.34) It appears, however,
that the 2TlgPEg excited states and the 4A2g ground states of the complexes have
the same geometry, as evidenced by the lack of any Stokes shift in the absorption
and emission maxima between these states. A simplified energy level diagram is
shown for these Cr(bpy)~ complexes in Fig. 2.2.(35) In this figure are shown both
the ground and excited states and the interconversions that occur between them. In
the figure, 4knr, 4krad, and 4kisc are the respective rate constants of the nonradiative,
radiative, and intersystem crossing for the lowest excited quartet state 4T2g, and
2knr, 2krad, and 2kisc are the corresponding rate constants for the thermally equilibrated 2Eg and 2Tlg excited states, with ic being used to designate internal conversion.
In aqueous solution, high concentrations of perchlorate ion cause an increase
in both the 2Eg lifetimes and the emission intensities of Cr(bpy )~+ and Cr(phen)~+, (36)
and a decrease in the quantum yields for photoaquation. This effect is due to
decreases in the nonradiative eknr) and reactive ekrx) pathways of the 2E state. In
the presence of perchlorate ion, 2krx (the rate constant for aquation) shows a greater
decrease than does the nonradiative rate constant 2knr.(37) This increased lifetime of
the 2Eg state by the presence of anions in the solution is a general phenomenon for
these chromium(ll) polypyridyl complexes. Thus, the addition of chloride ion to
solutions of Cr(bpy)j+ results in an increase in the lifetime of the 2Eg excited state.
The quenching rate of this excited state is as follows:
1
3+
kobs=-=ko+kq[Cr(bpyh]
'fobs

(2.11)

9
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Table 2.5. Excited State Lifetimes for Cr(phen)~+
Derivatives in the Presence of 1.0 M NaCI
fobs

Complex

fobs

(ms)

(ms)(NaCI, 1.0 M)

Cr(phen)f

1.03

0.62

Cr(5-C1 phen)f

0.46

0.31

Cr(5-Ph phen)f

0.77

0.33

Cr(4,7-Me2 phen)f

1.28

0.75

1.68

0.75

3+

Cr(3.4,7,8-Me4 phen)~

where ko is the first-order rate constant for deactivation of the 2Eg excited state at
infinite substrate dilution, and kq is the second-order rate constant for the quenching of
the 2E state of a ground state Cr(bpy)~+. This kq rate constant reflects the encounter
between the ion-paired ground state and the excited state species:
3+
-*
3+
hv
Cr(bpyh ... Cl + Cr(bpy)J ... Cl- ~
Cr(bpYh ... Cl- ... Cr(bpy)~+ ...

cr· ,

(2.12)

The ground state quenching reaction is mediated by chloride ion through the
formation of a chloride bridge in the excimer. This bridged aggregate is therefore
formed by the approach of the ion paired 4A2g (ground) and the 2Eg (excited)
states,<38) The effect of added chloride ion on the lifetimes of a series of
Cr(phen)~+ derivatives in the region of pH 3 is shown in Table 2.5.(39) As the pH is
raised, the lifetimes are decreased, and the effect of added chloride ion on the
excited state lifetime is diminished.
The thermal aquation ofCr(bpy)~+ and its analogues is slow, as expected for a
kinetically inert chromium(llI) ion. This thermal aquation reaction occurs via an
associative mechanism involving the formation of a 7 -coordinate intermediate. This
associative step, which involves attack of a water molecule at the chromium(llI)
center, is the slow step in the overall reaction.(40,41) When the thermal reaction is
carried out in the pH range of 6-9, the rate is enhanced over that observed below
pH
6. This increase in rate is due to the 7-coordinate aquo species being
deprotonated to give the chromium(llI) hydroxy intermediate Cr(bpyhOH2+. The
hydroxy intermediate then undergoes ring opening of one of the bpy rings, followed
by the irreversible loss of the monodentate bpy to give the product,
Cr(bpYh(OH)t The photoaquation is believed to follow a similar associative
pathway, with the 2Tl g state being responsible for the photoreaction. Such an excited
state has an unoccupied 12g orbital that can be used to accept a pair of electrons for

=
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Table 2.6.

Reduction Potentials for Cr(bpy)~+I3+
1Ype Complexes

EJ(cil+,cf1+)

J!l(Cil+*,cf1+)

(V)

(V)

-D.26
-D.45
-D.28
-D.30
-D.29

1.44
1.25
1.42
1.39
1.40

Ligand
bpy
4,4'-M~bpy

phen
5-Me phen
5,6-M~phen

weakly bonding a water molecule between the three bpy ligands. A comparison of
the thermal and photochemical aquation ofCr(bpy)~+ shows that the photoreaction
is faster by some ten orders of magnitude than is the thermal reaction.(42)
Chromium(III) polypyridyl complexes undergo quenching by both electron
transfer and energy transfer processes. The ground and excited state potentials
(Table 2.6)(43,44) show that the excited states are better oxidants than are their
respective ground states, with the potentials of the 2Eg excited states [EO
(Cr3+*/C2+)] being approximately 1.7 V more positive than the corresponding
ground state potentials [EO (Cr 3+/Cr2+)].
The rate constants (kq) for reductive electron transfer quenching of
Cr(bpy)~+* by a series of inorganic ions (Mn+) [Eq. (2.13)] are shown in Table 2.7:

Reductive Quenching of
Cr(bpy)j+* by Inorganic Reductants

Table 2.7.

Quencher

~
(M- 1 s-I)

Reference

Pe2+

1.6 x

1-

1.4 x 109 (ii)

Mo(CN)t

5.2 x 109 (iii)

C

Fe(CN)t

4.9 X 109 (iii)

C

Ru(bpy)~+

6.1 x 108 (i)

a

Os(bpy)~+

1.5 x 109 (i)

a

107(i)

a
b

(i) 1 M H2S04 (25 DC); (ii) 1 M HCI (25°C), (iii) f1 =
0.5 (NaCI) (20 DC).

Note:

(a) Brunschwig, B.; Sutin, N. J. Am. Chern. Soc. 1978, ]00,
7568; (h) Serpone, N.; Jamieson, M. A.; Henry, M. S.; Hoffman,
M. Z.; Bolletta, F.; Maestri, M. J. Arn. Chern. Soc. 1979, ]0],
2907; (c) Juris, A.; Manfrin, M. F.; Maestri, M.; Serpone, N.
Inorg. Chern. 1978, 17, 2258.
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Table 2.8. Reductive Quenching of
Cr(bpy)r* by Amines

Triethylamine
Diethylamine
Dibenzylamine
Dibutylamine
Tributylamine
Aniline
Diphenylamine
Triphenylamine

7.4x loB
8.9 x 107
1.0 X 107
1.6 x loB
6.9x 108
9.9 x uP

9.1 x 109
7.3 x 109

(2.13)
In each case the rate is close to the diffusion-controlled limit. The excited state
Cr(bpy)r* is also quenched by amines:
(2.14)
The electron transfer rate constants for a series of amines are collected in Table 2.8,
which shows that the values all fall in a narrow range in the region of 107-109 M-1
S-I.(45)

The validity of an electron transfer pathway for Fe2+ has been verified by
measuring the quenching rate constant kq for a series of chromium(III) complexes
of the tris-bipyridyl type. For the series of complexes with the chelate ligand bpy
(4,4'-Me2bpy, 5-CI phen, phen, 5-Mephen, and 4,7-Me2phen), the logarithim of the
quenching rate constant (log kq) has been plotted against the logarithm of the
equilibrium constant for the electron transfer reactions. (43) The straight line obtained has an intercept of 1.7 and a slope of 0.43. The Marcus theory for electron
transfer reactions predicts a relationship of the type:

k12 =(kllknKl2./12) 112

I

~
(logKI2)2
ogJ12 = 4 log (kllk22/Z2)

where kll and k22 refer to the self-exchange reactions, k12 and K12 to the cross reactions,
and Z is a collision number.(46) Using a value of 4.0 M-1 S-1 for the Fe2+/Fe3+
self-exchange rate, and a value of I x lOS ~1 s-1 for the Cr(L-L)~+/Cr(L-L)r*
self-exchange rate, the observed slope of 0.43 agrees well with the value of 0.40
predicted by the equation
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log k12 = 0.50 log kllk22 + 0.50 (1

+ a) log K12

These data support a pathway where Cr(bpy)~+* undergoes electron transfer reductive quenching by an outer-sphere pathw~, and leads to a value in the range of
108_109 M-1 s-I for the Cr(bpy)~+/Cr(bpY)3+* exchange rate.
Although there are strong similarities between all complexes of this type, there
are also subtle differences between them, even for a pair of closely similar
complexes such as Cr(bpy)j+ and Cr(phen)~+.(47) The complex Cr(phen)~+* has a
longer 2Tt/2E intrinsic lifetime than does Cr(bpy)j+*. This difference in the rates of
the nonradiati ve decays of the 2Tt /2E states lies in the entropic activation term. This
entropic difference can be explained on the basis of Cr(phen)j+ having a more rigid
ligand structure, which reduces torsional quenching, thereby allowing a somewhat
greater solvent ordering along the nonradiative potential energy surface than would
be found for Cr(bpy)j+. Other differences between the two complexes are that the
photoaquation quantum yields are lower for Cr(phen)~ than for Cr(bpy)j+, and that
Cr(phen)j+ has a greater tendency for ground state quenching in highly ionic media
than does Cr(bpy)~.(47)

2.3.

THEORIES FOR PHOTOCHEMICAL SUBSTITUTION
REACTIONS OF CHROMIUM(III) COMPLEXES

The qualitative rules for photosubstitution reactions developed by Adamson
have been placed on a more definitive basis by relating the substitution selectivity
to the localization of quartet-state sigma antibonding electron density on the weak
field axis in the octahedral complex.(48-50) An important factor is the importance of
metal-ligand n-bonding effects in stabilizing n-donor, and in destabilizing n-acceptor, ligands. Theoretically it has been shown that the axial electron density in
the lowest quartet excited state leads to loss of the strong field ligand on that weak
field axis. This work led to the concept that the leaving ligand is the one with the
greatest overlap integral with the sigma antibonding electron,(51) although it was
also emphasized that the role of the n-bonding with the vacant t2g orbital must not
be entirely ignored when considering the photoreactivity.(51,52)
Subsequent development of these concepts led to a semiempirical theory of
ligand labilization based on an angular overlap model.(53) This angular overlap
model of Vanquickenborne and Ceulemans assumes a lowest excited quartet 4E
state reactivity, and calculates the metal-ligand bond strengths in the excited state.
Using a one-electron model, an additive angular overlap model specifies two
parameters, al and nl, for each ligand L. For a complex with six different ligands
there is no point group symmetry, but the perturbation matrix used in this angular
orbital model has at least D2h symmetry. In this model, the ligand parameters appear
as sums of pairs (a 1+ a -I, etc). If the ligands along the three axes are all the same,
the point group symmetry of the complex becomes Oh. For a complex trans-CrXtY 2
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with different ligands (Y) along, say, the z-axis, the point group symmetry becomes
D4h. For a complex with D4h symmetry, the sums of pairs of parameters can be
replaced by combinations such as 2u- or 2:n:-, which represent average parameters
along each axis. For a complex of D4h symmetry, these parameters can be expressed
as Uax- and Ueq-' Use of these average axial and equatorial parameters to generate a
ligand perturbation matrix leads to the following energies for the five metal d
orbitals:

E(Z2) =2uax- + Ueq-

=E(yz) =2:n:ax- + 2:n:eqE(xy) =4:n:eqE(Xl -1) =3ueqE(xz)

The contribution of each ligand L is additive and can be considered separately.
This contribution will be different depending on whether the ligand is in an axial
or an equatorial coordination position. The energy levels of all the different orbitals
in this model can be calculated, with the bond energy / (ML) for a many-electron
system being defined as:

where the summation is over the orbitals i (bonding and antibonding). In this
equation, nj is the occupation number of the ith orbital in the complex, and Ei is the
energy of the ith orbital. The value / (ML) is therefore a spectroscopically derived
energy for the complex. The excited state energies (ML) can also be calculated,
with separate calculations for the axial and the equatorial ligands leading to
(ML)ax and (ML)eq values. The dominant D4h configuration is then determined
by including electron repulsion effects, and the dissociating ligand is predicted to
be that which has the lowest value of (ML). In Table 2.9 are collected the
different values of
(ML) for the series of complexes [CrX(NH3)s]n+ and
trans-[CrX2(NH3)4]n+, with (ML) referring to the excited state energy to a neutral
ligand, and (MX) to an anionic ligand. In each case, the model correctly predicts
that the ligand that dissociates is the one with the lowest (ML).
Adamson's rules can be derived if the difference (/ - f) determines the ligand
to be substituted. The photoactive state is determined by the average ligand field
Aax or Aeq.
If Aax > Aeq, the photoactive state corresponds predominantly to the
(xy) -+ (Xl
excitation, and only the equatorial ligands are labilized. If, however, Aax < Aeq, the photoactive state corresponds predominantly to the (xz, yz) -+
(i) excitation, and the axial ligands are labilized compared to the equatorial
ligands.(53) When applying any of these models it should be realized that they can
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Table 2.9. Individuall(ML) Values for the Complexes [CrX(NH3)5t+ and
trans-[CrX2(NH3)4t+
Complex

t(MX)

t (MLu)

t (Mleq)

Dissociation

[Cr(NCS)(NH3)S]2+

8950

8740

11,790

[NH3]ax

[crCl(NH3>sf+

9300

8500

11,910

[NH3]ax

[CrBr(NH3>s]2+

8467

8360

11,980

[NH3]ax

/* (MX)

t(MX)

t(ML)

trans-[Cr(H20MNH3).J 3+

8330

12,030

[H2O]

trans-[CrCl(NCS)(NH3)4!+

8540

9140

12,010

[NCSl

trans-[CrCl(H20)(NH3)4!2+

8260

9050

12,080

[H2O]

trans-[Cr(NCS)(H2O)(NH3)4]2+

8435

8620

11,970

[H2O]

trans-[CrCI2(enh]+
trans-[CrF2(enh]+

8980

12,120

[Cn

14,960

11,520

[en]

trans-[CrClF(en)2l+

9400

11,850

[Cn

14,260

only offer predictions about the dominant substitution pathway, and they do not
discount lesser contributions from the dissociation ofother ligands in the complex.
This Vanquickenbome and Ceulemans model has also been used to explain the
substitution behavior of fluoro complexes such as CrF(NH3)~+, CrF(NH3)(en)~+,
and CrF2(en)!. (54,55) although initially there was some doubt as to whether such a
ligand field model was applicable. As an example, photolysis of transCrF(NH3)(en)~+ into the 4E band leads to dissociation of ammonia and the formation of cis-CrF(H20)(en)~+. Application of this model concludes that the excitation
energy in the axial Cr-N ligand is double that in the equatorial Cr-N ligand, and
therefore the axial ammonia is preferentially labilized over the equatorial ethylenediamine ligands.
This model shows that the rule relating the strong field ligand and the weak
field axis is equivalent to considering only the labilization of the metal-ligand bond
due to the sigma antibonding electron density in the excited state. This theory has
been extended to the comparison of the energetics of different pathways, and to
provide a basis for understanding the steroechemistry of photochemical reactions. (56) The results have all been interpreted on the basis of the lowest quartet state
being the reactive one, and that the initial step is dissociation of the labilized ligand
to give a 5-coordinate square pyramidal intermediate. This first intermediate then
converts to a trigonal bipyramidal intermediate, which can be formed in either its
ground or excited state, depending on the relative (J- and n-bonding parameters of
the supporting ligands. These correlation selection rules for metal complexes have
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been compared to the Woodward-Hoffman orbital correlation rules that have been
used to explain the thermal and photochemical reactions of organic compounds.(57)
A limitation of the Vanquickenborne and Ceulemans model is that it is
restricted to dissociative pathways, and it is only rigorously applicable to metal
complexes at the instant of light absorption.(58) The model also does not account
for the fact that the geometries of the excited states of metal complexes are
frequently considerably distorted from the geometries of the ground state. The
omission of any term that addresses this geometrical difference is expected to be
significant in chromium(III) photochemistry because the excited state, with a single
electron in the eg level, is expected to be subjected to Jahn-Teller distortion. Also,
since most photochemistry occurs from the lowest-energy vibrationally equilibrated excited state, the model needs to accommodate such considerations before
it can be developed further. These vibration ally equilibrated excited states have an
intrinsic lifetime, and they can undergo adiabatic crossings between the potential
energy surfaces of the reactants and products. For a simple dissociative process of
an octahedral complex, the initial photoproduct will be a square pyramidal intermediate. Such a stereochemistry is of high energy, and is expected to convert to a
more stable trigonal bipyramidal geometry. A lower energy pathway, however,
involves an adiabatic crossing from the excited state of the octahedral complex
directly to the trigonal bipyramidal intermediate. The overall process can be
considered to involve a continuation of the Jahn-Teller distortion of the excited
state with the loss of the sixth ligand and a concomitant Berry pseudorotation to
the trigonal bipyramidal geometry. This approach also includes an estimate to be
included for the change in repulsion energies because of the bond length differences
between the ground and excited state. Application of this modified energy model
to the complex CrCI(NH3)~+ leads to the conclusion that the preferred photosubstitution pathway involves NH3 loss, in agreement with the predictions of the
Vanquickenborne and Ceulemans model. The bond breaking selectivity is considered to arise from the differences in the magnitudes of the nuclear reorganizational
barriers for these crossings. From the energy levels of the complex CrCI(NH3)~+ it
is apparent that the lowest excited state is a 2E state. Dissociative pathways are not
expected to directly lead to low energy intermediates having doublet spin multiplicity, and therefore any dissociative reaction pathways of the 2E state must involve
intersystem crossing. The energies of the 2E and 4E levels are closely similar, and
the conversion between them is a spin relaxation process. It has been estimated that
the activation energy for reactivity from this state is large (-8 x 103 cm-I ) and
comparable to that estimated for reactions that arise from the 4E state.
The stereochemistry of the ligands can also significantly affect the thermally
activated relaxation of the 2E state of chromium(III). From the observed difference
in lifetime between cis- and trans-Cr([14]aneN4)(NH3)~+ it has been suggested that
ligand stereochemistry is the cause of this difference (Fig. 2.3).(59,60) Further work
with other similar macrocyclic complexes has substantiated this suggestion.
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Figure 2.3. Structure of [14janeN4.

This geometric effect on lifetimes is clearly shown by the difference in the
lifetimes of the 2Eg states of Cr(TAE[9]aneN3)3+ and Cr(TAP[9]aneN3)3+,
where [9]aneN3 is 1,4,7-triazacyc1ononane, and TAE and TAP are the
N,N',N"-tris(aminoethyl) and N,N',N"-tris(aminopropyl) derivatives, respectively (Fig. 2.4).(61) For these complexes, the lifetime of the aminoethyl
chromium complex is 4 x 10-3 f.1s, whereas the lifetime of the aminopropyl
complex is 180 f.1s, a difference factor of 4.4 x 105 . The long lifetime of the
2Eg state of the aminopropyl complex Cr(TAP[9]aneN3)3+ is due to its
structural rigidity (which resists twisting), and the resulting decay back to
the ground state. Similar effects have been found with complexes of chromium(III) containing other N-macrocyc1ic donors.(62.63)
Ab initio calculations have also been carried out on the photochemistry of
chromium(III) ammine complexes. Both ab initio calculations and the angular
overlap model show that ligand rearrangements are confined to the original plane
of excitation, and that the stereomobility required to obtain the predicted isomeric
product can be modeled. (64)

TAE[9]aneN3

2HN

TAP[9]aneN3

Figure 2.4. Structures ofTAE[9]aneN3 and TAP[9janeN3.
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PHOTOREACTIONS OF COMPLEXES OF COBALT(III)

The photochemistry of complexes of cobalt(ill) shows many similarities to the
photochemistry of complexes of rhodium(ill) and iridium(ill). The qualitative
energy level diagram shown in Fig. 2.5 can be used to interpret the spectra for all
of these d 6 metal ions in Oh symmetry. The lAl g ground state comes from the t~g
electronic configuration, while the low-lying ligand field excited states
3Tl g, 3T2g, ITl g, and IT2g result from the t~ge~ configuration. In addition, there is a
ST2g state that arises from the t~gei configuration. This quintet state lies above the
3Tl g state for cobalt(ill) complexes in a strong ligand field, as well as for complexes
of rhodium(ill) and iridium(ill) where the ligand fields are expected to be greater
than for cobalt(IIl). For complexes such as Co(NH3)f that have a smaller ligand
field strength, this ordering of states may, however, be reversed. Some support for
this premise that the ordering of states may be ligand-dependent comes from the
observation that whereas Co(CN)~- shows a phosphorescence due to the
3Tlg ~ lAl g transition, CO(NH3)~+ is nonemissive.(6S)

2.4.1. Photosubstitution and Photoredox Reactions
The major photochemical pathway for cobalt(ill) complexes in solution is
substitution. By contrast with the complexes of rhodium(III) and iridium(ill), the
quantum yields for photosubstitution for cobalt(II1) complexes are low. This feature

is shown in the homologous ammine complexes M(NH3)~, where the substitution
quantum yields for arnmine substitution in rhodium(ill) and iridium(ill) complexes

1 Tt,(t2,5 e ,l)
5 T , ( l2,4
2

e,

2)

3T2,

3 Tt, (l2,5 e ,t)

Figure 2.5. Qualitative energy level diagram for a d 6 transition metal ion in an octahedral (Oh)
ligand field.
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Figure 2.6. Electronic absorption spectrum of Co(NH3)~+

are in the 10-2 range; whereas, those for cobalt(1Il) ammines fall in the range
10-3_10-4.(66.67) The absorption spectrum of the complex CO(NH3)t' shows absorption bands in the 200-500-nm range (Fig. 2.6). Upon irradiation into the ligand
field band at 365 nm, the complex undergoes photoaquation with the very low
quantum yield of -10-4 :
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(2.15)
The quantum yield at 472 run is approximately one order of magnitude lower,
verifying that the aquation quantum yield decreases with increasing wavelength in
the ligand field region.(68) By contrast, the photoaquation of the complex
Co(CN)~- with a stronger ligand field has a quantum yield that is much larger (0.31)
and is wavelength independent(69,70):
(2.16)
This difference can be explained on the basis of the excited states of the two sets
of complexes. Thus, while the lowest excited state of the hexacyano complexes
have triplet character, that of the hexaammine complex has quintet character. (71,72)
This difference results from the relative ligand field strengths of the ammine and
the cyanide ligands. The independence of the quantum yield with incident wavelength for Co(CN)t in the ligand field region can be explained on the basis of an
intersystem crossing to the lowest wavelength triplet occurring with a quantum
yield of near unity. This premise has been tested by showing that the quantum yields
for photoaquation at 365 nm and 405 run are unchanged. In the former case the
pathway involves excitation to a singlet state, followed by intersystem crossing to
a triplet, whereas in the latter case the mechanism involves direct excitation
eTlg r IAlg) to the triplet.(73)
Irradiation at 254 run into the charge transfer band of the cobalt(Ill) complex
CO(NH3)r results in photoredox reactions to give cobalt(II) complexes. (68,74,75) The
quantum yield for irradiation into the charge transfer band at 254 nm is 0.16, which
is considerably larger than the corresponding photosubstitution quantum yield for
irradiation into the ligand field band. This quantum yield at 254 nm is independent
of the pH of the solution, and it does not depend on the concentration of either the
complex or a noncoordinating ion such as perchlorate. The quantum yield increases
slightly with temperature, and also increases when chloride ion is added to the
solution. The overall reaction is
(2.17)
The effect of added chloride is considered as due to the formation of an ion pair in
the solution. Such an ion pair is evidenced by the presence of a strong absorption
band at 250 nm. The increase in quantum yield can be explained if the ion pair
Co(NH3)r ... CI-, can more efficiently absorb light than can the free complex
CO(NH3)r.(68)
The quantum yield for the photoaquation reaction of Co(CN)~- can be decreased by the introduction of a supramolecular cation into the solution. When a
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Figure 2.7. Structures of (a) 32-e.,-N~. (b) 32-NsHt". and (c) 24-N~.

small cationic linear alkyl ammonium ion such as the diethylammonium ion is
added to the solution, there is no significant decrease in quantum yield of the
photoaquation reaction. When, however, the macrocyclic alkylammonium cations
24-N6IIt, 32-C9'-N6Ht, and 32-NsHr (Fig. 2.7) are added to the solution, the
quantum yield drops from 0.31 to 0.15, 0.11, and 0.10 for these three adducts,
respectively.(76) In general, increasing the rigidity of the system results in an
increased quantum yield. If, however, it is assumed that the anions Co(CN)~- are
contained within the cavity of the cationic macrocycle, some of the cyanide ligands
will be bound to the polyammonium receptor, and will be thereby prevented from
escaping from the cage when the Co-CN bonds are cleaved in the excited state.
Photolysis of the mixed-ligand complex ions Co(CN)sxn- [where X is CN-.
N3-, cr, Br-, r, OH- (n =3) and H20 (n =2)] in the presence of thiocyanate ion
gives primarily the aquation product Co(CN)s(H20)2- [Eq. (2.18)], along with the
linkage isomers of the thiocyanate substitution product [Eq. (2.18)](77):
(2.18)
Co(CN)sXn- + SC~ ~ Co(CN)sSCN3-

+ Co(CN)sNCS 3-

(2.19)

In Table 2.10 are shown the comparative data for photoaquation and photoanation,
which demonstrate that approximately 80% of the product is that resulting from the
photoaquation pathway. In Table 2.10 are also shown the ratio (SIN) of
Co(CN)sSCN3- to Co(CN)sNCS3- that is formed in both the thermal and the
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Table 2.10. Thermal and Photoanation Ratios ofthe S- and
N-Bonded Thiocyanate Isomer of Co(CN)sX3X

CI
Br
I

N3

OH
CN

SIN thermal SIN photochemical Aquation/anation
4.3 ±O.2
4.5
4.7
4

8.5 ± 1.4
8.8 ± 1.5
9.3± 1.3
8.7 ± 1.5
8.7
8.1 ± 1.7

5.4±O.8
6.1±2.1
7.5 ± 1.5
4.2± 1.1

photochemical reaction for the different anions X-. From these data it is apparent
that the respective SIN thermal and photochemical ratios are 4.4 ± 0.4 and 8.7 ±
0.6 for the different anions studied. This constancy of the SIN ratio for the series
of anions X- used supports a pathway where the photoreaction is dissociative. Thus,
the photoaquation and photoanation reactions are in direct competition with each
other. The difference in the SIN ratio between the thermal and the photochemical
pathways shows that the photodissociated intermediate behaves differently from
the intermediate that is involved in the thermal reaction, with the photochemical
reaction resulting in a greater preference for the S-bonded isomer. No transients
have been observed in this reaction on the picosecond time scale, although low
temperature studies on Co(CN)~- (78,79) and cobalt(III) ammine complexes,(80,81)
have detected such species.
The favoring of S-coordination by the photochemical intermediate supports
the view that a species of greater polarizability is involved in the photochemical
reaction. Such a situation can arise with a 5-coordinate intermediate. If the photochemical intermediate reacts with thiocyanate ion while still in the triplet excited
state, this t~get state can be expected to show some selectivity for sulfur coordination. Such a situation arises from the fact that the excited state will be more
polarizable than the ground state, and also that the frontier orbitals of the excited
state can extend further to react with the sulfur lone pair at longer range than the
equivalent lone pair on nitrogen.

2.4.2. Photoisomerization Reactions
Irridation of cis-CoCh(en)i in methanol solution into the ftrst charge transfer
band results in isomerization to trans-CoCh(en)i [Eq. (2.20)].(82) The reaction
pathway has been proposed to involve the photoreduction to complexes of cobalt(II), with these complexes acting as catalysts for the isomerization reaction.
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+ b

cis-CoCh(enh

~

+

trans-CoCh(en)2

(2.20)

Subsequently, the isomerization of cobalt(III) complexes has been explained on the
basis of the angular overlap model. (54,56,83) This model is based on the assumption
that the photosubstitution in the complex MA~Y occurs by loss ofY in the lowest
triplet state. This loss of Y leads to the formation of an intermediate 5-coordinate
structure where the interconversions between apical and equatorial positions are
separated by a low-activation barrier via the trigonal bipyramidal structure. When
X is a poorer a donor than A, and the metal-to-ligand n-bonding is minimal, the
trans structure is favored, and the barrier to cis-to-trans isomerization is low as
compared to the triplet ~ singlet deactivation rate constant. Thus, trans ~ cis
isomerization is expected when X is a better a donor than A in trans-M~Y.
Confirmation of this approach is shown in the photochemistry of transCo(en)2(CN)CI+ and trans-Co(en)2(CN)H20 2+. Loss of chloride ion (¢J =10-2) from
Co(enh(CN)CI+ or water from trans-Co(en)2(CN)H20 2+ leads to the same square
pyramidal intermediate Co(en)2(CNf+, where the cyanide ligand is trans to the
vacant site. In each case the photolysis product is cis-Co(en)2(CN)H202+, which
supports the angular overlap model of excited state reactivity.
Photoinduced linkage isomerization of cobalt(III) ammine complexes has also
been observed when one of the ligands is ambidentate. These reactions are shown
in generalized form in Eq. (2.21). Two such examples that have received attention
are the photoinduced isomerization of the thiocyanate and the nitrite ligands [Eqs.
(2.22) and (2.23)]:
(2.21)

(2.22)
(2.23)
Under continuous photolysis, the complexes Co(NH3)sSCN2+ and
Co(NH3)sNO~+ are converted into Co(NH3)sNCS 2+ and Co(NH3)sON02+, respectively. The other product in the solution is the aquated cobalt(II) ion that
arises from a photoredox reaction.(84.85) These photoisomerization reactions are
believed to proceed via a pathway where irradiation leads to a thermally
equilibrated LMCT excited state. In this excited state, the complex dissociates
to give the radical pair

(2.24)
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Geminate recombination of the Co(NH3)~+ and XY to give either Co(NH3)Sxy2+
or CO(NH3)SYX2+ competes with both aquation of the Co(NH3)~+ fragment, and
diffusion of the radicals into the bulk phase58S-87) For high selectivity in the
photoisomerization reaction, the reaction must occur with the two radicals held in
close proximity, or perhaps separated by a single solvent molecule.
For the thiocyanate complex the photoisomerization reaction of
Co(NH3)sSCN2+ to Co(NH3)sNCS2+ is not reversible, and Co(NH3)sNCS2+ does
not photoisomerize to Co(NH3)sSCN2+. If the CO(NH3)~+...SCN radical pair can
undergo secondary recombination to form eitherC0(NH3)sNCS2+orCo(NH3)sSCN2+,
but the Co(NH3)~+.. NCS radical pair can only form Co(NH3)sNCS2+, then it is necessary to postulate that the secondary reactions of the radicals formed from excited
CO(NH3)sSCN2+ and Co(NH3)sNCS2+ differ in their properties. One explanation
for this difference is that the radical pairs have memories in the sense that they
undergo cage recombination to give the isomers from which they originated. The
experimental data also require that the radicals formed from Co(NH3)sSCN2+ and
Co(NH3)sNCS2+recombine in each case to give only CO(NH3)sNCS 2+. A plausible
explanation for this observation is that radical recombination proceeds in two steps.
In the first step a precursor complex is formed between CO(NH3)~+ and the
thiocyanate radical, and in the second step electron transfer occurs within the
precursor complex. The stability of this inner-sphere precursor complex is related
to the bonding in the thermally equilibrated LMCT excited state of the parent
complex. Since the LMCT excited state formed from Co(NH3)sNCS2+ is more
strongly bound than the LMCT excited state formed from Co(NH3)sSCN2+, the
electron transfer precursor complexes formed from identical radical pairs will favor
the more strongly bound N-bonded isomer rather than the more weakly bound
S-bonded precursor complex.(8S)

2.4.3.

Photoreactions of Bimetallics

In order to effect the conversion of radiation energy into chemical energy,
multielectron processes will frequently be necessary. As a means to achieve such
processes, photoredox at a multiplicity of metal centers may be necessary. Such
complexes have been synthesized using a cyanide bridge from cobalt to other metal
centers. One of the earliest examples is the complex (NH3)SCOm(PNC)Rull(CN)s. This complex shows an intervalence transfer (IT) band due to a Rull
-+ Com transition at 375 nm, and irradiation into this band results in photoredox.(88)
Similar photoredox reactions are observed in complexes containing cyanidebridged COWoSll, C~Fell and FellOsm combinations.(89)
Intramolecular energy transfer also occurs between metal centers in bimetallic
complexes. Two examples are found in the complexes (CN)sCo(p-NC)C0(NH3)S
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and (CN)sCo(,u-CN)Cr(NH3)s.(90·91) In each case ligand field excitation at one
metal center can lead to energy transfer into the other one.

2.4.4.

Photohomolysis Reactions

Photohomolysis reactions of cobalt(llI) pseudohalide complexes can be used
to effect photoreduction to cobalt(II) complexes. Thus, intramolecular photoelectron transfer in the complexes Co(CN)sN~- and Co(NH3)sN~+ leads to oxidation of
the azide ion to the azide radical, and reduction of the cobalt(llI) center to cobalt(II).
Evidence for the initial formation of the azide radical comes from the photolysis of
solutions containing Co(CN)sN~- and iodide ion, when the iodine anion radical I2
is observed in the solution. (92) This formation of I2 results from the photochemical
generation of the azide radical, which then oxidizes the iodide ion to an iodine atom
(Scheme 2.1). Subsequently, spin trapping experiments with phenyl-N-tert-butyl
nitrone has been used to verify the formation of azide radicals from the photolysis
of Co(CN)sN~- and Co(NH3)sN~+.(93)

2.5.
2.5.1.

PHOTOREACTIONS OF COMPLEXES OF COPPER(I)
Monomeric Complexes

Much of the recent interest in the photochemistry of copper(I) has centered on
complexes of the bpy type. Copper(I) with a dlO electron configuration generally
forms tetrahedral or pseudotetrahedral complexes that are kinetically labile in
solution. Copper(I) complexes with substituted phenanthrolines as ligands show
intense MLCT bands in the visible region of the electronic absorption spectrum.
For a series of complexes Cu(2,9-R2-phen)1 that have a range of different substituents R at the 2 and 9 positions of the phenanthroline, it is clear that the nature of
the group R in these positions has a strong influence on the properties of the excited
state. (94-96) When R is a phenyl group, the intensity of the charge transfer absorption
is decreased because delocalization of the n* -acceptor orbital over the phenyl

3 hv

3

CO(CN)SN3- ~ Co(CNh-

Scheme 2.1.

+ N3
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substituents attenuates the transition dipole length.(97) By contrast, when R is a
methyl group, the bulky substituent protects the metal center from associative
quenching by the solvent, and therefore there is an increase in the excited state
lifetime.
Upon excitation into the MLCT band, the transfer of an electron from copper(I)
into the n* orbital of the phenanthroline ligand results in the formation of a radical
anion on the ligand, and an electron hole at the copper. Like Ru(bpy )~+* (see Chapter
5), the excited state Cu(2,9-R2-phen)r is a good reducing agent by electron transfer
from the phenanthroline ring. By contrast, the generation of an electron hole at the
copper center causes this site to be a potential oxidant. (98) The bimodal reactivity
of such redox excited states can be probed by the use of bimolecular quenching
reactions with quenchers Q that react as either reductants or oxidants. The initial
step in such phototoredox reactions involves association between the excited state
and the quencher to give an excited state complex, or exciplex. For transition metal
complexes, as contrasted to organic compounds,(99,IOO) exciplexes are rarely observed. A consequence of the energy gap law is that nonradiative decay is likely to
be more facile in an exciplex. This results from a lower energy gap that is caused
because the excited state is stabilized by charge transfer interactions, while the
ground state is destabilized by repulsive interactions. Thus, the Franck-Condon
factors involved with crossing to the ground state will be more favorable in the
exciplex. One group of transition metal compounds, however, for which exciplex
formation is observed, are complexes of Cu(I) that have substituted phenanthroline
or other similar nitrogen-containing heterocycles as ligands. Following the formation of the exciplex (kex), a variety of subsequent processes can occur. These options
are shown in Scheme 2.2 for a generalized metal complex M and a quencher Q.
The possible reactions of the exciplex M,Q * include dissociation to give the metal
complex in either its ground (kJ) or excited state (f4x), or alternatively electron
transfer (ki) may occur to give an associated ion pair (M-, Q+). Analysis of the
photophysics of these pathways for the complex Cu(2,9-R2-phen)2 (R = Me) leads
to an upper limit of 2 ns for the exciplex lifetime in acetonitrile solvent.
The complex Cu(2,9-Me2-phen)2 is luminescent in the solid state.(10!) When
the complex is dissolved in methanol, acetone, acetonitrile, or water, however, no
luminescence is observed at ambient temperature.(102) In noncoordinating solvents
such as dichloromethane, luminescence is observed with quantum yields in the
10-3_10-5 range, and lifetimes in the 20-300 ns range.(103) When Lewis acids that
can act as donor ligands to the complex are added to these dichloromethane
solutions, quenching of the luminescence is observed with quenching rate constants
in the range of 107-109 M-1 S-I. The luminescence is also quenched by the addition
of anions to the solution of the complex, and the quenching rates for these reactions
are independent of the nature of the anion. This observation suggests that in the
absence of large anion concentrations the quenching by coordinating anions occurs
at Cu centers that are already ion-paired in the ground state. (98) In the MLCT excited
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Scheme 2.2.

state the copper is formally a Cu(Il) center where an electron has been transferred
from the d 10 metal center to the 1t-system of the ligand. Immediately after excitation
into this MLCT state, the metal center will still have the pseudotetrahedral geometry
of the ground state Cu(l) complex from which it originated. At a later time the
thermally equilibrated geometry of the excited state will have rearranged to more
closely resemble that of a Cu(II) complex. Divalent copper has a higher positive
charge than monovalent copper, and therefore it usually has a higher coordination
number. Thus, coordination numbers of 5 and 6 are common for Cu(II), whereas a
coordination number of 4 is common for Cu(I). Compounds that act as ligands for
Cu(II) are therefore effective quenchers of the MLCT excited state of Cu(I)
complexes. Therefore, pyridine reacts as a quencher of Cu(2,9-Me2-phen)f with a
second-order rate constant of 1 x 109 M-1 S-I. By contrast, the sterically hindered
2,6-dimethylpyridine does not quench the excited state Cu(2,9-Me2-phen)f because it cannot bind to the Cu center. (96) Increasing the rigidity of the ligand does
not, however, have a dramatic effect on the quenching rates since the values for
catenated complexes of Cu(l) are similar to those found for the substituted phenanthroline complexes. (104) When a quencher is close enough to the metal ion for the
donor orbital of the quencher to overlap with an unfilled orbital of the excited state
complex, this interaction lowers the total energy of the system. This effect increases
as the separation decreases up to the point of the equilibrium binding distance.
Activation parameters for the quenching of Cu(2,9-Me2-phen)f by a series of
Lewis base donors have provided support for exciplex formation in these reactions
of Cu(I) complexes. (105) The data for a series of Lewis base quenchers are collected
in Table 2.11. These data show that the fastest quenching rates are found for strong
donor ligands such as DMF and DMSO. It is also apparent that the activation
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Table 2.11. Activation Parameters for the
Quenching of Cu(2,9-Me2-phen)r by Lewis Bases
kq (M- 1 8-1)
Quencher
ASq
.dHq

*

MeCN
Dioxane
Acetone
THF

DMF
DMSO

l.4x 106
7.5 x 106
1.9 x 106
8.4 x 106
5.7 x 108
4.7 x 108

-2.0
-5.0
-12.0
-7.7
-1.7
-{).3

*

-110
-145
-150

-139
-84
-80

enthalpies for the quenching reactions are negative, and that the behavior of the
donor ligands follows two patterns. For the weaker donors, LlH~ becomes increasingly exothermic as the base strength increases, while for stronger donors the
reverse trend is observed. These observations can be explained on the basis of the
associative formation of an exciplex, although it has not been directly observed
because its equilibrium concentration is so small that it cannot be detected by
spectroscopic measurements. (106) The negative values found for LlS~, however, also
support an associative pathway for the quenching process.
Cu(I) complexes also undergo photoinduced electron transfer reactions with
added oxidants. As an example of such a reaction, the complex Cu(2,9-Me2phen)2* undergoes bimolecular photoelectron transfer to a series of Co(III) complexes, reducing them to the Co(II) oxidation state(l07,I08):
Cu(2,9-Me2-phenh + Co
~

~

-7

u
u
Cu(2,9-Me2-phenh + Co

(2.25)

The analogous complex Cu(2, 9-Ph-phen)2* undergoes both electron transfer and
energy transferreactions with Cr(acach derivatives.(Hl9) For the C~+ quenchers that
have the more-positive electrode potentials, the quenching rate follows that for
exergonic electron transfer quenching with a rate that increases with the driving
force of the potential, and finally saturating at the diffusion limit. By contrast, when
the potential of the Cr3+ complex is unfavorable for electron transfer and the
reaction is in the endergonic region, quenching occurs by energy transfer. The
energy transfer quenching process occurs for all of the Cr3+ complexes, but it is
only for cases where the electron transfer quenching pathway is too slow to be
effective that energy transfer quenching is observed.
Pressure effects have been used to deduce the mechanisms of the photoreactions of Cu(2,9-Ph-phen)~ with chromium(III) complexes. For those quenchers that
have reduction potentials of less than -1.6 V, the major reaction is energy transfer,
and there is little effect of pressure on the bimolecular rate constant. If the reduction
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potential is greater than -1.6 V, the primary reaction is electron transfer, and positive
activation volumes are observed.(1l0,11I)
The simple Cu(I) halide complexes such as CuCl~- that have no ligands with
low-lying n orbitals undergo electron loss upon irradiation to give the Cu(II) halide
complex CuCl3 (Refs. 112-114):
(2.26)

2.5.2.

Tetrameric and Cluster Complexes

Monomeric complexes of Cu(I) that have a dlO electronic configuration have
a strong tendency to aggregate and form cluster compounds.(IlS) The aggregates do
not have strong intermetallic bonding, but instead the clusters are formed by halide
ion bridging between the metal centers. When considering the photochemistry of
copper(I) complexes such as CuXL (X halide, L neutral ligand), it is therefore
important to be aware of the state of aggregation of the complex under the
conditions of the experiment. Among the early examples of complexes of type
CuXL that showed observable emission are those where L is a tertiary phosphine.
These complexes show a weak luminescence in solution at ambient temperature.
The emitting states have been assigned to MLCT or perturbed intraligand excited
states.(116-121) A series of complexes of type CuXL (X halide, L nitrogen base)
are strongly luminescent at ambient temperature, but usually only in the solid
state.(122-124) In the solid state the complex CuI(py) emits a dual luminescence that
is dependent on its solid state structure. The d 9s1* and d 9n 1* excited states are
sufficiently closely spaced that slight changes in the structure can cause either to
be the lowest-lying excited state.(12S) The complexes CuI(py) and CuI(morpholine)
photoluminesce at ambient temperature as solutions in noncoordinating solvents
such as benzene, dichloromethane, or acetone.(126) The red luminescence (Amax =
698 nm) of the pyridine complex (t[J =0.04) decays with a lifetime of 0.9 p.s. The
red luminescence of the morpholine complex is weaker (t[J = 0.004) and decays
with a lifetime of 0.3 p.s. Further work on toluene solutions of CuI(py) has identified
two emission bands.(127) The intense lower energy emission band at 690 om has a
lifetime of 11.1 p.s at 293 K, along with a much less intense higher energy band at
480 nm, which has a lifetime of 0.45 p.s. From a combination of substituent and
solvent effects it is concluded that the high energy emission is from aMLCTexcited
state, whereas the low energy band is assigned as emission from a cluster-centered
excited state. The crystal structure of CuI(py) shows it to be a tetramer [CuI(pY)]4
of the cubane type (Fig. 2.8).(128) Although the distance between copper centers
(2.69 A) is quite short, it is unlikely that there is any significant intermetallic
bonding between dlO centers in the tetrameric complex. A possible assignment to
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Figure 2.8.

Structure of [CUIL]4.

this cluster-centered excited state is that it is formed by an iodide to copper (LMCn
charge transfer absorption.
A feature of transition metal cluster complexes is that they can undergo electron
transfer reactions to give mixed-valence clusters. A second feature of these complexes is that, in addition to homometallic clusters, heterometallic cluster complexes can be prepared that have two or more different metals within the cluster
core. Examples of such complexes for which emission has been observed are
(DENC)3CuI2CunCo(NShC4 and (DENC)3CU3M(NS)C4 [DENC = N,N-diethylnicotinamide; NS- S-methylhydrazine-carbodithioate Schiff base; M Cocm.
Ni(ll), Cu(ll), Zn(ll)]. For these complexes the emission maxima and lifetimes are
shown in Table 2.12.(129) The emission from all the complexes is centered on the
copper, even for the cases where a second metal center is present in the complex.
This emissive state is derived from a 3d10 ~ 3d 94s1 excited state, but one which is
strongly modified by Cu-Cu interactions in the complex. Emission from the
mixed-metal complexes such as (DENChCuI3CO(NS)CI4 is particularly interesting

=

=

Table 12. Emission Data for Copper and
Mixed-Metal Clusters
4

T

(Emission)

Cps)

(DENC)4Cu4Cl4

662

7.3

(DENChCu~Co(NS)Cl4

741

5.9

(DENChCu~Ni(NS)Cl4
(DENChCu~Cun(NS)CI4

714

7.0

760

5.4

(DENChCu~Zn(NS)C4
(DENC)3Cu~Cunco(NShCI4

667

8.3

752

5.5
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because the emission does not originate from the lowest excited state of the cluster.
For this particular complex, the d-d state that is centered on the Co is at a lower
energy than is the emissive Cu state.

2.5.3.

Binding to DNA

Since many metal complexes bind to DNA, those that show luminescence in
fluid media have the potential to act as probes of biological structure. Such a feature
is particularly useful if the luminescent probe is site specific on the DNA chain.
Complexes that can be chemically modified at the ligand periphery, or whose
photophysical properties are sensitive to medium effects, have the best potential
for use in biological applications.
The interaction of substituted phenanthroline complexes of Cu(I) with DNA
produces a small red shift in the charge transfer bands of the complex, in addition
to causing a decrease in the molar absorptivity at the maximum value. Also, the
presence of low-lying MLCT excited states causes the luminescence of Cu(I)
complexes to be very sensitive to their environment. Copper(1) phenanthroline
complexes can therefore be potentially used as probes of biological structure. From
luminescence measurements in the presence of DNA it has been concluded that the
complex Cu(2,9-Me2-phen)i forms a much less rigid adduct than does Cu(2,9-Me24,7-diphenyl-phen)t This conclusion that the adduct with Cu(2,9-Me2-4,7diphenyl-phen)i is relatively rigid at the Cu center is based on the observation that
exciplex quenching of the excited state is strongly inhibited. (106) Clearly, Cu(I)
complexes can be used to study the binding of excited states with biopolymers, and
to provide information about the nature of the binding site.
Different types of DNA have been used to probe the binding interactions of
copper(I) complexes. Luminescence data obtained from this study indicate that a
guanine-cytosine base pair is sufficient to define an intercalation site.(130)
Copper(I) phenanthroline complexes act as efficient artificial oxidative nucleases. The inhibition requires Cu 2+ and thiol. The complex cleaves DNA by oxidatively degrading the deoxyribose from its binding site within the minor groove of
DNA.(13l-l33) Hydrogen peroxide is an intermediate in the nuclease reaction since
catalase inhibits the cleavage. (134) Thus, Cu(I) complexes can be used to effect
photobiological reactions at DNA rather than just act as probes of its structure. The
binding of Cu(I) phenanthroline complexes with DNA can be studied using
derivatives having the 2- and 9-positions substituted with methyl groups.(135) When
these substituted ligands are used the reduction potential of the Cu(II)/Cu(l) couple
is sufficiently positive that there is no nuclease activity. The complex Cu(2,9-Me2phen)i binds to DNA, and competes with ethidium. Nevertheless, this particular
complex does not intercalate into DNA, but associates by surface-to-surface
contact. The complex Cu(2,9-Me2-4,7-diphenyl-phen)i behaves in a quite different
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Table 13. Quantum Yields for the
Photoreduction of Copper(ll) Chloro Complexes
Quantum yield

Complex

(;)

CuCl2(MeCNh

0.299

CuCI3(MeCNt

0.093

CuCI~-

0.053

manner. This complex forms a rigid adduct with DNA such that the efficiency of
solvent-induced quenching of the CT excited state is significantly decreased. The
CT emission is strongly polarized, and the interaction with the bcp complex
preferentially lowers the electrophoretic mobility of covalently closed supercoiled
DNA. The Cu(2,9-Me2-4,7-diphenyl-phen)! complex binds by intercalation, probably via the major groove of DNA.

2.6.

PHOTOREACTIONS OF COMPLEXES OF COPPER(II)

Chloro complexes of copper(II) in acetonitrile solvent are photoreactive. In
this solvent, substitution of the chloride ligands occurs to give CuCh(MeCN)- and
CuCh(MeCNh. The excited state energy is mediated by the x-acceptor properties
of the coordinated acetonitrile in the complexes. It has been found that the
uncharged complex CuCh(MeCNh undergoes photosubstitution and photoredox
reactions, while the anionic complexes CuCI~- and CuCh(MeCNf undergo photoredox reactions. (136) The photoredox reaction of CuCh(MeCNf leads to the
formation of the copper(I) complex CuCh(MeCNf and chlorine atoms:
hv

CuCh(MeCNf -4 CuCh(MeCNf + CI

(2.27)

The presence of chlorine atoms can be detected by their reaction with alkanes (RH)
to give alkyl chlorides. The quantum yields for the photoreduction of copper(II)
halide complexes in acetonitrile solution are given in Table 2.13.0 37) These values
show that the neutral complex has a significantly larger quantum yield than the
anionic complexes.

2.7.

PHOTOREACTIONS OF COMPLEXES OF ZINC(//)

The zinc(II) complexes that have received the most study are those having
thiolate ligands. These complexes commonly have the stoichiometry Zn(SRh(L-
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L), where L-L is a neutral nitrogen or sulfur donor ligand. A second type of
complexes that have received less detailed study are the anionic his dithiolate zinc
complexes of type Zn(SR)~-.
When ZnCh(phen) is irradiated with light of approximately 330-nm wavelength at 77 K, both fluorescence and phosphorescence characteristic of the phen
ligand is observed.(J38) With the his dithiolate complexes Zn(SAr)2(phen), however,
a new emission band is observed that is only present when both N-heterocyclic and
aromatic thiolate ligands are present in the complex.(J39) The absorption spectra of
these complexes show the presence of a broad low-lying transition that shifts toward
the visible as the electron donating ability of the thiolate ligand increases. This
absorption band is due to an interligand transmetallic charge transfer (ITCT)
transition between the thiol donor and the N-heterocyclic acceptor, and the emission
emanates from this excited state. (\40) This is a pathway to the formation of an excited
state that is not a common one, and it essentially involves the metal center acting
as a template to provide a pathway for electron transfer to occur between the two
organic fragments in the complex. The lifetime of this excited state is in the range
of 10-50 ,llS.(141) From an analysis of the temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity and excited state lifetimes ofZn(SC6H4CI-4)2(phen), the activation
energy for the barrier to this ITCT transition is found to be approximately 140
cm-1Y42) More detailed spectroscopic studies on these complexes have revealed
the presence of a thermally driven energy migration between the diimine centered
triplet nn· excited state and the ITCT levels of the complexes, with the former
excited state being long-lived (-r <= 0.8 sat 77 K).(143.144)
The his dithiolene complexes M(L-L)2 (M = Zn, Cd; L-L is a substituted
dithiolene) undergo photoionization when irradiated at 248 nm (Ref. 145):

RrSI V SJ(RI
/ \

R

S

S

2hv

--_I

R

RrSI V SJ(RI
R

/ \

S

S

+ e-

(2.28)

R

(M=Zn, Cd)

The anion radicals of the metal complexes were observed by pulse radio lysis
in aqueous solutions saturated with N20. Excitation of the CT band for the zinc
complex in the presence of methylviolgen (MV2+) results in the oxidation of the
complex
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PHOTOREACTIONS OF COMPLEXES OF NICKEL (II)

As with the dithiolene complexes of divalent zinc and cadmium, solvated
electrons are also observed in the photolysis of dithiolene complexes of
nickel(II).(145.146) The S-alkyl dithiolene complexes of nickel(II) also show interesting photochemistry. For these complexes, photolysis results in cleavage of the
S-alkyl bond.<'47.148) The reaction occurs in a stepwise sequence where the slow
step is the cleavage of the second S-C bond (Scheme 2.3).<'49)
The azide complexes Ni(N3hL2 (L =tertiary phosphine) undergo photodecomposition to give elemental nickel as the final product.(150-152) The initial photoprocess is considered to involve the loss of a tertiary phosphine L, followed by
association between the 3-coordinate nickel intermediates to give a dimer (153):
hv

(2.30)

Ni(N3)2L2 ~ Ni(N3)L ~ [Ni{J.l- N3)N3Lh
Prolonged photolysis leads to the loss of N2 and L. (154)

2.9.

MANGANESE-BASED PHOTOSYSTEMS FOR THE
CONVERSION OF WATER INTO OXYGEN

A naturally occurring photosynthetic reaction that involves manganese leads
to the photochemical conversion of water into oxygen. The reaction occurs in a
membrane-bound enzyme called photosystem II (PS II) that requires the presence

lUI

<1"..,

•

+

1"

Scheme 2.3.

100 ..0

C~Pb
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of manganese ions.<I 55) The conversion of water into oxygen is a four-electron
oxidation:

(2.31)
and a sequence of light pulses causes a cycling of PS II such that a maximum is
observed in the evolution of oxygen every four pulses.(l56) No crystal structure data
are available for any oxygen-evolving PS II photosystem, but various models have
been proposed that contain multiple numbers of manganese centers.
The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) ofthe oxygen-evolving
center in PS II indicates the presence of two or three Mn···Mn separations of2.7 A,
and one separation of 3.3 Athat is due to the presence of an Mn···Mn or an Mn···Ca
interaction.(157,158) The observation of short Mn···Mn separations support the presence of Mn(u-O):2Mn groups in the structure of PS II. The EPR of PS II shows a
multiline spectrum at g =2, along with a broad signal at g =4.1. This spectrum has
been used to support either an (Mn4) or an (Mn3 + Mn) structural model.(l59,160) In
the (Mn3 + Mn) model, the claim of a monomeric fragment is based on the
observation of the broad g =4.1 signal.(l61) Recent findings, however, show that
this signal consists of approximately 20 hyperfine lines, which makes it unlikely
that it is due to a monomeric manganese center.<I 59) Chemical systems with four
coupled manganese centers are therefore being given serious consideration, with
the evolution of oxygen being depicted by a scheme similar to that shown in Fig.
2.9.(155)
These predictions have led to considerable effort in finding a synthetic model
for photosystem II. (162) As a result, complexes have been discovered that differ by
three oxidation state levels, that contain four Mn atoms that are oxide bridged, that
have two distinct types of Mn ...Mn separations (-2.8 Aand -3.3 A), and that have

8
@ == ®
2+

Mn

:;7

PSII

~

02 evolution

2Mn2+

8
®
llMn2+

~

Figure 2.9. Proposed coupled manganese centers for photosystem II (PS II).
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2H++ 02

Figure 2.10. Proposed sequence of reaction steps in photosystem II (PS II).

ligands that are similar to the histidine, aspartate, or glutamate that are likely to be
present in PS n. One example of a synthetic complex that has many of the necessary
structural features is (Mn2<h)2(tphpn)f, where tphpn is N,N,N' ,N',-tetrakis(2pyridylmethyl)-2-hydroxypropane-l,3-diamine5163) This complex has a MIl404
core that is comprised of "dimers-of-dimers" with a linked pair of Mn20r cores.
In terms of modeling the chemical reactivity of PS n, the active site of the
photosystem has been proposed to have J.l2-peroxo linkages.(163-16S) Recently, a
dinuclear Mn(IV) complex containing such a J.l2-peroxO bridge has been structurally characterized, and chemical reactions with such complexes are underway to
test whether they resemble the natural system in their reactivity.(l66) In Fig. 2.10
are shown the various photosteps that are believed to be involved in the reaction.
Current research is therefore directed toward identifying, characterizing, and modeling the different states So-S4 of the photosystem, and in preparing manganese
complexes that will exhibit such reactivity.(167-169)
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3
Photochemistry of Monomeric
Complexes of Second- and Third-Row
Transition Metals

3.1.

PHOTOREACTIONS OF COMPLEXES OF SECONDAND THIRD-ROW TRANSITION METALS

This chapter covers the photochemistry and photophysics of monomeric
complexes of the 4d and 5d block transition metals. The subject matter is
focused principally on complexes that have ligands from Groups V, VI, or VII
of the periodic table, along with sections covering the photochemistry of
complexes having pseudohalide or hydride ligands. The photochemistry of the
ruthenium bipyridyl system is omitted from this chapter because this subject is
covered in Chapter 5, along with its photoredox reactions and those of related
systems. Also omitted is any discussion of the photochemistry of multimetallic
or organometallic complexes since these subjects are covered in Chapters 4, 6,
and 7, respectively.
There are several differences between the first-row (3d), and the second- and
third-row (4d and 5d) transition metal complexes that result in differences in their
photochemistries. One difference is that the ligand field splitting (A) increases on
going from the first, to the second, and then to the third transition row of elements.
A further difference is that spin-orbit coupling increases as the number of electrons
on the atoms increases, and, therefore, this effect becomes increasingly important
on going down from the first-row to the second- and third-row of elements.
Although in many respects the elements in the second- and third-row transition
metal series are very similar, one difference is that complexes in the second row
are frequently kinetically labile, whereas those in the third row are kinetically inert.
Size can be a factor when comparing reactivity differences that involve first-row
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transition metals, but size cannot be responsible for causing reactivity differences
between the second- and third-row transition elements because the lanthanide
contraction causes the metal ions in these two rows to have approximately the same
size.

3.2.

CYANIDE COMPLEXES

Photochemical reactions of 8-, 6-, and 4-coordinate cyanide complexes have
been studied. The 8-coordinate d 2 complexes that have been investigated have the
formulae M(CN)t. where M is molybdenum or tungsten. The 4-coordinate d 8
complexes that have been studied have a square planar geometry; examples of such
complexes are Pt(CN)~- and Au(CN)4. 6-Coordinate cyanide complexes are more
common, and numerous examples exist where the photochemical reactions of such
complexes have been studied.

3.2.1.

Molybdenum and Tungsten Octacyanide Complexes

=

Irradiation of aqueous solutions of M(CN)t (M Mo, W) at A > 300 om into
the ligand field band results in photoaquation at the metal center. The first photoproduct resulting from this excitation is the red aquo complex Mo(CN)7(H20)3(Refs. 1 and 2):

(3.1)

This aquo complex is stable in acidic solution, from which it can be precipitated as
the silver salt Ag3[MO(CNhH20].(3) In basic solution, Mo(CNhH203- reacts
further with hydroxide ion in a thermal reaction to give the blue oxy hydroxy
complex MO(CN)40(OH)3- (Ref. 4):
Mo(CNhH203- + 30W ----+ Mo(CN)40(OH)3- + 3C~ + 2H20

(3.2)

The quantum yield of the photoaquation reaction (1) for photolysis of a solution at
365 nm is 0.85 ± 0.05. This quantum yield value is independent of the concentration
of the complex and of the pH of the solution.(S,6)
Photolysis of aqueous solutions of M(CN)t (M Mo, W) in the presence of
2,2'-bipyridine (bpy) gives the oxo complex M(O)(CN)~- as the initial photoproduct, which then undergoes a thermal reaction with bpy to give M(O)(CN)3(bpyf
(Scheme 1).(7) The photoaquation of Mo(CN)t can be sensitized by triplet donors
such as naphthalene, phenanthroline, anthraquinone and benzophenone.(8) By
contrast, when Mo(CN)t is subjected to low wavelength photolysis at 270 nm, the
principal reaction is photoionization:

=
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M(CN)t ~ M(O)(CN)~- + 3C~ + 2W

M(O)(CN)~- + bpy ~ M(O)(CN)3(bpy)- + 2C~
Scheme 3.1.

(3.3)
rather than photoaquation. (9,10) This photoionization reaction results from absorption into a charge-transfer-to-solvent (CTTS) transition, with the excited state
being reached either by direct excitation into this band, or by energy transfer
into it from a higher energy state.(1l,12) Photoionization from an analogous CTTS
state in Fe(CN)f has also been observed.(12)
The photoreactivity ofMo(CN)t has been incorporated into a photocatalytic cycle
that uses the photogenerated cyanide ion as a thermal catalyst for the formation of
heterocyclic 1,2-enedioles from heterocyclic carb-2-aldehydes(\3):

20
~NACHO

(3.4)

This transformation fits the definition of a photocatalytic reaction, whereby a
thermally active catalyst is photogenerated. This situation differs from that observed with a photoassisted reaction, which is a photolytic reaction that ceases
when the light source is removed. In photocatalytic systems the reaction is catalytic
in the number of incident photons, and therefore the quantum yield tP > 1. In
photoassisted reactions where continuous irradiation is required to obtain the
product, the quantum yield tP ~ 1.(14)
The photochemistry of W(CN)t is analogous to that of Mo(CN)t with long
wavelength irradiation at 365 nm leading to hydrolysis, and short wavelength
irradiation at 254 nm leading to photoionization.(S,9)

3.2.2.

Platinum Tetracyanide Complexes

Platinum tetracyanide complexes of type Pt(CN)~- have square planar tf>
platinum centers. Such complexes have filled d l orbitals that can interact when the
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Figure 3.1. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for the energy levels in Pt(CN)~-.

individual ions are stacked in the solid state along their z axes. A simplified
molecular orbital diagram for the energy levels in the Pt(CN)~- ion is shown in Fig.
3.1. From the low-temperature emission spectra of various salts of this anion, it has
been shown that stacking in the crystal leads to a splitting of the platinum z-axis orbitals
(dl and pJ with the emission properties being dependent on the Pt-Pt distanceY5-21)
In aqueous solution, Pt(CN)~- also aggregates to form oligomers:
(3.5)
Of the six low-lying spin-orbit allowed transitions, the two that have a dz' parentage
are IAlg -+ Eu eA2u) and IAlg -+ A2u eA2u). Oligomerization along the z-axis per-

turbs these energy levels, and the transitions are shifted to lower energy as the
interaction between the dl orbitals on the platinum(ll) centers occurs. The red shift
of this transition has been referred to as a Davydov shift.(22) If the long wavelength
band is due to an oligomer, and the majority of the complex is a monomer, the
apparent extinction coefficient should be given by the expression:
vC"-I
8app= 8 11ft'

where K is the equilibrium constant for Eq. (3.5), C is the concentration of platinum,
and 8 n is the extinction coefficient of the oligomer. The most satisfactory fit for the
extinction coefficient against concentration data is found when n - 1 =2, which
supports the view that trimer formation occurs. Nevertheless, higher oligomers are
present. The emission from aqueous Pt(CN)~- shows several bands. The intensity
of the emission band at 455 nm increases as the solution concentration of the
complex is increased, which verifies that it originates from an oligomeric excited
state. In addition there is a red-shifted emission band around 525 nm that can be
assigned to various oligomers such as tetramers and pentamers in the solution. This
525-nm phosphorescence is quenched by a series of quenchers such as
Co(en)f, EuCh, Fe(CN)~-, paraquat, NOi, and 02.(23) The triplet state oligomers
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of Pt(CN)~-, therefore, undergo excitation energy transfer if the acceptor has a
triplet or a spin-forbidden excited state below approximately 2 V in energy, which
is the triplet energy ofPt(CN)~-. Alternately, these oligomers can undergo electron
transfer processes if the quencher is a good one-electron oxidant. By contrast, dilute
aqueous solutions of Pt(CN)~-, which contain the complex in monomeric form,
show no photochemistry under irradiation at 254 nm.(24)
The conventional ordering of energies in Pt(CN)~- shown in Fig. 3.1 has been
challenged on the basis of density functional calculations in both the nonrelativistic
and quasirelativistic limits. The most significant difference is that the calculated
ordering of energies has 3Eu < 3A2u, rather than the generally accepted ordering of
3A2u < 3Eu. Agreement was reached between the spectroscopic properties of
Pt(CN)~- and these calculated energy levels when the calculations included both
relativistic effects and spin-orbit coupling.(25) These calculations have also been
extended to the thallium salt ThPt(CN)4, which consists of discrete octahedral
molecules having Pt-Tl interactions. The interaction between Tl+ and Pt(CN)~- is
largely ionic in nature. (26) This complex shows two emission bands centered at 455
nm and 575 nm. Ground state calculations made on Tl2Pt(CN)4Iead to the ordering
of energy levels shown in Fig. 3.2, but the lack of any available calculations on the
excited state of this complex preclude an unambiguous assignment to the transitions
responsible for these emission bands.
The lifetimes of these bands at 1.4 K are 77 p,s and 62p,s, respectively, which
corresponds in each case to an emissive triplet state.<27) The possible assignments
for the lowest triplet state are 3Eu from dxz. dyz (eg ), 3A2u from dl (alg), and 3Bl u
from dxy (b2g). The application of a magnetic field causes a shortening in the lifetime
of both excited states, with the effect being greatest when the field is applied along
the TI-Pt molecular axis.

..ll

6s

Figure 3.2. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for the energy levels in ThPt(CNk
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Metal Hexacyanide Complexes

Although the photochemistry of monomeric hexacyanide complexes is not a
field of major interest, coordinatively saturated hexacyanide complexes of both the
first-row (Chapter 2) and the second- and third-row transition metal ions have been
used to study intervalence charge transfer bands between two metal centers. These
complexes are partially useful because the cyanide ligand can act as a linear bridge
between the two metal centers with the carbon atom of the cyanide ligand being
coordinated to one of the metal centers, and the nitrogen atom to the other. An
electron in the excited state can therefore transfer from the reducing metal center
to the oxidizing metal center by an inner-sphere process. The intervalence charge
transfer bands between the two metal centers are broad, and are usually observed
in the visible or near-infrared region of the electronic spectrum. These allowed
transitions have large extinction coefficients, and the position of their A.max values
are dependent on the ligands in the coordination spheres of the two separate
complexes.(28,29)
Ruthenium hexacyanides have been used in these photoelectron transfer reactions because of the availability of the (Ru(II)/Ru(III) redox system, which differs
by one electron. For the cyanide complex, Jfl (Ru(CN)t)3-I4- =0.86 V. An example
of such a reaction is shown in Eq. (3.6), where the loss of a chloride ligand allows
the cyanide ligand to form a bridge across the two metal centers(30):

[RuCI(NH3)~1[Ru(CN)tJ ~ [RuCI(NH3)!1[Ru(CN)~l--+
(NH3)sRuNCRu(CN)s + cr

(3.6)

Other cyanide-bridged pairs of complexes that have been used in photoelectron
transfer reactions include those containing the Co(III)/Ru(II), Co(III)/Os(II),
Eu(III)/Ru(II), U(VI)/Ru(II), V(IV)/Ru(II), Fe(II)/Ru(III) and Os(II)/Ru(III)
pairs.(3I,32)
Higher oligomers of the type M-Pt-M, where M is Fe, Ru, and Os have also
been synthesized, and shown to undergo both thermal and photochemical charge
transfer processes. (33,34) Electron transfer reactions in these complexes that involve
more than one electron occur by a series of sequential one-electron transfer steps.
Once the initial activation barrier for the first electron transfer has been overcome,
the ensuing electron transfer steps generally occur in rapid succession.(3S)

3.2.4.

Gold Dicyanide Complexes

The luminescence of microcrystalline samples of Cs[Au(CN)2] is ascribed to
planar Au-Au interactions. Low-temperature measurements of the luminescence
at 458 nm show the presence of at least two states separated by 46 cm-I.(36) These
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Figure 3.3. Energy levels for the emission in CS[AU(CN)2]'

results are explained on the basis of a molecular orbital model shown in Fig. 3.3.
The luminescence occurs by intersystem crossing from the 1B3u excited state to a
3B3u emitting level which is split into A:, B1:, and B2: states under the influence of
spin-orbit coupling. Transitions from B1: and B2: to the lAg ground state are
allowed, while transitions from are forbidden. The 46-cm-1 splitting is between
the
and B1: states. This model is supported by magnetic field effects on the
luminescence spectrum and lifetime.(37)

A:

3.3.
3.3.1.

A:

COMPLEXES WITH NITROGEN-CONTAINING
LIGANDS
Dinitrogen, Nitride, and Imide Complexes

Dinitrogen (N2) is isoelectronic with carbon monoxide, and as a ligand has
many similarities to CO. The complex trans-W(N2)2(dppeh luminesces at 564 nm
with a quantum yield of 0.08 ± 0.02, and a lifetime of 19 pS.(38) Flash photolysis of
the complex shows that the loss of the N2 ligands occurs in a stepwise sequence.
The reaction therefore follows the pathway
hv

trans-W(N2)(dppeh -+ W(N2)(dppeh -+ W(dppeh

(3.7)

where the first step involves the loss of the first N2ligand, followed by efficient loss of
the second one.(39) The photochemistry of this dinitrogen complex, which involves ligand
dissociation, parallels that found for transition metal carbonyl complexes (Chapter 6).
The nitride ion (N3-) is isoelectronic with the oxide (02-) and halide
ions,
and the imide ion (NH2-) is isoelectronic with the hydroxide (OH-) ion. Such

on
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complexes are therefore expected to show a ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT)
band from the anionic ligand to the metal center. The rhenium(V) complexes
trans-[ReCI(N)(R2PCH2CH:zPR2)2]+ (R =Me, Bt) show an emission in acetonitrile
solution at approximately 507 nm, with a quantum yield of 10-3 and a lifetime of
0.36 Jl.s.(40) The excited state is distorted from the ground state, and the rheniumnitrogen bond order is changed upon excitation. The osmium(VI) nitrido complexes
Os(CN)sN2- and Os(CNMOH)N2-, and the imido complex OS(CN)4(OCOCF3)NIr, have emission maxima of 554 nm. The lifetime of the imido
complex (30 Jl.s) is longer (-2 Jl.s) than those for the nitrido complexes. The emission
of the imido complex is quenched by the addition of alkenes, which leads to the
possibility that photoreactions can be found that result in alkene amidation.(41)

3.3.2.

Ammine Complexes

Two of the most studied groups of ammine complexes are those of rhodium
and ruthenium. In each case the low spin, kinetically inert d 6 complexes are the
ones that have received the most attention, which for rhodium and ruthenium are
complexes of Rh(lII) and Ru(II), respectively. The homoleptic rhodium hexammine
complex Rh(NH3)t shows ligand field bands at 306 nm and 256 nm, whereas the
ruthenium hexammine complex shows similar bands at 385 nm and 275 nm.(42)
For the rhodium complex, these bands are assigned to the IAl g ~ ITl g and
tAlg ~ tT2g transitions.(43) No absorption bands are observed due to transitions to
the triplet 3TI g and 3T2g levels, or to the quintet ST2g level. For the isoelectronic
iridium(III) complex Ir(NH3)t, however, a long wavelength tail is observed on the
first singlet absorption that has been assigned to the triplet lAl g ~ 3Tl g absorption.(44) The bands at 385 nm and 275 nm for the isoelectronic ruthenium
hexammine complex Ru(NH3)~+ are also due to the lAl g ~ lTl g and lAl g ~ lT2g
transitions.(4S) Each of these ions has a low spin d 6 metal center, and both are
kinetically inert toward aquation of an ammine ligand under thermal conditions.
Under photolysis conditions in aqueous solution, however, labilization of an
ammine ligand occurs to give the aquo pentaammine complex Rh(NH3)s(H20)3+:
(3.8)
The quantum yields for the photoaquation of these d 6 hexammine complexes
of the second- and third-row transition metals are independent of the excitation
wavelen~, and have values in the range of 0.07 to 0.09 for Rh(NH3)~+ and
Ir(NH3)6+, and in the region of 0.25 for Ru(NH3)~+. (46-48) These quantum yields for
the photoaquation of these rhodium and iridium hexammine complexes are over
one order of magnitude greater than are the wavelength-de~ndent photoaquation
quantum yields for CO(NH3)~+. For Rh(NH3)t and Ir(NH3)6 ,the initial excitation
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is followed by intersystem crossing to the lowest energy triplet ligand field state,
and this state is the one that is responsible for the photosubstitution chemistry of
these complexes.(47) By contrast, the photosubstitution reactions of Co(NH3)~+
likely involves the participation of upper electronic excited states. A closer correspondence between the photochemistry of cobalt and rhodium complexes can be
achieved when the cobalt(III) center is substituted with a ligand such as cyanide,
which has as stronger ligand field than does ammonia. Thus, in Co(CN)t which
has a d-d splitting that is closer in energy to that of Rh(NH3)t, photosubstitution
occurs from the lowest-lying excited state rather than from electronic excited states.
The photochemistries of the mixed ligand tf complexes Rh(NH3)sX2+ (X =
CI, Br, I), Rh(NH3)sL3+(L =CH3CN, py) and Ru(NH3)sL2+ (L =N2, py, H20) have
been widely studied. In contrast to the photochemistry of cobalt(IIl) complexes
where both substitution and redox reactions are observed, the photochemistry of
the analogous rhodium(IIl) complexes results in substitution:
(3.9)

The higher reactivity of the Rh(ill) ligand field states as compared to those of
Co(ill) may again lie in the efficiency of intersystem crossing to the reactive ligand
field triplets from the singlet states that are populated by the initial excitation.(49)
The observed photoreaction depends on the particular halide substituent X-. When
X- =CI-, photoaquation of the halide ion is observed [Eq. (3.9)]. For the case of
X- =r, ligand field excitation leads to aquation of the ammine ligand that is trans
to the iodide ligand:

For the intermediate situation where X =Br, both halide and ammine substitution
is observed.(SO,SI) The quantum yields for these substitution reactions are shown in
Table 3.1, and the energy level diagram in Fig. 3.4 has been used to explain the
photoaquation of these haloammine complexes (see Ref. 49). As with the hexaammine complexes, initial singlet excitation is followed by relaxation to the lowestTable 3.1. Quantum Yields for
Photoaquation Reactions of RhX(NH3)~+
).

tP

tP

X

(run)

(X-)

(NH3)

CI

380
360
385

0.18
0.02

0.02
0.18
0.82

Br
I
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energy excited state with a quantum yield in the vicinity of unity. Ligand labilization
then occurs either from this excited state, or from ones that are thermally equilibrated with it. The quantum yields for photosubstitution are again wavelength
independent. The lifetimes and quantum yields for photosubstitution in ammine
and perdeuteroammine complexes of Rh(nl) are shown in Table 3.2. The changes
Table 3.2. Lifetimes and Quantum Yields for
Photosubstitution in Ammine and Perdeuteroammine
Complexes of Rh(I1I)
T

Complex

(vs)

tPr

;

(X)

;

(NH(Dh)

RhCI(NH3)~+

14.2

3.2

0.18

0.02

RhCl(ND3)~+
RhBr(NH3)~+

27.3

6.6

0.28

:S;0.05

12.4

1.5

RhBr(ND3)~+

24.6

3.6

0.02
:s; 0.Q3

0.26

0.18
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in quantum yield resulting from perdeuteration of the ammine ligands correlates
with the changes in the lifetimes of the lowest-energy excited state, whereby the
longer lifetime of the perdeutero complex results in a higher quantum yield.(52)
Although the photosubstitution quantum yields may appear to be rather low, the
rates of photolabilization are up to 14 orders of magnitude faster than are the
analogous thermal reactions.
The quantum yields for the photosubstitution reactions of RhCI(NH3)s are
dependent on the nature of the solvent.(53) In aqueous solution the ratio of chloride
ion to ammonia photoaquation is approximately 9: 1, but the ratio is reversed if the
reaction is carried out in a series of different organic solvents. These changes in
selectivity do not correspond with any marked changes in the positions or the shapes
of the absorption bands of RhCI(NH3)s, and therefore these differences in photoreactivity are likely due to differences in the various kinetic parameters that govern
excited state deactivation. In particular, the anation reaction is strongly solvent
dependent, with the rate paralleling that of the solvation energy of the chloride ion
in the individual solvents. The photosubstitution of ammonia in RhCI(NH3)g+
occurs with a large positive volume of activation (LlV*), which is indicative of a
dissociative pathway.(54.55) By contrast, chloride ion aquation shows a negative
LlV*, which suggests that either this pathway is less dissociative or that solvation
contributions are significantly more important during the substitution step.
The tricationic complexes Rh(NH3)sL3+ (L = NH3, py, CH3CN) undergo
photoaquation of the ligand L (Ref. 56):
(3.11)

(N
I

N

"- Rh /
/

N

I

"--N

"-

+
x
OH2
(3.12)
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The quantum yields for these reactions are low. When the chelating amine ethylenediamine (en) is used as ligand in the rhodium(llI) complexes Rh(en):zX!, photoisomerization, in addition to photoaquation, must be considered [Eq. (3. 12)].(S7)
The photochemistry of the mixed ligand ruthenium(II) complexes of type
Ru(NH3)sL2+ can result in a range of different reactions. These involve photoaquation of the ligand L to give Ru(NH3)S(H20)2+, or photoaquation of an
ammine ligand to give either cis- or trans-Ru(NH3)4(H20)L2+.(S8,S9)

3.3.3.

Nitrogen-Based Delocalized and Heterocyclic Ligands

Although the photophysical and photochemical properties of platinum complexes with nitrogen-based heterocyclic ligands has received less attention than has
ruthenium (Chapter 5), some recent studies have shown that a chemistry for
PtX2(L-L) similar to Ru(bpy)~+ has the potential of being developed. For complexes of platinum(Il), three classifications of complexes can be categorized based
on the nature of their emitting states. The three types of emissive states are,
11:-n*, d11:-n* (MLCT), or complexes that emit from metal-metal (M-M*) excited
states. (60)
A group of complexes that have an emissive 11:-n* state are those that have
8-quinolinol (QQ) as a chelate ligand (Fig. 3.5). The complexes with Pt(II), along
with those of Pb(II), Bi(III), and Ir(III), show a long-lived phosphorescence ('t' =
2-4 J1.s) in fluid solution.(61) The emission data for the complexes M(QQh (M = Pt,
Pb) and M(QQh (M Ir, Bi) are shown in Table 3.3. The red emission from these

=

complexes is observed at both ambient temperature and at 77 K. The emission
spectra of these complexes are qualitatively similar to that of the free ligand, and
they are only modified slightly by coordination to the metal center. This observation
provides evidence for the assignment of the excited state to a 11: ~ 11:* transition.
Such a ligand-centered excited state leads to the formation of a distorted 11:-electron
system at the ligand periphery, and this premise is supported by the observation of
a blue shift in the emission maximum as the polarity of the solvent is increased. No

o

0N

o
Figure 3.5. structure of 8-quinolinol (QQ) anion.
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Table 3.3. Emission Properties of
8-Quinolinol Complexes of Ir, Pt, Ph, and Bi
Complex

Amax

Ir(QQh
Pt(QQh
Pb(QQh
Bi(QQh

660
655
650
650

r
(J.ls)

2.5
2.7

3
2

q,
8.6 x 10-3
9.5 x 10-3
<1 x 10-4
< I x 10-4

large temperature effects are observed with these phosphorescence emissions,
which is consistent with the concept that the metal-centered states are at too high
in energy to be thermally accessible from the emitting state. For the platinum and
iridium complexes, no short-lived fluorescence is detected. This lack of fluorescence correlates with the values of unity found for the intersystem crossing into the
triplet emissive state.
Another class of compounds that have n-17.* excited states and act as good
sensitizers for photoredox reactions are the luminophores Pt(CN)2(L-L) (where
L-L is an aromatic diimine). An example of such a compound is Pt(CN)2(5,5'Me2bpy), whose excited n-n* triplet is both a powerful one-electron oxidant (IfJ : : :
1.0 Y) and reductant (IfJ;5; -1.5 Y vs. AgN03lAg).(62) The compound undergoes
oxidative quenching with methyl viologen [Eq. (3.13)], and reductive quenching
with N,N,N' ,N'-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine [Eq. (3.14)]:
Pt(CN)2(5,5'-Me2bpy)* + My2+ ~ Pt(CN)2(5,5'-Me2bpyt + MY+ (3.13)
Pt(CN)2(5,5'-Me2bpy)* + Me~C6H~e2 ~

(3.14)

Pt(CN)2(5,5'-Me2bpyr + Me~C6H~e!
The excited state n ~ n* triplet is also quenched by alkyl halides (k::::: 107 M-1 s-I)
to give Pt(CN)2(5,5'-Me2bpyt and Rr by an electron transfer pathway
Pt(CN)2(5,5'-Me2bpy)* + RI ~ Pt(CN)z(5,5'-Me2bpyt + Rr

(3.15)

For the analogue compound Pt(CN)2(4,7 -Ph2-1, 10-phen) it has been shown that the
interligand n ~ n* excited state is deactivated both by emission and by nonradioactive deactivation.(63) With increasing concentration of the complex, association to
an excimer takes place, with the excimer emitting at lower energies. The occurrence
of this excimer is believed to be due to the formation of a metal-metal bond between
the axial coordination positions of a planar ground state complex and the
pseudoaxial coordination position of the distorted planar excited state.
The complex Pt(NH3)2(bpyi+ also has a n ~ n* triplet excited state, which
results in the observation of a structured phosphorescence at 488 nm that is closely
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similar to the emission spectrum of bpy itself.(64) This complex has been used to
show that the excited state properties of a metal complex can be modified by
incorporation within a host molecule. When an adduct of Pt(NH3)2(bpy)2+ is formed
with dibenzo[30]crown-l 0 in dichloromethane solution, a new broad and relatively
weak luminescence is observed at 580 nm, along with a large decrease in the
emission intensity of Pt(NH3)2(bpy)2+ itself at 488 nm. Thus, the mixture of the
complex and the adduct host leads to emission from a new low energy "supramolecular" level. The broad emission band suggests that such an energy level can
be assigned to a charge transfer transition from the n-electron-rich dialkoxybenzene
groups of dibenzo[30]crown-IO to the empty n° orbitals of bipyridine. When
acetonitrile is used as solvent instead of dichloromethane for the formation of the
adduct, the relative intensities of the emission bands at 488 nm and 580 nm show
that the adduct stability in the host is lower. This results opens up the possibility
that the emissive energy levels of such complexes can be fine-tuned by carrying
out substitutions on the functional groups of the host and the guest complex.

DBIBCS

IBce

DB30C10

DB24CB

DB3SC12

BPP34C10
Figure 3.6.

BJGI32C10

DN30C10
Structures of host crown molecules used with Pt(bpy)(NH3)+.
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Table 3.4. Emission Data for

Pt(bpy)(NH3)~ Adducts with Crowns of
Different Sizes

Crown
DB18C6
DB24C8
DB3OCIO
DB36C12
BMP32C1O
BPP34C1O
DN3OCIO

).em(nm)

fIlS

310
308
308
308
310
320
339

0.4
0.5
0.4
0.7
1.0
0.6
9.6

Following this work, the photochemical and photophysical behavior of hostguest species originating from Pt(bpy)(NH3)~+ and crown ethers of different size
and structure has been investigated. (65) The aromatic crown ethers used are shown
in Fig. 3.6, and the emission maxima and lifetimes of adducts of Pt(bpy)(NH3)~+ at
298 K with these crowns are shown in Table 3.4. These data show that adduct
formation with the aliphatic crown ether 18C6 does not change the photochemical
and photophysical properties of the Pt(bpy )(NH3)~+ complex, but adduct formation
with the aromatic crown ethers causes either the complete or the partial quenching
of the ligand-centered phosphorescence. When 1,5-dinaphtho-38-crown-l 0 is used
as host, complete protection of host and guest towards photoreactions is observed. (66)
A series of luminescent platinum(ll) complexes have been prepared with a
biphenyl dianion (bph) as ligand (Fig. 3.7).(60) These complexes have the formulae
Pt(bph)(EhSh, Pt(bph)(MeCN)2, Pt(bph)en, and Pt(bph)(pYh, and although they
do not strictly have a nitrogen-based heterocyclic ligand, they are included here
because their photophysical properties are in many ways analogous. The biphenyl
dianion was chosen as ligand for these complexes because it contains an empty
H

H H

H

H

H

H

H

Figure 3.7. Structure of biphenyl (bph) dianion.
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Table 3.5. Absorption and Emission Spectra of Platinum
Biphenyl Complexes
1"(em)

Complex

A(abs)

Pt(bph)(Et2Sh
Pt(bph)(MeCNh
Pt(bph)en
Pt(bph)(pYh

Cps)

A(em)

340,310
380, 326, 302
380,333,305
375,332,303

497
493
493
492

10.5
14.0
7.0
3.2

n* orbital whose energy level falls in the spacing between the filled metal d and the
unfilled metal-centered da* states. In order to ensure that the filled metal d orbitals
are the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the unfilled n* (bph)
orbitals are the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), the other supporting
ligands in the complexes are chosen because they contain empty orbitals that are
not located within the d-d energy spacing. The complexes show dn ~ n* transitions in the 300-400-nm region and intraligand n ~ n* transitions at higher energy.
The emission spectra of the complexes Pt(bph)L2 and Pt(bph)(L-L) have emission
maxima covering the wavelength range 497-492 nm. Since the emission spectra
for all of the complexes are essentially identical to one another, this observation is
supportive of a situation where the emission occurs from a common origin (Table
3.5).
A series of complexes of platinum(IT) containing cyanide and a -diimine
ligands have been prepared that have intense emissions in the 560--715-nm range.
These complexes have the formulae Pt(LL)(CN)2 or [Pt(LL)2][Pt(CN)4], and they
all have a close intermetallic separation between the platinums of approximately
3.3 A. The ambient temperature emission maxima and lifetimes are collected in
Table 3.6. This emission results from excitation due to a metal to ligand charge
transfer (MLCT) transition of type da*(di(Pt» ~ n* (a-diimine). Metal-metal

Table 3.6. Photophysical Properties of
Linear-Chain Pt(II) Complexes

Aem

(1")

Complexes

(run)

(ns)

[Pt(bPy)(en)][Pt(CN)41
[Pt(phen)(en)][Pt(CN)41
[Pt(bpyh][Pt(CN)41
[Pt(phenh] [Pt(CN)41
Pt(bPy)(CN)2
Pt(phen)(CN)2

560
560
620
650

160
150

600

715

8

<15
160
130
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interactions in linear-chain Pt(ll) complexes increases the energy of the da* (di)
orbitals, resulting in a decrease in the energy of the da* ~ 1l* (MLCT) transition
relative to that of the (dl) ~ 1l* (MLCT) transition in the monomer. This feature
of d 8 complexes is discussed more fully in Chapter 4. For complexes with short
Pt-Pt distances, this da* ~ n* state will be the lowest energy excited state. (67) For
complexes that have Pt-Pt distances longer than 3.3-3.4 A, however, the triplet
intraligand state will still have the lowest energy. Such is the case for the complexes
[Pt(phenh]Ch·3H20 and Pt(bipyrimidine)(CN)2.(68,69) At very short Pt-Pt distances it has been speculated that a d ~ n* (CN) may become the lowest excited
state, but there is little data on which to base such a suggestion. (70)
Complexes with nitrogen-based heterocyclic ligands can also be used for
carrying out photoreactions with DNA. Although most of the photocleavage
reactions with DNA using complexes of this type have been carried out with
derivatives of Ru(bpyW, the phenanthrenequinone diimine complexes of rhodium(III) can also be used to intercalate into DNA, and, with photoactivation,
promote strand cleavage. The products that are obtained are consistent with
photoreaction of the complex Rh(phenh(phi)3+ (phi-9, 10-phenanthrenequinone
diimine) after it has been intercalated into the major groove of DNA via abstraction
of a C3'-H atom of the deoxyribose.(71)
Complexes that contain both a nitrogen-based heterocyclic ligand and a
coordinated tertiary phosphine also show emissive properties. In this category, the
complexes [Pt(5,6-Me2phen)(L-L)]2+ (L-L is a chelating diphosphine) show luminescence at 490-495 nm, with excited state lifetimes in the 22-25 J1.S range. The
excited states are very strong oxidants, since E (M2+ */M+) is estimated to have a
potential of greater than 2.0 V.(72)

3.4.

TERTIARY PHOSPHINE COMPLEXES

The action of light has been used to effect the isomerization of tertiary
phosphine complexes. When the planar ~ complexes cis-PtX2(PPh3h (X =CI, Br)
are irradiated at 366 nm, isomerization to trans-PtX2(PPh3h is observed.(73) The
reaction is both reversible

-

366 nm
c

and solvent dependent, with nonpolar solvents favoring formation of the trans
isomer. A similar photoisomerization has been observed for d 6 complexes of
iridium(III), where the lac-isomer of IrCh(PMe2Ph)3 has been obtained in high
yield by irradiation of the mer-isomer(74):
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L

Ir

Cl

L

CI

L

ctn
L

Ir

Cl

L

L

(3.17)

Cl

More interest, however, has been focused on the photochemistry of phosphine
complexes of the second- and third-row transition metals in their lower oxidation
states. This interest is primarily the result of the fact that such complexes are widely
used as homogeneous catalysts in the solution phase, and it is theorized that
photochemical techniques can be used to generate reactive excited states, or at least
to generate reactive, coordinately unsaturated species. A primary goal of such work
is the generation of a photocatalytic system whereby the photoproduct is a thermal
catalyst, thereby making the transformation catalytic in the number of incident
photons. Many of these ideas that have been pursued with tertiary phosphine
complexes have also been followed for transition metal carbonyl complexes, with
this latter photochemistry being discussed in Chapter 6.
The d 10 phosphine and phosphite complexes of zerovalent nickel, palladium
and platinum possess long-lived emissive excited states in both fluid solution and
in the solid state.(7S,76) The lifetimes of the Ni and Pd complexes are in the 1.39-5.38
p.s range, with the platinum complex Pt(PPh3)4 having the shorter excited state
lifetime of 0.07 p.s because of spin-orbit coupling. These long lifetimes allow for
bimolecular reactions to occur, and under photochemical conditions chlorobenzene
will add to the complex Pd(PPh3)3 (Ref. 75):
Pd(PPh3h + C6HsCI--+ trans-PdCI(C6Hs)(PPh3h + PPh3

(3.18)

When the chelating diphosphine bis(diphenylphosphino)propane (dppp) is used
in place of triphenylphosphine, the emission lifetimes of the complexes
M(dppph (M = Pd, Pt) are shorter (:S 0.02 p.s). For these chelate complexes,
ligand dissociation is less favorable, and irradiation (~ 340 nm) of Pd(dppph
in CH2Ch now gives [Pd(dppph]Ch and ethylene rather than the alkyl halide
addition product(77):
Pd(dppph + CH2Ch --+ [Pd(dppph]Ch +-iCili4

(3.19)

These photochemical reactions can be understood on the basis of the spectroscopy
of the dlO complexes. These zerovalent dlO complexes show electronic absorption
bands due to the metal-centered d --+ pz transition (Fig. 3.8). (78) This excited state
with single unpaired electrons in both the pz and in the dxy or di-/ orbitals can
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Figure 3.S. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for the energy levels in zerovalent dlO complexes.

react with halocarbons by either electron transfer or atom transfer pathways.
Electron transfer reactions involve the metal center acting as a reductant by an SRN 1
pathway, whereas atom transfer reaction pathways occur because the excited state
can act as a free radical to a halocarbon substrate.
Under photolysis conditions, an iridium(llI} methyl phosphide complex has
been converted into an iridium(I} methylphosphide complex(79):

(3.20)

The reaction is an example of a photoinduced intramolecular reductive elimination
reaction. No intermediates could be detected during this transformation.
The photophysics of a series of platinum(II} phosphine complexes under
different conditions has been studied in some detail.(80) The complexes transPtHCI(PEhh, trans-Pt(C==CHh(PEhh, and trans- Pt(C==CPhh(PEt3h have all
been found to show an intense emission at 77 K. Under the same conditions,
cis-PtCh(PEt3h and trans-PtCh(PEhh are nonemissive. For trans-PtHCI(PEhh,
however, an intense structureless emission is observed at 438 nm, but the ambient
temperature emission is very weak. The acetylide complexes also emit only weakly
at ambient temperature, but strongly at 77 K. The complex Pt(C==CHh(PEhh
shows a very small solvent effect on its ambient temperature emission spectrum,
but a very large wavelength dependence of the emission with excitation wavelength. With lifetimes in the region of 30-40 /lS, the emissions of these complexes
are a phosphorescence. The emission is assigned to an a2u (nL:pz) ~ alg (dl)
transition, where the a2u level is a combination of ligand and metal orbitals.
The single dominant vibrational progression in the excited state of
Pt(C-CHh(PPh3h is the C-C stretch, although it is now found at the shifted
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value of 2100 cm-1 rather than at the value of 1960 cm-1 found in the ground state
infrared absorption spectrum. These data suggest promotion of a metal-centered
electron into the antibonding n* orbital on the acetylide ligand, thereby weakening
the C==C bond. Similarly, the vibrations in Pt(C==CPh)2(PEtJ)2 support the
concept of an MLCT excited state.
The strong excitation wavelength dependence of the emissions is due to a
heterogeneous emission, with the complexes showing site selective differences in
their luminescence properties in a variety of rigid glasses. This feature is observed
for each complex, and it usually arises from either emissions from several unequilibrated states that are reached with different efficiencies with varying excitation
wavelength, or ground state heterogeneity of a single species. For this particular
case, site heterogeneity is the likely cause. The origin of this site heterogeneity is
unknown, but it may involve out-of-phase bending of the complex, which enhances
energy differences for different solvent configurations. For cis-PtCh(PEtJ)2 and
trans-PtCh(PEt3)2, the failure to observe emission may be due to the absence of
low-lying MLCT states. As a consequence, the lowest excited state in these
complexes is a d-d state, and the excited state is tetrahedral rather than square
planar.(81) The observation of cis-trans photoisomerization in these complexes
supports this view since this pseudotetrahedral geometry will be a transition state
or an intermediate in this isomerization reaction.
The photoluminescence of the planar rhodium(I) and iridium(I) complexes of
type M(L-L)i (M = Rh, Ir; L-L = dppe, 2 = phos) has long been recognized.(82)
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Figure 3.9. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for the energy levels in square planar rl complexes.
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The emission maxima fall in the 595-545-nm range, and the emission lifetimes
range between 8.2-20.8 p.s.(83) A schematic molecular orbital diagram for such
square planar MP4 complexes is shown in Fig. 3.9, where the energy levels result
from contributions from the nd, (n + 1)8 and (n + l)p atomic orbitals on the metal
center. It is suggested for these iridium(I) and rhodium(I) complexes with the
metal-centered al g eAIg) state as the HOMO and the ligand centered a2u state as
the LUMO that the emission occurs from this a2u A2u) charge transfer state. For
the rhodium(I) complexes the emission maxima are red-shifted by about 4000 cm-I
from the lowest energy absorption peak, which may be the result of a mixing of
d41 character due to a tetrahedral distortion of the RhP4 core. The larger spin-orbit
coupling constant of iridium is shown by the shorter lifetimes of the excited states,
and by the larger extinction coefficients of the triplet absorption bands. (84) The
low-temperature (1.8-90 K) emission spectral and lifetime data show the presence
of a two level spin-orbit split triplet manifold. The shorter-lived higher energy
emitting level is assigned as an Eu state, and the lower energy emitting level as
the forbidden Alu spin-orbit component derived from the 3A2u term. The metallocalized component of the low-energy excited states is shown by the relative
insensitivity of the spectral features to changes in ligand, and by the absence of
measurable splitting of degenerate levels upon reducing the core symmetry.
The luminescence of tertiary phosphine complexes of goldm was observed in
1970 at 77 K, although, since it was reported that quenching was usually observed
at temperatures above 300 K, emission was not usually observed at ambient
temperature.(8S) More recently, the photophysics of these complexes has been
studied in more detail. The bis(phosphine) complexes [Au(PR3)2]+ (R Ph, Bu) do
not have a characteristic luminescence originating from the Au(I) center, and the
weak: emission observed for [Au(PPh3)2]+ is due to a n° ~ n transition on the
phenyl ring. The compounds that luminesce strongly have at least three ligands
complexed to Au(I). The emission intensity is sensitive to the tertiary phosphine
concentration. This effect is due to the dissociation of a phosphine in solution, since
the 2-coordinate complex AuL2 is nonemissive:

e

=

(3.21)
Thus, the addition of tertiary phosphine to the solution, or cooling the solution to
entropically favor the 3-coordinate gold(I) complex AuL3, results in increased
emission. The luminescence is a phosphorescence that is assigned to the triplet-tosinglet pz ~ (di-l, dxy) transition, and the emission does not appear to be primarily
the result of intermolecular Au ... Au interactions. (86)
It has been suggested that for luminescence to be observed in gold(I)
complexes, a non-centrosymmetric structure about the metal ion through either
3-coordination about the metal center or intermetallic interaction is important.
It is possible that in-plane ligands promote the stabilization of the triplet excited
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state which has an electron on Au(1) in a pz orbital that is perpendicular to the
metal-ligand or metal-metal-ligand plane.(86,87)

3.4. 1.

Photogeneration of Reactive, Coordinately Unsaturated
Phosphine Complexes

In recent years there has been an increased interest in using the photolysis of
precursor complexes as a means to generate reactive, coordinately tertiary
phosphine complexes of the second- and third-row transition metals. One approach
involves photolyzing tertiary, phosphine substituted metal-carbonyl complexes.
The photolysis of transition-metal-carbonyl complexes frequently leads to the loss
of a carbonyl ligand, and the generation of a coordinately unsaturated species. For
simple binary metal-carbonyl complexes, the stable precursor complex usually has
an IS-electron metal center, and the loss of a single carbonyl ligand from such
monomeric complexes generally results in the formation of 16-electron species.
Such reactions are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. For tf complexes that
contain a carbonyl ligand, the stable 16-electron precursor complexes are
usually tetracoordinate and square planar, and photodecarbonylation leads to
the formation of highly reactive 14-electron complexes. These 14-electron
complexes can either react with the photodissociated carbon monoxide
molecule to reform the 16-electron precursor complex, or they can undergo
bimolecular reactions with other substrates that are present in the reaction. If

this 14-electron complex is itself a thermal catalyst, a homogeneously catalyzed
reaction can be established that is photocatalytic and has quantum yields that
are greater than unity.

3.4.2.

Photochemical Generation of Hydrogen from Alcohols

Complexes of rhodium, ruthenium, palladium, and platinum can be used as
catalysts for the photoproduction of hydrogen from alcohols. Both monomeric and
dimeric complexes have been used, and hydrogen gas been obtained from methanol
and ethanol, as well as from higher alcohols. The general reaction is
(3.22)

and the thermodynamics of this reaction for a series of alcohols is shown in Table
3.7, with the dehydrogenation of ethanol being the only thermodynamically favored
transformation. (88) Among the monomeric complexes that have been used for the
conversion of ethanol into a mixture of ethane, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen are
RhCIL3 (L = PPh3, PPr~), Rh(bpy)!, RuH2(PPh3)4, and RuH2(N2)(PPh3h. For the
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Table 3.7. Thermodynamics for the
Dehydrogenation of a Series of Alcohols

Lla*

Alcohol

(kllmol)

CH30H

29.1
-13.5

<;HsOH
(CH3hCHOH
C4H9OH

0.8
8.4
10.5

CSHJlOH

photodehydrogenation of other alcohols, the complex RhCI(CO)(PPh3h and a
mixture of IrCh·3H20 and SnCh·2H20 have also been used. Irradiation of the
solutions containing the alcohol and the catalyst results in an enhancement in both
the rate of formation and in the yield of hydrogen. The proposed pathway for these
catalytic dehydrogenation reactions is shown in Scheme 3.2. It is proposed that two
steps in the reaction may involve photochemical acceleration. One of these involves
the photodecarbonylation of rhodium or ruthenium carbonyl complexes that are
formed during the catalysis. Both rhodium and ruthenium form stable carbonyl
complexes that are unreactive toward the conversion of alcohols into hydrogen.
Photodecarbonylation of these intermediate carbonyl complexes results in the
formation of transients that are reactive in the catalytic cycle, thereby resulting in
an increased turnover number for the catalyst. A second step in the catalytic cycle

RuH 2( N2 )P3
H2

f

1l

RuH 2 P 3

RuH 2(OEl)P 3-

RuH2(H2)P3

o.t-~
HOEl

,.t-

i

RuH 3P

Scheme 3.2.

)

CH3CHO
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that may be photoaccelerated is the reductive elimination of hydrogen. In the cycle
this reaction is the rate determining step, and it is well known that the reductive
elimination of hydrogen from a transition metal complex is accelerated by irradiation.
The photodecarbonylation of RhCl(CO)L2 (L tertiary phosphine) has been
used to generate a 14-electron, 3-coordinate complex RhClL2:

=

hv

RhCl(CO)L2 ~ RhClL2 + CO

(3.23)

that is sufficiently reactive to effect the photoconversion of2-propanol into acetone:
(3.24)
The photocatalytic dehydrogenation of 2-propanol is a potential method for converting light energy into chemical energy, especially since the other product,
acetone, is a widely used commodity chemical. When RhCl(CO)(PPh3)2 is photolyzed at 364 nm in the presence of 2-propanol, a quantum efficiency of 1.6 is
obtained for the conversion to acetone and hydrogen.(89) Support for the 3-coordinate species RhCl(pPh3)2 being the active catalyst in this reaction comes from the
observation that the catalytic activity is decreased due to the formation of
RhCl(CO)(PPh3)2 when the photochemical reaction is carried out under a high
pressure of carbon monoxide. The photocatalytic activity is found to increase in the

order PPh3 < P(i-Pr)3 < PEtPh2 < PEt2Ph < PEt3 < PMe3 for L, and in the order Cl
< Br < I for X in RhX(CO)L2.(90) A viable mechanism for this catalytic reaction
involves the oxidative addition of 2-propanol to the photogenerated RhXL2, followed by P-hydrogen transfer to give acetone and the dihydrido rhodium(lll)
complex. Subsequent reductive elimination of hydrogen from RhXH2L2 completes
the catalytic cycle (Scheme 3.3). The photodehydrogenation of isopropyl alcohol
is also catalyzed by rhodium-tin and iridium-tin complexes. For the iridium system,
a quantum yield of 12.0 has been found for photodehydrogenations carried out with
mixtures containing IrCh·3H20 and SnCh·2H20 in 2-propanol.(9I,92)
Ethanol can also be photochemically converted into hydrogen and formaldehyde in the presence of the bimetallic complexes cis-Rh2Ch(C0)2(dppm)2 or
Pd2Ch(dppm)2 (Refs. 93 and 94):

(3.25)
It is likely that for these complexes a similar mechanistic pathway is followed,
especially since monomeric complexes may be the reactive intermediates in the
solution.
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Scheme 3.3.

3.4.3.

Photocarbonylation of Hydrocarbons

Complexes of rhodium, iridium and ruthenium have also been used as homogeneous catalysts in the photochemical carbonylation of benzene and other reactions that involve C-H bond cleavage in hydrocarbons. It has been found that
long-term continuous photolysis of benzene solutions containing CO and one of
the rhodium or iridium complexes RhCI(CO)(PPh3)2, RhH(CO)(PPh3h, or
IrCI(CO)(PPh3)2 leads to the formation of benzaldehyde(9S):
hv

C6H6 + CO ~ C6HsCHO

(3.26)

For the case of ruthenium, the complexes RuCI(CO)(NO)(PPh3)2, Ru(COh(PPh3)2,
and Ru(COMPPh3) have all been used as catalysts in this photoreaction. For each
of these complexes, Ru(COMPPh3) is formed under the carbonylation conditions
of the reaction. The proposed mechanism involves photodecarbonylation of
Ru(CO)4(PPh3) to give Ru(COh(PPh3) as the active thermal catalyst (Scheme
3.4).(96)
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The system using the trimethylphosphine-substituted rhodium(I) complex
RhCl(CO)(PMe3h has been studied in more detail. The photocarbonylation of
benzene at 1 atm of CO in the presence of this complex gives benzaldehyde, along
with other carbonylation products such as benzyl alcohol and benzophenone.(97)
Alkanes can also be photocarbonylated to aldehydes under mild conditions in the
presence of RhCl(CO)(pMe3h with a high selectivity for carbonylation at the
terminal position(98,99):
RH + CO

~ RC(O)H

Scheme 3.4.

(3.27)
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The photosystem with RhCI(CO)(PMe3h can also be used for the photodehydrogenation of cyclododecane to cyclododecene, and in general the photosystem can
be used for the conversion of alkanes into alkenesYOO-J02) These observations can
be explained on the basis of the conversion shown in Scheme 3.5, where the
intermediate rhodium alkyl complex can either undergo insertion of carbon monoxide into the rhodium-carbon bond, or it can undergo p-hydrogen transfer to yield
the alkeneY03) The photoreaction with RhCI(CO)(PMe3h can also be used for the
insertion of terminal alkynes into aliphatic C-H bonds.
These photoreactions using RhCI(CO)(PMe3h are wavelength dependent. For
the carbonylation of benzene, excitation at 308 nm is more effective than at 351
nm, whereas for the photodehydrogenation reaction the opposite selectivity is
observed. Thus, it appears that the photoreactivity involves more than just the
photodecarbonylation of RhCI(CO)(PMe3h to give a common intermediate
RhCI(PMe3h for all of these different reactions.(I04,I05)
In order to probe the photoinitiation that occurs in these catalytic reactions,
flash photolysis has been carried out with trans-RhCI(CO)(PMe3)z, transRhCI(CO)(P(P-tolylhh. and trans-RhCI(CO)(PPh3h. Photolysis of transRhCI(CO)(PPh3h leads to CO dissociation, followed by subsequent competing
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pathways that involve the recombination of RhCI(pPh3h with CO, or its dimerization to give [RhCI(PPh3hb(Refs. 106-108):
hv

RhCI(CO)(PPh3h ~ RhCI(PPh3h ~ [RhCI(PPh3hb

(3.28)

co

=

For the complexes trans-RhCI(CO)L2 (L PMe3, P(p-tolyl)3) the initial photostep
is again dissociation of CO, but the 14-electron transient RhCIL2 now reacts with
a carbon-hydrogen bond before it dimerizes or is carbonylated by the free photodissociated CO (Ref. 109):
hv

R-H

trans-RhCI(CO)L2 ~ RhClL2 ~ RhHCI(R)L2

(3.29)

Although it has been reported that the rate of cyclohexane photocarbonylation
with RhCI(CO)(PMe3h is increased by the presence of benzene, the initial rate of
this reaction is actually decreased in these mixed-solvent conditions.(llO,lll) The
effect of benzene is to give benzaldehyde, the excited state of which then abstracts
a hydrogen atom from cyclohexane to initiate the conversion to cyclohexyaldehyde.
The formation of cyclohexyaldehyde then occurs by the steps shown in Scheme
3.6. The iridium(l) complex IrH(CO)(dppe), when photolyzed in benzene under a
CO atmosphere, gives benzaldehyde. The same reaction is found with
IrH(CO)2(dppe), and the likely reactive species that is photochemically formed
from either of these precursors is IrH(CO)(dppe).(ll2.l13) The yield of benzaldehyde
is lower than is obtained with the rhodium(I) complexes, which may reflect the
higher kinetic lability of complexes of rhodium as compared to iridium. Again, the
14-electron intermediate IrH(dppe), formed by photodecarbonylation, may be the
species that reacts with benzene by the oxidative addition of a C-H bond.(1l4)

3.4.4.

Photocatalytic Hydrogenation of Alkenes

The catalytic hydrogenation of alkenes by square planar tI transition metal
complexes is also accelerated under photolysis conditions. One of the earliest such
reports was by Strohmeier, who reported that the rate of homogeneous catalytic

CyH + PhCHO ~ Cy· + PhCH(OHt
Cy· + RhCl(CO)(PMe3h

~

RhCl(COCy)(PMC)i

RhCI(COCy)(PMC)i + PhCH(OHt ~ RhH(COCy)(PMe3h + PhCHO
Scheme 3.6.
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hydrogenation of cyclooctene in the presence of RhCl(PPh3h increases by a factor
of 2.5 upon UV irradiation. Evidence for the photogeneration of an active thermal
hydrogenation catalyst in the reaction mixture comes from the observation that after
1 h of photoactivation, hydrogenation can be carried out under thermal conditions
at the same rate as is obtained under continuous photolysis conditions.<1I5) For the
hydrogenation of 1,4- and 1,3-cyclohexadiene using IrCl(CO)(PPh3h as catalyst,
the activity is increased by factors of 2.5 and 10, respectively, under UV irradation
as compared to the thermal reaction.(1I6) The photochemical hydrogenation of
1,3-cyclohexadiene gives up to 98% selectivity to the monoene cyclohexene, with
a turnover number of 96,260 at a turnover rate of 196 min- 1Y17) For the photoactivated homogeneous hydrogenation of acrylic ethyl ester by a series of complexes
IrCl(CO)L2 (L = P(i-Prh, PCY3, PPh3, P(OPhh), the highest catalytic activity was
found for L = P(i-Prh. (1\8)
The catalytic activity of RhH(CO)(PPh3h as a homogeneous hydrogenation
catalyst is also photoenhancedYl9) Thus, irradiation at 308 nm of a mixture
containing RhH(CO)(PPh3h and ethyl acrylate under 1 atm hydrogen results in the
formation of ethyl propionate(\20):
CH2 = CHCO£t + H2

hv

~

CH3CH2co2Et CH3CH2C02Et (3.30)

RhH(CO)(PPh3h

The quantum yield is 2.4, again showing that a thermally active hydrogenation
catalyst is formed in the photochemical reaction. It is proposed that photodecarbonylation again occurs to initially form RhH(PPh3)3, followed by a thermal
equilibrium involving triphenylphosphine loss to generate the 14-electron intermediate RhH(PPh3h (Scheme 3.7).
Both of the ruthenium complexes Ru(COh(PPh3h and Ru(CO)4(PPh3) photochemically catalyze the hydrogenation of benzaldehyde:
hv

(3.31)

~

RuH(COl4(PPh3h

The reactive species in each case is proposed to be RuH2(CO)(PPh3h, which has
again been formed by photodecarbonylation of the stable precursor complex. The

RhH(CO)(PPh3h
RhH(PPh3h

~

hv

~

RhH(PPh3h + co

RhH(PPh3h + PPh3

Scheme 3.7.
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system also photochemically catalyzes the hydrosilation of benzaldehyde, probably
via the formation of similar intermediates(121):

(3.32)

C6HsCHO + HSiEt3

3.4.5.

Photochemical Reduction of Water

A catalytic system for the photochemical reduction of water has been developed using the water soluble rhodium(I) complex RhCIL3, where L is dighenylphosphinobenzene-m-sulphonate. The catalytic system uses Ru(bpy)t as a
photoreactant, and ascorbic acid as a sacrificial donor. When the photoprocess is
carried out with the solution at pH 5, and with an irradiation wavelength of 440 om,
the quantum yield for the photoinduced formation of hydrogen is 0.30.(122) The role
of Ru(bpy)~+ is to generate a transient rhodium(O) complex in the solution. This
conversion is achieved by the series of reactions shown in Scheme 3.8. In this
scheme the excited state Ru(bpy )~+* abstracts an electron from the anion of ascorbic
acid (AH-) to give the reduced ruthenium(I) complex, Ru(bpy)!. This ruthenium(I)
complex is a sufficiently good reducing agent that it then converts the rhodium(I)
complex into the zerovalent complex RhCIL3. Under the solution conditions used,
where the pH is 5, this anionic rhodium(I) complex is protonated to give a hydride.
The hydrogen is then proposed to be obtained by the sequence of reactions shown
in Scheme 3.9. Such a reaction sequence is based on the knowledge that rhodium
hydride complexes generate hydrogen under acidic conditions, but this scheme in
other respects has little precedence because complexes of both rhodium(O) and
rhodium(ll) are very uncommon.

2+

Ru(bpYh

hv

2+*

+ ~ Ru(bpYh

Ru(bpy)~+· + AIr ~ Ru(bpy)! + AH
Ru(bpy)! + RhCIL3 ~ Ru(bpy)~+ + RhCIL3
Scheme3.B.

RhCIL3 + W ~ RhHCIL3
2 RhHCIL3 ~ 2 RhCIL3 + H2
Scheme 3.9.
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OXIDES AND COMPLEXES WITH OXYGEN LIGANDS
Oxide Complexes

Transition metal oxides are receiving increasing interest among photochemists
because of their possible use as high energy oxidants that will either undergo excited
state electron transfer reactions, or will transfer an oxygen atom to an organic
substrate. One such complex that has been studied is trans-Re02(py)4. Steady state
photolysis of tetrahydrofuran solutions containing a mixture of trans-Re02(Py)t
and methylviologen (MV2+) at wavelengths greater than 450 nm results in the
formation of trans-Re02(py)~+ and Mv+ (Ref. 123):
(3.33)
The excited state reduction potential of trans-Re02(py)~-IfI-* is estimated to be ....{J.7
V (vs. SCE). The Re(VI) species formed, trans-Re02(py)~+, which can also be
generated electrochemically, is a powerful oxidant. The compound will oxidize
phenethyl alcohol to acetophenone, in addition to oxidizing silanes and other
secondary alcohols. The excited state lifetime of trans-Re02(py)t is very sensitive
to the presence of water in the reaction mixture, and the emission lifetime has the
large isotope effect value of S.6 for k (H20)lk (D20). In addition, the emission
lifetime of the complex increases by some four orders of magnitude upon changing
from aqueous to non-aqueous solvent systems.o 24,125) Excited state proton transfer
possibly occurs with a hydrogen-bonded pair where the acidic proton is associated
with an oxo ligand.(l26)
The excited state of Re02(py)t is not emissive in buffered aqueous solution,
but the addition of calf thymus DNA at a concentration that gives a base-pair to Re
ratio of 25:1 induces a long-lived emission from Re02(Py)t with a wavelength of
675 nm. This emission has a monophasic decay of 1.7 fJ.s. Cyclic voltammograms
of Re02(py)t in the presence of calf thymus DNA as substrate results in a current
loss that is greater at lower scan rates because now there is more time for the
oxidized complex to react with the DNA before re-reduction.(127) Addition of the
DNA causes no loss of oxidation current, however, indicating that the complex is
only weakly bound to the DNA.(128)
High-valent osmium(VI) oxo complexes [Os02(14-TMC)]2+ have been synthesized that have a macrocyclic 14-TMC (14-TMC = 1,4,S,ll-tetramethyl1,4,S, II-tetraazacyclotetradecane) ligand in the equatorial coordination
positions.(129) Subsequently, a series of homologous complexes [Os02(15-TMC)]2+
and [Os02(16-TMC)]2+ with different ring sizes, and [Os02(CRMe])]2+, with an
aromatic nitrogen heteroatom replacing one of the aliphatic nitrogen heteroatoms
(Fig. 3.10), have been synthesized.(130) The excited states of these complexes are
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CRlles

Figure 3.10. Macrocyclic ligands 4 used to prepare the complexes Os02IJ+.

emissive, and have long-lived lifetimes (0.4-1.6 Jl.s) both in the solid state and in
fluid solution. For trans-[Os02(l4-1MC)]2+ the Os=O bond in the triplet
(dxy)(dn*)l excited state is estimated to be approximately 0.063 A longer than it is
in the ground state. The emission maxima and excited state lifetime data for the
complexes in acetonitrile solution are collected in Table 3.8. The complexes are
strong one-electron oxidants with values of E (Os(VI)*'Os(V» ranging from
1.1-2.3 V versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) (Table 3.9).
Steady state photolysis of trans-[Os02(l4-TMC)f+ or its cyanide analogue
complex trans-[Os02(CN)4]2+ in the presence of either triphenylphosphine or

Table 3.8. Excited State Properties of
trans-[Os02(L)]2+
Complex

(om)

.lorn

Lifetime
Cps)

trans-[Os02(14-TMC)f+
trans-[Os02(15-TMC)f+
trans-[0s°2(l6-TMC)f+
trans-[Os02 (CRMe3)]2+

620
625

1.4
1.0
1.6
0.9

600

710
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Table 3.9. Excited State Redox Properties of

trans-[Os02(L)]2+

E (Os(VI*N) vs. NHE

Complex

trans-[0s02(14-TMC)]2+
trans-[Os02(15-TMC)f+
trans-[Os02(16-TMC)]2+
trans-[OS02 (CRMe3)]2+

2.2
2.15
2.15
1.97

dibenzyl sulfide leads to oxidation of the phosphine or sulfide to give the corresponding phosphine oxide or sulfoxide:
hv

~

MeCN

trans-[Os(l4-lMC)(MeCN2f+ + 2Ph3PO

(3.34)

hv
~

MeCN

trans-[Os(l4-lMC)(MeCN)2]2+ + 2(PhCH2)2S0 (3.35)

h

The compounds react with alkenes under photolysis conditions to give epoxides:

trans-[Os02(l4-TMC)]2+ + 2

/

/J

trans-[Os02(l4-TMC)(MeCNh]2+

hv
MeCN

(3.36)
+ 2

°

These osmium(VI) complexes, along with the ruthenium(VI) complex trans[RU02(L)]2+ (L= meso-l,2,6,lO,11-pentamethyl-2,6,lO-triaza[11]-(2,6)-pyridinophane) can be used for the photochemical oxidation of hydrocarbons.(l3l) The
reaction has been used for the oxidation of 2-propanol to acetone, of both benzyl
alcohol and toluene to benzaldehyde, of cyclohexane to both cyclohexanol and
cyclohexanone, and of the epoxidation of cyclohexene, trans-stilbene, and norbomene.
Oxo molybdenum complexes such as MoOU- (X = halide, L = neutral
ligand) emit light. The observed emission is a fluorescence.(132) The lowest energy
absorption bands in these complexes are due to a 2B2 -+ 2E transition, and the
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Table 3.10. Fluorescence Data for Mo(V} Oxo Complexes
lern

labs

Complex

Solvent

(run)

(run)

M0QC4(MeCN)MoOBr4(MeCN)MoOC4(H20 )MoOBr4(H20)-

MeCN
MeCN
CH2Cl2
CH2Cl2
MeCN
MeCN
CH2Cl2

950
905
950

750
740
720
720
665
662
705

MoOBr2(M~[9]ane N3)+
MoOI2(M~[9]ane N3)+
MoOCl2(HB(Me2Pzh)

900

970
990
1170

fluorescence originates from this 2E state. The emission data for these complexes
are shown in Table 3.10. In fluid solution it is apparent that several of these
complexes show emission in the red or the infrared region of the spectrum. The
fluorescence of these ions in MeCN solution is quenched by either TCNE or by
chloranil, which act as electron acceptors (A):
MoO)4(MeCNr* + A ~ MoO)4(MeCN) + K

(3.37)

With electron-donor quenchers such as N,N,N' ,N'-tetramethyl-l.4-phenylenediamine, photoreduction of MoO)4(MeCNr occurs.

3.5.2.

Oxalate Complexes

The photolysis of oxalate (C20~) complexes of metals to give carbon dioxide
(C02) is well known because of the use of this reaction in actinometry. In principle,
therefore, this reaction can be used to effect the two-electron reduction of a single
metal center. A series of platinum(II) oxalate complexes of type Pt(C204)L2 (where
L PPh3, AsPh3, or L2 dppe) have been prepared by treating the carbonate
complexes Pt(COhL2 with oxalic acid. The photolysis of Pt(C204)(PPh3)z gives
the diphenylphosphido-bridged cyclometalated complex [Pt(JlPPh2)(C6H4PPh2)]z. (133) The photolysis ofPt(C204)L2 (L =PPh3) with hydrogen in
ethanol produces a cationic cluster having the formula Pt4LS(CO)3.(134) If, however,
triphenylphosphine is present in the solution, the product is the monomeric zerovalent complex Pt(PPh3)4:

=

=

hv

Pt(C204)(PPh3)z + 2PPh3 ~ Pt(PPh3)4 + 2C02

(3.38)

If, instead of triphenylphosphine, a disubstituted alkyne C2R2 is added to the
photolytic reaction, the product is the alkyne zerovalent complex Pt(CzR2)(PPh3)z:
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(3.39)

If Pt(C204)(PPh3)z is photolyzed in the presence of chloroform or a monosubstituted alkyne PhC==CH, the respective compounds cis-PtCh(PPh3)z and transPt(C==CPh)z(PPh3)z are now formed(134):

hv

Pt(C204)(PPh3)z + 2PhC==CH ~ trans-Pt(C==CPh)Z(PPh3)z

(3.41)

+ 2C02+ H2
The formation of these two products can be explained on the basis of a photoredox
reaction where the oxalate ligand is oxidized to C02, and the divalent metal center
is reduced to the zerovalent 14-electron fragment Pt(PPh3)z. In the absence of any
other ligand, this unstable fragment trimerizes to form the Pt3 cluster complex.
When, however, other ligands such as triphenylphosphine or a disubstituted alkyne
are present in the reaction mixture, these species trap this Pt(PPh3)z fragment,
leading to the formation of a stable Pt(O) complex. For the reactions that occur in
the presence of chloroform or a monosubstituted alkyne the reaction product is now
different, because each has platinum in a divalent oxidation state. For the case of
chloroform the product is cis-PtCh(PPh3)z, which is formed by chlorine atom
abstraction from chloroform by the reactive 14-electron fragment, Pt(PPh3)z.
For the case of a terminal alkyne such as PhC==CH the reaction pathway
again involves Pt(PPh3)z. In this case, however, the product results from a sequence
involving oxidative addition of the alkyne to give an intennediate platinum(IV)

complex PtH2(C==CPh)z(PPh3)z, that then gives the observed product
Pt(C==CPh)z(PPh3)z after reductive elimination of hydrogen.
This photolytic reduction of a metal oxalate complex has also been used to
prepare a series of 14-electron fragments of type ML2, where M is Pd or Pt and L
is a combination of PEt3, PBU3 ,dppm, dcpe and dppe.(I35,136) The high reactivity
of the sterically unhindered Pt(pEh)z fragment is shown by its reaction with
chlorobenzene to give trans-PtCI(Ph)(PEt3)z [Eq. (3.42)], and also with hydrogen
to initially form the oxidative addition product PtH2(PEt3)z:
hv
~
hv

Pt(C204)(PE13)z + H2 ~

PtCI(Ph)(PEt3)z + 2C02

(3.42)

"PtH2(PEh)z" + 2C02

(3.43)

This dihydride complex is not the final product, however, since it is converted into
[Pt2H3(pEh)4]HC02, a formate salt of a cationic bimetallic hydride, by subsequent
reaction with the C02 that is also formed in the photolysis reaction.(135)
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An analogous two-electron reduction of a rhodium complex has also been
achieved by photolyzing the rhodium(III) oxalate complex mer-[RhX(C204)(pY)31
(X CI, Br) to give the rhodium(I) complex RhX(PY)3 (Ref. 137):

=

hv

mer-[RhX(C204)(pyhl ~ RhX(pYh + 2C02

(3.44)

This reactive rhodium(I) complex has not been fully characterized, but its presence
is supported by the observation that it readily adds chlorine to give the oxidative
addition product mer-RhX3(pY)3 (X =CI). A similar photolysis of the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl iridium(III) oxalate complexes cp*Ir(C204)L (L PMe3, PCY3)
has been used to reduce the I8-electron iridium(III) precursor to the reactive
iridium(l) fragment, cp*IrL,(13S) and of ReO(C204)(HBpZ3) to ReO(HBpz3)Y39)

=

3.6.
3.6.1.

COMPLEXES WITH SULFUR DONOR LIGANDS
Sulfide Complexes

The tetrasulfide complexes MoS~-, WS~-, VS~- and ReS4 are photooxidized
in the presence of air to give complexes having the stoichiometry M02S~- (M
Mo, W, V, Re):

=

(3.45)

The diatomic sulfur can either be trapped by norbomadiene, or allowed to tetramerize to the stable Ss. The pathway involves the reductive elimination of diatomic
sulfur from the excited state MS4-* ,(140) followed by oxidative addition of oxygen
to the ground state of MSr .

3.6.2.

Thiolate Complexes

A series of emitting platinum(II) complexes of type Pt(diimine)(dithiolate)
have been prepared, where the diimine ligands are of the bpy type, and the dithiolate
ligand is a chelating dianion. These complexes are emissive in fluid solution at 298
K. Such a feature is relatively uncommon for tf complexes because they have a
square planar geometry with a 16-electron metal center, and frequently radiationless
decay occurs by collisions with solvent molecules in the vacant coordination
positions.(141) These complexes differ from other complexes of platinum(m that
emit in fluid solution in that the emissive state is not an intraligand 1C-1C. state.(142,64)
The particular series of complexes studied have ligand combinations with bpy,
phen, 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine, 4,4'-diphenyl-2,2'-bipyridine, and 4,7diphenyl-l,IO-phenanthroline as the diimine; and with 1,2-dicyano-l,2-ethyl-
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enedithiolate, 2,2-dicyano-l,1-ethylenedithiolate, and ethyl-2-cyano-3,3- di(thiolate)acrylate as the dithiolate.
These complexes show intense absorption bands between 526-417 nm due to
an LMCT (RS ~ Pt) transition with extinction coefficients (6) ranging from
12,000-16,000 M-1 cm-l . The bands are broad and highly solvatochromic. The
complexes have emission maxima that range from 720-625 nm. Changes in the
diimine ligand lead to shifts in the energy of the emission bands, but to only small
changes in the emission intensity. By contrast, changes in the diothiolate ligand can
lead to changes in both the intensity and fine structure of the emission band. The
emission lifetimes of the complexes in the solid state range from 14 ns to 1 p.s at
298 K. By contrast with the platinum complexes, the palladium(ID and nickel(II)
analogs with the 2,2-dicyano-l, l-ethylenedithiolate and ethyl-2-cyano-3,3-di(thiolato)acrylate ligands do not emit.
The excited state of the complex Pt(4,7-diphenyl-l, lO-phenanthroline)(1 ,2dicyano-l,2-ethylenethiolate) (Pt(dpphen)(mnt» is oxidatively quenched by
o-nitrobenzaldehyde [Eq. (3.46)], and reductively quenched by dimethylaniline
[Eq. (3.47)], showing that excited state photoredox chemistry can be carried out
with this series of platinum complexes(143):
Pt(dpphen)(mnt)* + o-O:zNC6H4CHO ~
Pt(dpphen)(mntt + o-O:zNC6H4CHO-

(3.46)

Pt(dpphen)(mnt)* + Me:zNC6Hs ~ Pt(dpphen)(mntf + Me:zNC6Irt (3.47)
The photochemistry of dithiolene complexes of selected second- and third-row
transition metal ions have also been investigated. Like the complexes with nickel,
dithiolene complexes of palladium, platinum, molybdenum. and tungsten catalyze
the formation of hydrogen from water when aqueous solutions of the complexes
are irradiated at wavelengths shorter than 290 nm.(I44.14S) Tetrahydroforan is
essential for the catalytic system, and this compound appears to be the reducing
agent in the system since both dihydroforans and foran are present in the liquid
phase. The presence of CO results in the occurrence of a long induction time, which
suggests that CO may bind to a reactive coordination site.

3.6.3.

Catalysis with Sulfides

Cadmium sulfide particles loaded with catalysts such as Pt, RU02, and RUS4
as aqueous dispersions have been used for the photoinduced generation of hydrogen
from H2S.(146-149) The dispersions are prepared by the addition of the loaded
cadmium sulfide particles to an aqueous solution containing sodium sulfide and
sodium sulfite under alkaline conditions. The photoreactions involve band-gap
excitation (A. < 520 nm) to produce electrons in the conduction band of the
semiconductor, and holes in the valence band. Hydrogen ion is reduced to hydrogen
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by the electrons in the photoreaction, while the sulfide ion is oxidized to sulfur or
disulfide (S~-) ion:
2 H+ + 2e- ~ H2

(3.48)

S2- + 2 hole+ ~ S

(3.49)

2 S2- + 2 hole+ ~ S~-

(3.50)

The initial hydrogen production is high, but decreases with time owing to the
accumulation of oxidation products such as sulfur or polysulfides. The addition of
sulfite ion enhances the hydrogen production, probably because it reacts with the
oxidized species to form S20~- ions. The S20~- ion that is formed inhibits hydrogen
formation, however, once the concentration of this ion becomes too high. The
addition of heptene-l can also be added to prevent the drop in the rate of hydrogen
production with time because it reacts with the sulfur that is produced to give
thiols.o50)
Both unloaded and metal-loaded cadmium sulfide powders can also be used
as catalysts for the photoreduction of nitrogen to ammonia in the presence of
2,5-dihydrofuran as a reducing agent. The most active powders are of the type
CdSIM and CdSIPt-M, where M Pd, Pt, Zn. Diazene is considered to be a possible
intermediate since 1,2-diphenyldiazene is catalytically photoreduced to 1,2diphenylhydrazine.(151) Semiconducting CdS powders (2.4 eV) charged with Rh or
Pt catalysts have also been used for the photohydrogenation of acetylene and
ethylene, and the concomitant oxidation of sulfide ion to elemental sulfur. The net
reactions with acetylene and ethylene are shown in Eqs. (3.51) and (3.52), and are
illustrated in Figure 3.11 (152):

=

(3.51)
(3.52)
Silica-supported molybdenum disulfide is a hydrogen evolution catalyst for
water photodecomposition on semiconductors.o 53) This silica-supported MOS2 has
an activity in acidic V2+ solution that is similar to that of dispersed platinum. The
mechanism of the reaction involves electron transfer from the excited sensitizer
molecule to the metal ion, followed by subsequent proton reduction by the reduced
species.
Carbon dioxide is catalytically reduced to the formate ion by a suspension of
zinc sulfide when the reaction mixture is irradiated at wavelengths longer than 290
nm. The reaction is carried out in a mixture of water and 2,5-dihydrofuran, with the
latter acting as the reducing agent. 2-Propanol cannot be substituted for
2,5-dihydrofuran. The pathway of this semiconductor-catalyzed reaction likely
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C2 H2
or
C2 H4
C2H4
or
C2H6

Pl

Sn
Figure 3.11. Photoreactions with platinum adsorbed onto cadmium sulfide.

occurs by a two-electron transfer from zinc sulfide to an absorbed bicarbonate ion
as the major step. (154)

3.7.
3.7.1.

HALIDE COMPLEXES
Platinum Halides

Among the second- and third-row transition metal halide complexes, those of
platinum have received considerable study. Both the octahedral d 6 glatinum(IV)
complex PtCI~- and the square planar d 8 platinum(II) complex PtC14- have been
investigated. Both complexes are substitution inert under thermal conditions, and
kinetic studies of their substitution chemistry have been important in the development of a general understanding of the mechanisms of substitution reactions in
transition metal chemistry. (155) The photochemistry ofPtCI~- was one of the earliest
such studies to be made, and the early discoveries of the photosensitive nature of
platinum halides led to these salts being used in photographic processes. The
subsequent decision to use a silver-based process was based more on economical
rather than on technical reasons.
The photochemical halide exchange reaction between PtCI~- and chloride ion
has been shown by using isotopically labeled CI*- to involve a photoredox process.
In this photoredox process it has been proposed that the first step involves the
photogeneration of a chlorine atom and the kinetically labile d7 platinum(lII)
complex PtCI~-, which then undergoes exchange with the labeled chloride ion to
give PtCI*CI4. A chain mechanism has been proposed to explain this photochemical
exchange reaction (Scheme 3.10). and this is supported by the observation that the
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PtCl~- ~ PtCI~- + CIPtCI~- + CI*- ~ PtCI4CI*2- + Cl-

PtCI4CI*2- + PtCI~- ~ PtCI5CI*2- + PtCI~Scheme 3.10.

quantum yields (f/J) for this photoanation reaction can be up to 1300.(156,157) Support
for this pathway also comes from a flash photolysis study of PtCI~- at 262 nm,
where irradiation into this LMCT band results in the formation of the transient
PtCI~- ion, that disproportionates to PtCI~- and PtC~- with a second-order rate
constant of 4.6 x 106 M-1 S-I (Ref. 158):
(3.53)
The photolysis of PtCI~- in the presence of an alkene provides a convenient
route to the synthesis of n-alkene complexes of divalent platinum:
hv
~

(3.54)

RCH= CH2

High yields of the alkene complex are obtained after 1 h irradiation with a halogen
tungsten lamp. If the irradiation is carried out in the presence of an aliphatic or an
aromatic hydrogen, products resulting from the cleavage of a carbon-hydrogen
bond are formed.(159) Examples are the formation of alkene platinum(II) complexes
from the photolysis of PtCI~- in the presence of an alkane [Eq. (3.55)], and the
formation of arylplatinum(N) complexes from the photolysis of PtCI~- in the
presence of benzene:
(3.55)
(3.56)
No mechanistic details have been given for these reactions, but the data suggest a
pathway whereby photoreduction of PtCI~- to PtCI~- is the first step. Support for
such a mechanism comes from our own personal observation that small quantities
of chloroalkanes are formed by photolysis of a mixture that contains PtCI~- and an
alkane. Such a radical mechanism contrasts, however, with the generally accepted
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pathway for the activation of hydrocarbons by solutions containing PtCI~- and
PtCI~-, where an ionic mechanism is proposedY60)
A catalyst comprised of H:zPtC16 and CuCh can be used for the photooxidation
of primary and secondary alcohols to the corresponding aldehyde and ketone(161):
RCH(OH)R' + t02

~

RC(O)R' + H20

(3.57)

This two-electron oxidation of an alcohol occurs with a concomitant two-electron
reduction of PtCI~- to PtCI~-, although prolonged photolysis leads to complete
reduction to platinum metal. The initial quantum yield for PtCI~- disappearance is
4 times greater than the initial PtCI~- appearance quantum yield, which is consistent
with the equilibrium formation of PtCIg- by the condisproportionation of PtCI~
and PtCI~-. The aldehyde and ketone likely arise from a P-hydrogen transfer
reaction from an intermediate platinum alkoxide complex.(162)

3.7.2.

Iridium and Gold Halides

The photochemical reactivity of the d 6 iridium(llI) complex IrCI~- is wavelength dependent,(163) When an aqueous solution of IrCI~- is irradiated into the
charge transfer band at 254 nm, the products are those resulting from both aquation
IrC15(H20r and reduction IrCI5(H20)2-:
A= 254nm

2-

IrCl 6

IrC15( 820)- + IrC15( 820)2-

82°

(3.58)

A=313nm
or 365nm

IrCI5( 820)-

As the concentration of chloride ion in the solution is increased, the formation of
IrCI5(H20)2- is favored over that of IrCI5(H20r. Excitation of the ligand field
transitions at 313 and 365 nm leads to the sole formation of IrCls(H20r. In the
presence of a high concentration of chloride ion, however, irradiation at these
wavelengths gives the reduction product IrCI~-. Irradiation of the gold(I) halide
complexes AuC12 and AuBri in acetonitrile in the presence of an electron acceptor
such as oxygen leads to the formation of the gold(llI) halide complexes AuC14 and
AuBr4 (Ref. 164):
(3.59)
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Pt(N3)2(PPh3)2 + hv ----+ Pt(N3)(PPh3)2 + N3
Pt(N3)(PPh3)2 + hv ----+ Pt(PPh3h + N3
Scheme 3.11.

3.B.

PSEUDOHALIDE COMPLEXES

Irradiation of the azide complex Pt(N3)2(PPh3)2 results in photoredox to give
the solvated zerovalent platinum complex "Pt(PPhh)2" (Scheme 3.11).(165) The
product Pt(PPh)3)2(2-MeTHF)n with Amax at 409 nm can be stabilized in 2-MeTHF
at 133K. The intermediate Pt(N3)(PPh3)2 with Amax at 460 nm, and a lifetime of 75
± 25 J.lS has been detected by flash photolysis at 308 nm. The azide radical could
not be directly observed.

3.9.

HYDRIDE COMPLEXES

Transition metal hydride complexes of the second- and third-row transition are
common, and frequently thermally stable under ambient conditions. They can be
synthesized by reactions involving hydrides, protons, or by the oxidative addition
of hydrogen to a low valent complex,<I66) Hydride complexes of these metals will
often undergo reductive elimination of hydrogen under photolytic conditions,
which is the reverse of the oxidative addition reaction that can be used in their
synthesis:
(3.60)

These reactions involve the reductive elimination of hydrogen from both
dihydride and polyhydride complexes. For polyhydrides it is found that the photolysis reactions involve either a single or a multiple loss of H2. In some cases the
reductive elimination of H2 results in the formation of a coordinately unsaturated
complex, but in other cases the photolysis is carried out in the presence of a
coordinating ligand that complexes to give a coordinately saturated complex as the
final product.
Examples of the photoinduced loss of a molecule of hydrogen to give a
coordinately unsaturated complex are found in the conversion of IrH2(dppe)i and
IrCIH2(CO)(PPh3)2 into Ir(dppe)! and IrCl(CO)(PPh3)2, respectively(167):
(3.61)
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(3.62)
An example of the photoinduced elimination of hydrogen with subsequent ligand
coordination to give a coordinately saturated complex as product is found in the
conversion of RuH2(CO)(PPh3h into Ru(COh(PPh3h in the presence of CO (Ref.
168):

For polyhydride complexes, photolysis can result in the formation of complexes
that still have a single hydride ligand complexed, or, in complexes that lose all of
the hydride ligands from the metal in a pairwise fashion. The pathway that is
followed largely depends on whether the precursor complex has an odd or an even
number of hydride ligands. An example of the former reaction is the photoconversion of ReH3(dppe into ReH(CO)(dppen in the presence of carbon monoxide(169):

n

hv

ReH3(dppen + CO ~

ReH(CO)(dppen + H2

(3.64)

and of the latter reaction is the photolysis of MolI4(dppen in the presence of
nitrogen to give Mo(N2n(dppen (Ref. 168):
(3.65)
Under special circumstances the photolysis of trihydride complexes can lead to a
product that does not contain a hydride ligand. Such an example is found in the
photolysis of IrH3(PPh3h, which results in the formation of the cyclometalated
complex Ir(C6lI4PPh2)(pPh3n (Ref. 170):
(3.66)
This reaction follows a pathway where the initial photoproduct IrH(pPh3h undergoes elimination of hydrogen, with one hydrogen atom coming from the hydride
ligand, and the second one coming from an ortho hydrogen on a phenyl group of
one of the triphenylphosphine ligands. The second step of this reaction does not
involve reduction of the metal center.
The photoinduced reductive elimination of hydrogen occurs by a concerted,
reaction rather than by a stepwise sequence. This concerted pathway is supported
by the experimental observation that photolysis of a solution containing a mixture
of IrCIH2(PPh3h and IrCI02(pPh3h gave only H2 and 02, with no formation of the
crossover product HD.<t 70) Several explanations have been offered for the photoinduced elimination of hydrogen from these complexes. The earliest explanation
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J

-H2

IrCIL3- IrCIL2 S!!....IrCl(CO)L2
Scheme 3.12.

accounted for the observed photochemistry by suggesting that the active excited
state was an MLCT state that mainly involved electron transfer from the metal to
orbitals localized on the phosphines.(167) A subsequent explanation that has gained
favor, however, involves population of a molecular orbital in the excited state that
is antibonding between the metal and the hydrogen ligands. The photoactive excited
state then becomes the antibonding molecular orbital that is formed by overlap
between the filled di-/ orbital on the metal, and the empty antibonding a* orbital
ofH2.(170)
Subsequently, it has been found that the photoinduced reductive elimination
of hydrogen from IrCIHz(L)(PPh3)z (L= CO, PPh3) occurs by a pathway where the
first step involves the dissociation of L to give a pentacoordinate intermediate
IrCIH2(PPh3)2. This intermediate then rapidly eliminates hydrogen to give the
photoproduct IrCI(PPh3)3 (Scheme 3.12).(171) For the isoelectronic complex
RhCIH2(PPh3)3, however, the photoreaction involves a concerted elimination of
hydrogen to give the 16-electron species as the primary photoproduct:
(3.67)
Clearly when mechanisms for the photochemical elimination of hydrogen from
second- and third-row transition metal complexes are being considered, no single
pathway can be assumed to be applicable in all cases.
The diplatinum(ln trihydride [Ptili2(P-H)(p-dppm)2t undergoes photolysis
at 362 nm (tfJ 0.81 in acetonitrile solution and 0.57 in pyridine (L) solution to
give the diplatinum(II) monohydride [PhHL(p-dppm)2t in quantitative yield(172):

=

hv

[Pt2H2(P-H)(p-dppm)2]+ + L --+

[PhHL(p-dppm)2t + H2

(3.68)

The reaction is intramolecular with the photolysis of a mixture of [Pt2H2(P-H)(Pdppm)2t and [PhD2(P-D)(p-dppm)2]+ yielding no significant quantities of HD.
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The isotope effect for the photoelimination (tPn/tPo = 1.8 and 1.6 in acetonitrile
and pyridine solutions, respectively) supports a pathway where there is partial
cleavage of the Pt-H bond in the transition state. It has been suggested that the
reaction likely occurs from the frrst singlet excited state, but no photophysical data
was obtainable to support this premise.
The dimeric complexes [RhH2(pPh3n]z(u-Li+ and (bPYnRU(u-L)RhH2(PPh3)~+,
as well as the monomeric complexes RhH2(PPh3)2L+, RhH2(PPh3nen+ and
RhH2(PPh3hbpy+, where L =2,2'-bipyrimidine, 2,3-bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine, and 2,
3-bis(2-pyridyl)quinoxaline, undergo photoinduced elimination of hydrogen when
irradiated at wavelengths equal to or shorter than 405 nm for the monomeric
complexes, and at 436 nm for the dimeric complexes.(173) The quantum yields for
the photoreaction fall in the 10-2-10-4 range. In the heterobimetallic complexes the
photoemissive state is best described as a ruthenium-based MLCT state, while the
photoreaction is assigned as a rhodium-based ligand field state.
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4
Photochemistry of Dim eric and
Multimetallic Complexes of Secondand Third-Row Transition Metals

4.1.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter includes the various types of dimeric and multimetallic complexes of the second- and third-row transition metals that have been studied.
These complexes include dimers that have bridging ligands, metal-metal bonds,
or a combination of both. These dimers are exemplified by the three structural
types shown in Figure 4.1. In dimers of type A the metal centers are held together
by a single bridging atom or ion, or by a compound that forms a linear
three-center arrangement. In these compounds there is no intermetallic bond,
and the metal centers are held too far apart for there to be any direct interaction
between them. In dimers of type B the metal centers are held together by
bridging ligands. In some cases the metal centers are sufficiently closely spaced
that there is an intermetallic interaction between them, but there is no metalmetal bond holding them together. In dimers of type C there is a direct
intermetallic bond between the metal centers. This intermetallic bonding may
take the form of a single, double, triple, or quadruple bond, and the ligands X
may be monodentate or bridging. These bridging types are all observed in higher
oligomers and multimetallic complexes, although in these cases it can become
more difficult to precisely define the type of intermetallic interactions involved.

4.2.

LINEARLY BRIDGED DIMERS

Linearly bridged dimers are complexes having the M-X-M structural type.
One of the more common ions that act as the bridging group X is the cyanide ion.
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Figure 4.1. Structures of dimers with a bridging atom (A), a bridging ligand (B), or an intermetallic
bond (C).

This ion, which in monomeric complexes coordinates via carbon, can coordinate
in bridged dimers via both the carbon and the nitrogen ends. These compounds
frequently have the two metal ions in different oxidation states, and such compounds have a characteristic low-energy metal-to-metal charge transfer (MMCT)
band that involves an electronic transition from the reducing to the oxidizing metal
center via the bridging moietyY-4) Complexes of this type have been briefly
mentioned in both Chapters 2 and 3, but no discussion of the photophysics of these
systems was given.
The binuclear complexes (NH3)SOSill-NC-Mll(CN)s (M Fe, Ru, Os) with
osmium in a trivalent state and the other metal in a divalent state have been prepared.
These complexes are not light-sensitive upon MMCT excitation. The products
(NH3)sOSll-NC-Mill(CN)s with osmium in a divalent state and the other metal in
a trivalent state are formed by single electron transfer step from M(II) to Os(llI).
These products are not substitution labile, and apparently a rapid back electron
transfer occurs to regenerate the starting redox isomer. The mixed cobalt~smium
complex (NC)sCoill-NC-Osll(CN)t with cyanide ligands on both metals, and the
isoelectronic complexes (NC)sCoill-NC-Mll(CN)t (M =Fe, Ru), however, undergo photolysis in aqueous solution. The photolysis occurs according to Scheme
4.1. The photoinduced electron transfer step leads to the initial formation of
(NC)sColl-NC-Osill(CN)t. Since this com~lex has a kinetically labile cobalt(ll)
center, dissociation occurs to ~ve OS(CN)6- and Co(CN)t. In the presence of
oxygen, coupling with Co(CN)s occurs, and the final cobalt-containing complex
formed in the photoreaction is C02(CN)lOor.(S,6) Similar metal-metal charge
transfer is observed in ion-paired classical Werner-type complexes such as
[Pt(NH3)sCI3+][M(CN)n (M =Fe, Ru, Os) where one or more of the ligands can
act to bridge the two metal centers.(7-9)
The trimetallic cyanide-bridged complexes (bpy)(H20)Ptll-NC-Mll (CN)4Fe, Ru, Os) have been prepared. These complexes,
CN-Ptll(H20)(bpy) (M
however, show a characteristic intense MLCT band that involves an electronic

=

=
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(NC)sColI-NC-Osm(CN)r ~ COII(CN)~- + Osm(CN)~
Scheme 4.1.

transition from the reducing MIl center to the bpy ligand on Pt(II). This charge
transfer between the remote M(II) and bpy redox sites is facilitated by through-bond
interactions via the bridging cyanide.(IO) Trimetallic complexes can be prepared
where there is no low-lying MLCT band, and the lowest level transition is the
MMCT band. As an example, the mixed platinum(IV) diiron(II) complex
(NC)sFell-CN-Pf"(NH3)4-NC-Fell(CN)t can be prepared, and irradiation into
the intervalence band results in the initial formation of a complex having a
Fem-~-Fell metal core:
(4.1)

This complex then dissociates to give Fe(CN)~- and Pt(NH3)~+ (Refs. 11,12):
(NC)sFem-CN-Ptm(NH3)4-NC-Fell(CN)t ~ Pt(NH3)~+ + 2Fe(CN)~- (4.2)
When iron is replaced by ruthenium or osmium the trinuclear anions are photochemically inert. For these compounds, once the photoexcited species Mm_prrr_
MIl is formed, the rate constant for the formation of products is much smaller than
for Fe, and the thermal reaction to regenerate the trinuclear complex is favored by
a lower activation barrier.(13,14)
Binuclear mixed-valent species can be considered to interact directly through
overlapping two-dimensional potential energy surfaces of type M(red)-M'(ox) and
M( ox)-M'(red). For multimetallics containing more than two metal centers that can
undergo sequential one-electron transfers, such a potential energy diagram must be
expanded. For the trimetallic complex (NC)sFem-CN-Pf"(NH3)4-NCFell(CN)t, the photoreaction can be explained on the basis of three overlapping
two-dimensional potential energy surfaces (Fig. 4.2). Thermal electron transfer
between the metal centers can occur along the low energy pathway connecting the
points A ~ B ~ C ~ D ~ E. Points B and D are the respective transition states
for the Fe(II)/Pt(IV) ~ Fe(III)/Pt(III) and Pt(III)/Fe(II) ~ Pt(II)/Fe(III) electron
transfer processes. Point C is the Fe(III)/Pt(III)/Fe(II) intermediate. An alternate
charge transfer pathway involves the photoexcitation step A ~ F. This pathway
involves direct photoelectron transfer, and in contrast to the stepwise path via B,
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Fe(J II ) /Pt (J II ) /Fe( II )
Fe( III )/Pt( II )/Fe( III)
Fe( II )/Ptt( I V)/Fe( II)

Figure 4.2. Overlapping two-dimensional potential energy surface for a sequential two-electron
transfer in a trimer.

C, and D, it does not involve a preadjustment of the coordination spheres of the
different metal centers in order for electron transfer to occur.

4.3.

BINUCLEATING LIGAND BRIDGED DIMERS

Dimeric transition metal complexes that have face-to-face d 8-d 8 metal centers
are among the most widely studied dimers. These complexes have received particular attention from photochemists because they can potentially be used as
multielectron storage systems, and because the photochemistry can be understood
on the basis of the photophysics. Transition metal complexes that have a d 8
electronic configuration at the metal ion frequently have a square planar coordination geometry with the di-/ vacant. Such a square planar geometry is particularly
common for metal ions of the second- and third-row transition metals because their
large ligand field splittings makes it favorable for this high energy orbital to be
empty. By contrast, the dz2 orbital is doubly filled.
One such group of face-to-face d 8-d 8 dimers have the coordination planes of
each metal center held in an eclipsed configuration by binucleating bridge-spanning
ligands. Strategies used in the synthesis of such complexes involve choosing
bidentate ligands that conformationally favor a bridge-spanning coordination mode
rather than a chelating bonding mode to a single metal center. For transition metal
complexes, the most favored chelate ring sizes are 5- or 6-membered, hence these
ring sizes should be avoided if chelation is to be disfavored. An alternate strategy
is to use ligands that have a conformational rigid structure such that they are forced
into a bridging rather than a chelating geometry. Examples of these two types of
ligands are 1,3-diisocyanopropane (1) and 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (2)
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Figure 4.3. structures of 1.3-diisocyanopropane and 1.2-his(diphenylphosphino)methane.

(Fig. 4.3). Chelate formation cannot occur with 1,3-diisocyanopropane because the
inflexibility of the isocyanide groups will not allow it to adopt the ring structure of
a chelate,05) In this compound each CNC group is linear, thereby making it
geometrically impossible for the ligand to adopt the required bite angle for chelation. By contrast, the two isocyanide carbons can readily accommodate the geometric arrangement necessary for a bridging mode. For the case of
1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)methane, both chelating and bridging coordination
modes are possible.(16) A bridging mode is frequently adopted, however, because
chelate complexes with this ligand have a 4-membered ring, and this ring size is
smaller than those usually preferred for transition metal chelate complexes.
A difference between the compounds 1,3-diisocyanopropane and 1,2bis(diphenyl phosphino)ethane lies in the type of complexes that can be formed by
these bridging ligands. For the case of 1,3-diisocyanopropane, which is a bridging
ligand that has low steric requirements about its ligating atoms, all four coordination
positions on each metal in face-to-face complexes can be occupied by this ligand.
Such structures, which are referred to as lantern types, have a D4d symmetry in their
eclipsed form (Fig. 4.4). An example of such a compound is the dirhodium(I)
complex of 1,3-diisocyanopropane, and its photochemistry is discussed in Chapter
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Figure 4.4. Lantern type structure of a dimer having no intennetallic bond.
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Figure 4.5. structure of a dppm-bridged dimer having no intermetallic bond.

6. For bridging ligands such as 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)methane, however, the
steric bulk of the phenyl groups on the complexed phosphorus atoms precludes the
formation of dimers with lantern type structures. Instead, dimeric metal complexes
of this ligand generally form with only one or two of these bridging groups spanning
a pair of metal centers (Fig. 4.5).

4.4.

MOLECULAR ORBITAL MODEL

If a molecular orbital model is constructed based on an axis set where each
ligating square plane of the two dimer halves are placed in the x-y plane, the
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Figure 4.6. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for a face-to-face Jl dimer.
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z-direction perpendicular to this plane will be vacant. When these two coordination
planes are separated by an infinite distance, no interaction occurs between orbitals
pointing out in the z-direction in each coordination plane. As these two metal ion
coordination planes are moved into close proximity along the parallel planes of
their z-axes, there will be an increasingly strong interaction between the metalcentered atomic orbitals that project along this direction. Two such orbitals are
dl and pz on each metal center. A consequence of this interaction is that the dl and
pz orbitals on each metal center will overlap to form, in each case, a pair of molecular
orbitals. The molecular orbitals originating from the overlap of the pair of dl
orbitals have lalg and la2u symmetry, while those originating from the overlap of
the pair ofpz orbitals have 2algand 2a2u symmetry (Fig. 4.6).0 7) As the metal centers
become more closely spaced the energy gap between the lalg and la2u, and the
2alg and 2a2u molecular orbitals increases, and the energy gap between the la2u and
the 2alg molecular orbitals decreases. In a tf-tf dimer the lalg and la2u orbitals
are filled, but the 2alg and 2a2u orbitals are empty. As a consequence these
complexes can be expected to have a low energy transition from the filled la2u
orbital to the empty 2algorbital. Frequently, two absorption bonds are observed for
this transition. These transitions correspond to the formation of excited states that
have parallel (triplet) or opposed (singlet) spins for the unpaired electrons in the
la2u and 2alg orbitals (Fig. 4.7).
A feature of these exited states is that the transfer of an electron from a ta2u
antibonding orbital to a 2alg bonding orbital results in a net increase of intermetallic
bonding in the excited state. Using a simplified molecular orbital model, the ground
state with a laIgla~u configuration has no intermetallic bond. By contrast the first
excited state, which has a laIgla1,2a}g electronic configuration, has a formal single
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Figure 4.7. Singlet and triplet excited states in a ~ dimer.
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bond between the metal centers.(18) Such large changes in intermetallic bonding can
lead to large Stokes shifts, and frequently to long-lived excited states. Long-lived
excited states are exhibited for the triplet excited states because the transition of an
electron back to the ta2u level is a forbidden transition. Such a transition also
requires reorganization within the dimer because the resulting ground state now has
nonbonded metal atoms.

4.5.

DIPHOSPHITE COMPLEXES

A group of dimeric complexes that have received considerable attention
because of their photochemical and photophysical properties are those of platinum
derived from the dianion of diphosphorous acid (HO)(O)POP(O)(OH)2-. The
photochemistry and photophysics of these complexes have been explained on the
basis of the above molecular orbital model, thereby substantiating its overall
validity. The most widely studied complex with this ligand is the diplatinum(II)
complex Pt2Vt-P20sH2)f, which contains bridging (P,P-bonded) diphosphito ligands. The excited state chemistry exhibited by Pt2Vt-P20sH2)4 is probably the
richest of all d 8-d8 complexes, and the chemistry has been reviewed.(l9.20) Photophysical studies confirm that the properties of the photoactive excited state are a
manifestation of d 8-d8 metal-metal interactions.
The diplatinum(1I) complex K4Pt2Vt-P20sH2)4 that is frequently referred to as
platinum pop, and abbreviated as Ptz(pop)t, is prepared from KzPtC4 and phosphorous acid.(21) The initially formed P-bonded complex Pt(OP(OH)z)4H2 undergoes intermolecular condensation at tOO DC in the reaction mixture to ,Eve the
bridged P,P-diphosphito complex (Scheme 4.2). The anion Pt2Vt-P20sH2)4 has an
eclipsed lantern type structure having planar platinum(II) centers linked by J1.P20sH~- groups. The anion has a Pt-Pt separation of 2.925(1) A with no ligands
bonded to the axial sites (Fig. 4.8).(22.23) The anion Pt2(poP)4 has electronic
absorption bonds at 367 nm (8 3.47 X 104 M- I cm-l ) and 435 nm (8 110 M- I
cm-l ) that are attributable to the singlet and triplet ta2u ~ 2al g transitions.(24.2S)
Aqueous solutions of this complex show an intense phosphorescence at ambient
temperature at 514 nm. This phosphorescence has a lifetime of9 J1.S. This phosphorescence from a triplet excited state is accompanied by a shorter-lived fluorescence
from a singlet excited state which has a lifetime of 40 ps at 407 nm (Fig. 4.9).
Examination of the low-temperature phosphorescence shows that the 3A2u (a2u)

=

=

2KzPtCl4 + 8H3P03 ~ 2Pt(OP(OH)z)4B2 + 4KCI + 4HCl
2Pt(OP(OH)z)4B2 + 4KCI ~ K4[PtzVt-P20sH2)4] + 4HCI + 4H20

Scheme 4.2.
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Figure 4.8.
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Structure of Pt2(pop)t.
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Figure 4.9. Absorption (solid line, Il scale) and corrected emission (broken line) spectra of
Pt2(poP)t as an aqueous solution at 25 DC.

level is split into a lower Atu and a higher energy Eu state separated by approximately 42 cm- t • The presence of these triplet states is evidenced by the fact that the
application of a magnetic field causes both a blue shift of the phosphorescence
wavelength and an increase in peak intensity.(26-38)

4.5.1.

Excited State Electron Transfer

e

The triplet excited state A2u) of P12(poP)4, like that of the complex Rh2(1,3diisocyanopropane)~+, is a viable chemical reagent for bimolecular reactions because of its long lifetime at ambient temperature, and its high quantum yield (t/J =
0.5) of formation. By contrast, the singlet excited state (tA2u) of P12(pOP)4 is not
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Table 4.1. Rate Constants (25°C) for the Reaction of Amines with the
3
A2u State of Pt2(poP)44-*
Eln(ox)

kq

(V)

(M-1 s-I)

N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-l,4-benzenediamine

0.11

N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-(1, 1'-biphenyl)-4,4'-diamine

0.36
0.71
0.78
0.92

1.2 X 10 10
3.0 X 109
3.9 X 107
1.2 X 107
1.5 X 106

Amine

N,N, -trimethylbenzenamine
N,N, -dirnethylbenzenamine

N,N-diphenylbenzenamine

Source: Heuer, W. B.; Totten, M. D.; Rodman. G. S.; Hebert, E. J.; Tracy. H. J.; Nagle. J. K. J.
Am. Chern. Soc. 1984. 106. 1163.

involved in photochemical reactions because of its fast (r == 40 ps) intersystem
crossing to the triplet A2u) state.
The triplet state 3A2u, with a single electron in a high energy 2alg orbital, is a
strong one-electron reductant in aqueous solution. The phosphorescence of
Ph(pop)t* is quenched by the oxidant 1,1'-bis(sulfoethyl)-4,4'-bis(pyridinium
inner salt) (BSEP) to give Ph(poP)~- and BSEP- (Ref. 39):

e

4 + B SEPPh(pOp)44-* + B SEP ~ Ph(poP )3-

(4.3)

Similar reactions occur with nitric acid [Eq. (4.4)], and with vesicle-bound
N-alkyl-N-methyl-4,4'-bipyridinium ions(39.40):
Ph(pop)t* + HN03 ~ P12(pOP)~- + HN03"

(4.4)

Both the quenching reaction and the bimolecular back electron transfer reaction
occur at rates that are close to the diffusion limit. Nicotinamide and OsCI(NH3)~+
are also reduced by Ph(pop )t*, thereby making the 3A2u state of Pt2(pop )t* a
stronger reductant [EJ (Ph(pop)~-/Pt2(pop)t*] < -1 V against NHE) than is the
excited state Ru(bipy)~+* [EJ (Ru(bipy)j+/Ru(bipy)~+*] == -0.88 V againstNHE) (see
Chapter 5).(39)
The 3A2u state is also a strong one-electron oxidant. From the molecular orbital
diagram shown in Fig. 4.7, it is apparent that the triplet excited state has a vacancy
in the la2u orbital that can accept a single electron from a reductant. Reductive
quenching of the triplet excited state of Pt2(poP)4 occurs with a series of amines:
Ph(pop)t* + R3N ~ Pt2(pOp)~- + R3W

(4.5)

These quenching rates kq (M-1 S-I) range from 1.2 x 1010 for N,N,N' ,N'-tetramethyl1,4-benzenediamine (1MPD) to 1.5 x 106 for N,N'-diphenylbenzenamine, a variation corresponding to a change in ElIl. for the amines ranging from 0.11-0.92 V
against standard calomel electrode (SCE) (Table 4.1). (41) Verification of this reduc-
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Figure 4.10. Excited state potentials for Pt2(pop)t.

tive quenching pathway for the excited state Ph(pop)t* comes from the formation
of the cation radical DMA+ when N,N' -dimethylaniline (DMA) is used as the
reductant. (42) The excited state potentials for Pt2(pop)4* obtained from its reactions
with added oxidants and reductants are shown in Fig. 4.10.
Photoinduced electron transfer is a primary process in many conceptual
designs of chemical solar energy storage systems. A problem that is paramount in
all these designs, however, is that of preventing or retarding the back electron
transfer reaction between the oxidized and reduced products to give the initial
reactants before productive photochemistry can be achieved. This problem is
particularly acute because such back electron transfer reactions are frequently very
fast. For Ph(poP)t and other coordinately unsaturated J3-if dimers, there is a
possibility that this problem can be overcome. Electron transfer reactions of these
dimers occur at the vacant axial coordination sites. In principle, back electron
transfer can be inhibited or suppressed if the vacant coordination sites of the
oxidized or reduced dimer can be blocked by ligands that do not coordinate to the
ground or the excited state complex. An example of such an inhibition has been
observed in the reaction of Pt2(pOp)t* with cytochrome c3+ :
Pt2(POp)t* + cytochrome c3+ -+ Pt2(pOp)~- + cytochrome c2+

(4.6)

The back electron transfer reaction, which involves the photogenerated cytochrome
c2+ acting as a reductant, is strongly inhibited by the presence of thiocyanate ion.
It is likely that the thiocyanate ion coordinates to Pt2(pOp)~-, thereby blocking the
vacant coordination site involved in electron reaction with cytochrome C2+.(43)

4.5.2.

Excited State Atom Transfer

The molecular orbital model in Fig. 4.6 predicts that the triplet states of
face-to-face
dimers of the lantern type with vacant axial coordination posi-

reP
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tions should show the reactivity of a transient free radical. This prediction is based
on the premise that the single electron in the q* orbital is an odd electron in an
antibonding frontier orbital. Furthermore, this singly occupied antibonding la2.,
orbital is localized in the vacant axial coordination site of the dimeric complex. An
alternative valence bond description of the excited state Ph(pop )t* depicts the
transient as a diradical with an intermetallic bond:
:PtPt:

hv
~

·Pt-Pt·

(4.7)

The triplet state of Pt2(pOp)4* is quenched by halogen atom transfer reagents
such as alkyl and aryl halides, as well as by hydrogen atom donors such as
(CH3hCHOH, PhCH(OH)CH3, BU3SnH, E13SiH and H3P03.(38,44-SI) No quenching is observed with alcohols such as tert-butyl alcohol or triphenylcarbinol that
have no a-hydrogens, and no other weak bonds with a hydrogen atom in the
molecule. The relative rates for hydrogen atom abstraction from the metalloid
hydrides follow the sequence of Ph3SnH > Ph3GeH > Ph3SiH. This sequence
qualitatively parallels that for hydrogen abstraction by tert-butoxy radicals, and the
rate constants for the quenching reaction decrease as the E-H bond energy increases
(Sn < Ge < Silo The kinetic isotope effect for the reaction with BU3SnH (k2(H)lk2
(D) = 1.7) accords with H-atom transfer via a linear Pt-H-Sn transition state with
negligible charge transfer. The reactivity ofPh(poP)t* toward BU3SnH and other
hydrogen atom donors is comparable with that observed for the mc· excited states
ofbenzophenone (ph2CO*), a ketone that has a similar triplet energy (Et'" 69 kcal
mor l ) to that of Pt2(pop)t* (Et ",57.7 kcal mol-I). In Table 4.2 are given the
comparative rate constants for hydrogen atom abstraction reactions of Pt2(POP)t*,
Ph2CO·, and the tert-butoxy radical tert-BuO· with a series of hydrogen atom
donors. In general, Pt2(POp)t* is less reactive than Ph2CO* or tert-BuO·, but the
reaction rate differences are usually less than one order of magnitude.(20,52,53)
For alkyl and aryl halides, the quenching rates with Pt2(POp)t* follow the
sequence aryl iodide> alkyl halide, and PhI> PbBr > PhCl. The latter sequence
parallels that of the relative ArX bond strengths. The first step in the reaction with
alkyl and aryl halides is halogen atom abstraction by the 3A2u state of Pt2(POp)4*
to give Pt2(POp)~ (Refs. 38 and 50):

(4.8)
The reaction is ftrst order in both Pt2(pop)4* and RX. The mixed-valence
[Ph(ll)(III)] intermediate Pt2(pOp)4X4- decays by a pathway that is second order in
Pt2(POp)~:

(4.9)
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Table 4.2. Rate Constants (25°C) for the Reactions of
Pt2(poP)t", tert-BuO·, and Ph2CO· with Hydrogen Atom
Donors(a-j)
Substrate
Et3SiH
Ph3SiH
Ph3GeH
Ph3SnH
BU3SnH
BU3SnD
M~CHOH

PhCH3
Ph2CHOH

kq(Pt2(pop)4* )

k(t-BuO·)

2.0 x 10"
1.6 x loS
2.9 x 107
1.0 x loB
1.2 x 107
6.9 x 106
<1 x
<l x 10"
2x loS

uri

5.7 x 106
1.1 X 107
8.9x 107
4.0 x loB
2.2x 108
1.8 x loB
1.8 x 106
2.3 x loS
6.9 x 106

4.7 x 107

1.3 X 106
1.7 x loS
8.9x 106

(a) Roundhill, D. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1985,107,4354; (b) Kisch, H.; Hennig, H.
EPA Newsletter 1988, 23; (c) Scaiano, J. C. Photochemistry 1973/74, 2, 81; (d) Paul,
H.; R. D.; Scaiano, J. C. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1978, 100,4520; (e) Scaiano, J. C. J.
Am. Chem. Soc. 1!J80, 102,5399; (t) Chatgilialoglu, C.; Ingold, K. U.; Lusztyk, J.;
Nazran, A. S.; Scaiano, J. C. Organometallics 1983, 2, 1332; (g) Manhall, J. L.;
Stiegman, A. E.; Gray, H. B. ACS Symp. Ser.1986, 307, 166; (h) Vlcek, A.; Gray, H.
B. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1987,109,286; (i) Roundhill, D. M.; Atherton, S. J.; Shen, J.
p. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1987,109,6076; 0) Vlcek, A.; Gray, H. B.fnorg. Chem. 1987,
26,1997.

Under different experimental conditions the photoreaction between P12(POP)4 and
RX can give either P12(POP)~ or Pt2(pOp)..xi.(42) This product distribution is
determined by the competitive reactivity of the intermediate Pt2(pop)4X4-- for
bimolecular reaction with either R· or with itself. The product of the reaction with
R· is Ph(POp)4RX4-- [Eq. (4.10)], whereas the disproportionation reaction leads to
the formation of Pt2(pOp)<iXt [Eq. (4.9)]:
(4.10)

The reaction of bromopentafluorobenzene with the 3A2u state of Pt2(Pop)t"
verifies that the atom transfer pathway is a viable one, and that these reactions do
not occur by a single electron transfer (SRN 1) mechanism (Scheme 4.3). The
observed rate of formation of Pt2(pOp)4Br4-- by reaction 8 is too fast to be explained

Pt2(pOp)t* + C6F5Br ~ Pt2(pOp)t + C6F5BrC6F5Br- ~ C6F5 + BrPt2(pOp )I- + Br- ~ Pt2(pOp)4Br4-Scheme 4.3.
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by an SRN 1 mechanism, since the rate of bromide ion loss from C6FsBr- is some
108 orders of magnitude slower than is the rate of formation of Pt2(pop)4Br4-,
thereby making such a mechanism impossible.
When 2-propanol is photolyzed in the presence of Pt2(pOp)t, conversion to
acetone and hydrogen occurs(S4):

(4.11)
4-

[Pt2(poP)4 I

The reaction is catalytic in Ptz(pop)t but it is not photocatalytic. The definition
used for photocatalysis is that more than a single mole of product is formed for each
einstein of light quanta that is absorbed by the reaction.(SS) For the photolysis of a
mixture of 2-propanol and Pt2(pOp )t, removal of the light source from the reaction
results in termination of the formation of hydrogen. The first step of the reaction
involves abstraction of the methine hydrogen of 2-propanol by the 3A2u state of
Ptz(pop)t*:

(4.12)
This initial step has been confirmed by transient difference absorbance spectroscopy where the formation and subsequent disproportionation of Ptz(pop )4H4- has
been directly observed. The disproportionation of Pt2(pOp)4R4- follows a rate law
that is second order in Pt2(pop)4R4-. These observations lead to the proposed
mechanism shown in Scheme 4.4 for the formation of hydrogen via the intermediates Pt2(pop)4R4- and Pt2(pOp)4Hi. Narrow-wavelength irradiation (A. = 370 nm)
of an acetonitrile solution containing Ptz(pop)t and either BU3SnH,
PhCH(OH)CH2CH3, or PhCH(OH)CH3 results in the formation of the diplatinum(III) dihydride, Pt2(pOp)4Hi:
4-

hv

Pt2(pOP)4 + PhCH(OH)CH3 ~

yA-

Pt2(P0p)4112 + Ph(CH3)CO

(4.13)

This dihydride thermally or photochemically reductively eliminates hydrogen to
complete the catalytic cycle. In a similar manner, [Pt2(pOp)4]4- is a photochemical
catalyst for the conversion of ethyl alcohol to acetaldehyde and hydrogen,(Sl) and
also for the transfer hydrogenation of cyclohexene and cyclopentene with isopropyl
alcohol(S7):

2Ptz(pop)~ ~ Pt2(pOp)4Hi + Ptz(pop)t
Pt2(pOp )4Hi ~ Pt2(pOp)t + H2
Scheme 4.4.
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Table 4.3. Rate Constants (25°C) for the Reactions of [Pt2(P0p)414-* and Other
Metal-Centered Radicals with Halocarbons
Radical

Pt2(pop)T"
Co(CO)4
Mn(CO)s

Mn(COh
Mn(COh
Re(CO)s
CpW(COh
Rh(dmgHh(PPh3)
Pt2(pop)t'
Co(CN)t
n-Bu3Sn

Halocarbon

Solvent

C04
CCI4
CCI4
CCI4
CCI4
CCl4
C04
004
CH31
CH31
CH31

Aq.MeOH
Benzene
Benzene
Hexane
EtOH
EtOH
Benzene
EtOH
Aq.MeOH
Aq.MeOH
Cyclohexane

k

(M-1 8- 1)

107

1.4 x
<2.4 x 103
2.8 x 104
1.4 x 106 (21°C)
6.1 x UP (22°C)
3.9 x 107 (22°C)
1.5 x 104
2.5 x loS
6.7 x loS
9.5x 10.3
2.5 x lcP

Reference

a
b
b

c
d
d
e
f,g
h
f,g

(a) Shen, Z. P. Tulane University, M.S. thesis, 1987; (h) Abrahamson, H. B.; Wrighton, M. S. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1977,
99,5510; (c)Herrick,R S.;Herrinton, T. R; Walker, H. W.;Brown, T. L. Organometallics 1985,4,42; (d) Meckstroth,
W. K.; Walters, R T.; Waltz, W. L.; Wojcicki, A.; Dorfman, L. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1982,104, 1842; (e) Laine, R
M.; Ford, P. C.1norg. Chem.I977,16, 388; (f) Espenson, J. H.; Tinner, U. J. Organomet. Chem. 1981,212, C43; (g)
Chock, P. B.; Halpern, J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1969,91,582; (h) Roundhill, D. M.; Shen, Z P.; King, C.; Atherton, S.
J. J. Phys. Chem. 1988,92,4088; (i) Catlsson, D. J.; Ingold, K. U. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1968,90,7047.

hv

(4.14)
The volumes of activation (AV*) have been measured for quenching reactions
of the triplet excited state ofP12(pop)t. (58) For the case of molecular oxygen, which
undergoes energy transfer quenching, a positive value (..dV* = +2.8 cm3 mol-I) is
found. By contrast, the values found for the hydrogen atom donors benzyl alcohol
and benzyl methyl ether are negative (AV* =-5.4 cm3 mol-I and -4.1 cm3 mol-I,
respectively). These negative values of AV* support a quenching mechanism where
there is an associative interaction between the benzylic hydrogens and a site on the
excited state Ph(poP)4. From general considerations of the photochemistry of
Ph(pop)t it is likely that this site is at one of the vacant axial coordination sites.
Triplet Ph(poP)4, with its single electron in a la2u (da*) orbital, is electronically similar to either a methyl radical or an organometallic radical such as
Mn(CO)5. The observation that Ph(poP)4 abstracts halogen atoms from halocarbons and hydrogen atoms from aliphatic alcohols supports this analogy. In Table
4.3 are collected the second-order rate constants for the reactions ofPh(poP)4 and
of other inorganic and organometallic radicals with halogen atom donors. From
these data it is apparent that Pt2(poP)4 is one of the most reactive halogen atom
abstraction reagents in reactions with CCl4 and CH3I, probably because of the high
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triplet energy of Ph(pop)t*, and also because of the strong affinity of platinum for
the "soft" iodide ion ligand.

4.5.3. Excited State Reactions with Alkenes and Alkynes
Both alkenes and alkynes quench the excited state Ph(pop)t*. Alkenes such
as trans-stilbene that have triplet energies of less than -57.7 kcallmol quench the
3A2u state of Ph(pop)t* by energy transfer. This quenching reaction is followed by
emission from the excited state of stilbene, and also by photoisomerization of the
stilbene. For cycloalkenes such as cyclohexene and cyclopentene that contain
allylic C-H bonds, quenching reactions with Ph(pop)f* proceed by hydrogenatom abstraction:

.

--_
.. Pt2(POP)4Jt- +

0

(4.15)

The formation of Ph(pop)~ as the initial photoproduct in this reaction has been
verified spectroscopically. For simple l-alkenes that have high triplet energies,
energy transfer quenching is not possible, and hydrogen-atom abstraction appears
unlikely because of the high enthalpies of the C-H bonds. It has been proposed that
these alkenes quench the triplet state of Ph(pop):-* by diradical formation. Subsequent reversal of this reaction results in the formation ground state of
Ph(pop)t (abbreviated as PtPt) and of the alkene (Scheme 4.5). This quenching
pathway can be compared with that found for the photoaddition of ketones to
alkenes. In this photoaddition reaction, the diradical excited state of the ketone adds

Scheme 4.5.
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to the alkene to give a new diradical, which can subsequently close to form an
oxetane (Scheme 4.6). For the case of Ph(pop)t, ring closure of the diradical
intermediate PtPt(pop )4CHl~HR4- cannot occur because of the steric effect of the
four pop ligands in the equatorial coordination positions.

4.5.4.

Exciplex Formation and Electrochemiluminescence

The ground state of Ph(pop )t, with two square planar platinum(II) centers,
does not complex additional ligands in the axial coordination positions because
4-coordinate platinum(II) complexes are strongly favored. The triplet excited state
Ph(pop)t* , however, which has an intermetallic bond between platinums, resembles diplatinum(III) complexes. If this analogy between Ph(pop)t* and diplatinum(III) complexes is valid, this triplet state may be expected to bind solvent
molecules and other ligands in the axial coordination positions.(59) Aqueous solutions containing Ph(pop)t and thallium(I) salts show no intermetallic interaction
in the ground state. The emission spectrum, however, shows a shift in Amax from
the 514-nm position in the 3A2u state ofPh(pop)t* to 562 nm. This new emission
is due to the formation of the exciplex P12(pOp)4Tl3-*. The triplet lifetime and
quantum yield for the exciplex Pt2(pOp)4Tl3-* are unchanged from those of
Pt2(pOp)t* itself. (60)
When a solution of Pt2(pOp)t is subjected to alternating current electrolysis
with variable frequency, the 514-nm luminescence is observed at one electrode.
This observation of chemiluminescence has been explained by the generation of
triplet P12(pop)t* from the electron transfer reaction between electrochemically
generated Pt2(pOp)~- and Pt2(POP)~- [Eq. 4.16)].(61)
3-

5-

Ptz(pOP)4 + Pt2(POP)4

~

44

2Pt2(pOP)4

(4.16)

Electrochemiluminescence has, however, also been observed in Pt2(pOp)t solutions containing Bu$ under experimental conditions where only reducing conditions are used. This result has been explained on the assumption that Ptz(pop)t* is
generated by the reaction of butyl radicals with Pt2(pOp)~-.(62)

4.6.

METHYLENEBIS(PHOSPHITO) COMPLEXES

Diphosphorous acid HO(O)P(H)OP(H)(O)OH is a ligand that has limited
utility because it can readily undergo hydrolysis of the POP bonds to give
phosphorous acid. In order to circumvent this problem the compound
CH2(PH(O)OH)z (pCpH2), which has hydrolytically stable PCP bonds, has been
prepared. This compound reacts with PtCI~- to give the P,P-bridged complex
Ph(pcp)t, which is structurally analogous to Ph(pop)t. The Pt-Pt distance in
Ph(pcp)t is 2.980(1) A, as compared to 2.925(1) Ain Pt2(pOp)t.(63) Absorption
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=

=

bands are observed at 382 nm (e 2.9 x lif M-I cm- I ) and 470 nm (e 142 ~I
cm-I ), and the singlet and triplet emissions are observed at 420 nm and 510 nm,
respectively. The triplet state of P12(pcp)t* also undergoes electron transfer and
atom transfer reactions that are analogous to those of Pt2(poP)4. The major
difference between Pt2(pcP)4 and Pt2(POP)4 is that the former complex has a much
shorter lifetime in fluid medium; a difference that is believed due to torsional
relaxation in the Pt2(pCP)4 ion. (64)

4.7.

TERTIARY PHOSPHINE COMPLEXES

Tertiary phosphines are useful ligands for the synthesis of bimetallic complexes. The majority of such complexes have the compound 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm) or an analogue of it as the bridging ligand. This
bridging ligand is particularly useful for preparing bimetallics having rf-tf or
d IO~10 metal centers such as those of Rh(I}-Rh(l), and 1r(1}-1r(1) for rf-tf dimers,
and Pd(O}-Pd(O), Pt(O}-Pt(O), and Au(l}-Au(1) for dlO~lO dimers. The bridging
bite angle of this ligand places these metal centers approximately 3-3.5 A apart,
which is a distance where the metals can interact, but there is no direct intermetallic
bond.

4.7.1.

Dirhodium Complexes

A series of dirhodium complexes that exemplify the potential photochemical
reactions of such bimetallic systems are those derived from bis(difluorophosphino)methyl amine, MeN(pF2)z. This ligand has been used to synthesize a
series of dirhodium complexes where the ligand bridges pairs of rhodium centers.
The series of complexes have structures which correspond with Rh2(0, 0), Rh2(0,
II) and Rh2(11, ll) oxidation state pairs. The complexes are all synthesized from
[RhCI(PF3)z]z. Treating this complex with MeN(PF2)z gives the Rh(O, II) complex
Rh2Ch(MeN(PF2)z)J(PF3) where the chlorine ligands are terminal on one of
the rhodium centers [Eq. (4.17)].(65) The reduced Rh2(0, 0) complex
Rh2(MeN(pF2)2)3(PF3)z is formed by addition of Cocpz, and the oxidized Rh2(ll,
II) complex Rh2C4(MeN(pF2)z)J by addition of PhICh [Eq. (4.18)] to
Rh2Ch(MeN(pF2)z)J(pF3):
[RhCI(pF3)z]z + 3MeN(pF2)2 ~ Rh2Ch(MeN(pF2)2)J(pF3) + 3PF3 (4.17)
Rh2Ch(MeN(pF2)z)J(pF3) + PhICh ~ Rh2C4(MeN(pF2)z)3(PF3) + Ph (4.18)
The electronic absorption spectrum of Rh2Ch(MeN(PF2)z)3(PF3) in dichloromethane solution shows bands at 570 nm (e 5.73 x 102), 386 nm (e 9.51 x
103),328 nm (e 2.29 x 104), and 270 nm (e 1.31 x 1if). Solutions of the complex
Rh2Ch(MeN(PF2)2)3 do not emit light, but in the crystalline state a red emission is

=

=

=

=
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observed at 810 nm.(66) The reduced and oxidized complexes
Rh2(MeN(PF2)2MPF3) and Rh2C4(MeN(PF2)2)3 also show emission in the visible
region at 77 K. For the Rh2(O, 0) complex the emission bands are at 550 om and
850 nm, and for the Rh2(II, II) complex the emission is observed at 570 om and
830 nm.(65) The high energy fluorescence bands have the very short lifetime of < 8
ns, and the low energy phosphorescence bands have lifetimes of 53 Jl.s, 79 Jl.s, and
complexes, respectively. The
287 Jl.s for the Rh2(O, 0), Rh2(0, II) and Rh2(II,
respective Rh-Rh separations in these three complexes are 2.841(2) A, 2.785(1) A,
and 2.707(1) A.
These results have been interpreted on the basis of the molecular orbital
diagram shown in Fig. 4.11. In this diagram the filled dn levels are comprised of
combinations of the dxy, dxz and dyz orbitals. The lowest energy allowed transition
is due to da ~ da*, with the next lowest being a dn* ~ da* transition. For the
complexes Rh2Ch(MeN(PF2)2h and Rh2C4(MeN(pF2)2)3, the third band is due to
a a(Cl) ~ da* transition. This combination of excited and redox states in a dimeric
complex leads to the possibility of designing and synthesizing multielectron storage
systems.

m

4.7.2.

Dipalladium(O) and Diplatinum(O) Complexes

The dimeric dlo complexes of palladium(O), Pd2(dppmh, and Pd2(dpamh
[dpam = 1,2-bis(diphenylarsino)methane], have a manxane-like structure where
each palladium has trigonal coordination symmetry to three phosphorus ligands.(67)
The complexes show long-lived emissions at room temperature in fluid solution.
For Pd2(dppmh, the emission maximum is observed at 740 nm with a lifetime of
5.38 Jl.S.(68) Measurements at 77 K have shown the presence of two emission bands,
one at 710 om with a lifetime of 5.93 Jl.S, and a second one at 685 nm that has a
lifetime of 107 Jl.s. By contrast, the diplatinum(O) complex P12(dppmh shows
emissions at 790 nm with lifetimes of < 0.02 Jl.S and of 10.6 Jl.S. In Table 4.4 are
shown the comparative absorption and emission data for dimeric and monomeric
Pd(O) and Pt(O) complexes having either triphenylphosphine or dppm as ligands.
In Fig. 4.12 are shown the energy levels for a dlo ML3 complex in D3h
symmetry. As a pair of these trigonal planar complexes approach along the axis
joining the metal centers, the energy levels split into a bonding and an antibonding
level. In accordance with patterns observed in ti-li species, the da-da* splitting
in dl0-d1O complexes should be much greater than that for dJ-tM·. As a consequence, the da* ~ pa and dJ* ~ pa transitions are likely to appear in the same
region of the spectrum. Thus, the observed bands in the 400-600-nm region of the
spectra are assigned to these transitions. The emission that is observed for
M2(dppmh is considered to arise from the 3A211 (da*pa) state, with spin-orbit
coupling being a significant factor in the emission lifetimes. Spin-orbit coupling
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Table 4.4. Spectroscopic Data for Complexes of M(PPh3h and
M2(dppm)3 (M = Pd, Pt)
'(thO -tJXl)

3(£M" -tJXl)

3(th" -tJXl)

Absorption Spectraa
440
(33,800)
487
(27,400)

500
(2,500)
529
(5,100)

574
(530)
591
(1,200)

Emission Spectrab
710
(5.93 ± 0.01)
790
« 0.02)
635
(6.61 ± 0.02)
705
(0.69 + 0.01)

685
(107 ± 1)
790
(10.6 ± 0.2)
590
(98 ± 1)
645
(24.9 + 0.1)

"Wavelength in nm with extinction coefficients e (M-I em-I) in parentheses;
hwavelength in nm with lifetimes (microseconds) in parentheses.

also causes the intensity of the weak triplet absorption to be greater in the platinum
complex than in the palladium analogue.
Since the zerovalent complex Pd(PPh3h undergoes photoinduced oxidative
addition with chlorobenzene, dimeric palladium(O) complexes are also expected to
undergo such reactions. An additional feature of the dimers. however. is the
presence of two metal centers that can undergo such a two-electron addition. An
example of such a double addition is found in the photoreaction between

pz - -

dxz,dyz ~

- - Pz

~ dxz,dyz

Figure 4.12. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for dlO dimers.
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Pd2(dppmh and CH2Ch, where the product is the methylene bridged dimer
Pd2Ch{J.t-CH2)(dppmh (Ref. 68):

(4.19)

4.7.3.

Digold(l) Complexes

The dimeric AU2(I) complex AU2(dppm)~+ is strongly luminescent in acetonitrile solution.(69) The absorption spectrum shows a strong band at 293 nm (8
21,000 M-l cm-l ) corresponding to the allowed du* ~pu transition. The phosphorescence of the tetratluoroborate salt is observed at 593 nm with a lifetime of 21 p.s
and a quantum yield of 0.31. Others report that this phosphorescence is centered at
570 nm with a lifetime of 21 ± 1 p.s for the perchlorate salt, which may mean that
the excited state is sensitive to medium effectspO,71) The excited state has been
assigned to either a 3Au (du*)(pa) or a 3BIu (tk5*)(pu) state.(70)
The excited state AU2( dppm)~+* is quenched by both energy and electron
transfer reactions, and the triplet energy is estimated to be in the region of 1.5 eV
(240 kJ mol-I). The bimolecular energy-transfer rate constants are given in Table
4.5, where it is apparent that rapid quenching occurs if the triplet energy of the
quencher is < 260 kJ mol-I. The triplet state is reductively quenched by N,N,N' ,N'tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (tmpd) with a rate constant of 6.6 x 109dm3 mol- l
S-I, which is close to the diffusion limit. By transient absorption difference spectroscopy, the tmpd+ ion has been observed in solution, verifying that reductive
quenching has occurred:

=

(4.20)
For oxidative quenching with pyridinum ion acceptors in acetonitrile, the diffusion
corrected rates vary from 1.6 x 1010 dm3 mor l S-l to 4.9 X 106 dm3 mol-l S-l as the
value of the redox potential for the quencher changes from -0.45 V to -1.52 V

Table 4.5. Rate Constants for Energy Transfer
Quenching of AU2(dppm)~+ in Acetonitrile at 22 ± 2 °C
Quencher
Oxygen
trans-Stilbene
cis-Stilbene
Styrene
Heptene-l
Cyclohexene

Et
(kJrnol- l )
96

205
238
259
>334
>334

kq

(dm3 rnol- I s-I)

2.0x 109
1.1 x 109
1.4 x 108
1.5 x 108
8.8 x 104
4.6 x 104
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Table 4.6. Rate Constants for the Oxidative Quenching of
[All2(dpplIb]2+* by Pyridinium Acceptors in Acetonitrile
Quencher

kq

J1l(V vs SeE)

(dm3 mol- I s-I)

-{).45
-{).67
-{).78
-{).93
-1.14
-1.36
-1.49
-1.52

1.6 x 1010
1.3 x 1010

N,N'-Dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium
4-Cyano-N-methylpyridinium
4-Methoxycarbonyl-N-methylpyridinium
4-Amindo-N-ethylpyridinium
3-Amido-N-methylpyridinium
N-Ethylpyridinium
4-Methyl-N-methylpyridinium
2,6-Dimethyl-N-methylpyridinium

8.2x

uP

4.1 x uP
LOx uP
1.4 x 108
9.6x 106
4.9x 106

(Table 4.6). From these quenching data, the complex is found to be a strong
photoreductant, having a value for JfJ [AU2(dppm)F*] of -1.6 ±0.1 V versus SCE.
The excited and ground state redox properties of the complex are shown in Fig.
4.13.
For dimeric d 8-d,8 and d10-d,IO complexes of second- and third-row transition
metals, the energies of the d(J* and P(J levels are likely to be sensitive to the
separation between the metal centers. The intermetallic separation in
AU2(dppm)~+ is 2.962(1) A. By comparison, the Au-Au distance in the compound
AU2(CyzPCH2PCY2)~+ is 2.935(1) A; this compound being an AU2(II) dimer that
does not emit at room temperature, but luminesces at 489 in the solid state at 77
K. (72) For AU2(I) compounds it appears that there may be a poor correlation between
the emission energy and the AU...Au separation, and it is therefore uncertain as to
whether the intermetallic separation plays any significant role in the emission

2+

- - - - AU2(dppm)2

> 2.2V

+

---1-.-7-0-V-- AU2(dppm)2

Figure 4.13. Excited and ground state potentials for AU2(dppm)i+.
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properties, or whether the emissive properties are a property of the AuP2 momeric
unit.
Mixed complexes containing gold and a second transition metal ion are also
emissive. As an example, a mixed iridium-gold dimer has been synthesized that is
emissive at low temperature. This compound [AuIrCI(CO)(p-dppmht has an
Au-Ir separation of 2.986(1) A. The complex shows a da* ~ pa transition at 440
om (8 = 18,600 M-I em-I), along with a weaker band at 518 om that may be the
spin-forbidden counterpart of this transition. The emission spectrum obtained at
-78 DC has a strong band at 498 nm and a weak one at 570 nm. The lifetime of the
low-energy feature is 4 J1.S at -196 DC, while the lifetime of the higher energy
emission is < 50 ns at 25 DC. The absorption and emission spectra are shown in Fig.
4.14P3)

4.7.4.

Higher Oligomers

Complexes with longer chains also have emissive properties. The IrlAu trimers
[IrlAuX2(COh(P-dpmaht (X CI, Br, I; dmpa bis(diphenylphosphino)methylphenyl arsine) (Fig. 4.15) show an intense luminescence in solution at 25 DCP4)
The emission bands for these trimers are observed at 606 om, 614 om, and 624 nm
for X = CI, Br, I, respectively. An emissive IrAu2 chain trimer, [Au2lr(CN)2(P-
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Figure 4.14. Absorption and emission spectrum of AuIrCl(CO){Jl-dppm)! at 2S DC (A), 78 DC (B),
and-l96 DC (C).
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P____ As ____ P
Figure 4.15. Structure of the trimers Ir2AuX2(COh(.u-dpma)! [X =Cl, Br, I; dmpa =bis(diphenylphosphino)methylphenylarsine].

dpmph]+ [dpmp =bis(diphenylphosphinometyl)phenylarsine], has also been synthesized. This trimer shows an absorption band at 578 nm, with corresponding
emission bands at 612 and 782 nm.(75) A qualitative molecular orbital diagram for
such chain trimers is shown in Fig. 4.16, with the z axis being oriented along the
Ir-Au-Ir plane, and also perpendicular to the twofold axis of rotation centered on
Au, and bisecting the two Ir atoms. On the basis of this molecular orbital diagram
the intense low-energy transitions at 508 nm (X = Cl), 518 nm (X = Br), and 536
nm (X = I) are assigned to a spin-allowed at ~ b2 transition, and the fluorescence
at 606 nm (X =Cl), 614 nm (X =Br), and 624 nm (X =I) simply to the reverse of
the absorption transition, namely b2 ~ at. Under photochemical conditions, the
complex [Ir2AuCh(COh(u-dpmaht reacts with carbon tetrachloride to give the

Au

Figure 4.16.

Simplified molecular orbital diagram for a chain trimer.
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2-electron oxidized product [Ir:zAuCI4(COh{jt-dpmaht, where the chlorines have
oxidatively added to the iridium centers at the end of the chain [Eq. (4.21)](74):

P--As--P

+

I/ci I

CI,...I
Ir-Au-Ir

OC/

I

I

I 'co

P_As_P

P----As--P

I/ci I

+

I/ci

CI-Ir-Au-Ir-CI

oc/

I

I OC/I

(4.21)

P_As_P

The effect of axially coordinated ligands is well exemplified by the his and tris
compounds [(MeNChIrAu{jt-dppmh]2+ and [(MeNC)3IrAu{jt-dppmhf+ (Fig.
4.17). The his complex has an absorption at 492 nm (e =5100 M- I cm-I ), which is
assigned to the dO'" ~ pO' transition, and emission bands at 540 nm and 668 nm for
the fluorescence and phosphorescence, respectively. By contrast, the tris complex
has absorption bands at 332 nm (e =6700 M-I cm-I ) and 298 nm (e = 11,000 M-I
cm-I ), and a triplet emission at 580 nm. These observations can be explained on
the basis of the molecular orbital diagram shown in Fig. 4.18. The molecular orbital
diagram of the his complex is analogous to that used to explain the photochemical
reactions of Pt2(pOp)t and Rh2(1,3-diisocyanopropane)~+. For complex B, however, the addition of an axial MeCN ligand results in the pz orbital on iridium being
filled, and a subsequent raising of the energy of the filled dl orbital. The symmetrical intermetallic interaction in A now converts to the dative donor ~ acceptor
type in B. Since only the Ir-Au a bonding orbital is filled, and its antibonding
component is empty, the Ir-Au interaction in B is stronger and shorter, and the
dO" ~ pO' allowed transition is now absent.(76)
Chelate ring opening can be used to prepare luminescent multimetallic complexes that have metal-metal bonds. As examples, the complexes [PdIr(CO)CI{jtdpmp hf+ and [PtIr(CO)CI{jt-dpmphf+ are emissive. These complexes (Fig. 4.19)

Figure 4.17. Structures of Ir(CNMeh(Au(jl-dppm)~+ (A) and Ir(CNMehAu(jl-dppm)2+ (B).
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Figure 4.19. Structure ofMlr(CO)CI{Jl-dpmp)~+ (M = Pd, Pt).
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have a 3:5 rather than a 4:4 structure type (Fig. 4.20), and whereas luminescent
complexes of the latter type are relatively common, those of the 3:5 type are rare. (77)
Triangular gold cluster complexes also show emissive properties. Thus, excitation of an acetonitrile solution of [Au3CI{HC(PPh3)Zh]2+ leads to a photoluminescence centered at approximately 537 nm with a lifetime of 11 J1.s. The excited
state redox potential for this [AU3]2+*/[Au3]3+ couple is -1.6V versus SSCEPS)

4.8.

PYRAZINE AND PYRAZOLE COMPLEXES

Pyrazine can bridge two metal centers in several different ways. Two independent bridging modes for pyrazines are shown in Fig. 4.21 for 1,4-pyrazine,
1,2-pyrazine, and 1,2-pyrazole. For the case of 1,4-pyrazine the metal centers are
held widely separated, and any intermetallic interactions that occur are through the
bridging ligand. For the case of 1,2-pyrazine and 1,2-pyrazole, however, the metal
centers are held close together, and communication can now occur through a direct
intermetallic interaction, as well as through the bridging ligand.
An example of a bridged 1,4-pyrazine system is the dimeric Ru(II)/Cu(II)
complex (NH3)sRuu(p.-l,4-pyrazine)Cuu. Upon flash photolysis, electron transfer
occurs from Ru(Il) to Cu(II), and the product is the thermodynamically unstable
Ru(III)/Cu(I) complex(79):

No reaction is observed when nonreducible metal ions such as Zn2+ or Rh3+ are
used in place of Cu(II). (SO) Both the excited state bleaching and the back reaction
with these complexes are very fast.(Sl) These systems can be extended to ones using

(0)

r::\

NON

LJ

N-N

1. 4-pyrazine

1.2-pyrazine

(c))
N-N
1.2-pyrazole

Figure 4.21. Structures of l.4-pyrazine. 1.2-pyrazine. and 1.2-pyrazole.
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(§}-CN
Figure 4.22. Structures of 4-cyanopyridine and 4,4'-bipyridine.

4-cyanopyridine or 4,4'-bipyridine as the bridging ligands instead of 1,4-pyrazine
(Fig. 4.22). Extension of the conjugation within the ligand bridge results in a
lowering of the triplet energy of the bridging ligand, and now intramolecular energy
transfer, in addition to photoinduced electron transfer, between the metal centers
can now occur.(82) Further extension of these ligands into fused polypyridines
allows for both electron and energy transfer to be studied in a range of multimetallic
complexes. (83)
1,2-Pyrazole has been used as a bridging ligand for Jl metal centers. Complexes prepared with these ligands have the metal centers held in close proximity.
An example of such a complex is [Ir{J.t-pz)(1,5-COD)h (pz 1,2-pyrazole) which
has an Ir<n-Ir(I) separation of 3.216(1) A. The absorption spectrum of this complex
in acetonitrile solvent shows bands at 498 nm (8 9100 M-1 cm-1) and 585 nm (8
=260 M-1 cm-l), which are assigned to the singlet and triplet components of the
dO'· ~ pO' transition, respectively.(84) Luminescence is observed from both these
states in acetonitrile solution at ambient temperature. The phosphorescence from
the 3B2 state has a lifetime of 250 ns, and the fluorescence from the 1B2 state has a
lifetime of less than lOOps. The lifetime of the phosphorescence increases to 2.68
p,s at 77 K, implying that the temperature dependence of the lifetime is primarily
due to variations in the rate constant for nonradiative decay, knr. The triplet excited
state [Ir{Jl-pz)(1,5-COD)]i undergoes oxidative quenching with methyl viologen,
MV2+:

=

=

(4.23)
This triplet state is a powerful reductant, and the excited state redox reactions are
summarized in Fig. 4.23.
Electrogenerated chemiluminescence is observed in the complex [Ir{J.tpz)(1,5-COD)J2. This chemiluminescence is produced by the sequential generation
of Ir~ and Iri by pulsing the potential of a platinum working electrode between the
anodic and cathodic potentials. The emission is characteristic of the 3B2 excited
state previously observed in the photoluminescence of these complexes.(8S)
The triplet state also is a strong photoreductant in its reactions with alkylated
pyridinium acceptors in acetonitrile solution. As predicted from outer-sphere
electron transfer theory,(86,87) a plot of RTln (kq) versus If' (A+/A) is linear for
quenchers with values of If' (A+/A) that are less than, or approximately equal to,
the value of If' for the Ir~/Ir; couple. The plotted data for this fit range from
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Figure 4.23. Excited and ground state potentials for [1r{J.I-pz)(1,5-COD)h.

2,6-dimethyl-4-methoxy-N-methylpyridinium (EJ = 0.355 V) to 4-cyano-Nmethylpyridinium (EJ 0.615 V), in order to ensure that the data cover both the
linear and the flattened portion of the plot.
Irradiation of [Ir(,u-pz)(1,5-COD)12 in the presence of dichloromethane or
1,2-dichloroethane leads to oxidative addition across the Ir(l)2 centers, and the
formation of metal-metal bonded Ir2(11,II) complexes.(88) For the case of dichloromethane, the product [Ir(,u-pz)Cl(CH2CI)(1,5-COD)12 is that expected from a
simple oxidative addition reaction:

=

hv

[Ir(,u-pz)(1,5-COD)12 + CH2Ch-+
[Ir(,u-pz)Cl(CH2Cl)(1,5-COD)12

(4.24)

whereas with 1,2-dichloroethane the product is the dichloro complex and ethylene:
hv

[Ir(,u-pz)(1,5-COD)12 + CzH4Ch-+
[Ir(,u-pz)Ch(1,5-COD)12 + CzH4

(4.25)

In each case the mechanism likely involves chlorine atom abstraction by the excited
state of the Irz complex, although an excited state electron transfer (SRN 1) pathway
cannot be discounted.
A further Ir2(I) complex that undergoes photoelectron transfer is [Ir(,upz')(CO)(PPh2{ O(CH2)zR})12 (pz' =3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl).(89) This complex was
prepared in order to ascertain whether a bimetallic complex of this type could be
synthesized that had electron donors and acceptors covalently coupled together
within the same molecule. This particular example uses the Ir2 core as the electron
donor, with the electron acceptors being incorporated into the R groups of the
tertiary phosphine. The success of this concept is evidenced by the observation of
photoinduced electron transfer rates occurring in the vicinity of 1012 S-l at thermodynamic driving forces in the region of 1 eY. The charge-recombination rates in
these complexes are slower than 2 x 1010 S-l.
These A-frame pyrazolyl-bridged binuclear iridium(l) complexes, like the
face-to-face lantern type complexes of the Pt2(pOp)t type, have dipole-allowed
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transitions to emissive singlet and triplet states from monomer dl ~ pz excitations.
Both of these emissive excited states are stabilized by intermetallic bonding. For
these A-frame type complexes, however, there is a second pair of singlet and triplet
excited states derived from the monomer dl ~ pz excitation. This second pair of
states are derived from transitions that are allowed in the C2v symmetry of the
A-frame dimers, but not in the D4h symmetry of the lantern dimers. (89) These latter
states are not stabilized by intermetallic bonding, but have instead considerable
MLCT character.

4.9.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF METAL-METAL BONDED
DIMERS AND CLUSTERS

Bimetallic complexes frequently have a direct intermetallic bond linking the
metal centers together. For transition metal dimers it is possible to prepare complexes that have single, double, triple, or quadruple bonds between the metal
centers. If the intermetallic bond is oriented along the z-axis, overlap of the dl
orbitals on the two metals results in the formation of (1 and (J* molecular orbitals.
Overlap of the dxz and dyz pairs of orbitals on the metals gives a pair of degenerate
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Figure 4.24. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for a metal-metal bonded dimer showing the d
orbitals that are used to obtain the intermetallic bonds, and the energy level of these orbitals.
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Table 4.7. Electronic Configurations of
Homobimetallic Complexes
Electronic configurations
Bond order
Example
uln4OlJ*2x*4
u2n4J2J*2x*2
q 2n4J2J*2
q2~J2

u2~

xZ

q2

1

Ptf.Rhf
C~+

2
3
4
3
2

M';a2+•Ru6+-2
RI:2 • Maz4+
Mof
Mof.Nbf

q2

n and n* molecular orbitals, and overlap of the dxy orbitals gives a 0 and a 0*

molecular orbital (Fig. 4.24).(91) Single and multiple bonds are therefore formed by
filling the bonding and antibonding levels within this manifold. Electronic transitions from the ground to the excited states generally result in a weakening or a loss
of the intermetallic bond as the antibonding states become populated. Transitions
between these molecular orbitals are allowed because they usually involve transfer
of electrons between gerade and ungerade orbital levels. and have the electric
dipole-allowed polarization parallel to the axis of the metal-metal bond. These
dimers have attracted the interest of photochemists because they can potentially act
as electron storage systems for use in multielectron photoredox reactions. with each
metal center being involved in the photoredox process. In Table 4.7 are shown the
orbital configurations that lead to intermetallic bonding. along with the bond order
of the dimer formed, and examples of bimetallic cores that can give each particular
complex type. In the following section examples will be used that show that these
homobimetallic complexes can be formed by using photochemical reactions, and
also examples of photochemical reactions that can be carried out with these dimers.
Photolysis of the quadruply bonded complex Re2Cl~- results in the formation
of two monometallic complexes ReC4(MeCN)2" and ReCh(MeCNh. (92) The yield
of ReCI4(MeCN)2" is small. with ReCh(MeCNh being the major product. The
sequence of steps leading to bond cleavage begins in one or more states that are
more highly excited than that derived from the 0-+ transition. and it was later
shown that the majority of the initial excited state undergoes internal conversion to a
(J2n400* state, with a smaller fraction undergoing chemical transformations leading to
the mononuclear complexes.(93) This result led to further work on the photochemistry
and photophysics of this complex and of other metal-metal bonded dimers.

o·

4.9.1.

Singly Bonded Dimers

Photoreactions have been carried out with the singly bonded diplatinum(III) (02n402o*2n*4) complexes Ph(pop)4Clr. Ph{J.t-HP04)4Clr, and Ph{J.t-
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HP04)4(H20)~-. These complexes have lantern type structures with either
diphosphite or hydrogen phosphate ligands spanning the two platinum(lll) centers.
These complexes resemble a large group of organometallic dimers such as
Mn2(CO)1O that have low-lying absorption bonds that can be assigned to a
da-da* transition. One difference, however, is that for complexes that have
bridging ligands in addition to an intermetallic bond, the photocleavage of the
intermetallic bond does not lead to dissociation of the resulting pair of metal
radicals. (94-98) Deactivation of the da* excited state in these complexes is efficient,
thereby resulting in very short lifetimes.(99) Nevertheless, in certain cases a luminescence can be observed because the interconversion between the excited and
ground states can involve considerable reorganization within the bridging ligands
because the difference in intermetallic bonding between the ground and excited
states leads to a difference in the distance between the metal centers, and therefore
changes in the nonbonded interactions.
One of the first singly bonded diplatinum complexes for which emission has
been observed is the diplatinum(Ill) complex P12(pop)4Cli.(HlO) Continued photolysis of this complex results in a reductive elimination reaction to give chlorine
and the diplatinum(II) complex Pt2(pOp)t (Ref. 101):
(4.26)
This photoreaction can be induced by photolysis into the 282-nm band of
P12(pop)4Cli, which is a transition that has both da ~ da* and LMCT character.
By comparison, the absorption spectra of the hydrogen phosphate bridged dimers
show a strong band in the 220-350-nm region.(102) This absorption band has been
assigned to a a ~ da* transition, with a progressive shift toward lower energy
being observed as the axial ligand changes along the series H20> CI > Br. This
observation suggests that again the transition has significant ligand character.
Indeed it has been proposed that the lowest energy a ~ da* transition in diplatinum(Ill) complexes is best designated as a a(L) ~ da* transition.(lo3.l04) Since the
da ~ da* transition for the pyrophosphito complex P12(popMH20)~- is observed
in the region of215 nm,(105) it is likely that the analogous transition for the series
of complex P12(HP04)4(H20)~- that have considerably shorter Pt(III)-Pt(III)
bonds lies in the vacuum UV regionyo4) Also, the photoinduced reductive
elimination of X2 from P12(HP04)~ to give P12(HP04)t has not been observed.
Although crystalline and frozen glass samples of these tetraphosphite diplatinum(II1) complexes emit over a wide temperature range, solutions of these
complexes do not luminesce. Thus, whereas a frozen glass containing
K4P12(HP04)4Ch is intensely luminescent, no luminescence is detected from
solutions at temperatures just above the glassing transition. The emission data at
10K and 290 K for these tetraphosphite complexes are shown in Table 4.8, showing
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Table 4.8. Excited State Properties of Diplatinum (III) Tetraphosphites
lem

Complex

Pt2{HPO)4MH:zO~-

i4-

Pt2(HPOM4Cl

Pt2(HPO)~4Br2

lem

T

T

(run, 10K)

Cps, 10K)

(run,290K)

Cps, 290K)

688
710
710

1.2
35
37

678
694
702

0.33
0.71
0.39

the lifetime dependence on both the temperature and the fluidity of the medium.
This decrease in lifetime of the emission in a fluid medium is consistent with other
photophysical studies that have related the reduced lifetime of the excited state with
the ability of the molecule to undergo torsional movement and quench the excited
state.(66,106-108) An excited state scheme for emission from the lowest energy excited
state that explains the photophysical data for these tetraphosphite complexes is
shown in Fig. 4.25. The luminescence originates from the (Blu, B2u) spin-orbit pair
of the 3Eu(dn*du*) excited state. The excitation spectrum ofPh(.u-HPO)4Clt" shows
bands at 301, 360, and 403 nm due to the proposed I(O'(L) -+ 0'*), l(d~· -+ dO'*) and
1(~n· ~ du*) transitions (Fig. 4.26).
A second group of complexes having the 0'2n4~2~*2n·4 singly bonded electronic configuration are dirhodium(II) complexes. One such complex is
Rh2(MeN(PF2hhCI4. the photochemistry of which has been discussed in Section
4.7.1.

6E

"1'-----

1

Figure 4.25. Proposed excited state scheme for tetraphosphite platinum dimers showing the emission
from the lowest excited state level.
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Figure 4.26. Unpolarized excitation spectrum of Pt2(HP04)4C1r.

The mercurous ion Hg~+ has a single intermetallic bond joining the Hg(I) metal
centers. Irradiation into the (1 -7 (1* orbital of this ion leads to the formation of the
Hg+ ion. When the photolysis ofHg~+ is carried out in the presence of ethyl alcohol,
reduction of the Hg+ ion to elemental mercury occurs. If the divalent ion Hg2+ is
also present in the reaction, a rapid electron transfer reaction occurs between Hg
and Hg2+ to give Hg~+,<t09)

4.9.2.

Quadruply Bonded Dimers

Quadruply bonded dimers have attracted attention because of their potential
to act as multielectron photoredox reagents. The lowest energy excited state
[1(<5t5*)] in these complexes can be long lived, and detailed spectroscopic measurements can be made on both the absorption and emission bands of these complexes.
Following the initial observations on the photocleavage of Re2CI~- in acetonitrile
solvent to give ReCI4(MeCN)2 and ReCh(MeCN)3,(91.92) more detailed studies
have been made on the system.(llO-112) Excitation ofRezX~- (X =CI, Br) at 650 nm
at a temperature of 1.3 K results in the observation of broad emission bands. The
absorption and emission bands are not mirror images of each other, and their band
envelopes do not overlap at the frequency of the 0-0 transition in the absorption
band. It is unlikely, therefore, that the emission is a simple decay from the
(J2n4t5t5* excited state to the IA2u ground state. The most likely explanation for these
observations is that the emitting state for RezX~-* has a different geometrical
structure from that of the ground state. Such a situation can occur if in the excited
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state the dirhenium complex has undergone an internal rotation from a D4h ground
state to a D4 excited state. The absorption and emission spectra of the quadruply
bonded ion M02Clt show a similar pattern.
A considerable amount of the photochemical research on quadruply bonded
dimers has been carried out with the dimolybdenum(II) complexes. These complexes can have halide ligands, such as in M02Clt and M02CI4(PR3)4, or oxygen
donor ligands such as in MOZ(S04)t, M02(HP04)t, and M02(02CCF3)4. Again,
much of this research work has been directed toward using the excited state of these
complexes as multielectron photoreagents. These complexes have been targeted for
such applications because the excited states are long-lived and metal-centered, and
the ground states undergo one-electron transfer reactions to give mixed-valence
dimers at low thermodynamic potentials.(111,113,114) A further aspect of this
chemistry relates to the axial coordination positions of the dimer. For dimers
that have strong (e.g., quadruple) intermetallic bonds, there are no ligands
bonded in the axial positions. As the intermetallic bonding is reduced, however,
axial coordination is more likely. If the excited states of these quadruply bonded
dimers involve promotion of an electron from an orbital that is bonding into an
orbital that is antibonding with respect to the two metal centers, the excited
state will have a weaker intermetallic bond, and therefore the excited state
will be more favorable than the ground state for binding ligands at the axial
positions.
Irradiation (254 nm) of a solution of M02(S04)t in 5 M H2S04 results in the
photooxidation to the one-electron oxidized complex Moz(S04)1-, and the simultaneous reduction of a proton into hydrogen (Ref. 115):
(4.27)
Similarly, irradiation (A. > 335 nm) of M02(HP04)t in 2 M H3P04 results in the
rapid photooxidation to the two-electron oxidized complex M02(S04)~- and hydrogen (Ref. 116):
hv

M02(HP04)t + 2W -+ Moz(HP04)~- + H2

(4.28)

The spectral identification of the one-electron oxidized complex M02(HP04)1-, and
its observed photoconversion into M02(HPO)~-, supports a pathway that involves
two sequential one-electron photooxidations of Moz(HP04)t. If the solution is
saturated with nitrous oxide, nitrogen is evolved rather than hydrogen. This
observation is consistent with the formation of hydrogen atoms from protons in
solution, with these hydrogen atoms reacting with nitrous oxide to give nitrogen.
The formation of hydrogen atoms results from the reduction of hydrogen ions by
the a21t4~~. excited state of Moz(HP04)t:
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(4.29)

If it is necessary to carry out photoreactions of the quadruply bonded Mot"
core in nonaqueous solvent, the dialkyl or diaryl phosphate complexes
M02(02P(ORh)4 (R
Ph, Et, Bu) can be used. The diphenyl derivative, for
example, luminesces (A. 560 nm) from the (J2n4~J* excited state in both the solid
and the solution state. The excited state lifetime is 68 ns.(117) Irradiation (A. > 530
nm) of a solution of M02(02P(OPhh)4 in 1,2-dichloroethane solvent leads to the
formation of M02(02P(OPhh)4CI and ethylene:

=
=

Such a photoprocess could involve the reaction of the excited state
M02(02P(OPhh): as a diradical, whereby it abstracts a chlorine atom from
l,2-dichloroethane. Alternately, the excited state M02(02P(OPhh): could act as
a reducing agent to give chloride ion and the alkyl radical. The quantum yield of
the reaction is decreased if the photoreaction is carried out in a coordinating solvent
such as THF or acetonitrile because such compounds coordinate into the axial
coordination position of the excited state dimer, which is the site of reactivity.
The quadruply metal-metal bonded complexes M2X4(L-Lh (M =Mo, W, X
halide; L-L bridging tertiary phosphine) also show photochemical reactions
with added substrates. When the complex W2Cl4(dppmh is photolyzed (A. > 436
nm) in the presence of methyl iodide, the product is W2CI4I(Me)(dppmh. This
product complex results from the oxidative addition across the tungsten-tungsten
quadruple bond(1I8):

=

=

W2Cl4(dppmh + Mel ~ W2CI41(Me)(dppmh

(4.31)

When the photolysis is carried out in the presence of ethyl iodide rather than methyl
iodide, the products are W2CIsI(dppmh, W2C4h(dppmh, and W2Chl(dppmh. The
formation of these products is explained by the reactions shown in Scheme 4.7.
This scheme of reactions involves the disproportionation reaction of the initially
formed photoproduct W2Cld(dppmh. Support for free radical pathways in these
reactions comes from the observed pattern of products in the photoaddition of
disulfides across the quadruple bond in M02C4(dppmh. When M02Cl4(dppmh is
photolyzed in the presence of an equimolar mixture of diphenyl disulfide and ditolyl
disulfide, the three products that are formed are M02Ci4(SPhh(dppmh, M02CI4(Stolylh(dppmh, and M02CI4(SPh)(S-tolyl)(dppmh.(113) The presence of the mixed
crossover product M02CI4(SPh)(S-tolyl)(dppmh provides strong supporting evidence for a radical pathway in the photoreaction.
Although we have primarily considered the (J2n 4JJ* excited state to be a triplet
3A2u diradical, an alternate viewpoint using the valence bond model considers this
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W2Cl4(dppmh + Etl -+ W2C4I(dppmh + Et2W2Cl4l(dppmh -+ W2ClsI(dppmh + W2CbI(dppmh
2W2Cl4(dppmh -+ WC4I2(dppmh + W2C4(dppmh
Scheme 4.7.

state to be a singlet lA2u dipole. The triplet 3A2u diradical model considers the
excited state to have a symmetrical M02(ll) configuration, whereas the singlet
lA2u dipole model considers it to have a dipolar Mo(l)Mo(lll) redox pair. The
transfer between the triplet 3A2u diradical and the singlet 1A2u dipole state involves
transfer of an electron from one of the singly occupied orbitals into the other to give
a combination of an empty and a doubly filled level. Although the pairing energy
places this lA2u level at higher energy than the 3A2u level, the lA2u mixed-valence
excited state may be stabilized by interaction with the solvent. Support for this idea
comes from the observation that an increase in solvent polarity is accompanied by
shifts to lower energies of the emission maxima, and also to an increase in the
bandwidth. For the complex M02C4(pMe3)4 it has been shown that the excited state
has a dipole moment of 4.0 debye, in agreement with a dipolar Mo(I)Mo(lll)
configuration.(119) A chemical consequence of such a dipolar excited state is that
metal centers are generated that are electron rich on one end and coordinately
unsaturated on the other, factors that are important for the activation of small
molecules by metal complexes.

4.9.3.

Halide Cluster Complexes

Just as monomers and dimers of second- and third-row transition metals have
emissive excited states and undergo photochemical reactions, so do cluster complexes. Such cluster complexes frequently have both bridging ligands and intermetallic bonds within their framework. Among the best known cluster complexes of
the second- and third-row transition metals are those that have halide ligands. One
such group of cluster com~lexes that show intense luminescence are those having
the general formulae M6X14 and [M6Xs]Y~- (M =Mo, W; X, Y =CI, Br, I). These
compounds have the M~ core, where each metal center is in a divalent oxidation
state. The excited states of these complexes are triplet states that are long lived, and
which undergo energy transfer to both azulene and anthracene. (120-124) The excited
state lifetimes and quantum yield of these halide clusters are shown in Table 4.9.
The absorption spectra show little temperature dependence, but at low temperature
the emission bands become narrower and for the molybdenum complexes there is
a significant red shift in this band. The intensity of the emission increases for all
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Table 4.9. Emission Data for Molybdenum and
Thngsten Halide Clusters
lem

T

Complex

(solution)

(p.s)

M06C~;

805

180
130
2

Mo6Bt{;
W6Cl~;

825

880

~

0.19
0.23
0.017

three complexes as the temperature is lowered. More detailed studies on the
excited state M06CI~4 show that it reacts with electron acceptors such as tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) to give M06Cl14 [Eq. (4.32)]. The excited states M6X~4* are
also quenched by oxygen with rate constants (kq) that are in the region of 107 M-I
s-I, except for W6l8Y~- clusters which have rates of 1(f M- I S-I. The addition of
alkenes and oxygen to M6X~4* leads to products that result from singlet oxygen
chemistry, an intermediate that is formed by energy transfer from M6X~4* (Ref.
125):
(4.32)
(4.33)

The nature of the lowest electronic excited state responsible for the red
luminescence ofM06CI~4 has been identified by comparing the theoretical predictions of the temperature dependence of the luminescence with the experimentally

found values.(122.123) This level is assigned as the 3Tl u state originating from the

t~tlU configuration. Introduction of both ftrst- and second-order spin-orbit coupling
leads to the set of spin sublevels TZu, E u, Tlu and AI Il , which are in this order of
increasing energy. The Tlu sublevel is the most emissive of these different states.

4.9.4.

Hetero- and Isopolymo/ybdates and Tungstates

Hetero- and isopolymolybdates and tungstates are compounds that have been
known for a considerable period of time, but only recently have their photochemical
reactions been studied in detail. These compounds consist of a cluster of molybdenum or tungsten atoms held together by oxide bridges between the metal centers.
These compounds have the general formula Mmif, for isopoly anions, and
XxMmOj (x < m) for heteropoly anions. The metal M is usually Mo or W, but it
can also be V, Nb, or Ta. The heteroatom X can be one of a large number of elements.
The metals in these cluster complexes are in a high-valent oxidation state. The
polyoxometallates undergo sequential electron transfer reactions without decom-
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position of the core, with molybdates being reduced more easily than are the
corresponding tungstates.
The hetem- and isopolymolybdates have been used in the photochemical
oxidation of organic compounds,<t26) The oxidized forms of the polyoxometallates
show LMCf bands (0 -+ M) in the near visible and UV regions of the electronic
spectrum, with the molybdates absorbing at higher wavelengths than the tungstates.
Upon reduction, the polyoxometalates usually become blue in color due to the
presence of an intense broad absorption band at approximately 700 nm. The
presence of this band serves as a probe for the generation of reduced species, and
photoreduction is observed in the presence of organic compounds such as alcohols,
amines, and carboxylic acids. The quantum yields for these reactions depend on the
particular polyoxometalate, the quenching reagent, and the pH of the solution. This
sensitivity of the quantum yield to solution pH supports the view that photoreduction occurs concurrently with proton transfer in the solution.
Primary and secondary, but not tertiary, alcohols act as photoreducing agents
for polyoxometalates.(I27) Since the reduced polyoxometalate can be re-oxidized
back to its original oxidation state by oxygen, it is possible to complete a catalytic
cycle for the photoxidation of alcohols with oxygen in the presence of
polyoxometalaies. Using PW 120~ as an example, the mechanistic pathway that is
followed for the photoxidation of 2-propanol is shown in Scheme 4.8. The
polyoxometalates have been classified into three groups in terms of their photoreactivity with organic substrates.

One group of complexes, such as those containing the metals Nb or Ta, does
not appear to photooxidize any organic substrate upon irradiation. A second group,
such as decavanadates and most of the heteropoly- and isopolymolybdates, can be
used to photooxidize organic compounds, and the can be re-oxidized back by
oxygen. A third group, such as most heteropoly- and isopolytungstates, are effective
in the photooxidation of organic compounds, but cannot be re-oxidized back by
oxygen. A survey of photooxidation reactions with these polyoxometalates shows

4hv PW
s- + MeZ'--1"'0 + nTT+
PW12040
+ Me2COH • -+
12040

PW 120~ + PW 120~ -+ 2PW12Ot
2PW120t + ta2 + 2~ -+ 2PW120t + H20
Scheme 4.8.
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2P"- + SH2 ~ 2p<n+1)- + S + 20+
2p<n+1)- + 20+ ~ 2P"- + H2
Scheme 4.9.

that reactions can occur with alcohols, ethers, amides, aldehydes, carboxylic acids,
ketones, nitriles, and sulfoxides.(123) The general two-step mechanism for these
photoxidations is shown in Scheme 4.9, where the polyoxometalate is designated
as pn-. Polyoxymetalates also react with alkanes under photochemical conditions
to give alkenes. Two examples that occur in high yield when heteropolytungstic
acids are used as catalysts(129,130) are shown in the following:
(4.34)

(4.35)
The reverse hydrogenation of the alkene can, however, reduce the yield of the
product. The quantum yields for a series of polyoxometalates in difference acidic
media have been measured, and the values range from 0.01 to 1.0.(131) When
polyoxotungstates are used, the addition of platinum to the reaction mixture
accelerates the re-oxidation of the photoreduced catalyst, thereby increasing the
tu~over rate of the catalytic reaction. When the photoreaction with polyoxotungstates and alkanes is carried out in the presence of acetonitrile as solvent, aikenes,
N-alkyl-acetamide, alkylalkane dimer, and alkyl methyl ketone are obtained in the
product mixtUre. On the basis of site selectivity, the higher reactivities of cycloalkanes, and the presence of primary isotope effects of approximately 1.4, the most
likely pathway for the photoxidation of alkanes (RH) involves the initial formation
of a radical (R-) or a radical cation (RH-~. Such an intermediate radical cation
(RH-+) can become deprotonated to give the radical (R-), which can be subsequently oxidized to a carbonium ion (R+) by the polyoxotung~tate.(132) The
generation of such organic radical intermediates explains the wide range of observed products found in these catalyzed photooxidations.
In the presence of oxygen, the photolysis of alkanes in the presence of
polyoxometalates leads to the formation of alkyl hydroperoxides, which is further
supportive of organic radicals being formed in these photolytic reactions.(133) These
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4-*

4- hy

W10032 ~ W10032

W100t'" + RH -+ W1003~ + R·
Scheme 4.10.

photolyses are carried out at a wavelength (A > 300 nm) that does not result in the
photodecomposition of the alkyl hydroperoxide products.
From rate and product ratio measurements it has been concluded that hydrogen
abstraction by the excited state of the polyoxometalate results in formation of a
cluster complex containing a hydride ligand and an alkyl radical from the alkane.
Selectivity can, however, be achieved by judicious choice of the polyoxometalate
catalyst. With polyoxotungstates such as WloOt" and W60~9, acyclic alkanes are
photochemically dehydrogenated to the least substituted alkene. By contrast,
polyoxotungstates such as a -PW120t and a -P2WIsOt photochemically dehydrogenate these alkanes to the most substituted alkene. The hydrogen abstraction
pathway, which is believed to be the major pathway for the reaction, is shown in
Scheme 4.10, using WI00j2 as example.(134)
Flash photolysis studies have been carried out on these systems to try and
determine the compounds that are formed in the initial steps of the photoreaction.
For the polyoxomolybdate M070t, no long-lived intermediates are observed, and

no significant quantities of hydroxyl radicals are observed, even in the presence of
2-propanol. These observations are best interpreted on the basis of the initial
formation of a mixed-valent polymolybdate intermediate that has an oxide radical
functioning as a ligand. Such a species can result from LMCT excited states that
have charge transfer character due to the transition from a Mn+-02- to a M(n-l)+-ospecies. This transient oxygen radical can then abstract a hydrogen atom from the
substrate (SH2) to generate the radical SH·, with subsequent reactions of this SHe
leading to the observed photoproducts:

;"'VI= 0
I
0

•
•
•

..,VI

·•

••

•
•
~

;"'VI_ O.
I
0

••
•

..,V

SH2

;"'VI_ OH
I
0

+ SHe (4.36)

•

••

..,V

Similar intervalence bands have been observed in flash photolysis studies with
a-PWI20ti, although the early events in the photochemistry of the heteropolymolybdates appear to be more complex than are those for M070t.(13S,136)
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The selectivity of the different polyoxometalate catalysts has also been used
to carry out different reactions with ketones. Thus, whereas the photolysis of
cis-2-decalone in the presence of WIOOt as catalyst leads to the formation of
trans-2-decalone, the photolysis of cis-2-decalone in the presence of a-P2WlsOt
or aPW120~ gives two alkenyl ketones(l37):

oD>

(4.37)

o~

The generation of radicals in the photolytic reactions of polyoxometalates leads
to other photoprocesses that can be carried out in the presence of these clusters.
1\\10 of these photoreactions are the cleavage of carbon-sulfur bonds in thioethers
to give disulfides, and the photochemical dehalogenation of carbon tetrachloride
by alcohols such as 2_propanol.(13S,139) In this latter reaction, the isopropyl radical
that is formed in the photolysis of a-PW120~ and 2-propanol reduces carbon
tetrachloride, resulting in the formation of the trichloromethyl radical. The final
products resulting from reactions of this radical are chloroform and hexachloroethane, with these being formed by hydrogen abstraction and coupling of the
trichloromethyl radical respectively.
The niobate catalyst Nb60t has been used for the photochemical evolution of
hydrogen and oxygen from water. This catalyst is prepared by treating ~6017
with hydrogen, and the reaction has been carried out using a high pressure mercury
lamp as the light source. No mechanism was proposed, but if the reaction follows
a similar pathway to others of this kind it is likely that water will undergo a
photoinduced hydrogen atom abstraction reaction to yield the niobium hydride
complex Nb6017H4- and the hydroxyl radical OHo. Subsequent reactions of
Nb6017H4- and OHo will yield hydrogen and oxygen.(l40)
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5
Photochemistry, Photophysics, and
Photoredox Reactions of Ru(bpy)~+
and Related Complexes

5.1.

INTRODUCTION

The photochemistry of the tris(bipyridine) ruthenium(II) dication, Ru(bpy)~+,
is discussed in a separate chapter because of the pivotal role that this complex has
played in the development of inorganic photochemistry, and also because of the
continuing role that the complex still plays in the field. The importance of this
complex is the result of its having both a rich photophysics and photochemistry.
The importance of Ru(bpy)~+ is in the way that the photophysics and the photochemistry have developed, this because of discoveries made in the other. A key
finding that has spurred much of this development was the initial observation of an
orange triplet emission from the complex, an emission that can be observed at
ambient temperature. The discovery of such a feature in a stable metal complex has
since led to a considerable interest being generated in explaining the nature of this
observation, and in exploiting this discovery to develop new photochemical reactions and photoinduced catalytic processes. From the discovery of this emissive
property has resulted both a better understanding of the structure of the excited
state, and of the photochemistry resulting from it. Well over 1000 papers have been
written concerning the chemistry of Ru(bpy)~+ and its congeners, and much of the
details of this research has been reviewed.o-20)

5.2.

ELECTRONIC STATES

Ru(bpy)~+ is a d 6 complex of ruthenium(II) in the octahedral microsymmetry
D3 (Fig. 5.1). The ground and low-lying excited states involve the 12g and eg levels
originating from the 4d orbitals, and also the 1l-bonding and 1l*-antibonding orbitals
165
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Figure 5.1. Structure of Ru(bpy)~+.

of the aromatic system of the ligand. A simplified orbital diagram (Fig. 5.2) can be
used to explain the ground and excited state chemistry of Ru(bpy)~+. This diagram
shows the ground state eAl) with a filled (12g)6 configuration in a strong ligand
field. In this ground state the 11:2. 1I:h and t2g orbital levels are all doubly filled. The
t2g ~ eg transition is a weak Laporte forbidden absorption (8 "" 100 M-1cm-1) that
leads to a short-lived excited state having the dge! configuration. Such excited states
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Figure 5.2. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for Ru(bpy)~+.
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Figure 5.3. Absorption and emission spectrum of Ru(bpy~+.

resulting from d-d transitions are usually such ones that give rise to photosubstitution reactions. Excitation of an electron from a t2g orbital into a n *-antibonding
orbital on the bipyridylligand results in an allowed d ~ n· (MLCn transition (8
... 20,000 M-Icm-l ). Such excited states resulting from MLCTtransitions frequently
undergo electron transfer reactions. At even higher energies (UV region) lie the
n-n* transitions that are localized on the bpy ligands.
The absorption and emission spectrum of Ru(bpy)~+ in aqueous solution at
ambient temperature is shown in Fig. 5.3. The n-n* transitions in the UV region of
the electronic spectrum are observed at 185 nm, 208 nm, and 285 nm, the d-d
transitions are found at 238 nm, 250 nm, 323 nm, and 345 nm.(21-23) The intense
absorption band at 452 nm (8 = 14,450) is due to the MLCT transition where an
electron is promoted from the metal centered t2g orbital into a ligand centered n *
orbital. A long wavelength absorption tail (l > 500 nm, 8 700 WI em-I) has been
assigned to a spin forbidden MLCT transition that gives rise to the observed
luminescence from the complex.(24-26) At ambient temperature, solutions of
Ru(bpy)~+ show an orange-yellow emission due to a broad featureless band centered around 600 nm. At 77 K in a glass matrix, however, the emission spectrum is
well-resolved with a band origin at 579.9 nm. At low temperatures both the
absorption and emission bands show a vibrational progression with Llv 1300 em-I.
In a series of pioneering papers on the photophysical properties of Ru(bpy)~+* it
has been established that the luminescence is of the spin-forbidden charge transfer
type.(19,27-43) This intense emission occurs at lower energy than does the ligand
centered n* -+ n phosphorescence, hence there is a significant contribution to the
excited state from an interaction between the metal d orbitals and the ligand n

=

=
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Figure 5.4. Splitting of excited state manifold.

system. Such an interaction will result in a large spin-orbit coupling, which will
cause significant mixing between the singlet and triplet states. As a consequence
of this mixing between states, the emission can be described as occurring from a
manifold of spin-orbit states rather than from a single spin-triplet state. The
electronic states in this model will then be delocalized across the entire D3 chelate
system, with the excited state having a C2 symmetry.
Studies on the temperature dependence of the luminescence lifetime and
quantum yield in the temperature range 2-77 K have shown that the emission
originates from a set of three closely spaced levels in equilibrium with LIE = 10 and
61 cm-l (Fig. 5.4). In the excited state an electron is transferred from a
metal-centered to a ligand-centered orbital. This electron that is transferred to
the ligand could be delocalized about all three bpy ligands such as in
RU3+(bpy-113)~+, or it could be localized at only one of the bpy ligands such as in
Ru3+(LL)2(LLj2+. For the delocalized model the promoted electron will reside in
an "2 orbital in D3 symmetry. In this model the ligand-ligand overlap is disregarded,
and the exchange interaction between the excited electron and the electrons
remaining in the d 5 core cause the splitting among the energy levels.(4) By contrast,
the localized description Ru3+(LL)2(LL j2+ imposes a C2v symmetry on the excited
state. For this localized MLCT model four states are expected to lie at low energy,
with three being closely spaced and a fourth being more widely separated at higher
energy.(44) Molecular orbital calculations in the frame of tri~onal ClY symmetry are
in agreement with the low temperature spectrum of Ru(bpy)J+.(45) Other studies that
provide evidence that the emitting state has the electron localized on a single ring
include photoselection studies,(46,47) Raman spectroscopy,(48) and solvent effects on
the electronic absorption spectra.(49) Time-resolved Raman spectroscopy support
the view that the localized excited state is present in solution for up to 1 os after the
excitation pulse.(SO) The model of an excited state with the electron localized on one

2+
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Figure 5.5. Jablonski diagram for the ground and excited state processes for Ru(bpy)~+.

of the bpy rings also correlates with electrochemical experiments with Ru(bpy )~+ where
it has been found that the singly reduced species Ru(bpy)1 is fonned with the added
electron localized on one of the bpy rings rather than delocalized across all three.(SI)
The kinetic features of the excited state of Ru(bpy)~+ and other metal complexes of this type can be demonstrated by a schematic Jablonski diagram (Fig.
5.5). Direct excitation to the triplet state is a forbidden process, but the triplet state
can be populated by an allowed excitation to the singlet state, followed by a fast
intersystem crossing to the triplet. The rate constant (kise) for this intersystem
crossing is high, leading to a quantum yield for the phosphorescence of 0.042.
The spectroscopic and photophysical data for Ru(bpy)~+ are collected in Table
5.1. The fluorescence data are not included because the fluorescence of
Ru(bpy)~+ is extremely weak, and therefore the numerical values are not well
established. The phosphorescence quantum yield (t/>phos) is given by:
tpphos

='1isck TI
p

where tJ ise is the efficiency of population of the emitting excited state, and is given
by:

Table 5.1. Spe<1troseopie and Photophysieal
Data for Ru(bpy)~+ in Deoxygenated Aqueous
Solution at Ambient Temperature
Amax. Abs (run)

8 max• Abs (liters mol-I

em-I)

Amax. Abs (run)

8 max• Abs (liters

mol-I em-I)

Amax. Phos (run)
Tphos'

Phos Cps)

tPphos

Triplet energy (kJ mol-I)

452
14.600
549
700
627
0.62
0.042
204
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'lise

kisc
=-----''''''''--(kise + kf+ kl c)

where the lifetime of the emitting excited state is given by:
1

't'1=--=--

(kp +kl~)

With a triplet state lifetime of 0.62 microseconds at ambient temperature in aqueous
solution and a relatively high quantum yield for its formation of 0.042, the excited
state Ru(bpy)~+* can be formed in sufficient quantities in aqueous solution that it
can participate in a wide range of bimolecular reactions with added substrates.

5.3.

ENERGY AND ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS

As a coordinately saturated d 6 metal ion, Ru(bpy)~+· undergoes outer-sphere
quenching reactions. The most important bimolecular reactions that are observed
are energy transfer and electron transfer, with photosubstitution reactions at the
metal center being relatively unimportant. Since the Ru(bpy)~+* ion is coordinately
saturated, atom transfer processes are not observed to any significant extent:
Photoprocesses and photoreactions of Ru(bpy)~+* involving energy or electron
transfer quenching are, however, widely observed. The principal reason for this is
that the edge of the bpy ligands is part of the aromatic ring system, and bimolecular

association of an incoming reagent with this edge affords an efficient pathway for
energy or electrons to flow from the excited Ru(bpy)~+· ion to the added quencher.
The planarity of the bpy rings also leads to the availability of grooves between them
where a quencher can approach and interact prior to its subsequent reaction with
the excited state.

5.3.1.

Energy Transfer Reactions

Energy transfer can occur from the TI state of Ru(bpy)~+* when the added
quencher (Q) has a lower triplet energy than the triplet energy of this TI state, which
is estimated to be 204 kJ mol-I:
Ru(bpy)~+* + Q -+ Ru(bpy)~+ + Q*

(5.1)

When considering energy transfer processes, it is often difficult to unambiguously
differentiate them from quenching reactions that involve electron transfer or other
chemical transformations. The most convincing criterion for assigning a reaction
as an energy transfer quenching process is the observation of emission from the
triplet state of the quencher Q. Such a case has been observed with Cr(CN)~- as
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quencher, where phosphorescence from the 2Eg state of the chromium complex is
observed after exciting a mixture of Ru(bpy)~+ and Cr(CN)~- (Refs. 52-57):

Ru(bpy)~+* + Cr(CN)t -+ Ru(bpy)~+ + Cr(CN)t*

(5.2)

For cases where it is not possible to obtain direct evidence for energy
transfer quenching, it is sometimes possible to use free energy correlations or
rate constants to deduce the mechanism of the quenching reaction. Such an
approach has been used to differentiate between the quenching mechanisms of
Ru(bpy)~+* and a series of transition metal cyanide complexes; Mo(CN)t,
Cr(CN)~-, Fe(CN)t, Fe(CN)~-, Ru(CN)t, Co(CN)~- and Ni(CN)~-. In each case
the logarithm of the quenching rate constant log kq is plotted against the thermodynamic free energy change for reductive and oxidative quenching. (57) If electron
transfer quenching is occurring, it is to be anticipated that the point for the particular
complex will lie within the band that results from the electron transfer theory of
Marcus. For the complexes Cr(CN)~- and Ni(CN)~- the points lie well outside the
expected region, and therefore these two complexes are considered to quench the
excited state of Ru(bpy)~+ by an energy transfer mechanism. An energy transfer
quenching pathway for Ni(CN)~- is also supported by its low triplet energy value
of approximately 216 kJ mol-I.(SS) Nevertheless, despite this low triplet energy, the
reaction does not necessarily proceed by an energy transfer mechanism.
contrast, the reaction between the excited state of the osmium complex Os(bpy)t* and
Ni(CN)~- appears to occur by an oxidative quenching pathway.
Molecular oxygen also undergoes energy transfer sensitization with
Ru(bpy)~+* to give singlet oxygen, although this is one of those cases where it is
difficult to verify the precise mechanism of the quenching process. The formation
of singlet oxygen in the photoreaction is, however, supported by the observation
that the addition of a singlet oxygen scavenger such as 2,3-dimethylbutene to the
reaction mixture increases the uptake of oxygen. The triplet energy of oxygen is
sufficiently low that energy transfer can occur, but an electron transfer pathway is
also viable where oxygen is reduced to the superoxide ion. The superoxide ion can
then undergo back electron transfer with the Ru(bpy)f ion which is formed as the
other product in the formation of the superoxide. The products of this back electron
transfer are ground state Ru(bpy)~+ and singlet molecular oxygen (Scheme 5.1).(15)

Bl

Ru(bpy)~+* + 02 -+ Ru(bpy)f + 02

e

Rl(bpy)f + 02 -+ Ru(bpy)~+ + 02 L1)

SchemeS.1.
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Table 5.2. Rate Constants for Energy Transfer Quenching by Ru(bpy)~+·
Quencher
Cr(CN):-

Cr(~O..>r

Os(bpy~+
Anthracene

Cr(H20)~

Ni(CN)~Rt(tetpy*"
trans-Stilbene
Ti(H20)~
trans-2-Styrylpyridine
trans-4-Styrylpyridine

ET

(kjrnol-I )
148
171 eE, state)
171
176
179
204

205
205
208
209
209

(ta\-I)

Reference

9.5 x loB
1.9 x 109
1.5 x 109
2.2 x 109
1.2 x 107
S.6x 109
1.5 x 109
2.1 x 106
6.0x 106
4.5 x 106
4.3 x 106

a-f
g

b-j
k
m-o

b-j
k
p

k
k

(a) Ba1Iardini. R.; Varani. M. A.; Scandola, M. A.; Ba1zani. V. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976, 9B. 7432; (b)
Juris, A.; Gandolfi, M. T.; Manfrin, M. F.; Ba1zani, V. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976,96,1047; (c) Sabbatini,
M.; Scandola, M. A.; Carassili, V. J. Phys. Chem. 1973, 77, 1307; (d) Sabbatini, M.; Scandola, M.
A.; Ba1zani, V,J. Phys. Chem.I974, 78, 541; (e) Boleua, F.; Maestri, M.; Ba1zani, V, J. Phys. Chem.
1976, BO, 2499; (t) Juris, A.; Manfrin, M. F.; Maestri, M.; Serpone, N.lnorg. Chem. 1978,17, 2258;
(g) Natarajan, P.; Endicott, J. F. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1973, 77, 1823; (It) CreulZ, C.; Chou, M.; Netzel,
T. L.; Okumura, M.; Sulin, N. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1980,102, 1309; (i) Mulazzani, Q. A.; Enuni, S.;
Fuochi, P. G.; Venturi, M.; Hoffmann, M. Z.; Simic, M. G. J. Phys. Chem. 1979, 83, 1562; (j)
Harriman, A.J. Photochemistry 1978, B, 205; (k) Wrighton, M. S.; Markham, J. J. Phys. Chem. 1973,
77, 3042; 0) Lin, C.-T.; Bottcher, W.; Chou, M.; Creutz, C.; Sulin, N. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976,98,
6536; (m) Demas, J. N.; Addington, J. W. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976, 9B, 5800; (n) Demas, J. N.;
Adamson, A. W. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1971,93, 1800; (0) Demas. J. N.; Adamson, A. W. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 1973,95, S159; (P) Brunschwig, B. S.; Sulin, N.lnorg. Chem. 1979,IB, 1731.

Energy transfer occurs between Ru(bpy )~+. and d 6 metallocenes. (59) The fastest
second-order quenching rates are found with ferrocene and the cobalticinium ion
(kq = 108_109 M s-I), with slower rates being observed for ruthenocene and
osmocene (kq < 107 M S-I). These rates correlate with the energy of the lowest
absorption band in the quencher metallocenes, the lower this band energy the faster
the quenching rate. The second-order rate constants for a series of other compounds
that have been considered to undergo energy transfer quenching with Ru(bpy)~+*
are given in Table 5.2.(52-57,60-70) The list contains both organic and inorganic
quenchers, and they are sequenced in order of increasing triplet energy. These data
show that there is a rough correlation between the rate constant (kq) and the triplet
energy (ET) of the quencher, whereby the compounds with the larger triplet energies
react at the slower rates. For quenchers that have triplet energies of less than 180
kJ mol-I, the quenching rates are of the order of 109M- 1 S-I, but for those quenchers
that have triplet energies greater than 200 kJ mol-I, the quenching rate constants
are approximately 106 M-1 S-I. Exceptions to this generalization are observed
with the metal complexes Cr(H20)r, Ni(CN)~-, and Ru(terpy)~+. The complex
Cr(H20)r reacts some two orders of magnitude more slowly than would be
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( bpyCH20CH2An)

Figure 5.6. Anthry\ modified bpy-type ligand.

expected on a pure triplet energy correlation, and the complexes Ni(CN)~- and
Ru(terpy)~+ react some two orders of magnitude faster than expected. Since the
nickel and ruthenium complexes have ligands with low-lying n-electrons that can
interact with the n-electron system on the periphery of excited state Ru(bpy)~+*,
this interaction may provide for a favorable pathway for orbital overlap between
the excited state and the quencher, thereby facilitating the transfer of energy. By
contrast, the complex Cr(H20)r has no such pathway, and therefore the energy
transfer is slow. A second factor that may be involved with Cr(H20)r is that it has
a 3+ charge, and therefore an association between Cr(H20)~+ and Ru(bpy)~+* will
involve strong electrostatic repulsion between these ions in solution.
One of the potential applications of energy transfer in complexes of the
Ru(bpy)~+ type is to harvest sunlight using the complex as an antennae, and to then
transfer the energy by a cascade process to the site where it is used to effect a
chemical reaction.(71) One approach to achieve this goal is to chemically attach an
energy transfer acceptor onto the ligand periphery. An example of such a chemically
modified Ru(bpy)~+ is one that has an anthryl group attached to one of the bipyridyl
ligands (Fig. 5.6). The anthryl group is used because it has been shown that
anthracene quenches the excited state Ru(bpy)~+* by energy transfer. Excitation of
the complex Ru(bpyCH20CfhAn)~+ into the MLCT band is followed by rapid
intramolecular energy to the anthryl group, which exhibits a long-lived triplet
emission characteristic of emission from such a group.
Macrocyclic complexes have also been covalently bound to the periphery of
the bpy ligand of a modified Ru(bpy )~+-type complex. Again a quenching of the
emission of the MLCT excited state of the ruthenium complex due to interaction
of this emissive state with the attached macrocyclic complex is observed. These
macrocyclic complexes have been obtained by the covalent attachment of a cyclam
moiety onto either the 2- or the 3-position of one of the bipyridylligands (Fig.
5.7). (72,73) The complexes having the metal ions Ni 2+ or Cu 2+ complexed to the
cyclam show dramatically reduced emission intensities of the Ru(bpy)~+-type
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( bpy-cyclam)
Figure 5.7. Cyclam modified bpy-type ligand.

core due to energy transfer. This energy transfer process occurs by the excited
state of the Ru(bpy)~+-type group promoting an electronic transition in the
closely separated metal cyclam unit.

5.3.2.

Electron Transfer Reactions

The transfer of an electron from the filled t2g orbital of the metal into the empty
n* orbital ofthe bpy ligand creates an electron hole at the metal center in the form

of a singly occupied t2g level, while placing an electron on one of the bpy ligands.
The dipolar excited state can therefore act as both an oxidizing and a reducing agent.
The electron hole at the metal center is available to accept an electron from a
reductant (R), and the unpaired electron localized on the bpy ligand is available to
be transferred to an oxidant (0):

Ru(bpy)~+* + R ~ Ru(bpy)t + R+

(5.3)

Ru(bpy )~+. + 0 ~ Ru(bpy)j+ + 0-

(5.4)

Because of its overall higher energy content than the ground state, the excited state
is both a stronger oxidant and reductant than is the ground state from which it
originated. An approximate value of the redox potentials for the excited state
couples can be obtained from the potentials of the ground state couples and the
zero-zero excitation energy Eo according to

E (A* IA-) =E (AIA-) + Eo

(5.5)

E (A+ IA") = E (A+IA) - Eo

(5.6)

Cyclic voltammetric studies of solutions of Ru(bpy)~+ show reversible waves
corresponding to successive one-electron oxidations and reductions. The values in
water and acetonitrile as solvent are collected in Table 5.3.(74-80) From these data it
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Table 5.3. Potentials for Oxidation and Reduction Reactions of Ru(bpy)~+
Potential
Solvent

(3+12+)

(2+11+)

(1+10)

(0/-1)

(-11-2)

1.26
1.29

-1.28
-1.33

-1.52

-1.76

-2.4

H20 (vs. NHE)
CH3CN (vs. SeE)

is apparent that Ru(bpy)t is a good oxidant and that Ru(bpy)1 is a good reductant.
It was recognized early in the development of the chemistry of this complex that
Ru(bpy)t is a sufficiently good oxidant to convert water into oxygen [Eo (O:z/H20)
+1.23 V], and that Ru(bpy)1 is a sufficiently good reductant to convert water into
hydrogen (Eo (Ir"IH2) = 0.00 V). This feature of the chemistry ofRu(bpy)~+ will be

=

discussed in more detail in the sections where catalytic reactions involving the
photosplitting of water are discussed. The numerical values of the excited state
redox potentials can be obtained from these measured redox potentials of the ground
state, along with the value for the spectroscopic excited state energy. The ground
and excited state potentials for Ru(bpy)~+ are shown in Fig. 5.8.
The kinetics of electron transfer quenching of excited states can be described
by a reaction cycle that involves a sequence of forward and equilibrium steps. Such
a cycle for an oxidative quencher 0 reacting with the excited state Ru(bpy)~+* is
shown in Fig. 5.9. The rates and equilibria that must be considered are the formation
of an encounter complex (exciplex) between the excited state and the quencher
(kI2), followed by electron transfer within this complex (k32). This Ru(III)/O-

product can either dissociate to give Ru(bpy)~ and 0- (k34), or undergo back

electron transfer to reform ground state Ru(bpy)~+ and the quencher o. These steps

*Ru

2+
(bpY)3

2.12eV/lon

3+

Ru ( bpy )3

•

1 . 26 V

2+

Ru ( bpy )3

•

+

Ru ( bpy )3

- 1 . 28 V

Figure 5.8. Ground and excited state potentials for Rl(bpy~+.
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2+
RulbP!:l13 +

2+
Ru Ibp!:l13 ••• •• 0
RulbP!:lI;+ + 0 -

~

i

h 311l

h3~
3+
Rulbp!:lJ 3 ..... 0

Figure 5.9. Rates and equilibria for the reaction of Ru(bpy)~+ with an oxidative quencher O.

are those that must be considered when designing chemical photostorage systems
based on electron transfer reactions.

5.3.3.

Oxidative Quenching

The correlation of oxidative quenching rates with redox potentials for a series
of nitroaromatic compounds in acetonitrile solvent is shown in Table 5.4.(81) The
photoreaction involves the formation of the complex Ru(bpy)t and the nitroaromatic anion ArN01: :

Ru(bp~~+* + ArN02 ~ Ru(bp~t + ArN01:

(5.7)

The data in Table 5.4 show that there is a good correlation between the half-wave
potential of the nitroaromatic quencher and the quenching rate constant, both before
(kq) and after (kq) correction for diffusional effects. The larger the value of -El(2,
the slower the oxidative quenching reaction. Separated redox products are not
observed in the absorption spectra collected immediately following the flash. This
failure to obtain direct evidence for these intermediates is not, however, unexpected
since both the large electrostatic attraction between the oppositely charged quenching products, and the back electron transfer reaction, is in direct competition with
diffusion from the ion pair. A similar correlation of quenching rates with redox
potentials for a series of viologens (bipyridinium salts) is shown in Table 5.5.(81)
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Table 5.4. Rate Constants for the Quenching of Ru(bpy)~+· by a Series of
Nitroaromatics in Acetonitrile Solvent
kg

-EI12

Quencher
P-N02C6H4NO
P-N02C6H4N02
o-N02C6H4N02
P-N02C6H4CHO
m-N02C~4N02

P-N02C6H4C02CH3
4,4'-N02C6H4-C~4N02

cis-4,4'-N02C6H4CH=CHC6H4N02
m-N02C~4CHO

m-N02C6H4COOCH3
4-CJC6H4N02
4-FC~4N02

C~SN02

(V")

(M-Is-I)

(M':.?:-I)

0.52
0.69
0.81
0.86
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.00
1.02
1.04
1.06
1.13
1.15

9.2x 109
8.6x 109
3.1 x 109
2.0x 109
1.6 x 109
6.6 x 108
1.2 X 108
1.8 X 108
4.9 x 107
1.7 x 107
8.0x 106

1.6 x 1010
9.6 x 109
3.6 x 109
2.2 x 109
1.7 x 109
6.8 x 108
1.2 X 108
1.8 X 108
4.9 x 107
1.7 X 107
8.0x 106
8.3 x loS
2.2 x loS

8.3 x loS
2.2 x loS

"vs. seE.

For these bipyridinium ions (bym2+) there is now no electrostatic attraction between
the like-charged quenching products Ru(bpy)t and bpym+:
Ru(bpy)~+* + bpym2+ ~ Ru(bpy)~+ + bpym+

(5.8)

and the separated redox products are observed in the absorption spectra collected
immediately following the flash. Although the photoreaction occurs primarily by
an electron transfer pathway, for an unsaturated bipyridinium ion such as trans-

Table 5.5. Rate Constants for the Oxidative Quenching of Ru(bpy)~+* by a Series of
Bipyridinium Ions (bym2~ in Acetonitrile Solvent
Quencher
[2,7 -dimetbyJdiazaphenanthrene]2+
[4,4'-MeNCsH4-CsH4NMe]2+
[trans-4,4'-MeNCsH4CH=CHCsH4NMe]2+
trans-2,2'-MeNCsH4CH=CHCsH4NMe]2+
[trans-2,3'-MeNCsH4CH-CHCsH4NMe]2+
[trans-3,4'-MeNCsH4CH=CHCsH4NMe]2+
[2,2'-MeNCsH4-CsH4NMe]2+
[3,3'-MeNCsH4-Cs~NMef+

[trans-3,3'-MeNCsH4CH-CHCsH4NMe]2+

0.42
0.46
0.50
0.52
0.60
0.63
0.73
0.84
0.85

2.9 x 109
2.4 x 109
2.4 x 109
1.6 x 109
5.6 x lOS
7.7 x lOS
9.1 x 107
1.0x 106
1.6 x 106

4.0 x 109
3.1 x 109
3.1 x 109
1.9 x 109
5.6x lOS
8.3 x lOS
9.2 X 107
1.0 X 106
1.6 x 106
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MeNCsH4CH=CHCsRtNMe2+that has a triplet energy of 210 kJ morl , a significant contribution to the quenching reaction comes from an energy transfer pathway.
In addition to organic compounds, the triplet excited state of Ru(bpy)~+*
undergoes oxidative quenching with inorganic compounds and ions. Since the
reduction potential for the Ru(bpy)F+* couple is estimated as -0.86 V versus NHE
in aqueous solution, the excited state has sufficient energy to reduce any ion that
has a more positive value than this. Simple aqueous ions such as Fe3+, Cu2+, and
Eu3+ act as oxidative quenchers of Ru(bpy)~+·, as do tris chelate complexes such
as Ru(bpy)f and cr(bpy)f. A compilation of the rate constants for many such
electron transfer reactions should be consulted for individual examples.(S2) One of
the earliest examples of the oxidative quenching of Ru(bpy)~+* by an inorganic
compound is the photoreduction of the kinetically inert cobalt(III) complex,
CoCI(NH3)~ (Ref. 83):
hv
Ru(bpy)J2+ + CoCI(NH3)s2+ -+
Ru(bpYh3+ + CoCI(NH3)s+

(5.9)

The product of this photoreaction is the kinetically labile complex, CoCI(NH3)t
which subsequently undergoes thermal aquation to give CO(H20)~+ as the final
product. Among the simple metal ions that will oxidatively quench Ru(bpy)~+* are
Fe3+, Cu2+, n3+, n+, Ag+, and Hg2+. The quenching rate constants for these
quenching reactions are collected in Table 5.6. An analogous set of rate constants
are given in Table 5.7 for a series of metal complexes that also oxidatively Quench
the excited state Ru(bpy)~+*. From this selected list in Table 5.7, it is ap~arent that
a broad range of complexes can be used to oxidatively quench Ru(bpy)t*.
For the data collected in Table 5.6, with the exception of the Ag+ ion, there is
a correlation between the E 112 and kq values with those ions that have large positive
Table 5.6. Rate Constants for the Oxidative Quenching of
Ru(bpy)~+* by a Series of Metal Ions in Aqueous Acidic Solution
kg

Quencher

BII2

(~ls-l)

Fe3+
eu2+
n3+

0.77
0.15
1.25

2.9 x 109
6.2 x 107
1.1 x lOS
<106
3.5 x 106
1.5 x lOS

n+

...{).34

Ag+

0.80
0.92

Hg2+

Reference

a
b

c
c
d
e

(a) Young. R. C.; Keene, F. R.; Meyer. T. J. I. Am. Chem. Soc. 1977. 99. 2468; (b)
Hoselton. M. A.; Lin. C.-T.; Schwarz. H. A.; Sulin, N. I. Am. Chem. Soc. 1978. 100.
23S3; (c) Lawrence, G. S.; Balzani. V.lnorg. Chem. 1974. 13. 2976; (d) Foreman,
T. K.; Giannotti. C.; Whitten, D. G. I. Am. Chem. Soc. 1980.102. 1170; (e) DeGraff.
B. A.; Demas. J. N. I. Am. Chem. Soc. 1980.102.6169.
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Table 5.7. Rate Constants for the Oxidative
Quenching of Ru(bpy)~+* by a Series of Metal
Complexes in Aqueous Solution
Quencher

CoCl(NH3)~+

Co(c;0 4>t
Ru(bpy)r

Cr(bpy~
Fe(phen)r
Rh(phen)f

Fe(CN)~
CoCI(HBDTA)

kq (M-I 8-1)

9.3 x loB
6.7 x 109
6.2x loB
3.3 x 109
1.1 x 109
6.8 x loB
6.5 x 109
0.8 x 109

Reference

a
b

c
a
d
d

e
f

(a) Gafney. H. D.; Adamson. A. W. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1912.94.8238; (b)
Demas,J. W.; Adamson. A. W.J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1971. 93.1800; (c) Chan.
S.-F.; Chan. M.; Creutz, C.; Matsubara, M.; Sulin. N. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
1975. 103. 369; (d) Creutz, C.; Chou, M.; Netzel. T. L.; Okumura, M.;
Sulin. N. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1980.102. 1309; (e) Juris. A.; Gandolfi. M.
T.; Manfrin. M. F.; BaIzani. V. J. Am. Chem.Soc. 1976.98. 1047; (f)
Natarajan. p.; Eodicott. J. F. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1973. 95, 2470.

reduction potentials undergoing the fastest oxidative quenching with Ru(bpy)~+*.
For the ions with the largest positive E1f2 values, Fe3+ and Hg2+, the rate constant
is approaching the diffusion control limit. For these ions the rate is slightly lower
than this limit because there is a slight barrier to electron transfer that arises from
reorganization of the outer-sphere solvent molecules. The quenching reactions with
Cu2+ and Eu3+ have been extended to a range of polypyridine ruthenium(ll)
complexes other than Ru(bpy)~+. These complexes RuL~+ have a ligand L that is a
substituted bipyridine or phenanthroline. These substituents are chosen such that
the excited state potential ofRuL~+· covers a wide range from -0.76 V to -1.11 V.
By contrast with the Eu3+ ion, the quenching rate constant for RuL~+* and Cu2+
shows little dependence on the excited state potential, although the reaction is
clearly electron transfer(84):
(5.10)

Such deviations can be due to a number of quantum mechanical contributions to
the electron transfer process. The quantum yield for the photoreaction between
Ru(bp~~+* and Tl3+ is 2. This value, which shows that the absorption of a single
photon causes the formation of2 moles ofRu(bp~~+, results from the sequence of
reactions shown in Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12), whereby the initially formed Tl2+ ion
oxidizes a ground state molecule of Ru(bp~~+ to Ru(bp~f, thereby yielding the
second molecule of product(85):
(5.11)
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(5.12)

For the case of Ag+, oxidative quenching occurs but no chemical reaction is
observed. This observation can be explained on the basis of Scheme 5.2 whereby
the silver metal that is formed remains complexed in solution, and then reduces the
initial photoproduct Ru(bp~f back to Ru(bp~~+.(86)
For the complexes collected in Table 5.7, the oxidative quenching reactions
with Ru(bp~~+* are close to the diffusion control limit, even for charge types
ranging from +3 to -3. For anionic complexes such as Fe(CN)t, extensive ion
pairing occurs, leadinl! to a contribution from static quenching. Thus, whereas
Cr(CN)t and Ni~N)4- quench the excited state Ru(bp~~+* by an energy transfer
pathway, Fe(CN)6 undergoes oxidative quenching. These different pathways are
found in this series of complexes because of the thermodynamics of the electron
transfer pathway, which is unfavorable for the former pair of complexes.
Caged cobalt(lll) amine complexes undergo both energy and electron transfer
quenching with Ru(bp~+·, with the rate constants for each being within approximately one order of magnitude of each other. The back electron transfer rate
constant is quite small because of the poor coupling between the Ru(bp~f and
Co(cage)~+ orbitals.(87)

5.3.4.

Reductive Quenching

The excited state Ru(bpy)~+· undergoes reductive quenching with amines to
give Ru(bpy)j and R~:
(5.13)

This reductive quenching reaction is evidenced by the formation of the amine cation
R3W immediately subsequent to the flash. It is unlikely that energy transfer plays
any role in the quenching process because the triplet energies of tertiary amines are
too high for this to occur. A correlation of the quenching rate of Ru(bpy)~+* with
the redox potential of the amine for a series of aromatic amines is shown in Table
5.8.(81) As with the oxidative quenching reactions of the bipyridinium ions, there is

Ru(bpy)~+· +Ag+ ~ Ru(bpy)f +Ag
Ag+Ag+~Ag1

Ag1 + Ru(bpy)f ~ Ru(bpy)~+ + 2Ag+
Scheme 5.2.

2+

787
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Table 5.B. Rate constants for the Quenching of Ru(bpy)2+* by a Series of
Aromatic Amines in Acetonitrile Solvent.
k;q
(M-1 8-1)

EI12

v (SCE)

Quencher

1.2 x 1010
4.3 x 109
5.0 x 109
1.5 x 109
1.6 x 109
1.5 x loB
7.2 x 107
7.4 x loB
9.5 x lOS

0.12
0.43
0.55
0.71
0.73
0.76
0.81
0.89
1.06

p-M~N~H4NM~
p-M~NC6H4-~H4NMe2
p-M~N~140Me
p-M~NC614Me

10-Methy1phenothiazine
Et2NC6HS
M~N~Hs
p-M~NC614Cl

N(C6HSh

~'

(M-1 8-1)
2.8x 1010
5.4 x 109
6.5x 109
1.6 x 109
1.7 X 109
1.5 x loB
7.2x 107
7.4 x loB
9.5 x lOS

a good correlation between the half-wave potential of the amine and the experimentally found quenching rate constants. These quenching data for amines have
been used to estimate the redox potential of the excited state Ru(bpy)~+* for
reductive quenching.(81) The excited state and ground state redox potentials obtained
from quenching rate data for amines and bipyridinium ions are shown in Fig. 5.8.
The euro~ium(n) ion also acts as an efficient reductive quencher of the excited
state Ru(bpy)J+*. (88. 89) Photolysis ofRu(bpy)~+ in the presence of Eu2+ leads to the
formation of Ru(bpy)t and Eu3+:
2

hv

Ru(bpYh+ + Eu 2+ -+ Ru(bp»t + E~

(5.14)

The progress of the reaction can be followed by observing the growth in the
electronic spectrum of an absorbance band at 490 nm which is due to the reduced
complex Ru(bpy)j. The quenching rate constant kq is 2.8 X 107 M-1 s-1, and the
reaction occurs by a single photon process. As with the oxidative quenching
reactions, the back electron transfer reaction is fast, being in this case the same as
the excited state reductive quenching rate constant.
Ferrocene undergoes competitive energy and electron transfer quenching with
Ru(bpy)~+*. The electron transfer pathway is a reductive quenching with the
ferrocene being oxidized to the ferrocinium cation Fecp! (Ref. 90):

Ru(bp~~+* + FecP2 -+ Ru(bpy)t + FecP!

5.4.

(5.15)

TUNING OF EXCITED STATE REACTIVITY

An important aspect of the chemistry ofRu(bp~~+ is that the complex is stable,
and that the ligand system is amenable to chemical modification. A further modi-
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fication that can be made involves changing the metal from ruthenium to a different
kinetically inert metal ion. Such a modification would be to use Fe or Os, where
the difference in the ligand field splitting of the d orbital levels (.10) and the
spin-orbit coupling from those of the second row of the transition metal ions will
lead to differences in the MLCf energies and the excited state lifetimes. A further
modification is to use a kinetically inert d3 metal ion such as cf3+ in place of Ru2+.
In Chapter 2 a series of photochemical reactions was discussed using the complex
Cr(bp~r. By comparison between the Ru and Cr complexes it is apparent that
when the metal center and charge is changed, there is a change in the energy levels
of the complexes. A consequence of these changes in energy levels is that variations
can be made in the triplet energies and in the excited state oxidation and reduction
potentials of the complexes.

5.4.1.

Substituent Effects on the bpy Ligand

The effect on the excited state of introducing substituents onto the periphery
of the bpy ligand is shown in Table 5.9. For comparison a similar series with the
closely similar l,lO-phenanthroline (phen) ligand is included. The difference in the
excited state redox potentials between complexes of bpy and phen are slight, but
some variation is to be expected because of the different bite angles of the two
ligands. The presence of electron withdrawing groups on the ligand makes the value
of E(M+/M*) less negative and the value of E(M*/M-) more positive, whereas

electron donating groups have the opposite effect.(91) The solvent effect on the
Table 5.9. Substituent Effects on the Excited State Parameters of
2+
Complexes Ru(LLh (vs SeE)
Complex

R\(bpy~+

Ru(4,4'-M~bp»f
Ru(4,4'-Cl2bp»f
Ru(4,4'-t-Bu2bP»f
Ru(4,4',5,5'-Me4bpYlf

Ru(3,3'-M~bp»f

Rl(phen)f
Ru(5-Me phen~+
Ru(4,7-Me phen~+
Ru(5-Cl phen>f

ET
(eV)

E
(W/M*) (V)

2.12
2.04
2.07
2.16
2.05
2.08
2.13
2.13
2.08
2.13

-{).86
-{).85
-{).89
-1.29
-{).99
-{).93
-1.11
-1.14
-1.25
-1.01

E
(M*/M-) (V)
0.84
0.67 (AN)
0.77 (AN)
0.48 (AN)
0.56 (AN)
0.62 (AN)
0.55 (H2O)
0.65 (H2O)
0.43 (H2O)
0.76 (H20)

Reference

a
b
c

c
b

d
e
e
e
e

(a) Nagle, J. K.; Roundbill, D. M. Chemtracts, Inorganic Chemistry,lm, 4,141; (b) Elliott. C. M.; Freitag, R. A.;
BIIIIICY, D. D. J. Am. Chern. Soc. 1985,IW, 4647; (c) Ba1zani, V.; Juris, A.; Barigel\etti, F.; Belser, P.; von ZeIewsky,
A. Riken Q•• I984, 7B, 78; (d) Juris, A.; Ba1zani. V.; Belser. P.; von Zelewsky, A. Helv. Chim. Acta 1981. 64, 2175;
(e) Sulin, N.; Creutz, C. Pure App'. Chem. 1980.52,2717.
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values of the MLCT transition are relatively small, ranging from a value of 456 nm
for Ru(bp»~+ in nitrobenzene solvent to 450 nm in aqueous solution.(92) From Table
5.9 it is apparent that variations in the triplet energy ET between the different
complexes are quite small, with all the values being in the 2.04-2.16 eV range.
Changes in the substituents on the ligand are particularly important because
excitation into the MLCT band places the excited electron on the ligand. Substituent
changes do not only lead to differences in excited state energies, lifetimes, and redox
potentials, but to sterlc and hydrophobicity differences that can have major effects
on the chemical reactivity of the excited states.

5.4.2.

Mixed-Ligand Complexes

A further approach to tuning the photoreactivity of bipyridyl complexes of
ruthenium(ll) is to prepare mixed complexes of type RU(bpy):zX2 and Rh(bpy)2(LL), where X is a halide or pseudohalide ligand, and L is either a monodentate
heterocyclic nitrogen donor ligand or L-L is a bidentate heterocyclic nitrogen donor
ligand. These mixed-ligand complexes show many of the same photophysical and
photochemical properties as does Ru(bp»~+, but these properties can be tuned to
cover a wider range of properties because of the larger number of electronic and
sterlc factors that can be varied within the ligands X and L, as well as in the bpy.
In Table 5.10 are collected the excited state redox parameters for a serles of
complexes Ru(bpy):zX2 and Ru(bpy)2(L-L). From these data it is apparent that there
is a wide range of triplet energies and excited state redox potentials that can be
accessed by changing either X or L-L. The triplet energies range from 2.05 eV for
Ru(bpy)2(CN)2 to 1.69 eV for the biquinoline complex Ru(bpy)2(biq)+. The values
of E(W/M*) cover the range from -1.32 V to -0.53 V, and those of E(M·lM} from
0.81 V to -0.26 V. By changing the ligands and therefore the energy levels within

Table 5.10. Excited State Parameters for Complexes Ru(bpy):zX2 and
Ru(bpy)2(LL) (vs. SeE)
Complex

(eV)

ET

E
(WIM*) (V)

Ru(bpy}z(CNh
Ru(bpyhCl2
Ru(bpyh(bpz)2+
Ru(bpYh(PY)i+
Ru(bpyh(phen)2+
Ru(bpyh(biq)2+
Ru(bpy)(biq)i+

2.05
1.65
1.94

-1.32
-1.59
-0.68
-0.86
-0.91
-0.61
-0.53

1.70
1.69

E

(M*/Mj(V)

0.37(DMF)
-O.26(DMF)
0.81 (AN)
0.76 (AN)
0.78 (AN)
0.55 (AN)
0.63 (AN)

Reference
a
b
b

c
c
b
b

(a) Bignozzi. C. A.; Scandola, F./norg. Chem. 1984.23. 1540; (b) Balzani. v.; Juris. A.; Barigelletti. F.; Belser. P.;
von Zelewsky. A. Rikell Q.• 1984. 78.78; (c) Caspar. J. V.• Meyer. T. J.lnorg. Chem. 1983. 22. 2444.
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Figure 5.10. structure of HPTN.

the excited state manifold it is possible to entirely change the photochemistry
exhibited by the complex. A good example of this is to be found in the complexes
Ru(bp~~+ and Ru(bP~2(PY2)2+. For Ru(bp~~+ photoredox reactions from the
MLCT state are mainly observed. For Ru(bP~2(PY)~+, however, the ligand field
state is populated and now photosubstitution reactions are observed.(93)
Another approach that can be used to tune the photoreactivity of the excited
state of complexes of the Ru(bpy)2(L-L)2+ type is to use a ligand L-L that can
undergo proton transfer reactions. In general, the pKa of a photoactive acid is
different in the ground and excited states, and both the emission energies and the
nonradiative relaxation rates of the protonated and conjugate base forms are
different. For complexes where the lowest energy MLCT state involves charge
transfer to the proton transfer ligand site, the excited state becomes more basic than
the ground state. When the MLCT state is localized on a different ligand, however,
the excited state becomes less basic upon excitation. Protonation can also change
the energy gap between a MLCT and a d-d excited state. For the complex
Ru(bpy)2(CN)2, it has been postulated that protonation of the complex results in a
decrease in the MLCT and d-d excited state gap, and an increase in the nonradiative
relaxation rate.(94) For the complex Ru(bpy)2(HPTNi+, where HPTN is 3-(pyridin2-yl)-1 ,2,4-triazole (Fig. 5.10), the acidity of the medium can be used to control the
photoreactivity of the complex. For the protonated complexes, photolysis in the
presence of Br-leads to the formation of the bromo complex Ru(bpyhBr(HTPNt:
Ru(bpy)2(HPTN)2+ + Br- ~ Ru(bpY)2Br(HPTNt

(5.16)

whereas with the deprotonated complex, no photosubstitution is observed. This
difference in photoreactivity is ascribed to the protonated complex relaxing to the
ground state via popUlation of its d-d excited state, whereas for the deprotonated
complex this state is not readily accessible.(95)

5.4.3.

Osmium Complexes

Like Ru(bpy)~+, Os(bpy)~+ is a kinetically inert coordinatel~ saturated d 6
complex. The difference between the two complexes is that Ru(bpy)t has a second
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row transition metal, and that Os(bpy)~+ is a complex of a third-row transition metal.
An important difference between the two is that the ligand field splitting Lfo for the
Os complex is expected to be some 40% larger than that for the Ru complex. This
difference becomes important for complexes of type M(bpY)2(L-L)2+ or
M(bpy)(L-L)~+. These complexes where M = Ru have relatively low-lying d-d
states that can result in their decomposition occurring in a photosubstitution
pathway.(96) For the case of M Os, however, the d-d transitions are at higher
energy and the LMCT excited state is the only one that is populated.
The complex Os(bpy)~+ has an excited state lifetime of 19 ns in aqueous
solution and excited state potentials of -0.96 V and 0.59 V for E~IM*) and
E (M*IM-), respectively. This excited state lifetime is considerably shorter than that
of Ru(bpy)~+*, which is to be expected on the basis of spin-orbit quenching and
from the excited state redox potentials-Os(bpy )~+* is a stronger reductant but a
weaker oxidant than is Ru(bpy )~+*. When one or more of the bpy ligands are
substituted by ligands L, systematic changes in the excited state energies and
lifetimes can be induced as has been done for the ruthenium analogues. (97)

=

5.5.

CHEMILUMINESCENCE

Thermal electron transfer reactions of transition metal complexes can result in
the product complex being formed in its excited state rather than its ground state.
If this product is emissive, light is emitted from this excited state and the reaction
is defined as chemiluminescent. Chemiluminescence occurs both in the oxidation
of Ru(bpy)1 and in the reduction of Ru(bpy)t. The oxidation and reduction steps
can be carried out by either a chemical or an electrochemical experiment. If the
emissive ions are generated electrochemically on an electrode surface, the reaction
is termed electrogenerated chemiluminescence.
Chemiluminescence from Ru(bpy)~+ was first observed by treating the oxidized form Ru(bpy)t with hydroxide ion(98):
Ru(bpy)J2+* + OH
R U(bpY)33+ + OH -~

(5.17)

Other reducing agents such as N:zH4, NaBH4, EDTA, C20~-, and solvated electrons
can be used.(99-101) Chemiluminescence can be observed from the reduced form
Ru(bpy)j by the addition of oxidants such as the 10-methyi phenothiazine radical
cation or S20~- (Refs. 102 and 103):
Ru(bpy)j + S20~- ~ Ru(bpy)~+* + 2S0~-

(5.18)

Chemiluminescence is also observed in the Ru(bpy)~+ catalyzed oxidation of
malonic acid, the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction. By using a continuous flow
technique, oscillating chemiluminescence can be both observed and controlled.(l04)
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Electrogenerated chemiluminescence results from electron transfer between
the oxidized and reduced forms:
3+
+
2+.
2+
Ru(bpy)J + Ru(bPY)3 ~ Ru(bpy)J + Ru(bpYh

(5.19)

The experiment is conducted by pulsing the potential applied to an electrode
between the oxidation and reduction potentials ofRu(bpy)~+.(10S-108) The efficiency
of the electrogenerated chemiluminescence from Ru(bpy)~+ is close to 100%, with
the reaction being so exergonic that it falls in the inverted region predicted by
Marcus theory.

5.6.

ELECTRON TRANSFER THEORY

The two factors that determine the rate of electron transfer between two
molecules is the extent of electronic coupling between the electron donor and
acceptor sites, and the extent of vibrational trapping of the electron exchange by
intramolecular and medium vibrations. Vibrational trapping is a consequence of
bond distance changes caused by electron transfer. Electron transfer reactions are
classified as being in either the normal region or the inverted region. In the normal
region, the minima in the potential energy curves are on different sides of the
intersection region. In the normal region electron transfer is slow on the vibrational
time scale, and the activation energy depends on the internal energy change, on
electron transfer, and on the vibrational trapping energy. In the inverted region, as
the internal energy change for the reaction becomes increasingly more favorable,
the activation energy will become zero.
When the quenching reactions are rapid, the observed rate constant must be
corrected for the effect of diffusion in order to obtain the activation controlled rate
constant. The correction is made by applying

1 1
1
kq =kq - kcJiff

(5.20)

In Fig. 5.9 is shown an oxidative quenching reaction for the excited state Ru(bpy)~+*
involving sequential encounter complexes with Ru(bpy )~+* and Ru(bpy>t"*. After
excitation to give Ru(bpy)~+*, electron transfer quenching to give Ru(bpy)f· ...Ois in competition with excited state decay (llr). In this process, the separation of
this second encounter complex is in competition with back electron transfer to give
either Ru(bpy)~+* ...O or Ru(bpy)~+... O. A kinetic analysis based on the scheme
shown in Fig. 5.9 for the oxidative quencher 0 gives Eq. (5.21), where K12 is given
by k12lk21. In Eq. (5.21) the rate constants k23 and k32 are related to the free energy
of the quenching step by Eq. (5.22):
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)
=k23K12 ( k34k34+k30
+ k30 + k32

k23
(L1023)
K23=-=exp
--k32
RT

(5.21)
(5.22)

Since both reactions are in the normal energy region (i.e., the minima in the potential
curves are on different sides of the intersection region), the rate constants k23 and
k32 are given by

RT23) =(v nK)23 exp (- L1GiJ)
RT

k23 =(v nK)23 exp (- Ea

k32 =k23 exp ( L1023)
RT =k23 exp (L1E23)
RT

(5.23)
(5.24)

where

with XI4 being the vibrational trapping energy where Vn is the vibrational frequency for a trapping vibration, and K is the single passage transmission coefficient.(l09-116) From Eq. (5.23), the dependence of the quenching rate constant, kq,
on the vibrational trapping energy and L1E can be derived:
kq =

(v nK>k30K12
k30 exp(Ea,2yRn + (vnKh3 exp(L1E23IRn

(5.25)
= ________~(~V~nK)~k~3~~12~_______
k30 exp(L10hlRn + (vnK) exp(L1GnIRn

where (Vleb =(VIc). This general equation covers the situation in Fig. 5.9 where
back electron transfer to give the excited state (k32) is in competition both with
the separation of the encounter complex (k34) and back electron transfer to give
the ground state (k30). Two limiting cases can be considered. These occur when
(1) back electron transfer to give the excited state is relatively slow [i.e., (k34 +
k30) > > k32], then:

kq = k23K12 = (VnK)KI2 exp [ -

(X + L1E23)2]
4X RT
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x)

(

G23)
L1~3 ( 1+ L12X
RTlnkq= RTlnv nKK12-4" --2(if L1E

=L1 G)

and

L1G23 ( 1 + L1G23)
RT In kq = RTln kq(O) - -22X

(5.26)

and (2) when excited state repopulation is rapid [i.e., (k34 + k30) < < k32], then:

kq =(k34 + k30) K12 exp ( - L1~3)
RT
RTln kq =RTln (k34 + k30)K12 - L1G23

(5.27)

From Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27) it follows that if L1G23 is positive for the quenching
step, the back electron transfer to the excited state is thermodynamically favored.
When k32 »(k34 + k30), then from Eq. (5.24) a plot of RTln kq should have a slope
of -1. In the other limit when k32« (k34 + k30), the slope should be -112. These
predictions are found to be borne out in practice for a number of chemical systems
that undergo quenching reactions with Ru(bpy)~+*.
One such example is found for a series of nitroaromatics. The plot of In kq
against AG shows a region where the slope equals 0.5. For these quenchers, every
electron transfer quenching event leads to net quenching, and the free energy
dependence of the quenching rate constant is predicted by the Marcus-Hush theory.
There is also a well-defined region where the slope equals 1. For these quenchers,
electron transfer quenching is unfavorable (L1G > 0.2 V), however, once quenching

Table 5.11. Quenching of Ru(bpy)~+
Luminescence by some Transition
Metal Isocyanide Complexes
Fe(CNh(CO)3Fe(CN)s(DMSO)
Mo(CN)t
Os(CN)t
Fe(CNh(pzC02)4Fe(CN)t
Fe(CN)s(irid)3Fe(CN)s(py)3Fe(CNh(NMPv2-

1.18
0.89
0.79
0.65
0.61
0.45
0.35
0.48
0.79

6x 106
5.6 x 107
3.4 x 108
1.2 x lQ'J
1.9 x 109
3.5 x 109
3.8 x 109
4.2 x 109
5.3 x lQ'J
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has occurred, back electron transfer to give the excited state is favored.(l17) For the
nitroaromatics, flash photolysis studies show that ion separation is relatively
unimportant, therefore net quenching occurs dominantly by electron transfer to give
the ground state.
In Table 5.11 are shown the quenching rate constants for a series of cyanide
complexes. Up to the values found for the fastest quenchers in this table, a plot of
kq against ItJ shows a good straight line correlation.(Its) Such plots should be taken
with caution since the quenchers have different charge types, and will differ in their
inherent barriers to electron transfer because of their different self-exchange rates.
Nevertheless, even for systems such as these, it is still possible to test whether an
outer-sphere electron transfer mechanism is operable by determining whether the
data fit to the Marcus theory.
As calculated from the Marcus theory:
kl2 = (kllk22f(1'2/t2)112

1

~

OgJt2

(log Kt2)2

=4 log (kllk22/Z2)

This equation relates the rate constant for the reaction (kt2) between donor A and
acceptor Bin Eq. (5.28) to the self-exchange rate constants for the reactionsNA+
andBIB-:
(5.28)
These self-exchange rate constants are given by ktl and k22. The equilibrium
constant for Eq. (5.28) is given by K12. The value of/is given by the expression:
(L1G)2

/

8 RTln(ZllZ22Ikllk22)

Corrections are made to Kt2 due to electrostatic factors. (tOO) For the quenchers where
the self-exchange rate (k22) is known, the rates are reasonably consistent with this
theory of Marcus, which supports the concept that they occur by an outer-sphere
mechanism.
These concepts are not restricted solely to Ru(bpy)~+ but similar correlations
are found in study of the quenching rate constants of para-substituted tetraphenylporphorin carbonyl complexes ofruthenium(ll), and ofCr(bpy)f (Chapter
2).(tl9)

5.7.

PHOTOCHEMICALLY CATALYZED PROCESSES

A primary thrust for studying the photochemistry of metal compounds is the
need to develop new materials and reactions that can store solar energy in a chemical
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form. For such storage, it is important that these compounds absorb light in the
visible region of the spectrum and preferably have an absorption maximum at the
same energy as sunlight. A second reason for studying the photochemistry of metal
compounds is the development of new photocatalytic chemical transformations that
use the photogenerated intermediates as thermal catalysts. If high quantum yields
can be achieved the reaction can be very efficient in terms of the incident light.

5.7.1.

Photosplitting of Water

One particular chemical system that has been proposed for the storage of
energy is the photosplitting of water into its components, hydrogen and oxygen.(120)
This chemical transformation can be considered to consist of two redox halves, the
reduction of the hydrogen ion in water to hydrogen, along with the oxidation of the
hydroxide ion to oxygen. A diradical excited state can be a catalyst for each of these
half-reactions.(121) The excited state Ru(bpy)~+* is thermodynamically capable of
effecting the reduction step, while the oxidation product Ru(bpy)t' has a sufficiently high potential to oxidize the hydroxide ion.(122) For the development of
water splitting photocatalysts, Ru(bpy )~+ is used as the sensitizer and methyl
viologen (N,N'-dimethyl-4, 4'-bipyridinium; MV2~ is frequently employed as the
electron relay between Ru(bpy )~+ and water. It is necessary to use a compound such
as methyl viologen as a relay because Ru(bpy)~+* does not itself efficiently reduce
hydrogen ions. Methyl viologen is a frequent choice because the MV2+1Mv+ redox

potential of-O.46 V conveniently lies between that of Ru(bpy)r-n+* at-O.84 V, and
that of IJ+1H2 at -0.41 V. Ru(bpy)~+* undergoes oxidative quenching by MV2+ to
give MV+, with the reduced Mv+ being the reductant for converting the hydrogen
ion to elemental hydrogen. The back reaction between the photoproducts is competitively inhibited by reducing Ru(bpy)t' back to Ru(bpy)~+ with a sacrificial
donor. Such a reaction sequence for the reduction of IJ+ to H2 using Ru(bpy)~+*
with an electron relay (R) and a sacrificial donor (D) is generalized in Scheme 5.3.
The sacrificial donor is added because the oxidation of OIl to 02 does not occur

2+ hv

Ru(bpYh

~

2+*

Ru(bpYh

Ru(bpy)~+* + R ~ Ru(bp~t' + R-

R-+IJ+ ~ R+tH2
Ru(bpy)t' + D ~ Ru(bpy)~+ + D+
Scheme 5.3.

2+
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at a rate that is competitive with the back electron transfer between Ru(bpy)~ and
R-. Although methyl viologen is almost always the electron relay of choice, a
variety of other sacrificial donors have been occasionally used. Among these are
EDTA and triethanolamine (lEOA). In these systems where EDTA or lEOA are
used as sacrificial electron donors the oxidation products EDTA+ or lEOA+
decompose irreversibly. The thermal back electron transfer reaction between MY+
and Ru(bpy)j+ can also be impaired by the use of long chain (C12-ClS) alkyl
substituents on the alkyl viologen. For these substituted viologens, the forward
electron transfer step occurs with the viologen present in the aqueous phase. Upon
reduction to the MY+, however, the relay acquires hydrophobic properties leading
to rapid solubilization in the micelles. The subsequent thermal back-reaction is
impaired by the positive surface potential of the aggregates, resulting in a decrease
in the rate constant for the electron back-transfer by approximately SOO-fold for a
system containing Ru(bpy)~+ as sensitizer, Cl<tMy2+ as relay, and cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) as the micelles component. (123) A further variant is
to use a mixture of My2+ and a compound that accelerates the redox reaction. Thus,
the reduced methyl viologen (MY+), in cooperation with colloidal platinum,
converts water into hydrogen (Fig. 5.11).
For the photosplitting of water to be efficient from a photochemical viewpoint,
however, it is necessary to also effectively use the chemical potential of the oxidant
Ru(bpy)j+ to produce oxygen from water. This reaction has been achieved by the
use of a combination of a redox catalyst and a sacrificial electron acceptor. Both
Light

~ TEOA+

~~+

Ru(bipy 3

RbiPY
U(
3 r MV2 +

Decomposition

RU(biPY)~+
TEOA
MV 2 +

= CH3~~O>-<O~~CH3

TEOA =N(CH2CH20H)3
Figure 5.11.

Photosystem involving Ru(bpy)~+ for the conversion of water into hydrogen.

H~
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Co2+ + Ru(bpy)~ --+ Ca+ + Ru(bpy)~+
Co3+ + Ru(bpy)~ --+ Co4+ + Ru(bpy)~+
Co4+ + 2H20 --+ C02+ + H202 + 2H+
H202 + 2Ru(bpy)~ --+ 2Ru(bpy)~+ + 2W + 02

Ru(bpy)~+ + E --+ Ru(bpy)~ + EScheme 5.4.

colloidal RU02 and simple C0 2+ ions are effective as the redox catalyst for oxygen
production. Both the persulfate ion and the complex CoCI(NH3)~+ are effective as
the sacrificial electron acceptor having respective bimolecular quenching rate
constants with Ru(bpy)~+· of 8 x 108 dm3 mol-I S-I and 9.3 x 108 dm3 morl S-I,
respectively. The formation of oxygen has been proposed to result from the
sequence of reactions shown in Scheme 5.4 for C02+ as the catalyst and a general
sacrificial electron acceptor E. The oxidation of water into oxygen using RU02 as
catalyst and CoCI(NH3)~+ as sacrificial acceptor is shown in Fig. 5.12.(124) The
oxidative quenching of Ru(bpy)~+· by COCI(NH3)~+ generates Ru(bpy)j+ and the
cobalt(II) complex CoCI(NH3)t This labile cobalt(lI) complex then undergoes

Co2+(aq)
+ 5NH3+C1-

Figure 5.12. Photosystem involving Ru(bpy)~+ for the conversion of water into oxygen.
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aquation to CO(H20)~+. The Ru(bpy)~+ ion, in the presence of a RU02 suspension,
then oxidizes water to oxygen (Fig. 5.12).

5.7.2.

Photooxidation of 2-Propano!

A second potential application of this excited state reactivity of Ru(bpy)~+ is
the catalytic oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes or ketones. The secondary alcohol
2-propanol is photochemically oxidized to 2-propanone in the presence of
Ru(bpy)~+. By contrast with the inner-sphere hydrogen atom abstraction pathway
that occurs in the reaction of 2-propanol with the coordinately unsaturated excited
state Pt2(pOp)t*, the excited state Ru(bpy)~+* catalyzes the photochemical oxidation of 2-propanol by an outer-sphere electron transfer pathway. This reaction
requires the presence of oxygen, and the other product of the oxidation is hydrogen
peroxide, and not hydrogen as is obtained with Pt2(pOp)t*. The presence of oxygen
is required because Ru(bpy)~+*, unlike Pt2(pOp)f* , does not react directly with
2-propanol. Instead the excited state Ru(bpy)~+* in acidic solution reduces oxygen
to generate Ru(bpy)~ and the H02 radical. Both of these compounds react with
2-propanol to give the (CH3)2COHradical (Scheme 5.5).(125) The formation of
hydrogen peroxide and 2-propanone is retarded by the presence of copper(II) ion.
The retardation effect of the Cu2+ ion is likely due to an oxidative quenching
reaction of [Rt(bpyhf+* with Cu2+ to give Ru(bpy)~ and Cu+ [Eq. (5.29)].
Furthermore, the generation of Cu+ by this oxidative quenching pathway will
further inhibit the formation of2-propanone, because the Cu+ ion will rapidly react

2+ hv

2+*

Ru(bpYh -+ Ru(bpyh

Ru(bpy)~+* + 02 + H30+ -+ Rt(bpy)~+ + H02 + H20
(CH3hCHOH + Ru(bpy)~+ + H20 -+
(CH3hCOH + H30+ + Ru(bpy)~+ (slow)
(CH3hCOH + Ru(bpy)~ + H20 -+ (CH3hCO + Rt(bpy)~+ + H30+
H02 + H30+ + Ru(bpy)~+ -+ H202 + Ru(bpy)~ + H20
H02 + (CH3hCHOH -+ H2~ + (CH3hCOH

Scheme 5.5.
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with Ru(bpy)t" to give Ru(bpy)~+ [Eq. (5.30)], thereby competing with the slow
step in the overall reaction which requires the presence of [Ru(bpYh]3+:

5.7.3.

[Ru(bpyh]2+* + Cu2+ ~ [Ru(bpYh]3+ + Cu+

(5.29)

[Ru(bpYh]3+ + Cu+ ~ [Ru(bpYh]2+ + Cu2+

(5.30)

Photoreduction of Carbon Dioxide

The photoinduced splitting of water and the photoreduction of carbon dioxide
are the two basic reactions that occur in natural photosynthesis. The reduction
potentials at pH 7 in aqueous solutions for selected multielectronic transformations
of C02 into reduced species are shown in Scheme 5.6. The design of a system
capable of performing carbon dioxide reductions photochemically requires photogenerating species of sufficiently negative redox potentials to effect the reduction
reaction, and of also finding suitable catalysts for making these polyelectronic
processes occur rapidly and selectively. Visible light irradiation of solutions of
Ru(bpy)~+, cobalt chloride, and C02 in a mixed-solvent system containing water,
methanol, and triethylamine generates simultaneously CO and H2. The reaction
involves the photoinduced reduction of both C02 and H20, with El3N serving as
the electron donor.(126) These reactions are sensitive to the nature of the reagents
since the use of I-benzyl-l,4-dihydronicotinamide instead of triethylamine as an
electron donor leads to the formation of CO and HC02 (Ref. 127):
(5.31)
A system comprised of Ru(bp~~+ as photosensitizer, triethanolamine as electron donor, and a charge relay such as the N,N' -dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridinium ion, has
been used for the photoreduction of carbon dioxide to methane and higher hydrocarbons. If the irradiation of this system is carried out in the presence of colloidal

Half Reactions

E(V)

C02 + 2W + 2e- ~ CO + H20

-0.52

CQz + 2W + 2e- ~ HC02H

-0.61

C02 + 4W + 4e- ~ HCHO + H20

-0.48

C02 + 6W + 6e- ~ CH30H + H20

-0.38

C02 + 8W + 8e- ~ Cfu + 2H20

-0.24

Scheme 5.6.
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Ru or Os, the resulting products are methane, ethylene, and hydrogen. These
reduction reactions of carbon dioxide proceed via an electron transfer pathway
involving hydrogen ions and metal-activated carbon dioxide rather than by a
hydrogenation route from the hydrogen that may be also formed in the photoreduction (Refs. 128 and 129):
(5.32)

5.7.4.

Halogen Atom Transfer Reactions

Halogen atom transfer reactions are relatively uncommon for alkyl halides and

Ru(bp"~+. This lack of reactivity is primarily due to the excited state Ru(bp"~+·

being an outer-sphere redox reagent, and for alkyl halides both the oxidation and
reduction potentials have values that make such electron transfer reactions unfavorable. These considerations are particularly valid for chlorocarbons, but for
bromocarbons or iodocarbons it is possible that selective photoreactions with
Ru(bp"~+* may be observed.

5.8.

PHOTOCHEMICAL APPLICATIONS OF CHEMICALLY
MODIFIED Ru(bpy)~+-TYPE COMPLEXES

In weighing the relative merits of the MLCT-based photochemistry of

Ru(bpy)~+ it is evident that Ru(bpy)~+ is better suited to applications involving

excited state electron transfer reactions. An advantage of focusing on the complex

Ru(bpy)~+ for developing new photochemical applications lies in the synthetic

chemistry behind this class of complexes. The excited state properties of these
complexes can be readily modified in a systematic way by introducing one or more
different ligands in place of one, two, or three of the bpy ligands.(I30) By use of
these synthetically modified Ru(bpy)~+-type complexes, not only can the ground
and excited state reduction potentials be controlled, but intramolecular excited state
redox reactions can be carried out with complexes that have the oxidizing or
reducing groups covalently attached as an integral part of the bpy ligand.(l3l-133)
These intramolecular photoredox systems are particularly important because the
presence of covalent linkages between the coordinated nitrogen and the redox
center allows for both the distance and the extent of conjugation between the two
redox sites in the complex to be synthetically controlled. Such complexes are
designed, at least in part, to gain further insight into some of the essential features
of photosynthesis.(I34) Polynuclear compounds can also be prepared that have
bridging aromatic nitrogen heterocycles, in which the presence of more than one
photoactive ruthenium center in the complex significantly enhances the possibility
of achieving multielectron transfer reactions with these Ru(bpy)~+-type complexes. (135-138)
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Figure 5.13. Ru(bpyh-type complex having a bonded bipyridinium center.

5.8.1.

Incorporation of a Tethered Redox Center

Systems having a (bpyhRu fragment as the chromophore and a covalently
linked 2,2'-bipyridinium group as an electron acceptor quencher have been synthesized. One such group of complexes have the bipyridinium ion tethered to the
(bpy):zR,u fragment. In these complexes the separation between the aromatic rings
of the 2,2'-bipyridinium ion and the modified bpy ligand is controlled by the two
methylene groups in the chain joining them, and the complexes differ by having n
=2,3,4 in the bipyridinium acceptor (Fig. 5.13).(139--141) Excitation into the triplet
MLCT state of the ruthenium complex is followed by fast exciton hopping, with
electron transfer to the bipyridinium acceptor being the rate-limiting step. This
electron transfer process only occurs from the MLCT states that are localized on
the bipyridine ligands linked to the acceptor, and does not occur from the MLCT
states of the un substituted bpy ligands. Alternatively, an uncharged ligand such as
an acylpyridine can be coordinated to Ru(bpyh. Such a ligand has a sufficiently
low triplet energy that it undergoes energy transfer from the triplet MLCT excited
stateY42)

oJ)

2+

II

C
n

(n

o

= 0,1,2,3,4)

Figure 5.14. Ru(bpyh-type complex having a bonded quinone center.
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Table 5.12. Rate of Intramolecular
Electron Transfer Rates with Number
of Spacer Molecules n
k

Value ofn

(s-I)

0
1
2

3

1.0 x 109
5.6 x 108
1.7 X 107
2.1 X 106

4

3.8x UP

Another approach to designing chromophore-quencher combinations is to use
peptides to link the Ru(bpy h center to a quinone. One choice is to use oligo
(L-proline) because its side chain has a cyclic structure. Such a structure is favored
because it slows the interconversion between conformational isomers, thereby
allowing for long-lived excited states to be present. For the oligo (L-proline)
quinone complexes shown in Fig. 5.14, the quenching of the triplet MLCT excited
state of ruthenium(II) occurs by electron transfer to the quinone.(143) For the series
of complexes where the number of spacer groups changes between n =0-4, the
electron transfer rate falls sharply with increasing values of n as the length of the
peptide bridge is increased (Table 5.12).

5. B. 2.

Multimetallics

As the photophysics and photochemistry of the monomeric complex
Ru(bpy)~ has become better understood, a logical next step is to design and prepare
ligands and complexes having several ruthenium(II) centers in a "bpy-like" environment. Such complexes offer a means of achieving multielectron storage, and of
studying phenomena such as extended long-range interactions between metal
centers, and multielectron transfer reactions.<t44-146) As these multimetallic complexes become available for detailed study, it will allow for photocatalysts to be
designed that have a wide range of potential applications.
One approach for achieving multi photon and multielectron reactions is to
synthesize cluster complexes where the metal centers are in close communication.
One of the simplest bridging species that can be used to link two Ru(bpy)~+-type
centers in close proximity to achieve this goal is a cyanide ion. The ruthenium(II)
bimetallics NC-Ru(bpYh-CN-Ru(bpYh-CW, NC-Ru(bpYh-Ru(phenh-CN+,
and the trimetallic NC-Ru(bpyh-CN-Ru(bpyh-NC-Ru(bpy):rCN2+ have been
synthesized, and each shows a shift of the emission band to low energy as compared
to the monomeric complex Ru(bpyh(CNh.(147,148)This lowest d-n* triplet excited
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Figure 5.15. Cyanide-bridged triruthenium(II) complex.

state is that of an N-bonded Ru(bpy)~+ center. The singly oxidized forms show
intense intervalence transitions, but no emission is observed because the intramolecular electron transfer quenching process is highly efficient. The complex can,
however, be considered to act as an efficient antenna whereby very efficient
intramolecular energy transfer takes places from the peripheral C-bonded Ru(bpy)2
chromophores where light is absorbed, to the central Ru(bpyh chromophore that
is N-bonded to the bridging cyanide. The ability of complexes of this type to act as
antennae has ~n used to increase the light harvesting efficiency of sensitized
semiconductors. This increased semiconductor efficiency has been achieved by
using a carboxylate-derivatized bipyridine ligand to prepare a triruthenium(ll)
complex (Fig. 5.15). This ligand chelates to ruthenium(ll) through the bpy groups,
and absorbs onto the Ti02 surface via the peripheral carboxylate groupS.<'49,150)
Irradiation into the MLCT band of this Ru(bpyh complex leads to the observation
ofphotocurrents in the Ti02. The photophysical explanation is shown in Fig. 5.16.
The complex shows an emission band at 760 nm that emanates from the ruthenium
core of the carboxylate-substituted chromophore. Light is absorbed into the MLCT
states of the peripheral Ru(bpYh chromophores, followed by an intramolecular
energy transfer into the 3MLCT state of the carboxylate-substituted Ru(bpyh
chromophore, resulting in sensitization of the Ti02 semiconductor.
In addition to being bound to Ti02 by carboxylate groups, this triruthenium(II)
complex can be bound by peripheral sulfonate groups.(151) These complexes absorb
over a very broad range in the visible region of the spectrum, and monochromatic
incident photon-to-current conversion efficiencies of over 80% have been observed
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Figure 5.16. Photophysics of the cyanide-bridged triruthenium(II) complex adsorbed onto
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Cyanide bridges can also be used to bridge Ru(bpy)z groups to other ruthenium
centers. Examples of such multimetallic compounds are the triruthenium complexes X(NH3)4Ru-NC-Ru(bpy):z-CN-Ru(NH3)4yn+ (X =NH3, py; Y =NH3, py;
n = ~), which have a central Ru(ll) bpy complex, and outer ammine or pyridine
complexes that have RU2(ll), Ru(IT, ill), or RU2(IIT) metal centers.(l52) These
complexes are nonemissive with the Ru(bpy)z(CN)z chromophore being completely quenched by the Ru(NH3)f and Ru(NH3)4Pyn+ moieties. This quenching
is a result of radiationless deactivation of the excited state via low-lying remote
d-n· or intervalence states. For the semioxidized complex an additional possibility
is that electron transfer steps convert the intermediate states to the end-to-end
intervalence state.
The complex Cr(CN)t quenches the excited state of Ru(bpy)~+ by an energy
transfer process. When the two complexes are connected by a cyanide bridge to
give the bimetallic complex [NC-Ru(bpy)z-NC-Cr(CN)s]2- or the trimetallic complex [(CN)sCr-CN-Ru(bpy):z-NC-Cr(CN)5]4-, a fast (r < 10 ns) intramolecular
exchange energy transfer process occurs from the triplet MLCT of the Ru(lI) center
to the doublet state of the Cr(ill) center. The excited state absorption spectra of
these complexes show bands due to intervalence transfer transitions from Ru(lI) to
Cr(ill). In contrast to simply using the complex Cr(CN)~- to quench the excited
state Ru(bpy)~+·, these multimetallic complexes undergo a fast doublet-doublet
annihilation process which probably involves the oxidation of Ru(lI) and the
reduction of Cr(lll). Such intramolecular processes are likely responsible for the
failure to observe doubly excited ~ecies upon two-photon excitation of the
trinuclear complexY53) The Ru(bpy)t chromophore can be linked via a cyanide
ligand to an ammine Cr(ill) or Rh(ill) complex. (154) Both the triplet MLCT excited
state absorption and emission maxima and the Ru(IIIIII) reduction potentials
increase in energy as compared to the monomer. Energy migration from the
Ru(bpy)~+ center to the acceptor metal center occurs in discrete steps.
Bridging groups other than cyanide can also be used to link Ru(bpy)z centers
to other metal complexes. A series of bridging groups of differing chain length and
conjugation have been used to synthesize a vanety of new polymetallic complexes
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[( dPte)2ClRU-N9- CH2CH2--@N-RUCI(bPY)2]n+

Figure 5.17. Mixed ligand diruthenium(II) complex having a 4,4'-bipyridine bridge.

based on Ru(bpy)2-type cores. For many of the complexes of this type the photochemical applications are in the earliest stages of development. The diruthenium
complexes [(dpte)2CIRu-L-RuCl(bpy)21 n+ (dpte
PhSCH2CH2SPh; L
4,4'bipyridine) have been obtained in both the RU2(I1) (n = 2) and RU2 (II, III) (n = 3)
forms (Fig. 5.17). For each complex, excitation into the MLCT band of the
Ru(bpy)2 chromophore leads to emission from this triplet MLCT state. Irradiatioll
of the mixed-valent RU2 (II, III) complex leads to an excited state where an electron
has been transferred from the Ru(II) center coordinated to dpte to a bpy ligand.
Since this MLCT chromophore is absent in the absorption spectrum of the Ru(II,
III) dimers, it is likely that this excited state is formed by a subsequent intramolecular ligand-to-ligand electron transfer step in the excited state(155):

=

=

(5.33)
Another modified bipyridylligand that has been used to covalently link a second
metal center to Ru(bpY)2 is the phenol-substituted bpy ligand L (Fig. 5.18). This
ligand is chelated to Ru(bpy)2 through the nitrogens, and the deprotonated phenol
is then used as an oxygen donor ligand to (HBpz3)MCI(NO) (M =Mo, W). In these
complexes (bpy)2Ru(L)MCI(NO)(HBpz3) the MLCT emission of the ruthenium
center is completely quenched, probably by oxidative quenching.(156)
The moiety Ru(bpy)2 and similar complexes can be linked together by 2,2'bipyridinium (bpym) and 2,3-bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine (dpp) ligands (Fig. 5.19).(157)

OH

L
Figure 5.18. Phenol substituted bpy-type ligand.
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Figure 5.19. Ru(bpyh centers bridged by bpym and dpp.

For the complexes [Ru(bpYhh(bpym) and [Ru(bpyhh(dpp), the emission maximum are observed at 795 nm and 800 nm, respectively in aqueous solution, but the
emission quantum yield for [Ru(bpYhh(bpym) is very low (¢J = lo--<i). The excited
states of the binuclear complexes are relatively poor oxidants, and the luminescence
of [Ru(bpYhh(dpp) is not quenched by methyl viologen. This complex does,
however, photooxidize the persulfate ion in a two-step sequence (Scheme 5.7). The
compound 1,3,5-tris[«(5-(ethoxycarbony1)-2,2' -bipyridyl-5-yl)carbonyl)benzy 1amino)methyl]benzene 1 (Fig. 5.20) has been used as a ligand to prepare both a

Figure 5.20. Structure of 1,3,5-tris[«(5-ethoxycarbonyl)-2,2'-bipyridyl-5-yl)carbonyl) benzylamino)methyl]benzene 1.
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(bpy)zRu-dpp-Ru(bpy)f* + S20~- ~ (bpy)zRu-dpp-Rt(bpy)~ + S20~

S2~- ~ SO~- + S04"
Scheme 5.7.

Figure 5.21. Hemicaged l[Ruf+.

Figure 5.22. (A) Monomer 1[Ru(bPYh12+ (B) dimer 1[Ru(bpY):iIi\ (C) Trimer 1[Ru(bpYhlt.
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Figure 5.22.

hemicaged Ru(II) complex, abbreviated as 1 [RU]2+ (Fig. 5.21), and similar complexes that contain either one, two, or three Ru(bpy)~+ moieties (Fig. 5.22a--c),oS8)
In Table 5.13 are collected the ambient temperature absorption and emission data
for these complexes, along with the comparable spectroscopic data for Ru(bpy)~+.
The high energy band in all of these complexes is a ligand-centered chromophore.
No evidence is found for interactions between the metal-containing units in the
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Table 5.13. Spectroscopic Data for Hemicaged and Ru, RU2 and
RU3 Complexes
Complex
[Ru]2+
[Ru(bpyh]2+
[Ru(bpy)21f
[Ru(bpy)21f
Ru(bpy)r

AbsAmax
(run)

EmAmax

298,478
290,400,436,488
288,400,436,488
287,400,436,489
288,452

T

(run)

(ps)

640

0.27
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.27

700
702
702
615

binuclear and trinuclear complexes. For the mononuclear caged complex
[Ru(bpyh1 2+, however, efficient energy transfer occurs from the noncoordinated
axis of the ligand to the metal complexed unit. This energy transfer process leads
to the absence at 77 K of the fluorescence that is observed in the free ligand. This
quenching may arise from a conformer where the noncoordinated arms of
[Ru(bpyh1 2+ approach the ligand that is coordinated to the ruthenium center.
The Ru(bpy)~+-type centers have also been bridged by 2,2'-bis(2-pyridyl)bibenzimidazole (A) and by 1,2-bis(2-(2-pyridyl)benzimidazolyl) (B) ethane ligands (Fig. 5.23).(159) Rapid intramolecular annihilation of the excited states are
again observed. Similar multimetallic complexes of Ru(bpy)~+ have been obtained
using 2,2'-biimidazole (C) or 2,2'-bibenzimidazole (D) ligands to bridge the metal
centers (Fig. 5.24).(160) The excited states of these [Ru(bpyhb complexes are strong
reductants but weak oxidants. A [Ru(bpY)~+h complex has been synthesized with

(A)

( B)

Figure 5.23. 2,2'-Bis(2-pyridyl)bibenzimidazo1e (A) and 1,2-bis(2-(2-pyridyl)bibenzimidazolyl) (8).
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/ \
NXNH

(A)

(B)

N:7 NH

\ /

Figure 5.24.

2,2'-Biimidazole (A) and 2,2'-bibenzimidazole (B).

Figure 5.25. Ru(bpYn-type complex with a 3,3',4,4'-tetraimino-3,3',4,4'-tetrahydrobiphenyl bridge.

a conjugated 3,3',4,4'-tetraimino-3,3',4,4'-tetrahydrobiphenyl bridge spanning the
metal centers. One-electron reduction of this complex (Fig. 5.25) results in the
electron being localized on the ligand.(161) This stable reduced complex shows the
MLCT band shifted to lower energy than its oxidized congener. Further oneelectron reduction yields an unstable product.
The bimetallic complex [(dmb)2Ru(jl-bbpe)Ru(dmb)2]4+, where dmb is 4,4'dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine and the bbpe bridging ligand is a linked bipydridine, has
a lowest lying MLCT state with the excited electron on the bbpe ligand (Fig. 5.26).
This bimetallic complex has a red-shifted emission maximum and a more positive

<3\--t6)

fo ~CH3

HC=CH

H~@-@

o

N

0

N

Figure 5.26. Structure ofbbpe bridging ligand.
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@r
@-(Q)
(2.3-dpp; BL)

Figure 5.27. Decanuclear complex of the Ru(bpy)-type with. representing a ruthenium center.

potential for the first ligand-based reduction (-1.07 vs. -1.48 V) as compared to
the monomeric complex Ru(dmb)~+.(162)
The 3,3',5,5'-tetrapyridylbiphenyl (tterpy) ligand is one which allows for the
synthesis of bimetallic ruthenium complexes. Such complexes could lead to the
development of some interesting photochemistry because of their exceptionally
strong electronic interactions between redox centers.(163)
A decanuclear complex Ru{ (p-2, 3-dpp)Ru[(P-2, 3-dpp)Ru(bpYhh}~0+ (dpp
bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine) has been prepared (Fig. 5.27).(164) The complex shows a
very intense absorption at 541 nm (8 1.25 x lOS), a room temperature luminescence at A.max = 809 nm (1: = 55 ns, t/J = 10-3), and an independent one-electron
oxidation of the six peripheral Ru2+ ions at 1.43 V versus SCE. Analogous
heterometallic clusters can be prepared with combinations of ruthenium and
osmium in the cluster. For these clusters containing osmium the absorption bands
now extend into the red region because the probability of the singlet ~ triplet
transition is increased because of the greater spin-orbit coupling.(16S) Comparison
with the lower homolog ruthenium cluster complexes shows a progression of both
the absorption and emission maxima into the longer wavelength regions of the
electronic spectrum as the molecular building blocks are extended.(I66,167)
Bipyridyl complexes of Ru(II) can be used for the production and storage of
multiple photochemical redox equivalents by attachment to a soluble polymer. The
photoactive complexes have been bound to a styrene/chloromethylstyrene copolymer by nucleophilic displacement of the chloro groups from the chloromethylstyrene. Because the excited state properties are relatively unaffected in the
mixed-valence polymers, it is possible to build up a chain of approximately 30
oxidative equivalents with a (bpyhRu2+ or a (bpyhOs2+ moiety bonded to each
strand of the polymer.(I68) Excited state donors and acceptors can also be immobilized
using a sol-gel technique. Such a technique has been applied to the 1,4-dimethoxylbenzene mediated photoinduced electron transfer between bipyridyl complexes of
ruthenium and iridium.(169) Metallopolymeric films have also been used for energy

=

=
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2+ hv
~

Ru(vbpYh

Ru(vbpYh(vbpy·-)

2+*

Ru(vbpyh(vbpy·l2+* + BPh3R- ~ Rt.(vbpyh(vbpy·l+ + BPh3R
Ru(vbpyh(vbpy·l+ + nRu(vbp~i+ ~ poly-Ru(vbpy)r
BPh3R ~ BPh3 + R
Scheme 5.B.

conversion, for electrochemical catalysis, for electrochromic displays, and for
sensing techniques.(170) A recent technique for incorporating Ru(bpy)~+-type units
onto a polymer involves using 4-methyl-4'-vinylbipyridine (vbpy) as a ligand.(171)
This method is outlined in Scheme 5.8. Photolysis into the MLCT band of the
complex gives the triplet excited state with a single electron localized on a vbpy
ligand. The coordinated vbpy radical that is obtained from this excited state by
reductive quenching with BPh3R- acts to initiate the polymerization of
Ru(vbpy)~+. These films are electroactive with a reversible redox peak near + 1.35
V versus SeE.

5.9.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF Ru(bpy)~+ WITH
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

A simple binding between small molecules and DNA occurs by the process of
intercalation. Intercalative binding involves a noncovalent interaction that results
from the insertion of the small molecules between the base pairs of the DNA helix.
Intercalation commonly occurs with flat aromatic molecules that are held perpendicular to the axis of the DNA helix. Metal complexes with aromatic ligands can
intercalate into DNA.(172)
The complexes Ru(bpy)~+ and Ru(phen)~+ contain such an aromatic ligand,
and therefore can potentially intercalate into the DNA helix. These complexes have
the additional advantage over simple aromatic compounds, however, in being chiral
and therefore existing as enantiomeric pairs. These complexes therefore not only
have the potential of intercalating into DNA, but have the possibility of showing
enantiomeric discrimination (L1 or A) in their binding with the DNA strandsY73,174)
The complex Ru(phen)~+ is a sensitive spectroscopic probe that can be used to
differentiate between DNA conformations based on their chirality.(175,176) The
MLCT band of this complex shows hypochromism upon DNA binding, and the
luminescence intensity is correspondingly increased with the lifetime of the bound
triplet excited state being in the range of 0.6-2.0 Jls. Although the enantiomeric
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Figure 5.28. Ru(bpYh-type complex with dppz attached.

discrimination for the 1,1 O-phenanthroline complex Ru(phen)j+ is not high, for the
analogous complex Ru(dip)j+, where dip is 4,7-diphenylphenanthroline, hypochromism is only observed in the MLCT band for the A component when the
complex is titrated into the right-handed B form of DNA. The A component does
not bind into this form of DNA. Luminescence quenching of these mixtures of
Ru(dip)~+ and DNA by Fe(CN)t shows a biphasic curve, indicating the presence
of one excited state form of A-Ru(dip)j+ that is readily accessible to the solution
quencher, and a second excited form that is tightly bound to the DNA, and therefore
inaccessible to the quencher. Although this complex can be potentially useful in
probing nucleic acid conformations and in developing new phototherapeutic
agents, the background luminescence of the free form limits the sensitivity of the
technique. In order to circumvent this problem, the complex Ru(bpy)2(dppz)2+
(dppz = dipyrido[3,2-a: 2',3'-c]phenazine) has been prepared (Fig. 5.28).0 77) This
complex does not luminescence alone in aqueous solution, but in the presence of
double helical DNA it binds strongly, and the solutions shows an intense photoluminescence. The complex also acts as a selective molecular switch that responds
to subtle changes in the structure of the DNA helix. With B-form polymers, emission
maxima in the region 630 nm are observed, while with the Z- and A-form helices
the maxima are shifted to 640 nm and 650 nm, respectively. The lowest-lying
molecular orbital is localized in the phenazine section of the molecule. Occupation
of this orbital by a MLCT transition generates basic sites at nitrogen. In an aqueous
environment this excited state is quenched by protonation, but in the more hydrophobic environment of a polypeptide chain, the luminescence quenching is
slower.(178) In addition to complexes of ruthenium(II), the cobalt(lII) complex
A-Co(dip)j+ also photocleaves DNA in regions of the Z-DNA structure.
Another approach that can be used to incorporate Ru(bpy)~+-type molecules
into DNA oligomers is to chemically modify a cytidine or thymidine base with a
linker arm terminating in a primary amine. This terminal amine functionality can
then be selectively reacted with the N-hydroxysuccinimide ester of 4'-carboxy-4'methyl-2,2'-bipyridine to form bipyridine-Iabeled oligomers. These oligomers
react with Ru(bpy)2(H20)~+ to give covalently attached derivatives of the type
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Ru(bpyh(LL)2+.<t 79) By using this technique it is therefore possible to incorporate
Ru(bpYh(LL)2+ units into macromolecules at specifically designated sites.
For Ru(phen)~+ intercalated into DNA, photolysis into the LMCT band results
in the formation of singlet oxygen.<t 80) This highly reactive molecule then reacts
with the amine base on the DNA, resulting in strand scission. Since singlet oxygen
reacts with the different DNA bases with the selectivity order of G » T > A, C,
even for Ru(bpy)~+-type complexes that show nonselective binding to DNA,
preferential reactivity at the guanine sites is observed.
The complex [Ru(bpYh(Ppz)]2+ (ppz = 4',7'-phenanthrolino-5',6':5,6pyrazine) also enantioselectively binds to DNA.(181,182) The binding of Cu(II) to
[Ru(bpYh(ppz)]2+ in aqueous solution shifts the MLCTband of the Ru complex to
540 nm, and this mixed-metal complex has been used to cleave DNA with hydrogen
peroxide as an added reagent. Intramolecular electron transfer reactions between
Ru(bpy)~+ and cytochromes can also be accomplished. One technique involves
oxidizing ferrocytochrome c by the MLCT state of [Ru(bpyh(imidazole)(his-33)]3+
using the RU(NH3)f ion as quencher.<t 83)
A sequence-specific molecular light switch has been developed by tethering
of an oligonucleotide to a dipyridophenazine complex of ruthenium(II). The
complex is tethered at the phenanthroline ligand via a 5-glutaric acid monoamide
moiety. The metalated oligonucleotide is attached to a series of 15-mers containing
various base mismatches. Luminescence is decreased with a mismatch near the
5'-terminus of the metalated strand, where intercalation is likely, but is decreased
to a substantially greater extent with a mismatch at the 3'-terminus.(I84)
Nitroxide-Iabeled Ru(bpy)~+-type complexes can be used as EPR probes for
the study of oligonucleotides. A ligand phen-T has been prepared that has a TEMPO
(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl) group chemically bound to its periphery
(Fig. 5.29).(185) Even though lEMPO is known to quench the triplet excited state
of Ru(bpYh-type complexes, no intramolecular quenching occurs in the tethered
complexes [Ru(phenh(phen-T)f+ and [Ru(bpyh(phen-T)f+ .(186) These complexes
have been used in a combination ofEPR and luminescence techniques to study their
binding with DNA.

pben-T

Figure 5.29. Phen-T used for tethering Ru(bpYn-type complexes.
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6
Photochemistry of Transition Metal
Carbonyl and Isocyanide Complexes

6.1.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF METAL CARBONYL
COMPLEXES

Some of the earliest experimental photochemical reactions of organotransition
metal compounds involved metal carbonyls after it was discovered that the substitution reactions of the carbonyl ligand were frequently accelerated by the presence
of sunlight. Since that time numerous other photoreactions of organometallic
compounds have been discovered, many of which have involved monomeric,
dimeric, or multimetallic cluster carbonyl complexes. One particular focus of much
recent work has involved developing a better understanding of these different types
of photoreactions, and of using photochemistry for the selective synthesis of new
compounds. A further and recent development has involved the use of photochemical routes to synthesize highly reactive transient complexes that can then be used
as in situ homogeneous catalysts for a range of different reactions. An important
goal of such research is to discover useful photocatalytic systems whereby a
transient species, once generated, will undergo a large number of turnovers, thereby
leading to many moles of product for each mole of quanta absorbed.

6.2.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF BINARY METAL CARBONYLS

Binary metal carbonyls can be classified into three groups. These groups are:
1. Monomeric metal carbonyls that obey the I8-electron rule. Examples of such
compounds are: Cr(CO)6, Fe(CO)s, and Ni(CO)4.
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2. Dimeric metal carbonyls that obey the 34-electron rule. 'These compounds
have direct intermetallic bonds, and either mayor may not have bridging
carbonyl ligands between the metals. Examples of such dimeric carbonyl
compounds are: Mn2(CO)1O, C02(CO)s, and F~(CO)9.
3. Multimetallic cluster carbonyls that obey the 48-, 60-, 72-, or 86-electron
rule, depending on whether there are 3, 4, 5, or 6 metals, respectively, in the
cluster skeleton. Examples of such compounds are: RU3(CO)12, Ir4(CO)12,
Nis(CO)?2, and Rh6(CO)16.

Many of the higher nuclearity transition metal carbonyls are colored, and
therefore they have chromophores in the visible region of the electronic spectrum
that can potentially be used to effect photochemistry at low incident light energies.
Numerous literature sources are available that provide the reader with a broad
general coverage of the synthesis, spectroscopy, and structures of transition metal
carbonyl complexes. (1-3) Nevertheless, despite more than over a century of research
on the chemistry of metal carbonyl complexes, the photochemistry of the higher
nuclearity metal carbonyl clusters is still in its early stages of development.

6.2.1.

Monomeric Carbony/s

Photochemical reactions of the monomeric metal carbonyls have been used to
effect substitution of a carbonyl group by an added ligand L, or to induce aggregation of the monomeric carbonyl compound into dimers and higher nuclearity carbonyl
clusters. An example of such photoreactivity is observed with iron pentacarbonyl,
Fe(CO)s. In the presence of a neutral ligand such as pyridine, or an anionic ligand such
as cyanide ion, photosubstitution of a carbonyl ligand occurs to give the respective
monosubstituted complexes Fe(CO)4py and Fe(CO)4CN" (Refs. 4 and 5):

py

Fe( CO)5

~

~

+

co
(6.1)

+

co

For the case of M(CO)6, where M =Cr, Mo, W, photolysis across a hexane/water
interface in the presence of halide ion can be used to prepare the anionic complexes
M(CO)s:X-. An advantage of using a two-phase system is that it separates reactant
and product, thereby allowing for secondary photolysis to be avoided.(6) Multiple
substitution of the carbonyl ligands in Fe(CO)s is also observed with a ligand such
as triphenylphosphine, when the product Fe(C0)3(PPh3)2 is formed along with
Fe(COMPPh3) (Ref. 7):
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Fe(CO)5 + 2PPh3

hv

~

Fe(CO)J(PPh3)z + 2CO
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(6.2)

If the photolysis of Fe(CO)s is carried out in acetic acid as solvent with no added
ligand, the dimeric iron carbonyl complex Fe2(CO)9 is formed(8):
2Fe(CO)s

hv

~

Fe2(CO)9 + CO

(6.3)

All of these seemingly different reactions of Fe(CO)s result from the initial
photodissociation of a carbonyl ligand. The thermally stable precursor compound
Fe(CO)s is a pentacoordinate coordinately saturated complex that dissociates a
carbon monoxide molecule upon irradiation with light:
Fe(CO)s

hv

~

Fe(CO)4 + CO

(6.4)

The coordinately unsaturated (16-electron) intermediate Fe(CO)4 that is formed can
then add an additional ligand such as pyridine to give Fe(CO)4py, or it can react
with its parent carbonyl Fe(CO)s to give the dimer Fe2(CO)g. A similar dissociative
pathway is also responsible for the photoexchange of carbonyl groups between
Fe(CO)s and isotopically labeled 13CO.(9) Similar photoreactions between either
Ru(CO)s or Os(CO)s and triphenylphosphine have been used to prepare the
monosubstituted complexes Ru(CO)4PPh3 and Os(CO)4PPhJ, respectively,oO)
The compound Fe(CO)s shows absorption bands at 282 nm (e = 3,8(0) and
41,500 em-I (e 10,200).(11,12) The first absorption maximum has been identified
as the 5e' ~ 5a{ (or dxy, di-l ~ dl) transition. It is the presence of this allowed
transition that explains the instability of the trigonal bipyramidal Fe(CO)s when
subjected to UV irradiation. If we assign the axes of this trigonal bipyramidal
complex such that the z-direction passes through the axial carbonyl ligands, the
transfer of an electron from a dxy or a di-l orbital into the d; orbital will lead to a
weakening of the Fe-CO (axial) bond in the excited state, resulting in the loss of
the carbonyl ligand.
Under certain conditions, further carbonyl loss can occur. Thus, in the presence
of SF6 as a photosensitizer, Fe(CO)s undergoes photodecomposition upon irradiation with a C02 laser to give metallic iron. This decomposition proceeds via
sequential decarbonylation after thermal equilibrium is attained through collisional
V-V and V-TIR processes.(13) The process is equivalent to laser flash photolysis
with the vibrationally excited SF6 molecule thermalizing all gaseous species to a
high local temperature. The loss of the first carbonyl ligand from Fe(CO)s is the
rate-determining step, with the sequential decarbonylation steps occurring thermally once Fe(CO)4 is cooled. In the UV photolysis of Fe(CO)5, sequential
decarbonylations can also occur via the vibrationally hot intermediate Fe(CO)4,

=
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which decomposes to form Fe(CO)3, Fe(CO)2, Fe(CO), and CO in a statistical
dissociation. (14.IS)
A similar loss of carbon monoxide occurs when the coordinately saturated
hexacoordinate complex Cr(CO)6 is photolyzed. In solution or in a matrix the
compound loses a single carbon monoxide ligand to give Cr(CO)s. The photosubstitution quantum yields involving this species can be up to 0.7 or larger.(16) The
gas phase data, however, show that Cr(CO)6, in contrast with Fe(CO)s, can readily
lose two carbonyl ligands to give the 14-electron species Cr(CO)4 (Refs. 16-18):
Cr(CO)6

hv

~

Cr(CO)4 + 2CO

(6.5)

This loss of more than a single carbon monoxide ligand in the gas phase can result
from the absorption of only a single UV photon. This result contrasts from that
found under condensed phase conditions where the production of fragments that
are more coordinately unsaturated than Cr(CO)s have only been reported via a route
that involves a sequential photolysis pathway.(l7) By using transient difference
spectroscopy at 355 nm and 532 om, it has been shown that bond cleavage in
Cr(CO)6 occurs in less than 250 fs. This very short time sequence suggests that the
excitation directly populates a dissociative state.(19) The initial photodissociation
product Cr(CO)s will coordinate with solvent molecules such as alkyl bromides,(20)
nitriles,(20) methanol,(21.22) and cyclohexane.(23) Rare gas atoms will also bind to
photogenerated Group VI pentacarbonyl transients. Using techniques involving the
laser induced photodissociation of carbon monoxide, the compounds M(CO)sXe
(M = Cr, Mo, W) and the compound W(CO)sKr have been identified by IR
spectroscopy. The M-Xe bond enthalpy is estimated to be 8.5 kcal mOrl. This
technique has also been used to identify other weakly coordinating molecules that
bind to Cr(CO)s, a list that includes CF2Ch and N20.(24.2S) Photolysis of solutions
containing Cr(CO)6 and silanes leads to the formation of the complex Cr(CO)s(silane). The stabilities of these Cr(CO)s(HSiR3) adducts increase with increasing
electron donor ability of the silane, reflecting the electrophilic character of the Cr
center. By contrast, the opposite order is found for ('1s-cp)Cr(C0)2(silane).(26)
The carbonyl anions of metal carbonyls are strong reducing agents, and
photoredox reactions are to be expected with them. One of the more strongly
reducini metal carbonyl anions is the coordinately saturated d lo complex
Fe(CO)4-. Photolysis of Fe(CO)~- in a 10 M NaOH glass at 77 K leads to the
formation of Fe(CO)4 and solvated electrons(27):

Fe(CO)~- ~ Fe(CO)4 + e- (solv)

(6.6)

This observation parallels that of anionic binary transition metal cyanide complexes
where the photodissociation of an electron i.s observed (Chapter 3). Photoinduced
electron transfer reactions are also observed with binary metal carbonyl complexes
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and with their anions. An example of such a reaction is the photochemical oxidative
decarbonylation of Cr(CO)6 by ortho quinones (Q) to give the Cr(Ill) complex of
the chelated o-semiquinone radical anion (SQ-) (Ref. 28):
Cr(CO)6 + 3Q

hv
~

Cr(SQ)3 + 6CO

(6.7)

The salts of the pentacarbonyl manganese anion [Cocpi][Mn(CO)s] and [Cr(C6H6)i]
[Mn(CO):5] show absorptions at 740 nm and 665 nm, respectively, due to
intermetallic charge transfer transitions from the lower- to the higher-valent metal
center. The latter salt is unstable, and it converts to Cr(C6H6h and Mn2(CO)1O under
thermal conditions. In the former case, however, the complex is thermally stable
and this redox reaction to give COCP2 and Mn2(CO)1O is induced by photolysis into
the intermetallic bond (Ref. 29):
(6.8)
These photogenerated coordinately unsaturated binary carbonyls have been
used as homogeneous catalysts for a variety of different reactions. Two common
features of a homogeneous catalyst is that the metal center is coordinately unsaturated, and that it is in a low-valent oxidation state. (30) Among the catalytic processes
induced by photogenerated coordinately unsaturated carbonyl complexes are hydrogenation,(31-35) hydrosilation,(36.37) and alkene isomerization.<'6. 38-42) Two photogenerated carbonyl compounds that play a role in catalytic reactions are the
14-electron species Fe(CO)3 and Cr(CO)4. In the iron system, complexes of type
Fe(CO)3(monoeneh catalyze the isomerization of pentene-l, but complexes such
as Fe(CO)3(diene), where the diene is a conjugated diene, are catalytically inactive
because the diene cannot be displaced by pentene-1.(41) In the chromium system,
Cr(CO)4 catalyzes the isomerization of butene-l to butene-2.(40) The chromium
system can also be used for the photochemical hydrogenation of norbornadiene.(43)
These catalytic reactions with photogenerated coordinately unsaturated metal
carbonyl complexes are discussed more fully in Section V of this chapter.

6.2.2.

Dimeric Metal Carbonyls

The key difference between monomeric and dimeric metal carbonyls is that
the latter compounds have a direct metal-metal bond joining the two 17-electron
fragments. Two photoreactions that can occur with these dimers are the dissociation
of a carbonyl ligand, or the homolysis of the metal-metal bond. Among the most
studied dimers are the compounds M2(CO)10 (M =Mn, Re). These compounds have
the structure shown in Fig. 6.1 where there are no bridging carbonyl ligands
between the metal centers. These d7-d7 compounds show an intense absorption
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Figure 6.1. Structure of M2(CO) 10 (M = Mn, Re).

band in the near UV region of the electronic absorption spectrum which is polarized
along the M-M axis. This absorption band is primarily due to the (1 ~ (1*
excitation. (44,4S) In the orbital scheme shown in Fig. 6.2, it is apparent that excitation
into this chromophore corresponds to the cleavage of the intermetallic bond.(44,46,47)
An important photoreaction of the compounds M2(CO)1O (M =Mn, Re) therefore,
is homolysis of the metal-metal bond to give the 17-electron radicals M(CO)s:
M2(CO)1O

hv

~

•

(6.9)

2M(CO)s

Strong evidence for a homolytic pathway comes from the photolysis of a mixture
of Mn2(CO)1O and Re2(CO)1O in an inert alkane solvent, when the cross-product
MnRe(CO)1O is formed as an equilibrium product(48):
hv

Mn2(CO)1O + Re2(CO)1O ~ 2MnRe(CO)1O

(6.10)

These photogenerated M(CO)s radicals can also be spin trapped.(49) Further support
for the generation of such 17-electron radicals comes from the photoreaction of
Mn2(CO)1O with NO and CCI4, when the products are Mn(CO)~O and
MnCI(CO)s, respectively(48,SO):

+
Figure 6.2. Molecular orbital scheme for M2(CO)1O complexes.
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2M(CO)s

+ PPh3 ~ M(CO)4PPM + CO

M(CO); + M(CO)4PPM ~ M2(CO)9PPh3
Scheme 6.1.

hv
~

2Mn(CO)<!NO + 2CO

(6.11)

hv
~

2MnCI(CO)s + 2CClj

(6.12)

These reactions involve the photogeneration of Mn(CO)s, which then combines
either with the radical NO, or abstracts a chlorine atom from CCI4, to give the
respective Mn(I) compounds. If Re2(CO)10 is photolyzed in the presence of water,
the "cubane-type" compound [Re{j.t-OH)(COh]4 is obtained.(51) If M2(CO) 10 (M =
Mn, Re) is photolyzed in the presence of a neutral donor ligand such as triphenylphosphine, the monosubstituted compound M2(CO)9PPh3 is formed(52):
(6.13)
Subsequent photolysis leads to further carbonyl group substitution and the formation ofM2(CO)s(PPh3)z. Although these reactions yield products that have carbonyl

ligands replaced by triphenylphosphine in the dimer, the reaction pathway does not
involve simple substitution. Instead the mechanism involves an initial photocleavage of the metal-metal bond, followed by substitution of a carbonyl ligand by
triphenylphosphine in the transient M(CO)s radical (Scheme 6.1). Photosubstitution of a carbonyl ligand can, however, be the primary pathway, especially at low
temperatures. When the complex Mn2(CO)1O is photolyzed in a 3-methylpentane
matrix at 93 K, the initial product is the complex Mn2(COM3-methylpentane). This
complex then converts to the bridging carbonyl complex Mn2(CO)9{j.t-CO) with a
rate constant of 4.9(3) x 10-3 S-I at 93 K.(53,54)
The dimeric carbonyl complexes M2(CO)1O (M = Mn, Re) also undergo
photoelectron transfer reactions. Such reactions occur with quinones where both
ortho and para quinones react with the two primary photoproducts M(CO)s and
M2(CO)9. Toward M2(CO)9 these qui nones (Q) coordinate as a donor ligand, but
toward the 17-electron M(CO)s they act as a one-electron oxidant to give a
complexed semiquinone (SQ) (Scheme 6.2).(55)
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Scheme 6.2.

6.2.3.

Metal Carbonyl Clusters

When transition metal carbonyl cluster compounds are photolyzed, fragmentation of the cluster is frequently observed. Examples of such reactions
are(56-59):
hv

Fe3(CO)12 + 3CO ---+
RU3(CO)12 + 6PPh3

hv

3Ru(C0)3(PPh3)2 + 3CO

---+

C04(CO)12 + 4CO
hv

OS3(CO)12 + 3COD ---+

3Fe(CO)s

hv

---+

2C02(CO)S

30s(C0)3(COD) + 3CO

(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)

These reactions leading to lower nuclearity metal clusters occur via sequential
photocleavage of metal-metal bonds. The degree of aggregation of the products
can in some cases be controlled by changing the reaction conditions. An example
is the photochemical reaction of RU3(CO)12 with either 1,2-bis(dimethylphosphino)methane (dmpm) or 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm). Irradiation of a cyclohexane solution of RU3(CO)12 with excess dmpm gives the
trinuclear complex RU3(CO)1O{Jt-dmpm):
hv

RU3(CO)12 + dmpm ---+

RU3(CO)1O{Jt-dmpm) + 2CO

(6.18)

For the less basic phosphine dppm, photolysis of equimolar amounts of RU3(CO)12
and dppm gives the analogous cluster compound RU3(CO)1O{Jt-dppm). When,
however, 2 or 3 equivalents of dppe are used, cluster fragmentation occurs and the
product is the dimer RU2{Jt-CO)(CO)4{Jt-dppe)2.(60)
A unified model has been presented for rationalizing the photoreactions of the
unsubstituted clusters M3(CO)12 (M =Ru, Os), and it may be feasible to adapt such
a model to explain and predict the photoreactions of other unsubstituted cluster
carbonyls,<61) Excitation of M3(CO)12 at shorter wavelength leads to CO dissocia-
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tion, and the formation of a coordinately unsaturated metal cluster complex that
can either bind added ligands, undergo intramolecular reactions of coordinated
ligands, or undergo bimolecular reactions leading to larger clusters. By contrast,
excitation at longer wavelengths appears to result in the formation of an intermediate that is an isomer of the starting cluster, and this intermediate undergoes a rapid
associative reaction with a range of two electron donor ligands. This intermediate,
which is a potential precursor for both substitution and fragmentation reactions,
may be a short-lived diradical species where one of the intermetallic bonds has been
photohomolyzed.
Photoreactions can also be used to both synthesize and fragment mixed-metal
oligomers and clusters. An example of such a transformation is the photochemical
extrusion of mercury from the heterotrimetallic cobalt-mercury cluster complex
HgC02(CO)S. Photolysis into the MMCT transition of HgC02(CO)s results in the
formation of cobalt carbonyl, C02(CO)S, and elemental mercury(62):
(6.19)
A similar extrusion of a single mercury atom is also found in the photoreactions of
the higher nuclearity clusters OSlsHg3C2(CO)~2 and OSlsHg3C2(CO)42, where the
respective products are OSlsHg2C2(CO)~2 and OSlsHg2C2(CO)42 (Ref. 63):

6.3.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF SUBSTITUTED
METAL CARBONYLS

A key difference between the photochemistry of the simple binary and the
substituted metal carbonyls is that the latter compounds present additional pathways for reactivity. For substituted carbonyls, therefore, it is necessary to consider
whether the photoreaction occurs at the carbonyl ligand or at the substituent ligand.
A second factor that must be considered, even when it has been determined that the
photoreactivity occurs at the carbonyl ligand, is the selectivity of the photoprocess,
since substitution of the simple binary carbonyl compound usually leads to products
that have inequivalent carbonyl ligands in the complex. Three common types of
substituted carbonyl complex are those that have an anionic ligand such as a halide
or a cyclopentadienyl ion, those that have a neutral monodentate ligand such as
pyridine or a tertiary phosphine, or those that have a multidentate ligand such as
bipyridyl, a chelating tertiary phosphine, or an uncharged arene such as benzene.
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Examples of substituted carbonyl complexes whose photochemistries have been
studied include ReCl(CO)s, '1s-cpMoCI(CO)), W(CO)spy, Fe(CO)d'Ph3,
Cr(CO)4bipy, W(CO)4dppe, and '16-C6H6Cr(CO)3.

6.3.1.

Carbonyl Halides

Carbonyl halides are a common class of compounds, especially for cases where
the metal center is in an odd oxidation state. An example of such a compound is
ReX(CO)s (X = CI, Br, I) from which luminescence is observed at 25 K.(64) From
an analysis of the electronic spectra of this complex the lowest energy absorption
bands have been attributed to the ligand field transitions tAt (e4/A) ~ t E (e 3lnab
and tAt (e4b~) ~ 3E (elb:zab. By contrast, the analogous Mn complexes do not
exhibit emission under the same conditions. Both sets of complexes, however, are
photosubstitution labile, and will undergo atom transfer reactions under photolysis
conditions.(64) The reactions of ReX(CO)s with carbon tetrachloride, pyridine, and
triphenylphosphine at .A. =366 nm are
hv

ReX(CO)s ~ [ReX(C0)412 + 2CO

(6.22)

CC4

hv

ReX(CO)s ~ cis-ReX(CO)4PY + CO
py

hv

ReX(CO)s ~ cis-ReX(CO)4(PPh3) + CO

(6.23)
(6.24)

PPh3

(X =CI, Br, I)
Thequantum yields for these reactions are in the 0.06 toO.34 range.
Metal car bonyl halides can also under go photoredox reactions if an MLCT
chromophoreofsuitableenergyispresentinthecomplex.ThecomplexCrI(CO)s,
for example, has a characteristic long-wavelength absorption at 638 nm that is due
to an I ~ Cr (LMCn absorption. Irradiation into this chromophore for a solution
of CrI(CO)s in acetonitrile leads to the formation of iodine and the zerovalent
chromium complex Cr(CO)sMeCN with a quantum yield of 0.01 (Ref. 65):

t

CrI(CO)s + MeCN ~ Cr(CO)sMeCN + h

(6.25)

The theoretical aspects of photochemical substitution reactions ofMnCl(CO)s
and related complexes have been addressed. The approach used involves the use of
a self-consistent field analysis of the photosubstitution reaction. From an analysis
of the electron-density shifts that occur upon excitation to the two photoreactive
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e,3

states
Ea and \,3A2), the primary reaction modes have been found to be axial CO
loss in the \,3Ea state, and equatorial CO loss in the \,3A2 state.(66)

6.3.2.

Hydrides, A/ky/s, and Ary/s

The photolysis of manganese pentacarbonyl hydride results in decarbonylation
with formation of MnH(CO)4:
MnH(CO)5

hv
~

MnH (CO)4 + CO

(6.26)

The reverse carbonylation reaction occurs at longer wavelength photolysis.(67) The
l6-electron species MnH(CO)4 has been observed in a frozen argon matrix. A
similar pathway is followed for ReH(CO)s. Thus, when the photolysis is carried
out in the presence of a ligand such as PBU3, substitution occurs, resulting in the
formation of ReH(CO)4(PBu3) (Ref. 68):
ReH(CO)s + PBU3

hv

~

ReH(CO)4(PBu3) + CO

(6.27)

Subsequent photolysis results in the slow formation of ReH(CO)(PBu3h. Photolysis of MnH(CO)s in the presence of a strong acceptor ligand such as PF3 leads
to multiple substitution of the carbonyl ligands by PF3.(69) A similar result is
observed with alkyl cobalt tetracarbonyls.(70) These reactions involve the initial
photodissociation of a carbonyl ligand to give a coordinately unsaturated intermediate, which then thermally adds the phosphine ligand to give the final product.
When alkyl-substituted carbonyl complexes are photolyzed, reactions other
than ligand substitution can occur. One such reaction is the migratory insertion
reaction that involves carbonylation of an alkyl complex to give an acyl product.
Thus when MnCH3(CO)s is photolyzed in an argon matrix at 17 K, the 5-coordinate acetyl complex Mn(COCH3)(CO)4 formed by migratory insertion is
observed(7\):
(6.28)
Such a reaction is an important one since this intermediate has been proposed for
the carbonylation of MnCH3(CO)s to Mn(COCH3)(CO)s under thermal conditions. (72) The pathways followed in these photochemical insertion reactions have
been studied both by low-temperature matrix techniques and by time-resolved
infrared spectroscopy. At 12 K, photolysis of trans-I15-cpMo(CO)2MeL (L =
P(OEth, PPh3, PBU3) results in CO loss, followed by the rapid reverse thermal
carbony lation of the coordinately unsaturated intermediate:
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trans-"s-cpMo(CO)2MeL

~ trans-"S-cpMo(CO)MeL + CO
A

(6.29)

For the cis complex cis-"s-cpMo(CO)2Me(p(OEt)3), a similar photodissociation of
CO occurs, but for cis-"s-cpMo(CO)2MeL, where L is PPh3 or PBU3, the ligand L
is photodissociated. Photolysis of the acetyl complex trans-"scpMo(CO)2(COMe)L leads to the stereospecific production of trans-"scpMo(CO)2MeL, where dissociation of a carbonyl ligand is the primary
photoprocess(73):

trans-"s-cpMo(CO)2(COMe)L -+ trans-"s-cpMo(CO)2MeL + CO (6.30)
For the photolysis of ,,'-cpCr(CO)3Me at 12 K, a-elimination to give the
methylidene hydride complex can occur. This reaction to give the methylidene
hydride complex "s-cpCr(C0)2(-CH2)H occurs via the coordinately unsaturated
intermediate methyl complex "s-cpCr(CO)2Me (Ref. 74):
,,'-cpCr(CO)3Me ~ 11'-cpCr(CO)2Me-+
"s-cpCr(COh (=CH2)H

(6.31)

Ambient temperature flash photolysis of "s-cpFe(CO)2(COMe) confmns that
the initial step in the photochemical conversion of this complex into the methyl
complex is dissociation of a carbonyl ligand, followed by rearrangement of the
coordinately unsaturated acetyl complex 11'-cpFe(CO)(COMe) into the product
methyl complex "s-cpFe(CO)2MeP')
A second rearrangement that has been observed with complexes of type
MnR(CO)s is the conversion of the " I-allyl complex Mn(,,1-C3Hs)(CO)s into the
113-allyl complex Mn(,,3-C3Hs)(CO)4:

Such a conversion of the allyl ligand from a one-electron to a three-electron donor
coordination results from the generation of a vacant coordination site upon the
initial photodissociation of a carbonyl ligand.(76) This intermediate Mn("l_
C3Hs)(CO)4 then becomes coordinately saturated again as the allyl ligand isomerizes from I" to 3".
Irradiation of the ,,1 complexes MnR(CO)s (R 111-CsCls, "l-CH2Ph) at 95 K
leads to CO loss, and the formation of the ,,3 and 11' products Mn(113-CsCls)(CO)4,
Mn(" S-CsCls)(CO)3, and Mn(,,3-CH2Ph)(CO)4. Irradiation at ambient temperature
results in both CO loss and the homolysis of the alkyl-manganese bond:

=
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MnR(CO)4 + CO

MnR(CO) 5

hll

(6.33)

Mn(CO)5 + R
The quantum yield for CO loss increases at shorter wavelengths where axial or
equatorial loss is observed from populations of di or di-/ orbitals, respectively.
Higher energy excitation favors equatorial CO loss.(77)
The photolysis of the dimethyl complex OS(CH3)2(CO)4 yields methane, but
no ethaneP8) This reaction occurs by an initial photohomolysis of an Os-C bond.
A similar loss of an alkyl group has been observed in the UV irradiation of
MnR(CO)5 (R = CH3, C6H5). Bond homolysis occurs in these photoreactions of
MnR(CO)s as evidenced by the trapping of the alkyl and manganese pentacarbonyl
radicals that are formed by 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl nitrosodurene(79):
MnR(CO)s

hv

~

Re + Mn(CO)se

(6.34)

The quantum yield for Mn-R homolysis is independent of wavelength.
The pseudotetrahedral methine tricobalt carbonyl cluster compound C03{j.tCH) (CO)9 undergoes an unusual photoreaction in the presence of hydrogen to give
methane and the tetracobalt carbonyl cluster C04(CO)12 (Ref. 80):
(6.35)
The quantum yield for the reaction is approximately 0.01, and the presence of
hydrogen is necessary because C03{j.t-CH)(CO)g is photoinert in its absence.

6.3.3.

Complexes with Nitrogen Donor Ligands

A nitrogen donor ligand that shows a strong resemblance to a carbonyl ligand
in terms of its a-donor and n-acceptor character is a nitrosyl ligand. Nitrosyl
complexes can be prepared by reactions of metal carbonyl complexes with nitric
oxide (NO). This compound, which is an odd-electron molecule, is generally
considered to be a three-electron donor when complexed to a transition metal center.
The bonding to the metal is through the nitrogen, and the n-acceptor character of a
nitrosyl ligand is slightly greater than that of a coordinated carbonyl. For the case
of Co(COhNO, photosubstitution with isotopically labeled ·CO and triphenyl-
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phosphine results in the selective replacement of a carbonyl ligand with either ·CO
or PPh3 (Refs. 81 and 82):
•

hv

Co(COhNO + CO --+
hv

Co(COhNO + PPh3 --+

Co(COh(*CO)NO + CO

(6.36)

Co(CO)2(NO)PPh3 + CO

(6.37)

When PF3 is used in this photoreaction, mUltiple substitution occurs to give the
complexes Co(CO)3-n(NO)(PF3)n (n =1,2,3).<'°) Again, substitution of the nitrosyl
ligand is not observed.
Many transition metal carbonyl complexes are known that have an aromatic
nitrogen ligand bonded to the metal center. These complexes can have either one
or more monodentate pyridines, or else a bidentate ligand such as 2,2'-bipyridyl or
1,100phenanthroline in addition to the carbonyls. Carbonyl complexes with aliphatic amines are known, but they are less common than those that contain an
aromatic nitrogen donor ligand. Among the complexes with aliphatic amines are
those that have monodentate ligands such as ammonia or primary amines (RNH2),
or those that have chelating amines such as ethylenediamine. In Table 6.1 are listed
a selection of carbonyl complexes having nitrogen donor ligands that have been
reacted under photochemical conditions. (83) From these examples in Table 6.1, it is
apparent that for complexes of type M(CO)sL (M Mo, W), that photosubstitution
of either L or a carbonyl ligand can occur.
The formation of the chelate-substituted complexes is a stepwise reaction that
involves an intermediate of type M(CO)sL. The photosynthesis of the complex
W(CO)4(bpy) from W(CO)6 can be taken as an example. This complex can be
obtained by photolyzing benzene solutions containing W(CO)6 and the bidentate
ligand bpy. The reaction follows a pathway that involves the initial photolytic

=

Table 6.1. Photochemical Reactions of Metal Carbonyl
Complexes having Nitrogen Donor LigandsQ
Complex
Mo(CO>SNH3
Mo(CO)sNH3
W(CO)sNH3
W{CO>Spiperidine
W(CO>S(1-PrNH2)
W{CO>S(1-PrNHv

Reagent

co
I-Pentene
l-Pentene
Piperidine
I-PrNH2
I-Pentene

Product
Mo(CO)6
Mo(CO)s(l-pentene)
W(CO>S(l-pentene)
W(CO)ipiperdineh
W(CO)il-PrNHV2
W(CO>S(l-pentene)

"Morse. D. L.; Wrighton. M. S. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 11176. 98. 3931.
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hv

W(CO)6 + bpy ~ W(CO)s(bpy) + CO
A

W(CO)S + bpy ~ W(COMbpy) + CO

Scheme &.3.
formation of the monodentate bpy intermediate W(CO)s(bpy), which then undergoes a thermal ring closure with the elimination of a carbonyl ligand to give the
final chelate complex (Scheme 6.3). (84-88) For bpy as the ligand in this reaction, the
ring-closure second step occurs by an associative pathway. When, however, bulky
substituents are used with bpy- orphen-type ligands, pressure effects on the reaction
rate indicate that the reaction follows a dissociative pathway.(89) The two pathways
that are operable for CO substitution in these complexes involve one that is
dissociative from ligand field states, and one that is associative from MLCT
ones.(90)
A quantum yield and picosecond absorption study of the photosubstitution of
the axial CO ligand in Cr(CO)4bpy by triphenylphosphine to give
Cr(CO)J(PPh3)bpy suggests that photodissociation of the carbonyl ligand occurs
either from higher vibrational levels of a directly excited spin-singlet MLCT state,
or from a ligand field state. Each of these states can be accessed by direct excitation
in the near-UV and visible region of the spectrum. Both of these excited state
manifolds deactivate to the ground state via the triplet MLCT state (Scheme
6.4). (91-93)
Dimeric transition metal carbonyl complexes containing diimine ligands have
also been studied. These complexes are generally of the type where a single diimine
chelate is bound to one end of the carbonyl dimer. For complexes of type (CO)sMM(CO)J (diimine) (M = Mn, Re) the lowest energy absorption band is due to a

--co
--co

Scheme 6.4.

State diagram for carbonyl photodissociation from Cr(CO)4bpy.
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MLCf transition to the diimine ligand. In certain cases both fluorescence and
phosphorescence is observed, whereas in other cases only phosphorescence occurs.(94) Irradiation into this MLCf band can result in photochemical reactions. As
an example, photolysis of the complex (CO)sMn-Mn(COh(diimine) leads to
metal-metal bond homolysis, and the resulting radical recombination reactions
give both Mn2(CO)IO and Mn2(CO)8(diimine) (Refs. 95 and 96):
2(CO)sMn-Mn(CO)3(diimine) ~ Mn2(CO)1O + Mn2(CO)8(diimine)

(6.38)

Photolysis of Mn2(CO)8(phen) in the presence of CC4, however, results in the
formation of a mixture of MnCI(CO)s and MnCI(COhphen. The reaction, which
involves the initial photohomoloysis of the Mn-Mn bond followed by chlorine
atom abstraction from CC4 by the resulting Mn radicals, is discussed in more detail
in a later section of this chapter. (97) In other cases, however, photolysis leads to the
dissociation of a carbonyl ligand rather than to homolysis of the intermetallic bond.
The quantum yields of these particular reactions are dependent on both the metal
and the ligands in the complex. The photodissociation of a carbonyl ligand has also
been proposed as the initial step in the photochemical disproportionation reactions
of these complexes.(98) In this case two electron donor ligands such as THF or a
tertiary phosphine induce the photodisproportionation of the complex (CO)sMM(COh (diimine) (M = Mn, Re) into a cationic complex M(COh(diimine)U and
an anionic complex M(CO)s (Refs. 99 and 1(0):
(CO)sM-M(COh(diimine) ~ M(COh(diimine)L- + M(CO)s

(6.39)

L

Since the MLCT states themselves are not usually photoreactive in these complexes, it is possible that the reactions occur from (1(/ states that are populated by
intersystem crossing from the initially populated MLCT state.

6.3.4.

Complexes of Refl) with Diimine Ligands

t

The cationic monomeric complexes Re(CO)4(diimine formed in the reaction
ofEq. (6.39) when L= CO show excited state redox reactions. Reductive quenching
experiments of the excited state with substituted methoxybenzenes and with
chloride ion leads to an approximate value of 1.5 V being found for the Re(CO)4(diiminet*/Re(CO)4(diimine) excited state potential.(IOI) Photosubstitution is also
observed with these complexes, although a definitive assignment of the photoactive
states that lead to these different reactions has not yet been achieved.
A considerable amount of work has focused on understanding the photophysical behavior of the halo analogue complexes ReX(COh(diimine). These complexes, where the diimine is a bipyridine- or a phenanthroline-type ligand, show
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emissions both in the solid state at 77 K and in fluid solutions at 298 K. The
absorption spectra show bands in the region of 380-450 nm, and emission band in
the vicinity of 530 om. The ambient temperature lifetimes are approximately one
order of magnitude less than those at 77 K.(I02) These complexes obey the energy
gap law, which predicts that for a series of related excited states based on the same
chromophore, radiationless decay rates are determined largely by vibrational
overlap between the ground and excited states. In comparing a series of related
excited states, there is a proportionality between the logarithm of the nonradiative
rate constant knr and the emission energy Eem (Refs. 103 and 104):

lnknr oc Eem

(6.40)

The excited states in these complexes resemble those of Ru(bpy)~+ (Chapter 5) in
being popUlated by a MLCT transition from the metal to the n *orbital of the diimine
ligand. Many of the photoredox reactions of Ru(bpy)~+ are therefore potentially
possible with these rhenium complexes.(105)
Complexes of this type have also been used as spectroscopic probes in
technologically important photosensitive thin fibers. (106)
The excited state quenching reactions of this rhenium carbonyl system can be
studied by replacing the spectator chloride ligand with one that can itself act as an
intramolecular quencher. One such complex is Re(COh(bpy)(py-P1Zt, where
py-PTZ is a phenothiazine (Fig. 6.3). Another such complex is
Re(CO)J(bpy)(MQ+)2+, where MQ+ is the N-methyl-4,4'-bipyridinium cation (Fig.
6.4).0 07- 109) In each case the initial MLCT (Re ~ bpy) excited state undergoes
intramolecular electron transfer to the chemically bound quencher:
(bpy-)Rell(CO)J(MQ+i+* ~ (bpy)Reill(C0)3(MQ)2+

(6.41)

(bpy-)Rell(CO)3(py-P1Zt* ~ (bpy- )ReI (COh(py-P1Z-+)

(6.42)

Figure 6.3. Structure of the phenothiazine py-PTZ.
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Figure 6.4. Structure of the N-methyl-4,4'-bipyridinium cation MQ+.

For the MQ+ complex, oxidative intramolecular quenching occurs to give a formal
Re(llI) center and a MQ· radical. For the py-PTZ complex, however, reductive
intramolecular electron transfer quenching occurs to give a product having a formal
Re(I) center and a py-PTZ·+ radical. The subsequent decay of these redox separated
states occurs by back electron transfer. This ligand-to-ligand electron transfer
occurs with LfG '" -2.0 V, and is well within the inverted region as predicted by the
Marcus theory.(llO) The linear correlation between In knr and -Eem for a series of
complexes of this type verifies the applicability of the energy gap law to electron
transfer in the inverted region. The emissions from these complexes can be switched
from MLCTto ligand-localized (n --+ n *) excited states by changing the substituents
on the bipyridyl ligands, and also by changing the temperature. This switching
between these two states is a result of their being close in energy to each other. (111,112)
This energy gap is also sensitive to solvent, therefore the excited state reactivity of
these complexes can be varied by changing the solution medium in which they are
dissolved.
A similar Re(CO)J(bpy) complex with a nitrobenzene moiety bound to a
pyridine by a flexible crown ether also shows intramolecular transfer that is solvent
dependent.(1I3) In dichloromethane solvent two structural forms exist that are
interrelated by intramolecular folding. The two forms are reversibly interconverted
by changes in temperature, with each form showing different electron transfer
reactivity.
Ligands have been designed that link two Re(COhbpy moieties together.
These complexes allow for a comparison to be made between the photophysical
properties of monomers and dimers. One approach to synthesizing dimers uses
4,4'-bipyridine as a bridging ligand between the two rhenium centers (Fig. 6.5).
The initial MLCT excitation is followed by rapid energy transfer between the metal
centers across the 4,4'-bipyridine bridging ligand. It is possible that this intramolecular energy transfer occurs by a combination of an electron and energy
transfer "cascade" in the bridged complex.(114) An alternate approach to preparing

Figure 6.5. 4,4'-Bipyridine-bridged Re(COhbpy centers.
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dstyy
Figure 6.6. Styryl-bridged bis(bipyridine) ligand dstyy.

~

NON
N-M-N

~
Figure 6.7. Substituted pyrazine-bridging ligands.

preparing dimers uses a styryl bridged bis(bipyridine) ligand dstyy (Fig. 6.6) to
connect the two Re(CO)3(MeCN) centers. For the bimetallic complex
[{(CO)3(MeCN)Rehdstyyf+ with this ligand, the intraligand (11: ~ 11:*) excited
state is the lowest energy state over the temperature range 77-298 K. By contrast,
the monomeric analogue of this complex has its MLCT state as the lowest energy
state at 298 K, with the 11: ~ 11:* state being the lowest at 77 K. (115) Other approaches
to synthesizing dimers use substituted pyrazines (Fig. 6.7) or crown ether linked
pyridines (Fig. 6.8) to link the Re(CO)3(bpy) centers.(116,117) In an alternate strategy,
the cyanide ion has been used to bridge a Re(COh(phen) moiety to a Ru(bpy)2
center. (11 8)

Figure 6.8.

Crown ether linked pyridines.
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Complexes with Tertiary Phosphine Ligands

Tertiary phosphines form stable complexes with metal carbonyls. Since the
tertiary phosphine is a stronger donor than is a carbonyl ligand, the net effect is to
increase the 1l-back bonding to the carbonyl, and hence the metal-carbonyl bond
strength. In Table 6.2 are listed some of the tertiary phosphine carbonyl complexes
that have been reacted under photochemical conditions.
The photochemistry of transition metal carbonyl phosphine complexes has not
been widely studied because the phosphine ligand does not have any particular
electronic or structural features that will result in localization of the excited state
on it, thereby imparting unusual photophysical properties or photochemical reactions to the complexes. One advantage of using phosphine-substituted metal
carbonyl complexes rather than simple binary carbonyls, however, is that the
chemical reactivity of the initial photoproduct can be tailored by changing the
substituents on the phosphine ligand to modify the donor/acceptor and steric
features. This effect of ligand control is exemplified by comparison of the photoreactions of Mn2(CO)1O and Mn2(CO)sL2 (L =tertiary phosphine) with Sn-H and
Si-H bonds. In each case photolysis results in the loss of a carbonyl ligand, and
oxidative addition of an Sn-H or an Si-H bond to the manganese site of CO
losS.(119-121) For the substituted complexes Mn2(CO)sL2, the rate of oxidative
addition of these bonds decreases as the steric requirements of L increase.
Tertiary phosphine ligands have also been used to control the excited state
energies of rhenium(J) complexes of type ReX(CO)4L (X = halogen; L = CO,
piperidine, PPh3). For the case of L =piperidine or PPh3, emission from the ligand
field band is observed at 293 K. Since the ligand field energies follow the sequence
CO > PPh3 > piperidine, the emission energy of these complexes can be tuned by
choosing the ligand whose position in the spectrochemical series best matches the
desired properties of the excited state.(122)
Bridging tertiary phosphine ligands across two metal centers can be used to
prevent the photohomolysis of metal-metal bonds for cases where such an event is
to be expected. A consequence of such a strategy is an increase in the lifetime of
the excited state. An example of such an excited state lifetime is the use of dmpm

Table 6.2. Photochemical Reactions of Metal Carbonyl
Complexes having Tertiary Phosphine Donor Ligandsa
Complex

Reagent

CC\4
CCl4

Product

MnCl(CO)4PPh3
MnCl(CO)s
MnCl(CO)4PPh3

"S. A. Jackson, P. M. Hodges, M. Poliakoff, 1. J. Turner, F.-W. Grevels J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 1990, 112, 1221.
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as a bridging ligand in the complex Re2(CO)sL2. In a rigid poly(methyl methacrylate) film at 293 K the complexes Re2(CO)1O and Re2(CO)s(PPh3h are nonemissive.
Under the same experimental conditions, however, the emissive da~da * state of
Re2(CO)6(p-dmpm)2 has a lifetime of 4.8 jlS.(123)

6.3.6.

Complexes with Alkene Ligands

The photochemistry of the complexes Fe(COMalkene) have received considerable attention. The complexes show an absorption band between 250 nm and 290
nm (e =4500-9500) that has been assigned to an MLCT transition to the coordinated alkene.o 24) Irradiation of Fe(COMdimethyl maleate) leads to both photoexchange of the coordinated dimethyl maleate with isotopically labeled dimethyl
maleate, and to cis ~ trans isomerization of the coordinated alkene:

H'C"C02IIe
( CO)"re-1i

C

Me02C" 'H
(6.43)

~C02IIe=*= H'c"C02IIe
(CO)"re-1i
+ II
=*=

Me02C'c= C"c02..e

u"

C

U" 'CO2.

C

H" 'CO2'"

'u

Irradiation of the methylacrylate complex Fe(COMCH2=CHCO~e) in the
presence of excess methylacrylate at-30 DC gives the bis-methylacrylate complex
Fe(COh(CH2=CHCO~e)2:

Fe(COMCH2=CHCO~e)

hv

+ CH2=CHCO~e ~

Fe(COh(CH2=CHCO~eh

+ CO

(6.44)

Irradiation at 20 DC instead of -30 DC results in the formation of a metalacyclopentadiene complex instead of the bis-methylacrylate complex(125):
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When the 1,2-dibromoethylene complex Fe(CO)4(cis-CHBr=CHBr) is
sUbjected to photolysis, the insertion of iron(O) into a carbon bromide bond is
observed, leading to the formation of the vinyl complex
Fe2(CO)6Br(CH=CHBr) (Ref. 124):

(6.46)

The reaction pathway possibly involves the formation of an intermediate
monomeric bromovinyl iron(II) complex, which then reacts with photogenerated
Fe(CO)4 to give the bimetallic product.
Irradiation of the cydobutadiene complex Fe(COh(114-C4H4) results in the
initial loss of a carbonyl ligand. Irradiation in a krypton matrix with A. > 280 nm
yields carbon monoxide and Fe(COh(114-C4H4) [Eq. (6.47)].(126) If the reaction is
carried out at higher temperature, the bimetallic complex Fe2(COh(114-C4fuh is
formed [Eq. (6.48)](127):

[Qj-Fe(CO)3 ~ [Qj-Fe(CO)2 + CO

[Qj-P e (CO)3

(6.47)

hv ~
(6.48)

Irradiation of the butadiene chromium tetracarbonyl complex again results in the
loss of a carbonyl ligand as the primary photoprocess, and the formation of the
tricarbonyl complex Cr(COh(112-C4H6) (Ref. 128):

hv.

~Cr(CO)3

+ CO

(6.49)
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Although it is believed that the major photochemical reaction is loss of a carbonyl
ligand trans to the alkene, an alternative photoprocess could involve conversion of
the complex into a monoene chromium tetracarbonyl species.o29-131)
The photoreactions of cyclopolyene metal carbonyls have become useful
routes for the synthesis of oligocyclic adducts. The use of photochemical
reactions has the advantage over thermal reactions for these conversions in that
the desired products can often be obtained in high selectivity. One of the earliest
examples of such a reaction is the photoaddition of butadiene to Cr(COh(171,3,5-cycloheptatriene) to give Cr(COh(17 -bicyclo[ 4.4.1]undeca-l ,3,7 -triene)
(Ref. 132):

(CO)3 Cr

o

+

~

q)
hv

(6.50)

Cr( CO)3

Both Fe(COh and Cr(COh templates have been used for the cycloaddition reaction
between an alkyne and a coordinated 17-1,3,5-cycloheptatriene to give a product
that has a complexed triene(133,134):

(CO)3Fe

o

+ RC:CR

-

hv

(6.51)

The primary photoprocesses in this reaction under low temperature conditions
involves CO loss, followed by a 17 6 --+ 17 4 hapticity change in the coordinated triene.
Following the loss of a coordinated CO, subsequent reactions of the coordinated
alkene lead to coupling reactions and the formation of the product. The C-C
bond-forming reactions occur stepwise, with the final step in the sequence being
the coordination of the dissociated CO. If the photoreaction is carried out at
wavelengths greater than 350 nm, the coupling reaction is wavelength independent. (135)
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Complexes with Arene Ligands

Complexes containing both carbonyl and arene rings coordinated to the metal
center again have the possibility of undergoing different photochemical reactions
depending on whether the initial photoprocess occurs at the carbonyl or the arene
ligand. An example of such a complex is the benzene complex (,,6_C6H6)Cr(COh.
Photolysis of this complex in the presence of donor ligands L yields the substituted
complexes (,,6_C6H6)Cr(CO):zL.(136.137) By adding benzene isotopically labeled
with carbon-13, it has also been shown that the arene group undergoes arene
exchange. The quantum yield for the loss of a carbonyl group from (,,6C6H6)Cr(COh to give (,,6_C6H6)Cr(COh is high, whereas that for arene exchange
is extremely low.(138.139) Indeed, because arene exchange in (,,6_C6H6)Cr(COh
is an efficient thermal reaction, it is likely that the predominant pathway for
arene exchange in the photolysis reaction with (,,6_C6H6)Cr(COh is a thermal
process(136):

(6.52)
arene

co

Photolysis of the benzene complex ,,6-C6H6Cr(COh in a Nujol mull at 77 K shows
that for this complex the loss of CO occurs as a reversible processY40) This result,
along with similar observations made in methane matrices at 12 K, provides further
good support that loss of CO is a primary photoprocess in these complexes. (141,142)

6.3.8.

Complexes with Cyclopentadienyl Ligands

The monomeric iron complexes (1J5-cp)FeX(COh (X
photoinduced loss of halide ion(\43):

= CI,

Br) undergo

(6.53)
The reaction is carried out in a solvent with a high dielectric constant such as
DMSO, and the final product is the dimer [(1J5-cp)Fe(COh)]Z. No formation offree
halogen is detected, and isobestic points are observed in the electronic absorption
spectrum when the photolysis is carried out at wavelengths> 400 nm. Photolysis
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of the chloro substituted derivative ("s-cp)FeCI(CO)2 with multidentate tertiary
phosphine ligands Ln leads to different products depending on the nature of the
ligand Ln. When Ln is a bidentate ligand L--L, photosubstitution of the carbonyl
ligands occurs to give the neutral complex ("s-cp)FeCI(L--L) [Eq. (6.54)]. When,
however, Ln is a tridentate ligand L--L--L, the ionic complex [(" 5-cp)Fe(L-L--L)]CI
hv

("S-cp)FeCI(CO)2 + L--L ~ ("S-cp)FeCI(L--L) + 2CO

(6.54)

hv

("S-cp)FeCI(CO)2 + L--L--L ~ [("S-cp)Fe(L--L--L)]CI + 2CO (6.55)
is formed.(I44)
A similar photosubstitution of the carbonyl ligands occurs with the manganese
complex (,,5 -cp)Mn(COh. (145.146) For these complexes the ligand field excited state
is photolabile, but for the rhenium analogue complexes they are photoinert when
the relaxed charged transfer state is at lower energy than the ligand field excited
state. All of the carbonyl ligands in ("s-cp)Mn(COh can also be photosubstituted.
Such is the case for the formation of ("s_cp)(,,6_C6H6)Mn from the photolysis of a
mixture ("s-cp)Mn(CO)3 and benzene(147):
("s-cp)Mn(COh + C6H6 ~ ("s_cp)(,,6_C6H6)Mn + 3CO

(6.56)

The photolability depends on the particular ligands in the complex. An example
that illustrates this point is the pair of complexes ("s-cp)Mn(CO)2py and (,,5_
cp)Mn(CO)2PPb). For the case of ("s-cp)Mn(CO)2py, the pyridine ligand is preferentially photolabilized, but for the complex ("s-cp)Mn(CO)2PPh3 it is the
carbonyl ligand that is photoabilized(145. 148):
(,,5-cp)Mn(C0)2py ~ (,,5-cp)Mn(COh + py

(6.57)

("s-cp)Mn(COhPPh3 ~ (,,5-cp)Mn(CO)PPh3 + CO

(6.58)

A kinetic study of the photosubstitution of the analogous pentamethylcyclopentadiene complex (,,5-Mecp)Mn(COh with triphenylphosphine shows that the reaction
occurs in a stepwise manner to give (,,5-Mecp)Mn(CO)2PPh3 then (,,5_
Mecp )Mn(CO)(PPh3h with quantum yields of 0.77 ± 0.05 and 0.59 ± 0.05 for the
respective forward reactions (Scheme 6.5). The reverse step in the second reaction
occurs with a quantum yield of 0.88 ± 0.05. The ratio between the rate constants
for the recombination of (,,5-Mecp)Mn(COh with CO or PPh3 is 0.5, and that for
(,,5-Mecp)Mn(CO)PPh3 with CO or PPh3 is 3.5.0 49) Photolysis of cyclopentadienyl
transition metal carbonyl complexes in the presence of hydrogen can be used for
the synthesis of metal hydride complexes, although the method is not a general one
since the hydrides themselves can undergo photodehydrogenation (Chapter 4). For
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hv

(17'-Mecp)Mn(COhPPh3 + PPh3 ~ (17'-Mecp)Mn(CO)PPh3)2 + CO

Scheme 6.5.

the complexes (17' -cp )M(CO)4 (M =V, Nb, Ta), the type of product formed in their
photolysis with hydrogen depends on the individual metal complex that is used.(I'O)
For the case of vanadium the molecular hydrogen complex (17'-cp)V(COh(17 2-H2)
is formed, whereas for the case of tantalum the dihydride complex (17 5cp)Ta(CO)3H2 is obtained. An intermediate situation exists with niobium where
both complexes (17'-cp)Nb(COh(jl-H2) and (17'-cp)Nb(COhH2 are obtained in
equilibrium with each other.(151)
The photochemical loss of CO can be used to generate unusual species and
intermediates that would be otherwise be difficult to obtain. For example, the
photochemical conversion of (17'-cp)Fe(COhSiMe2SiMe3 into' (17'cp)Fe(COhSiMe3 has been found to proceed via the iron-silylene intermediate
(175-cp)Fe(COhSiMe2(=SiMe2), which undergoes further photoreactions to give
the product (Scheme 6.6).0'2.153)

-

Scheme 6.6.
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Infrared and time-resolved infrared spectroscopy have been used to detect
intermediates in the photoreduction of cyclopentadienyl metal carbonyl complexes.
In a Nujol mull at 77 K, it has been verified that the photolysis of (115-cp)Mn(COh,
(115-Mecp)Mn(COh and (115-cp)Re(COh results in the loss of a carbonyl ligand
from each complex,054) For the dimer [115-cpFe(COhh, photolysis leads to both
carbonyl loss and to metal-metal bond homolysis.(I55) The photoreaction is a
particularly complex one because even for the single process involving loss of a
CO ligand the coordinately unsaturated transient can equilibrate between different
structural forms. These transients have varying numbers of terminal, bridging, and
semibridging carbonyl groups, as well as having different intermetallic bond
multiplicities.(156) Such species appear to be present in very small concentrations,
however, since they cannot be detected even by time-resolved infrared spectroscopy
(TRIR). These TRIR experiments can, however, distinguish between CO dissociation and Fe-Fe bond homolysis. The photodissociation occurs principally upon UV
irradiation, whereas the Fe-Fe bond homolysis is promoted by both UV and visible
irradiation. The branching ratio between Fe-Fe bond homolysis and CO dissociation in the irradiation of [115-cpFe(COhh with UV light is 0.9:1.(157)
The photolysis of [115-cpFe(COhh in the presence of ligands (L) results in
substitution. The reaction can proceed via homolysis of the metal-metal bond to
give 17-electron radicals (L = P(OMeh), or via the intermediate complex (11 5cphFe2(u-COh,058,159) An example is shown in Eq. (6.59) forL= MeCN. A similar
chemistry is observed with [115-cpMo(COhhY60)

6.3.9. Atom Abstraction Reactions
Atom abstraction reactions have been discussed in Chapter 4 where it was
noted that the excited state is a diradical that can abstract an atom from another
molecule. For such reactions to be efficient, it is advantageous for the reactant
molecule to be closely associated with a vacant coordination site of the metal
complex. An idealized cartoon of such a process is
hv

M(CO)n + X-Y ~ M(CO)n-l(X- Y)* + CO

(6.60)

where coordination of the molecule XY occurs into a vacant site in the reactive
excited state. Steps leading up to possible oxidative addition or halogen atom
transfer reactions with metal carbonyls have been probed by a variety of techniques,
including transient difference infrared spectroscopy. For Cr(CO)6, where the
photodissociation of CO occurs in less than 250 fs, it is likely that solvent
coordination with the 16-electron intermediate Cr(CO)s competes with vi bra-
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tionalcooling.(161-163) Upon photolysis of Cr(CO)6 in the presence of a bromoalkane for example, the initial photoproduct is the bromoalkane complex
Cr(CO)s(RBr), which has the alkyl group associated with the chromium(O) center.
This species is short-lived, however, since it then rearranges to the more stable
isomer Cr(CO)s(BrR) with a direct Cr...Br interaction. This rearrangement has an
activation barrier of 6.4 (± 1.5) kcal mol-1 (Ref. 164):
Cr(CO)6 + RBr

hv
~

-co

Cr(CO)s(RBr)

~

Cr(CO)s(BrR)

(6.61)

This second complex Cr(CO)s(BrR) has now a geometrically correct structure for
the transfer of a bromine atom to occur from carbon to chromium. For W(CO)6 in
a CC4 doped argon matrix the weakly bound complex W(CO)s(CCI4) is characterized by a near UV absorption at 380 nm, and also by IR bands due to v(CO) at
2088, 1973, and 1943 cm-1.(16S) The CC4 molecule is sufficiently weakly bound
that it can be photochemically replaced in the matrix by argon in an equilibrium
reaction that can be directed to either product by changing the wavelength of the
incident irradiation:
W(CO)s(CCI4) 3~m W(CO)s(Ar)
43Snm

(6.62)

One of the earlier observations of atom abstraction reactions was in the
photoreactions of binuclear manganese and rhenium carbonyl complexes with
aliphatic chlorocarbons.(l66) An example of this reaction is
(CO)sMn-Mn(COhphen

hv
I

CH:zCltcC4

MnCI(CO)s + MnCI(COhphen (6.63)

where the photolysis of (CO)sMn-Mn(COhphen, in a mixture of CH2Ch and CCl4
as solvent, leads to the formation of a mixture of the chloro complexes MnCI(CO)s
and MnCI(COhphen.
These two photoproducts result from the abstraction of a chlorine atom from
CCl4 by the Mn(CO)s and Mn(COhphene radicals that are formed in the photohomolysis of the Mn-Mn bond in (CO)sMn-Mn(COhphen. A radical chain mechanism has been proposed for this and similar reactions, but since the quantum yields
generally fall in the range of 0.3-0.7, the reactions are not photocatalytic.(167) The
photochemical reaction between Mn2(CO)sL2 (L CO, PBU3, PEt3, P(OMeh,
P(OPhh, PPh3) and alkyl halides RX (R = PhCH2, X = CI, Br) gives an equimolar
mixture of the halo complex MnX(CO)4L and the benzyl complex MnR(CO)4L.
The reaction proceeds by a radical chain pathway involving CO dissociation from
Mn2(CO)sL2 followed by Mn-Mn bond homolysis of the coordinately unsaturated
dinuclear intermediate Mn2(CO)?L2 (Scheme 6.7).{16S) For the photoreaction be-

=
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Mn2(CO)sL2 ~ Mn2(COhL2 + CO
Mn2(CO)7L2 ~ Mn(CO)3L + Mn(CO)d,
Mn(COhL + RX ~ MnX(COhL + R
R + Mn2(CO)?L ~ MnR(CO)d, + Mn(COhL
MnX(COhL + CO ~ MnX(CO)d,
Mn(COhL + CO ~ Mn(CO)d,
2Mn(CO)d, ~ Mn2(CO)sL2
Scheme 6.7.

tween Mn2(CO)1O and SnHBu~, the initial photochemical step is again the loss of
carbon monoxide from the dimer. The final products are MnH(CO)s and
Mn(SnBu~)(CO)s, with a key step being the coordinately unsaturated intermediate
Mn2(C0)9 undergoing oxidative addition of the Sn-H bond at a single Mn center
to give (CO)sMn-MnH(SnBu3)(CO)4 (Scheme 6.8).(169) For the analogous compounds Mn2(CO)sL2 (L =tertiary phosphine), the rate of the analogous oxidative
addition step decreases as the ligand L becomes more sterically bulkyY70)
Atom abstraction reactions also occur with ,,5-cyclopentadienyl substituted
metal carbonyl complexes. Laser photolysis (460-490 nm) of [,,5-cpM(COhh in
the presence of organic halides (RX) leads to the formation of the halo compounds
115-cpM(CO)3X (M = Mo. W). The reactivity trends RI > RBr > RCI, and benzyl>
allyl> 3° > 2° > 1° > CH3, follow those expected for a free radical pathway.o71)
The reaction involves formation of the 17-electron intermediate
cpM(COh,
which then abstracts a halogen atom from the substrate (Scheme 6.9). The ,,5cpM(COh radical is trapped by oxygen at a rate that is close to diffusion controlled.

,,5-

Mn2(CO)9 + SnHBu3 ~ (CO)sMn-MnH(SnBu3)(CO)4
(CO)sMn-MnH(SnBu3)(CO)4 ~ MnH(CO)s + Mn(SnBu3)(CO)4
Mn(SnBu3)(CO)4 + CO ~ Mn(SnBu3)(CO)5
Scheme 6.B.
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['75-cpM(COhh

~

2'7 5-CpM(CO)3

'75-cpM(COh + RX -+ '75-cpM(COhX + R
(M=Mo, W)
Scheme6.g.

6.4.

PHOTOCHEMICAL DISPROPORTIONATION OF
METAL CARBONYL DIMERS

Although the early photochemistry of bimetallic carbonyl complexes centered
on metal-metal bond homolysis and ligand dissociation reactions, another class of
reactions that can occur involves photodisproportionation between the two metal
centers(172):
(6.64)
Examples of such reactions are the formation of an equimolar mixture of
Mn(COh(NR3)t and Mn(CO); from reacting Mn2(CO)1O with amines, and of
('75-cp)Mo(C0)2(PR3)! and ('75-cp)Mo(CO)3" from [('75-cp)Mo(COhhand tertiary
phosphines:

Mn2(CO)1O + 3NR3
5

~

Mn(COh(NR3)t + Mn(CO); + 2CO

[('1 -cp)Mo(COhh + 2PR3

(6.65)

hv
5
+
-+
('7 -cp)Mo(COh(PR3)2

+ ('75-cp)Mo(CO)3" + CO

(6.66)

These disproportionation reactions are examples of photoinduced electron transfer
reactions. Early mechanistic considerations were based on the concept that polar
solvent molecules induced a dipole in the metal-metal bond,(173-175) and that
excitation of this dipolar species led to the heterolytic cleavage of this bond.(176)
Subsequently, however, it has been shown that these reactions occur in nonpolar
solvents, thereby reducing credence that solvent polarity is the only contributing
factor that affects the mechanism, and establishing the importance of the incoming
ligand.(177)
In general, disproportionation reactions occur when bimetallic complexes are
irradiated at wavelengths that induce metal-metal bond homolysis. The strong
energy dependence of the disproportionation of [('1 5-cp)Mo(COhh in the presence
of phosphines is suggestive of two parallel photochemical pathways. One of these
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is a high energy (A. =290 run) disproportionation pathway involving metal-metal
bond homolysis, and the other is a low energy (A. 405 run) pathway involving a
second primary photoprocess. This second photoreaction involves ligand substitution by the phosphine PR3 to give (11s-CP):zM02(CO)s(pR3). In special cases,
however, where the phosphine has low steric bulk, disproportionation occurs with
the low energy radiation. In this photochemical disproportionation of [(11 scp)Mo(COhh in the presence of phosphines or phosphites P(ORh, the quantum
yield is often greater than unity. This observation supports the involvement of a
chain mechanism.(17S) For a chain mechanism the initial photostep can still involve
homolysis of the metal-metal bond to give a pair of (11s-cp)Mo(CO)3 radicals,
followed by phosphine substitution to give (11s-cp)Mo(CO)2PR3. It is possible,
however, that this monosubstituted 17-electron intermediate will not act as a
reductant before coordinating a second molecule of phosphine to give the 19-electron intermediate (11s-cp)Mo(C0)2(pR3)2. The electron transfer step is proposed to
occur from this intermediate

=

(11s-cp)Mo(C0)2(pR3)2 + [(11 s-cp)Mo(CO)3h ~
(11 s-cp)Mo(C0)2(pR3)! + [(11 s-cp)Mo(COh]2"

(6.67)

and the large negative reduction potentials of <1.5 V versus SCE for the photogenerated 19-electron complexes support such a concept.(179,180)
Early evidence for chain mechanisms in the reactions of metal carbonyl
complexes came from a kinetic study of the reaction between Co(CO)4(SnCh) and
phosphines where it was observed that the reaction was inhibited by oxygen and
galvinoxyl, and strongly catalyzed by light [Eq. (6.68)].(ISI)
Co(CO)4(SnCh) + 2PR3 ~ Co(C0)2(PR3)! + SnCI3 + 2CO

(6.68)

A radical chain pathway that explains the disproportionation of both [(11 5cp)Mo(COhh and C02(CO)S in the presence of phosphines or phosphites P(OR)3
is shown in Scheme 6.10.(1S2) In all disproportionation reactions, both substitution
and ionic products are observed due to the coupling of substituted radicals.
Overall it appears that these disproportionation reactions follow the same
pathway irrespective of whether they are carried out under thermal (dark) or
photochemical conditions.(IS3) The difference, if any, is in the initiation step that
leads to the formation of the organometallic radicals.

6.5.

PHOTOINDUCED AND
PHOTOCATALYZED REACTIONS

In earlier sections mention was made of the use of photochemical reactions to
generate reactive metal carbonyls that can then act as homogeneous catalysts for a
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hv

C02(CO)S + 2PR3 ~

2Co(C0)3(pR3) + 2CO

Co(C0)3(PR3) + C02(CO)s ~ Co(C0)3(PR3t + C02(CO)i!
C02(CO)i! ~ CO(CO)4 + CO(CO)4
Co(CO)3(PR3t + PR3 ~ Co(CO)3(PR3)!
CO(CO)4 ~ CO(CO)3 + CO
CO(CO)3 + PR3 ~ Co(CO)3(PR3)
Co(C0)3(PR3) + CO(CO)4 ~ C02(CO)7(PR3)
2CO(CO)3(PR3) ~ C02(CO)6(PR3)2
2CO(CO)4 ~ C02(CO)8
Scheme 6.10.

range of different reactions. In all cases the organometallic species that is considered
to be the catalytically active reagent is one that is coordinately unsaturated. Many
homogeneously catalyzed reactions occur with metal complexes that are both
low-valent and coordinately unsaturated. Such complexes can undergo twoelectron oxidative addition reactions, and can coordinate substrates that undergo
subsequent reactions at the metal center.o 84,185) The photogeneration of active
catalysts from metal carbonyls follow these guidelines. Binary carbonyls have the
metal center in a zerovalent oxidation state, and the loss of one or more carbonyl
ligands upon excitation by light results in the generation of either 16-, 14-, or
12-electron species as one, two, or three carbonyl ligands, respectively, are lost.
These resulting species can readily undergo oxidative addition or ligand association
reactions.

6.5.1.

Hydrogenation of Alkenes

One of the most widely studied examples of photocatalysis by organometallic
complexes is the photocatalytic hydrogenation of dienes by Group VI transition
metal carbonyls M(CO)6 (M =Cr, Mo, W). One of the earliest discoveries was the
finding that Cr(CO)6 is a good catalyst for the light-induced hydrogenation of
2,3-dimethylbutadiene and 1,3-cyclohexadiene to 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene and cyclohexene respectively(l86):
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n

+ H2

0

+ H2
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..

--((6.69)

..

0

No other isomers are obtained in the reaction. Further work with other dienes has
verified the generality of this selective 1,4-hydrogenation.(187) The dienes that are
reactive have the ability to readily achieve the s-cis conformation, which is the
preferred geometry for coordination to the metal center:

..

II

(6.70)

s-trans

s-cis

These reactions are true examples of photocatalysis because the reaction continues
for several hours after the irradiation source has been removed. In the photohydrogenation of norbomadiene with 366 nm irradiation in the presence of Cr(CO)6, a
mixture of nortricyclene and norbomadiene is formed in a constant ratio. No dimer
product from the coupling of two alkenes is observed. (188) The rate of hydrogenation
closely parallels the amount of Cr(COl4(NBD) complex that is formed photolytically during the initial stages of the photolysis. The catalyst can be introduced as
the preformed compound Cr(COl4(NBD). The major difference is in the selectivity
of the trans-trans, trans-cis and cis-cis isomers toward hydrogenation, where the
presence of Cr(CO)6 appears to inhibit the hydrogenation of the trans-cis isomer.(189,190) In a labeling study with 13CO designed to probe the mechanistic details
of the reaction, it has been found that the compound W(CO)4(NBD) under irradiation at A. > 280 nm results in the formation of complexes into which 13CO is
incorporated. Both axially and equatorially substituted carbonyl ligands are present
in this complex, and initially the bands due to the axially substituted species are
enhanced over those due to the equatorially substituted species. However, contin-
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Scheme 6.11.

ued photolysis causes a reversal of this process because a subsequent thermal
reaction converts the axially substituted isomer into the equatorial one.(191.192) The
reaction path involves the initial loss of an axial carbon monoxide ligand from
W(CO)4(NBD) to give the pentacoordinate intermediate, which then adds 13CO to
give the photoproduct (Scheme 6.11). The thermal conversion of the axially
substituted complex to the equatorial isomer occurs by a mechanism whereby one
of the double bonds of norbomadiene becomes dissociated from the metal. The
isomerization mechanism requires that the interchange between axial and equatorial carbonyls occurs at a fast enough rate that the pentacoordinate intermediate
does not competitively scramble all of the carbonyl ligands by a Berry pseudorotation pathway.
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There is also evidence for the intermediacy of alkene chromium carbonyl
complexes in alkene hydrogenation. An example are the intermediacy of
trans,trans-2,4-hexadiene chromium tetracarbonyl in the photocatalytic hydrogenation of trans,trans-2,4-hexadiene.(193) Substituted chromium tricarbonyl complexes that have ligands that can be replaced by alkenes also act as homogeneous
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hydrogenation catalysts. Two such complexes are Cr(COh(CH3CNh and Cr(COh(arene).(I94,19S) These compounds act as homogeneous catalysts at low temperatures, and give high turnover numbers. When the reactions are carried out in the
presence of deuterium rather than hydrogen, a high selectivity toward the formation
of the 1,4-dideutero product is observed. The kinetic data show a small inverse
isotope effect in the rates of reduction with either H2 or D2 alone (kHlkn .". 0.9).
By the use of time-resolved infrared spectroscopy, the reaction ofCr(CO)4 with
dienes has been studied. This tetracarbonyl species can be photogenerated by the
photolysis of Cr(CO)6 in the gas phase at 248 nm. The addition of a diene such as
1,3-pentadiene to this photogenerated Cr(CO)4 results in the formation of a highly
excited complex Cr(CO)4('74-diene)* that can collisionally relax to form
Cr(COM'7-4diene), or relax via double bond dissociation to form Cr(COM'12diene). This latter '12-diene complex can then rearrange at a longer time scale
first-order process to give Cr(COM'14-diene). In each case Cr(COM'14-diene) is
the final product of the relaxation process.o 96)
The photocatalytic hydrogenation of dienes with M(CO)6gives the intermediateM(CO)4(diene) (M Cr, Mo, W), which then photodissociates an axial carbonyl
ligand and thermally adds a molecule of hydrogen to this 16-electron intermediate
(Scheme 6.12).0 97 ) Infrared characterization of this adduct with hydrogen shows
that it is best described as a nonclassical '72-H2 complex M(CO)3('72-H2)(diene).
No spectral evidence is found for the presence of classical dihydrides in the system.
It is proposed therefore that the hydrogenation mechanism involves intramolecular
transfer of the nonclassical '12-H2 to the diene.(198) A further complex that likely
plays a role in these photohydrogenation reactions is M(CO)3(114-diene)(112-diene).
At ambient temperature it has been shown thatfac and mer isomers ofW(COh(11 4diene)(112-diene) are present in the catalytic mixtures, and these isomers can be
interconverted photochemically. These species therefore act in the photocatalytic hydrogenation reaction to provide a reservoir of the coordinately unsaturated species M(COh('14-diene), and also to facilitate its fac -+ mer
isomerization.
Iron pentacarbonyl also acts as a photocatalyst for the hydrogenation and
isomerization of alkenes. The quantum yield for pentene-l and pentene-2 hydrogenation is close to 500, supporting the postulate that a thermal catalyst is generated
in the photoreaction.o 99) The reaction has been studied in detail for the case of
ethylene, where laser irradiation results in the formation of the intermediate
Fe(COh(C2H4)2. This intermediate then thermally loses one of the coordinated
ethylenes to give the active thermal catalyst Fe(COh(C2fu) (Scheme 6.13).(200,201)
Addition of hydrogen to this and other intermediates of type Fe(COh(alkene) gives
FeH2(COh(alkene), which then leads to the catalytic cycle.

=
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Scheme 6.13.

6.5.2.

Isomerization of Alkenes

Transition metal complexes that act as hydrogenation catalysts are usually
catalytically active in isomerization reactions. This duality of function reflects a
similarity in the mechanistic features of each system. Each pathway generally
involves insertion of an alkene into a metal-hydrogen bond. For a hydrogenation
sequence the intermediate metal alkyl complex formed by such a reaction can
undergo three reactions, one of which results in isomerization of the alkene. These
reactions are (i) reaction with a second metal hydrogen bond to give the alkane, (ii)
P-hydrogen transfer to revert back to the metal hydride and the original alkene, and
(iii) p-hydrogen transfer to give the isomerized alkene. These separate steps are
shown in Scheme 6.14.(184,185)
One of the earlier reports of photoinduced alkene isomerization was the finding
that iron pentacarbonyl under the influence of UV irradiation causes the isomerization of undecene-l and octene-l. (202) The carbonyls of iron are the most effective
isomerization catalysts, although small amounts of isomerized alkenes are observed
with M(CO)6 (M =Cr, Mo, W), Mn2(CO)1O, Ni(CO)4, C02(CO)8, C04(CO)12, and
OS2(CO)9. Subsequent work with Cr(CO)6 in the gas phase, however, has shown
that it is an efficient catalyst for the isomerization of butene-l to butene-2 when
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irradiated at 248 nm. (203) The primary yield of butene-2 is independent of the partial
pressure of Cr(CO)6, which argues against the involvement of dimers or higher
homologs in the photoreaction.(204) Both MO(CO)6 and W(CO)6 are more reactive
than Cr(CO)6in this photoisomerization of alkenes.(205) This reactivity sequence of
W(CO)6 > > MO(CO)6 > Cr(CO)6 parallels the expected stability order for the
complexation of alkenes, where third-row transition metals form the strongest
metal-alkene bonds. Such considerations have led to the proposal that a key
intermediate in the photoisomerization pathway is a ll-allyl complex. Similarly, for
the photocatalyzed isomerization of pentene-l to pentene-2 with Fe(CO)s, all-allyl
complex ofFe(COh is proposed as a key intermediate.o 99) Such a species can result
directly from a bis(alkene)Fe(CO)3 complex, or be formed from a carbonyl-bridged
iron dimer.(206,207) Support for the formation of a bis(alkene)Fe(COh intermediate
comes from the isolation of such a complex Fe(CO)3(cis-cyclooctene)z from the

photolysis of a mixture of Fe(CO)s and cis-cyclooctene at -40 0c. (208) The photochemistry of M(CO)s (M = Fe, Ru) with ethylene has been studied in some
detail.(209) Both M(COh(C2R4h and M(COh(C2H4h are important because they
are substitutionally labile, and it is likely that they serve as precursors to allylic
intermediates in the isomerization pathway.

6.6.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF MONOMERIC
ISOCYANIDE COMPLEXES

An isocyanide ligand, RNC, is isoelectronic with a cyanide, acetylide, or
carbonyl ligand. Isocyanides coordinate to a metal in an "end-on" mode through
the isocyanide carbon atom, and they are good a-donors and ll-acceptors. Homoleptic or mixed-ligand complexes can be prepared with isocyanide ligands, and they
are high in the spectrochemical series.

6.6.1.

Hexacoordinate Monomers

The electronic absorption spectra of the hexacoordinate d 6 complexes
M(CNPh)6 (M = Cr, Mo, W) each show three or four absorption bands between
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250 nm and 500 nm due to dn-m * (MLCT) transitions. These bands are at lower
energy than those found in the M(CO)6 (M = Cr, Mo, W) series because of
stabilization of the n* orbital due to conjugation with the phenyl ring of the
isocyanide ligand, and also because of the increased electron density on the metal
center due to the higher basicity of PhNC as compared to CO.(21O)
Photolysis of the complexes M(CNPh)6 (M =Cr, Mo, W) in pyridine solution
results in replacement of an isocyanide ligand by pyridine(211):
hv

M(CNPh)6 + py --+
(M

M(CNPh)5PY + PhNC

(6.71)

=Cr, Mo, W)

The quantum yields at 313 nm follow the sequence Cr (0.54) > Mo (0.11) > W
(0.01). For the case of M = Cr, Mo, a dissociative mechanism is proposed, but for
the case ofM =W, it has been suggested that an associative mechanism is operative
via a 7-coordinate intermediate.
The analogous hexacoordinate d 6 complex Fe(CNMe)~+ also undergoes photosubstitution reactions. Photolysis of this complex at 254 nm or 365 nm in the
presence of water gives the aquo complex Fe(CNMe)4(H20)~+, presumably via the
intermediate formation of the monosubstituted aquo complex Fe(CNMe)s(H20)2+
(Ref. 212):
(6.72)

A similar reaction between water and the mixed ligand complex Fe(CNh(CNMe)4
results in photo substitution of the methyl isocyanide ligand to give first
Fe(CNh(CNMeh(H20), then the diaquo complex Fe(CNh(CNMeh(H20h as the
final product. (213)
The 16-electron J3 complexes Ir(CNR)! undergo photoassociation in solution
in the presence of a ligating solvent L. The reaction may be reversed when the light
source is removed:
hv

Ir(CNR)! + L ~ Ir(CNR)4L

(6.73)

Similarly, when the photolysis of Ir(CNMe)t is carried out in the presence of excess
methyl isocyanide, the pentacoordinate complex Ir(CNMe)! is formed(214):
Ir(CNMe)t + MeNC --+ Ir(CNMe)!

(6.74)

These iridium(I) isocyanide complexes show deep blue colors in solution due
to the presence of oligomers [Ir(CNMe)4]~+ that are associated through intermetallic
bonding.(215) Photolysis of these oligomers results in their dissociation into
monomers. Photolysis of a mixture of [lr(CNMe)4]~+ and MeNC leads to the
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n+ hv
~

[Ir(CNMe)4]n

+

nIr(CNMe)4

[Ir(CNMe)4 + MeNC ~ Ir(CNMe)s
Scheme 6.15.

fonnation of Ir(CNMe)! in a reaction sequence where the initially fonned monomer
Ir(CNMe)4 associates with the added methyl isocyanide to give Ir(CNMe)! (Scheme
6.15).

6.6.2. Atom Abstraction Reactions
Like metal carbonyl complexes, isocyanide complexes will undergo atom
abstraction reactions if they are photolyzed in the presence of compounds that can
undergo homolytic reactions. Photolysis of solutions of the complexes M(CNPh)6
(M =Mo, W) in chlorofonn leads to the formation of the 7 -coordinate complexes
MCI(CNPh)t where the metal center has undergone a two-electron oxidation(211):
M(CNPh)6 + CHCh

~ MCl(CNPh)6" + CHCf

(6.75)

These reactions have been proposed to follow an SRN 1 pathway where the initial
photoinduced single electron transfer step gives the ion radicals M(CNPh)t and
CHCli. Amore likely pathway, however, is atom transfer, where the excited state
M(CNP1)6 abstracts a chlorine atom from CHCh to give MCI(CNPh)6 and
CHCh, followed by electron transfer to give the final products. Another example
of photochemical halogen abstraction from an organic halide by an isocyanide
complex is found in the reaction of the photogenerated radical Pd(CNMe)t with
alkyl halides to give PdX(CNMe)t (Refs. 216-218):
Pd(CNMe)t + Cx.. ~ PdX(CNMe)t + CX3

(6.76)

Again this reaction is a two-electron oxidation at the metal center.

6.7.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF DIISOCYANIDEBRIDGED DIMERS

In 1975 it was found that cationic aryl isocyanide complexes of rhodium(l)
fonned aggregates in solution via the fonnation of weak metal-metal interac-
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tions.(2l9) These polymeric solution aggregates were identified by the presence of
a series of absorption bonds in the near ultraviolet region of the electronic spectrum.
These solution aggregates are insufficiently stable to be used for designing photoreactive reagents that involve multimetallic centers, but their discovery did lead
to a rational synthesis being devised for dimeric isocyanide complexes of the lantern
type, where the metal centers are held sufficiently close together that their dr.2
orbitals interact. The first such dimer uses the ligand 1,3-diisocyanopropane, which
is abbreviated as "bridge." The dimeric complex [Rh2(bridge)4]2+ with four bridging 1,3-diisocyanopropane ligands in a square planar eclipsed conformation has
been prepared by treating [RhCI(1,5-CsH12)]2 with 1,3-diisocyanopropane(220):
[RhCI(1,5-CsH12)]2 + 4bridge ~ [Rh2(bridge)4]Ch + 2(1,5-CsH12) (6.77)
This dimer has the two cationic rhodium(I) centers held sufficiently close together
(3.242(1) A) for an intermetallic interaction to occur, but not close enough together
for a formal metal-metal bond to be present (Fig. 6.9).(221)

6.7.1. Reaction with Hel
The orbital interactions along the z-axes of the coupled rhodium(l) centers lead
to a separation of 553 nm between the lAl g and lA2u levels. Since the lAl g ~ lA2u
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transition is an allowed one, the extinction coefficient for this absorption at 553 nm
has the large value of 14,500 M-I em-I. One of the more important reasons for the
interest in the photochemistry of Rh2(bridge)~+ is the observation that irradiation
at 546 nm of solutions of this complex in 12 M HCl results in the evolution of
hydrogen:
546nm

[Rh2(bridge)4]Ch + 2HCl ~ RMbridge)4Ch]Ch + H2

(6.78)

Considerable effort has been expended to understand the species that are
present in solutions of Rh2(bridgt')~+. Initially it was believed that solutions of
Rh2(bridge)~+ in 12 M HCl gave the dimeric hydride complex Rh2(bridge).J!3+.
This species was identified by the presence of an absorption band at 578 nm (e =
52,700 M- I em-I), and the fact that its protonation reaction is reversible in solutions
of lower acidity(222):
(6.79)
Based on this premise, the photochemical formation of hydrogen from 12 M HCl
is therefore a photoreaction of [Rh2(bridge)4H]Ch with hydrochloric acid:
546nm

[Rh2(bridge)4H]Ch + HCl

~

RMbridge)4Ch]Ch + H2

(6.80)

The final product, along with hydrogen, is the metal-metal bonded dirhodiulI}(II)
complex [Rh2(bridge)4Ch]Ch. Further studies on this system, however, have
shown that these dirhodium complexes undergo oligomerization in solution to
produce a variety of different species.(223) These oligomers may be in equilibrium
with each other, and the composition of the solution is dependent on both the acidity
of the solution, and on the presence or absence of oxygen. Irradiation (A. > 520 nm)
at -60 °C of aerobic solutions of [Rh2(bridge)4R]Ch results in a photoinduced
disproportionation reaction to give [Rh4(bridge)sH2]CI4 and [Rh2(bridge)4Ch]Ch:
3[Rh2(bridge)4H]Ch

hv
~

[Rh4(bn'dge)sH2] C14

+ [Rh2(bridge)4Ch]Ch + HCl

(6.81)

Under thermal aerobic conditions the reverse conproportionation reaction occurs
to give [Rh2(bridge)4H]Ch. In solutions of high concentration ofHCl the tetrameric
complex [Rh4(bridge)sH2]CI4 is converted into [Rh2(bridge)4HC1]Ch and hydrogen:
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If oxygen is present in the solution a second pathway is followed whereby an
oxidation reaction occurs to give a mixture of [Rh2(bridge)dICnCh and
[Rh2(bridge)4Ch]Ch:

[Rh4(bridge)sH2]C4 + 02 + 3HCl-+ [Rh2(bridge)dICl]Ch +
[Rh2(bridge)4Ch]Ch + 2H20

(6.83)

Under these conditions no hydrogen is formed, but instead the other product is
water.
An alternative method can be used to generate photoactive tetranuclear rhodium clusters. This method involves the initial air oxidation ofRh2(bridge)~+ in an
H2S04 solution to give the tetrameric cation Rh4(bridge)r:
2Rh2(bridge)~+ +t02 + 2H+ -+ Rh4(bridgqr + H20

(6.84)

Irradiation (A > 520 nm) of this tetranuclear cationic cluster in 12 M HCl solution
produces a mixture of Rh2(bridge)4Cl~+ and hydrogen. In hydrochloric acid solution
it is believed that two chloride ions coordinate to the tetrameric cluster, and hence
the photogeneration of hydrogen from hydrochloric acid follows the pathway(224,225)
[Rh4(bridge)sCh]4+ + 2HCl ~ Rh4(bridge)8Cl~+ + H2

2+

N
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(6.85)
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The different chloride substituted rhodium dimers and clusters formed in these
reactions under different solution conditions have been characterized by a combination of electronic spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. The X-ray crystal
structure of the Rh2(II) dimer [Rh2(bridge)4Ch]Ch . 8H20 has an Rh-Rh distance
of 2.837(1) A (Fig. 6.10).(226) This distance is considerably shorter than that in the
Rh2(I) dimer [Rh2(bridge)4]Ch (3.242(1) A), which is in agreement with molecular
orbital models that show there is a a-bond between the rhodiums in
[Rh2(bridge)4Ch]Ch. The cationic cluster Rh4(bridge)sCls+ has also been characterized by X-ray crystallography. (227) This compound Rh4(bridge)sCI5+ differs from
the photoactive species believed to be present in 12 M HCl by the loss of only a
single chloride ion. The structure consists of two binuclear Rh2(bridge)~+ units
linked by a Rh-Rh bond. The chloride ion bridges the Rh4(bridge)f units to form
a rigorously linear infinite chain of repeating Rh4Cl units.

6.7.2.

Structure and Spectroscopy

From the molecular orbital diagram shown in Fig. 6.11 it is clear that the energy
gap between the la2u and 2al g orbitals will be sensitive to the magnitude of the
separation between the rhodium(I) centers in a Rh2(I) dimer. As the Rh2(1) distance
decreases a red shift to low energy in the la2u ~ 2alg transition is predicted. For
such a trend to be verified it is necessary for a family of closely similar complexes
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to be synthesized. Such a series of complexes has been prepared using the series of
binucleating isocyanide ligands 4-bridge, TM4-bridge, and CYCLO-bridge (Fig.
6.12).(223,228,229) The spectroscopic and X-ray structural data for the complexes
Rh2(4-bridge)f", Rh2(TM4-bridge)f", and Rh2(CYCL05-bridge)~+, along with
Rh2(bridge)~+, are collected in Table 6.3. For the extreme case between
Rh2(bridge)~+ and Rh2(CYCL05-bridge)~+ where the respective Rh2(I) distances
are 3.242(1) A and 4.479(2) A, the absorption bands are at 553 nm and 423 nm,
which represents a red shift of 130 nm as the Rh2(I) centers become more closely
spaced.

6.7.3.

Mixed Diisocyanide Tertiary Phosphine Complexes

Although steric considerations do not allow homoleptic face-to-face lantern
type complexes to be formed with bridging tertiary phosphines, mixed-ligand
lantern type complexes containing a combination of bridging diisocyanides and
tertiary phosphines can be isolated. Examples are known where both the isocyanides and phosphines are bridging ligands, and other examples have been studied
where the ditertiary phosphine functions in a bridging mode and the other coordination positions are occupied by monodentate isocyanides. Two examples of such
complexes are Rh2(dimen)z(dppm)~+ (dimen = 1,8-diisocyanomethane) and
Table 6.3. Spectroscopic and X-Ray Structural Data for
Dirhodium(l) Complexes having Bridging Diisocyanide Ligands
Aab

Aem

Rh2(1) distance

Complex

(run)

(run)

(A)

[Rh2(bridge)41 2+

553
526
515
423

656
634
614
583

3.242(1)

[Rh2 (4-bridge)41 2+
[Rh2(TM4-bridge)41 2+
[Rh2(CYCL05-bridge)41 2+

3.262(1)
4.479(2)

Source: Mann, K. R.; Thich, J. A.; BeJl, R. A.; Coyle, C. L.; Gray, H. B./norg. Chern.
1980, 19, 2462; Mann, K. R.; Gray, H. B. Adv. Chern. Ser. 1979, J73, 225.
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Rh:zL2(dppm)~+ (L = 2,5-diisocyano-2,5-dimethylhexane). The Rh2(I) bond distance in Rh2(dimenh( dppm)~+ is 3.161(1) A, which is typical for dppm complexes
of Rh2(1), but which requires that the dimer bridges undergo considerable conformational distortion to accommodate such a short distance. The absorption spectrum
of Rh2(dimenh(dp:Em)~+ shows an absorption due to la2u ~ 2alg at 565 nm,(230)
and Rh:zL2(dppm)t shows an absorbance due to -this transition at 595 nm.(230)
Dirhodium(I) complexes with a bridging dppm or dpam [dpam =1,2-bis(diphenylarsino)methane)] ligand and monodentate isocyanide have similar structures with
close Rh-Rh separations. Examples of such comglexes are Rh2(RNC)4(dppm)~+ (R
=tert-Bu, n-Bu, Ph) and Rh2(n-BuNC)4(dpam)t.(231-233)

6.7.4.

Electron Transfer Reactions

The photochemistry of these dirhodium(I) complexes follow the same basic
photophysical principles that were discussed for the complex Pt2(POP)t. The triplet
excited state in Fig. 6.13 is generated by the transfer of an electron from an
antibonding lau orbital into a bonding 2alg orbital. The triplet excited state
therefore has a single electron in the high energy 2alg orbital, and a vacancy for an
electron in the low energy la2u orbital. As a consequence, such a triplet state is
expected to be both a one-electron reductant and a one-electron oxidant. The
situation resembles that found in the excited state Pt2(POp)t* and Ru(bipy)~+·. A
major difference between these excited states is that in Ru(bipy )~+* the odd-electron
is centered on a bipyridyl ligand and the hole vacancy is centered on ruthenium,
whereas in Pt2(POp)r* and Rh2(I)* complexes both the odd-electron and the hole
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Figure 6.13. Electro configuration of the singlet and triplet excited states for Rh2(I) dimers.
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Rh2(dimen)~+ ~ Rh2(dimen)t + 2eRh2(dimen)~+ ~ Rh2(dimen)~++ e-

2Rh2(dimen)~+ ~ Rh2(dimen)t + Rh2(dimen)~+
Scheme 6.16.

vacancy are centered on the diplatinum or dirhodium center.(234) For the tetrameric
rhodium(I) complexes Rh4(bridge)t similar arguments can be made, and the
excited states can participate in oxidation-reduction reactions.
These oxidized and reduced species have been probed by electrochemical
techniques. Three compounds that have been studied are Rh2(dimen)~+,
Rh2(bridge)~+, and Rh2(dimenh(dppm)~+, which are the rhodium dimers at the
extremes with respect to their rhodium-rhodium separations. The complex
Rh2(dimen)~+ in the presence of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate as supporting
electrolyte shows a quasi-reversible oxidation wave at +0.46 V against
Ag/AgCl.(228) This wave represents a net two-electron oxidation of Rh2(dimen)~+
to Rh2(dimen)t. Such a conversion may involve either a two-electron oxidation,
or a one-electron oxidation followed by rapid disproportionation of the I-electron
oxidized intermediate (Scheme 6.16). This instability ofRh2(dimen)~+ to one-electron oxidation or disproportionation differs from the reactivity for Rh2(bridge)~+
which, by contrast, dimerizes to Rh4(bridge)t at a diffusion controlled
rate.(223,225,235) For the mixed-ligand complex Rh2(dimenh(dppm)~+, the oxidation is now observed as a quasi-reversible wave at +0.70 V against
Ag/AgCl.(229) This one-electron oxidized complex Rh2(dimenh(dppm)~+
with closely spaced rhodium centers cannot dimerize to give a tetramer or
associate to undergo disproportionation because of steric repulsions between
the pheny 1groups on the dppm ligands. As a consequence this Rh2(I, II) complex
is now isolable.
The addition of chloride ion to solutions of these isocyanide Rh2(I) complexes
causes a change in their electron transfer characteristics. In the presence of chloride
ion the one-electron oxidized complex Rh2(dimenh(dppm)~+ is no longer stable,
but it now rapidly disproportionates into Rh2(dimenh(dppm)f and Rh2(di2+
menh( dppmh :

cr

2[Rh2(dimenh(dppm)~+ ~

Rh2(dimen)z(dppm)f + Rh2(dimen)z(dppm)~+

(6.86)
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The effect of chloride ion is to form a bridge between the rhodium centers, thereby
facilitating the electron transfer between metal centers. This result shows that in
the photoreactions of Rh2(I) complexes in the presence of HCI, disproportionation
reactions of odd-electron intermediates can provide pathways for the generation of
the oxidized and reduced products that are observed.

6.7.5.

Halogen Atom Transfer Reactions

=

The Rh2(I) complex Rh:zL2(dppm)~+ (L 2,5-diisocyano-2,5-dimethylhexane), prepared from Rh:zU+ and dppm, shows the expected spectroscopic features
of a d 8-d 8 face-to-face dimer (Amax 595 om). The triplet lifetime is 1 J.lS.
Irradiation of a mixture of Rh:zL2(dppm)~+ and RX (CH2Ch, CHCh, CCI4) at 595
nm leads to the formation of the Rh2(II) complex Rh:zL2(dppmhCI ~+ .(236,237) The
quantum yield for the reaction decreases in the order CH2Ch < CHCh < CCI4. Two
pathways for the reaction that have been considered are electron transfer and atom
transfer. An electron transfer pathway involves the initial formation of a separated radical pair, which by subsequent reactions yields the Rh2(I, II) complex
Rh2CIL2(dppm)~+ and an alkyl radical RO (Scheme 6.17). Such a pathway,
although plausible, is unlikely because of the low reduction potentials of the
alkyl chlorides.(238,239) In an atom transfer pathway, the alkyl radical and the
Rh2(I, II) complex Rh2CIL2(dppm)~+ are formed in a single step. For
Rh2L2(dppm)~+ the favored mechanism is an inner-sphere type pathway where
excited state atom transfer occurs with synchronous electron transfer (Scheme
6.18).

=

RhzL2(dppm)~+O + RCI ~ RhzL2(dppm)f + RCr
RCr~Ro+Cr

Rh:zL2(dppm)i++ Cl- ~ Rh2CIL2(dppm)~+
Scheme 6.17

Rh:zL2(dppm)~+O + RX ~ RX....... Rh:zL2(dppm)~+
RX.......Rh:zL2(dppm)~+ ~ RhzXL2(dppm)~+ + RO

RhzXL2(dppm)~+ + RX ~ Rh2X:zL2(dppm)~+ + RO
Scheme 6.18.
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7
Photochemistry of Transition Metal
Alkene, Arene, Alkyl, Hydride, and
Carbene Complexes

Organometallic photochemistry provides a bridge between organic and inorganic
photochemistry. In some instances the photoreactions occur primarily at the metal
center, whereas in other cases the photochemistry is purely ligand centered. Finally,
cases exist where the photoreaction occurs at a metal-ligand bond, and the reaction
path is influenced by both the metal and ligand centers.

7.1.

ALKENE AND ALKYNE COMPLEXES

This section focuses on olefin complexes that contain no other n-acceptor
ligand such as a carbon monoxide. As such, the reactions will focus on photochemical reactions that occur at the coordinated alkene, and not on transformations where
the photoreaction is limited to loss of a carbonyl ligand. Nevertheless, many of the
reaction types are similar, and the reader will discern similarities between the
photoreactions discussed in this section and those covered in the section devoted
to alkene carbonyl complexes.
Alkenes and alkynes coordinate to transition metal centers via the double or
triple bond. The bonding has been described by the Chatt-Dewar-Duncanson
model where a (J bond is formed by electron donation from the filled n orbital on
the alkene or alkyne into an empty orbital on the metal center, along with a
synergistic back electron donation from a filled orbital on the metal center into the
empty n * orbital on the alkene or alkyne. Photoexcitation can therefore lead to either
an LMCT or an MLCT state, with the latter being found at the lowest energy for
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metal centers in a low oxidation state or for alkenes and alkynes that have electron
withdrawing substituents.

7.1.1.

Monoene Complexes

There are relatively few monoene complexes, other than those with carbonyl
ligands, that have been studied. One such group, however, are the homoleptic
dibenzylideneacetone complexes of zerovalent platinum and palladium. Dibenzylideneacetone «PhCH2CH=CHhCO; dba) coordinates to palladium(O) or platinum(O) via one of its double bonds to give bimetallic complexes having the
stoichiometry M2(dbah (M =Pd, Pt). These complexes are air stable and soluble
in organic solvents. The complexes have long-lived excited states but, by contrast
with the zerovalent complex Ph(dppmh, they do not undergo photoinduced oxidative addition of halocarbons.
The complex Pd2(dbah in solution shows electronic absorption bands at 350,
380, and 545 nm. The band at 350 nm is due to an intraligand charge transfer
transitionY)The band at 380 nm is due to an intermetallic d(/ ~ P(J transition, and
the lowest energy band at 545 nm is due to an MLCT transition.(2-5) The triplet
emission from this complex is observed at 730 nm. By comparison, the absorption
bands for Ph(dba)3 are found at 350, 400, and 620 nm, respectively, and the triplet
emission is observed at 800 nm. An analysis of the ground state spectroscopic
parameters reveals that both the palladium and the platinum complexes have only

weak intermetallic interactions. For Pd2(dbah the intermetallic stretching frequency v (M-M) is found at 76 cm- I, which corresponds to a force constant of 0.18
mdyn A-I. By comparison the corresponding stretching frequency in Ph(dbah is
found at 72 cm- I, which corresponds to a force constant of 0.30 mdyn A-I when
the mass difference is taken into consideration.(3)
The luminescence decay occurs as a single exponential with a triplet state
lifetime of 0.53 ± 0.02/-ls. The transient difference absorption spectrum ofPd2(dbah
shows an intense peak at 600 nm, which decays by a double exponential process.
The observed lifetimes of the two processes are 1.0 ± 0.1 ns and 0.50 ± 0.03 /-ls. (6)
The long-lived decay corresponds to an MLCTtriplet deactivation process, whereas
the short-lived pathway is likely associated with an isomerization of the complexed
dba, rather than with a fluorescence decay from the excited singlet state. These
excited state lifetimes in the nanosecond region are much shorter than that found
for the cis-trans isomerization in free dibenzylideneacetone (5.2/-ls). This isomerization must therefore be occurring at a coordinated and not a free dba. For Ph(dbah
only a single exponential decay is observed with a lifetime of 0.26/-ls. This decay
is due to an MLCT triplet deactivation process. In this case no short-lived decay
process is observed. This difference may be due to the increased strength or to the
decreased lability of the metal-alkene bond in the zerovalent platinum complex.
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VCH=CHlCH-CO ~
Fe

®
Figure 7.1. Strueture of Ferrocenyl substituted dibenzylidenacetone (dba-Fe).

Such a difference makes less favorable any alkene isomerization process that
involves a partial ligand dissociation step.
No reactions are observed between these excited states and the solvent, even
when halocarbon solvents are used. This difference in reactivity between M2(dbah
and M2(dppmh(7) may be due to the fact that in M2(dbah the excited state redox
potentials for the lowest energy excited states are relatively !!mall (IfJ+'. =-O.33V
vs. SSCE for both M = Pd or pt).o·8) This difference in excited state properties
results is a consequence of the alkene being a better n-acceptor ligand than a tertiary
phosphine, thereby making any addition reactions to the zerovalent metal center
less favorable. The concept of using pendant redox-active ligands to induce
photoelectron transfer reactions has also been applied to these alkene systems of
palladium(O). These Pd(O) complexes with an intramolecularly attached redox
center at the ligand periphery have been synthesized by use of the ferrocenyl (Fc)
substituted dibenzylideneacetone ligand (dba-Fc) shown in Fig. 7.1. The excited
state lifetime and the quantum yield for the emission from the complex Pd2(dbaFc h are some one to two orders of magnitude less than those observed for Pd2(dbah
itself. For Pd2(dba-Fch the excited state is centered on the Pd(O), and both energy
and electron transfer quenching processes to the ferrocene center are feasible
because ferrocene has both a low triplet energy and a readily accessible one-electron
oxidized state. (9)
The strong binding of alkene ligands to copper(l) and of amines to cobalt(lII)
has been used to employ aminoalkanes for investigating the long range electron
transfer between cobalt(lII) and copper(l) centers in a bimetallic complex. The
ligands used are of the type NH2(CH2)nCH=CH2 and py(CH2)nCH=CH2, where
the chain length can be varied by changing the value of n. The bimetallic complexes
obtained with these ligands have the general formulae (NH3)SCOm(.u-L)CuI , where
L is a bridging aminoalkene with the nitrogen end bound to cobalt(III), and the
alkene end bound to copper(I). Excitation into the Cu(l) d ~ n· band results in
intramolecular electron transfer from Cu(l)· to Co(lII) to give a product complex
having Cu(n) and Co(ll) centers:
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Scheme 7.1.

(7.1)

The quantum yields for this photoelectron transfer reaction decrease regularly as
the value of n increases, with electron transfer being facile for intermetallic
separations of up to 7-8 A.(IO)
Irradiation at 254 nm of solutions containing CuBr and norbornene results in
dimerization of the olefin.(ll) Subsequent work with copper triflate [Cu(OTF)] in
place of CuBr results in the formation of the exo,trans,exo dimer in 88% yieldY2)
Analysis of the quantum yield and other data from this photoreaction leads to the
conclusion that a 1:2 ratio of Cu(I):alkene complex is the direct precursor of the
dimer. A pathway involving a-bonded Cu-alkyl intermediates is a likely one
(Scheme 7.1), although an alternative pathway has been considered where the
copper ion acts purely as a template for the allowed photochemical [2+2] cycloaddition.

7.1.2.

Chelating Diene Complexes

The series of complexes RhCI(1,5-COD)(MeCN), RhCI(NBD)(MeCN) and
IrCI(1 ,5-COD)(MeCN) in acetonitrile solution all show intense bands in the visible
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and near-UV regions of the spectrum due to MLCT transitions from occupied metal

d orbitals to low energy n° orbitals on the alkene.(13) Emissive rhodium(I) and

iridium(I) diene complexes of type M(L-L)(dienet (M =Rh, Ir; L-L =en, bpy,
phen, 4,7-diphenyl, 2,2'-bipyrazine; diene = I,S-COD; I,S-hexadiene) also show
similar MLCT bands to the n° system of the alkene.o 4) For the complexes
M(en)(1,S-CODt, where the ancillary en chelate ligand has no extended aromatic
n-system, the electronic spectra resemble those of MCI(1,5-COD)(MeCN), and
both the singlet and triplet absorption bands can be assigned. The singlet-triplet
separation is -3200 cm-1. When the chelate ligand has an extended n system,
however, the lowest energy absorption band now becomes an MLCT transition to
the ancillary chelate ligand rather than to the alkene. The direct MLCT transition
to the triplet state Al- 3n) has not been observed, but the emissions from this
excited state have lifetimes in the O.S to 4.4 f,ls range. Upon lowering the temperature below 77 K the emission intensity ofM(bpy)(1,5-COD) decreases. This result
is indicative of an excited state manifold that is split into two energy levels by
spin-orbit coupling, with emission from the lower energy state being forbidden.
Such a situation has also been observed for the tertiary phosphine chelate complexes
[M(2=phos)2]+ [M =Rh(l), Ir(I)] (see Chapter 3). Further support for the excited
states of the complexes M(chelate)(diene having MLCT character to the n° orbital
of the alkene comes from the electrochemistry of these complexes.(IS)
Under irradiation at 254 nm, the tI complex [RhCI(1,5-COD)h causes the
isomerization of 1,5-cyclooctadiene to a mixture of 1,3-cyclooctadiene, l,4-cyclooctadiene and bicyclo [4.2.0]octene-7 (Scheme 7.2).(16) An additional product
of this photoreaction is the compound bicyclo [3.3.0]octene-2.(17) The isomerization reactions of 1,5-cyclooctadiene likely proceed via Rh{III) alkyl hydride intermediates. The bicyclic products result from photoreactions of either

e

t

o

254 om

[RhCl( COD)] 2

Scheme 7.2.

o
o
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Scheme 7.3.

1,3-cyclooctadiene or 1,4-cyclooctadiene in the presence of the rhodium complex
(Scheme 7.3).
Irradiation at 254 nm of a mixture of CuCI and 1,5-cyclooctadiene leads to the
formation of a tricyclooctane(16):

o

hll
•
CuCl

(7.2)

The reaction pathway involves the dissociation of 1,5-cyclooctadiene. The primary
chromophore that absorbs the light is the alkene bond of the free 1,5-cyclooctadiene, and the role of the Cu(I) complex is to shift the position of the photoequilibria
toward that of the more reactive cis, trans-, and trans, trans-l,5-cyclooctadiene
isomers.(1S)

7.1.3.

Photoassisted Conversion of
Norbornadiene to Quadricyc/ane

The Cu(l) halide photoassisted conversion of norbomadiene to quadricyclane
occurs with a high quantum yield:

hll ...
CuCl

(7.3)
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These solvent dependent quantum yields are in the 0.2--0.4 range at 313 om in either
CHCh or EtOH solvent. Conversions of over 90% are observed, and more than 200
moles of quadricyclane can be obtained per mole of CuCl.(19) This chemical system
can be potentially used for solar energy storage since in the presence of a catalyst
quadricyclane will spontaneously revert back to norbornadiene with the release of
energy. The borohydride complexes Cu(Bfu)(PPh3)z, Cu(Bfu)(PPh:zMe)3, and
Cu(Bfu)dppe yield quadricyclane at 313 nm with quantum yields of 0.18,0.27,
and 0.003, respectively.(20) Many of the necessary criteria for an efficient solar
energy storage system are satisfied by the isomerization of norbornadiene to
quadricyclane. One important criterion is the amount of chemical energy that can
be stored. In one mole of quadricyclene is stored 92 kJ of energy, and although this
may be somewhat less than can be accumulated in other chemical storage systems,
an advantage of the quadricyclane system is that the energy barrier for reversion
back to norbornadiene is relatively high, thereby making quadricyclane thermally
stable.(21-25) A disadvantage of this particular chemical energy storage system,
however, is that norbornadiene does not absorb in the visible region of the spectrum,
and this is a problem that can be only partially circumvented by the use of
sensitizers. Further extensions on this photoassisted conversion of norbornadiene
to quadricyclane use complexes such as [IrOH(bipyh]2+ that absorb visible light
and also have a high sensitizing efficiency.(26)

7.1.4.

Isomerization and Polymerization Reactions

Isomerization and polymerization reactions of alkenes and alkynes are to be
expected because both the MLCT and LMCT excited states have diradical character. Both the tetracyanoethylene and dicyanoacetylene n-complexes of Pt(PPh3)2
undergo a photoinduced intramolecular oxidative addition reaction to give the
cyano vinyl and cyano acetylide complexes of platinum(II) respectively(27.28):

IN

Ph3P,
Ph3P
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Irradiation into the MLCT band of (PPh3):zPt(C2(CNh) gives a diradical excited
state (PPh3)zPt\C2(CN)2), which gives the cyano acetylide product by CW migration from carbon to platinum. Upon photolysis in an argon matrix at 20 K the
complexes ('15-cp)Rh(C2H4)PMe3, ('15-cp)Ir(C2H4)PMe3, and ('15-Cp)Ir(C2H4)z are
similarly isomerized to the vinyl hydride complexes. As the temperature is raised
this reaction reverses. Possible pathways for this photoinduced insertion reaction
are shown in Scheme 7.4.(29)
Photoredox reactions can also be used to initiate the polymerization of alkenes.
An example is the TiCl4 and VCl4 photoinduced polymerization of alkenes of type
CH2=CR2. In this reaction it is proposed that the initial step involves the photooxidation of a coordinated alkene to give a cation radical, which then initiates the
polymerization of the bulk alkene(30):
hv

•

+

MC\ + CH2 =CR2 ~ MCl4 ~ MCI:; + CH2CR2

I

(7.6)

CHz=CR2

7.2.
7.2. 1.

ARENE COMPLEXES
Cyclopentadienyl Complexes

Ferrocene, ('15-cp2)Fe is an efficient quencher of triplet excited states.(31-34)
Quenching occurs by energy transfer with the lowest triplet level of ferrocene lying
around 179 kJ mol-I. The rate constants for energy transfer in benzene solution at

22°C for a series of organic triplets are shown in Table 7.1. Donors that have triplet
energies significantly above that of ferrocene are quenched by it at a diffusion

Table 7.1. Rate Constants for Energy Transfer of
Ferrocene
Sensitizer
Triphenylene
2-Acetonaphthane
Benzanthrone
Anthracene
3A.9.10-Dibenzopyrene
3.4.8.9-Dibenzopyrene
Tetracene
Violanthrene
Singlet oxygen

E1'y(kcallmol)

kqy (M-1sec- 1)

66.6
59.3
47.0
42.6
40.2
34.4
29.3
25
22.5

5.9x 109
5.4 x 109
5.7 x 109
4.4 x 109
3.0x 109
6.8 x 108
1.0 x 108
1.4 x 107
9.0 x 106
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("S-cp)2Fe + CC4 ~ ("S-cp)2Fe+ + CCh + Cl("S-cp)2Fe + CCh ~ ("S-cp)2Fe+ + CCl)
Scheme 7.5.

controlled rate, while those with lower triplet energies have lower quenching rates.
It has been proposed that energy transfer quenching occurs via a very distorted
ferrocene triplet state. (34)
Although ferrocene is photochemically inert in solvents such as cyclohexane,
decalin, acetone, methanol, and propanol, photoreactions occur in solvents such as
carbon tetrachloride.(3S) The primary photostep is the transfer of an electron from
the excited state of ferrocene to carbon tetrachloride. The final product is the mixed
Fe(lll) salt [("s-cp)2Fe][FeC4]. At the early stages of the reaction the ferricenium
cation [("s-cp)2Fe]+ is formed, with free ferric being formed only in the later stages
of the reaction because of the decomposition of this [("s-cphFet ion. The
formation of the ferricenium ion is proposed to occur by the sequence of
reactions shown in Scheme 7.5, where the oxidant is the CCh radical that is
formed by chloride ion loss from the initially formed CCli .(36) Further work
has shown that the reaction is considerably more complicated, and that sideproducts resulting from alkylation at the arene rings are obtained.(37-39) Quantum yields at measured various wavelengths are consistent with photochemistry
occurring from the CTTS state.
The photochemistry of ruthenocene parallels that of ferrocene. The triplet
energy of the excited state is approximately 237 kJ mor1,<40) In cyclohexane
solution, (,,5-cp):zRu is photochemically inert at 254 nm, but photolysis in the CTTS
band in chlorocarbon solvents leads to oxidation to ("s_cp):zRu+.(41,42)
The water gas shift reaction
CO+H20~C02+H2

(7.7)

is photochemically catalyzed by the complex (,,5-cp*)Ir(bpy)Cl+ (cp* =MesCs).
The photochemical step in the reaction is the protonation of the intermediate
iridium(III) complex ("s-cp*)Ir(bpy)W to give hydrogen(43):

7.2.2.

Benzenoid Type Complexes

Although benezene and benzene type complexes are much less common than
those with cyclopentadienylligands, a number of such complexes are known for
chromium and ruthenium. The bis benzene complex (,,6-C6H6hCr is photochemi-
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cally inert, but prolonged photolysis in inert organic solvents leads to the formation
of small quantities of free benzene.(44) Similarly, prolonged photolysis of (rJ6C6H6)zCr in aqueous solution leads to the formation of the hexaaquo chromium(Ill)
complex:
(7.9)

=

Photolysis of the ruthenium arene complexes RuCh(rJ6-arene)L (L tertiary
phosphine) in the presence of an arene results in partial replacement of the arene by
the second one. (45) Of all the arenes studied, the p-cymene in RuCh(P-cymene)(PBU3)
was the most easily displaced. Arenes with electron-withdrawing substituents failed to
displace any other arene.
The photochemical displacement of the arene is also observed for the complexes (rJ5_cp)(rJ6-arene)M+ (M Fe, Ru). This reaction occurs from the photoactive a 3EI ligand field excited state.(46) A linear correlation exists between log
(iP/(I-¢» and Gp, the Hammett parameter for a series of complexes with chloroand methyl-substituted arenes. The data indicate that a small amount of negative
charge builds up at the arene in the transition state for the reaction that results in
arene dissociation in these systems. The temperature dependence for the photodissociation of the arene ligand indicates that the metal-arene bond is almost broken
in the a3EI excited state. When the analogous pentamethylcycIopentadienyl complexes (rJ5_cp*)(rJ6-arene)M+ (M =Fe, Ru) are photolyzed, the quantum yields for
arene release are lower than those found for the un substituted compounds (rJ5cp)(rJ6-arene)M+.(47) For the complexes (rJ5-cp)(coumarin)M+ (M = Fe, Ru), photolysis in acetonitrile solvent results in formation of the acetonitrile complex
(rJ 5-cp)Ru(MeCN)t and free coumarin(48,49):

=

(rJ5-cp)(coumarin)M+ + 3MeCN

(7.10)

~ (rJ5-cp)Ru(MeCN)! + (coumarin)
Free coumarin dye is emissive, but complexation of the (rJ5 -cp )Ru+ moiety to the
coumarin chromophore inhibits reorganization of the dye to its polar form in the
intramolecular charge transfer (lCT) excited state, thereby resulting in nonemissive
complexes in which the MLCT or d-d excited states are lowest in energy. Similarly,
the multiple substitution of (rJ 5-cp*)Ru+ on rubrene can also impart new structural,
photophysical, and chemical properties to the rubrene molecule.(50)
An emissive species has been observed in the photolysis of (rJ5-cp)Ru+
complexes of 3-acyl-7 -aminocoumarin dyes in noncoordinating media. Since this
species has been observed both in the thermal complexation and in the photochemical decomposition of the complex, it is possible that the two processes occur
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Figure 7.2. Structure of dpp-bridged ruthenium benzene complex.

through a common transition state. The precise nature of this state is unknown, but
it may be a "slipped-ring" complex of reduced arene hapticity.(51)
By binding a series of highly fluorescent arene ligands to (115-cp)Ru+, two
requirements for preparing emissive complexes of type (115-cp)Ru(arenet have
been elucidated. First, the complex must have an arene-Iocalized lowest singlet
excited state. This requirement is generally met if the (11 5-cp )Ru+ group is not bound
to an arene ring in which the electronic transitions of the ligand are localized. The
second requirement is that the absorption energy of the arene-centered lowest
singlet excited state is not higher than -20,700 cm- t .(52)
The RU(116-C6H6) moiety has been connected to a second ruthenium center via
a bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine) (dpp) bridge (Fig. 7.2).(53) The two metal centers have
MLCT transitions with different sensitivities to solvent effects. When the second
ruthenium center contains carbonyl ligands the quantum yield of the photodecarbonylation reaction is affected by changes in the bridging ligand because intramolecular energy transfer can act as a deactivation process.

7.3. ALKYL AND ARYL COMPLEXES
Transition-metal-alkyl bonds can be formed by a variety of reactions that
include metathetical replacement of a halide ion, oxidative addition, and insertion
of an alkene into a metal-hydride bond. (54) A similar set of reactions is available
for the synthesis of transition-metal-aryl bonds, although the analogous insertion
of a benzyne intermediate into a metal-hydride bond is not particularly viable as a
synthetic route. For alkyl complexes that have longer chains than methyl, thermal
decomposition to give the metal-hydride complex by a P-hydrogen transfer reaction is frequently observed at ambient temperature.
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7.3.1.

Photoassisted Oxidative Addition

In the photochemical reaction between the platinum(II) complex PtMe2(phen)
and isopropyl iodide, the triplet (MLCT) state of the complex initially abstracts an
iodine atom to give the intermediate platinum(III) complex PtIMe2(phen). In the
absence of a free radical inhibitor, the platinum(IV) product PtI(Pt)Me2(phen) is
that resulting from oxidative addition [Eq. (7.11)]. In the presence of the radical
inhibitor 4-methoxyphenol (T), the free isopropyl radical is trapped and the final
product is now PtIzMe2(phen) (Ref. 55):
. hv

. .

PtMe2(phen) + Pr' ~ PtIMe2(phen) + Pr --+ PtI(Pr)Me2(phen)

(7.11)

IP/

PtMe2(phen) + 1Ft ~

PtIMe2(phen) + Ft ~ PtI2(Pt)Mez(phen) (7.12)

T

_TPri

In a few cases alkyl complexes can be synthesized by the photoaddition of
dichloromethane or chloroform to a low-valent transition metal complex, but
the usual products from these halogen abstraction reactions are the dichloro
complexes.(56) Photoinduced oxidative addition reactions are not always the
result of the generation of an excited state that is more reactive than the ground
state. An alternative photochemical pathway can involve the initial dissociation
of a ligand to generate a coordinately unsaturated intermediate, which is then
activated toward oxidative addition of the substrate. An example of such a
reaction is

Fe

OC/ I 'SiCl

C

o

3

~

C/

o

'SiCl

"lUCia.
3

where the reactive intermediate ,,5-cpFe(CO)SiCh is formed by photoinduced
carbonyl loss from the parent compound.(57)
Intramolecular photoinduced oxidative addition reactions can also occur. For
example, when the platinum(O) complex Pt(Cili4)(PPh3)z is photolyzed at 280 nm,
the product is a cyclometalated platinum(II) complex formed by intramolecular
oxidative addition of the ortho carbon-hydrogen bond, followed by ethylene
insertion into the intermediate platinum(II) hydride(58):
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&Pt

" " , /PPh.
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'CH~H3

(714)
.

Photoreactions of A/ky/s and Ary/s

In certain cases the alkyl and aryl complexes themselves undergo photoreactions. One of the earliest such discoveries is the report that methane is obtained by
photolysis of (,,5-cp)2MMe2 (M Ti, Lx, Hf) (Refs. 59 and 60):

=

(7.15)

When the perdeuterated analogue compound (,,5-cp)2Ti(CD3)2 is photolyzed in
toluene-ds solution, only CD3H is formed. No CD4 is produced.(61) These observations can be explained on the basis of a mechanism that involves the initial
photochemical cleavage of a titanium alkyl bond to give a methyl radical, which
then abstracts a hydrogen atom from the cyclopentadienyl ring. Spin-trapping
experiments support this mechanism.(62) The deuteration experiments, however,
suggest that the methyl radicals do not become completely dissociated and migrate
from the complex into the solvent. A similar abstraction of hydrogen from a
cyclopentadienyl ring to give methane is observed in the photolysis of the complexes (175-cp)MMe(CO)3 (M =Cr, Mo, W).(63)
Photolysis of (,,5-cp)2TiMe2 in the presence of diphenylacetylene gives both
the insertion and the metallocyclic products(64):

(7.16)
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When the perfluorinated diphenylacetylene is used, the insertion product is selectively formed. A metallocycle can also be obtained by photolysis of (11 5-cp hTiMe2
in the presence of elemental sulfur(65):

--hv

Although the photolysis of OSMe2(CO)4, like (115-cphTiMe2, does
not lead to the formation of ethane, (66) photolysis of the benzyl cobalt(lIl) complex Cq:CH2Ph)(CN)~-at 313 nm does result in the formation of
bibenzyl(67):
(7.18)
If the irradiation is carried out in the presence of oxygen, the organic product is
benzaldehyde. These observations can be explained on the basis of an initial
photohomolysis of the cobalt-carbon bond to give a benzyl radical, which then
either dimerizes or is trapped by oxygen. A similar homolysis of an Rh-C bond
explains the photoaquation of RhEt(H20)(NH3)a+ to Rh(H20h(NH3)a+ (Ref.
68):

Photolysis of cis-PtR2(PPh3h and PtR2(dppe) in benzene solution gives the
alkane as the principal organic product, along with smaller quantities of the coupled
product R2.(69) The other principal product is PtL2 (L =PPh3, L-L =dppe). In the
presence of carbon monoxide, the photolysis of cis-PtR2(PPh3)2 and PtR2(dppe)
gives PtJ(CO)J(PPh3)4 and P4(COMdppe)J, respectively. When these photoreactions are carried out in chloroform solution, CIDNP is observed for a radical pair
derived from the platinum(II) alkyl and the solvent,(70) Photolysis of the alkyl
hydride complexes trans-PtHX(PPh3h (X =CH2CN, CF3) results in the reductive
elimination of HX:

Similarly, photolysis of the trimethyleneplatinum(IV) compound
PtCh(C3H6)(bipy) results in the reductive elimination of cyclopropane to give
PtCh(bipy) (Ref. 71):
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---hv

(Nf"'N

= 2,2' -bipyridine,

+
(7.21)

1,10-phenanthroline)

Photolysis of AuMe(PPh3) in the presence of tetrafluoroethylene results in the
formation of the fluoroalkyl insertion product. Hexafluorobutyne-2 reacts similarly
to give the fluorovinyl product(72):

F

F~Me

Ph3P-AU---(.F

F
(7.22)

A free-radical mechanism for these reactions is favored, which is supported by the
homolysis of the Au-C bond in the photochemical conversion of AuMe(PPh3) into
AuCI(PPh3) in chloroform solution,(73) and by the distribution of hydrocarbons
formed in the photolysis of Au(C4H9-1 )(PB U3). (74)
A photochemical route can also be used to effect the oxidative addition of a
carbon-fluorine bond to rhodium(I). Such a conversion has been achieved by the
photolysis of (1] 5-cp*)Rh(C:zH4)(PMe3) in the presence of hexafluorobenzene,
where the initial step involves displacement ofC2H4 to give a 1]2-complexed C6F6,
followed by the photochemical oxidative addition of an aromatic C-F bond
(Scheme 7.6).(75) A similar 1]2-complexed aromatic moiety has been observed in the
pulsed laser flash photolysis of Cr(CO)6 in benzene(76):
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Cr(CO)6 +

0

..hi!..-

0-

Cr(CO)5 + CO (7.23)

The upper limit of the Cr-benzene bond strength in such complexes is estimated
from activation data to be 9.4(1) kcal mol-I.
The methylplatinum(N) complexes [PtMe3I]4 and PtMe3I(bpy) show emission from ligand field and intraligand excited states, respectively. The lowest ligand
field band (t2g--+ eg) for [PtMe3I]4 is at 436 nm, and the emission from the lowest
ligand field triplet is at 735 om. This Stokes shift is unusually large, which may be
a consequence of an intermetallic interaction, or of a distortion of the cubane type
structure in the excited state. By contrast, the absorption spectrum has intraligand
(11: --+ 11:*) bands as the lowest energy transitions, and the emission comes from this
triplet 11:* state.
Both complexes undergo a photochemical reductive elimination reaction [Eqs.
(7.24) and (7.25)] to give a methyl radical, which then further reacts with the
solvent:
(7.24)
h

•

PtMe3I(bpy) --+ PtMeI(bpy) + 2Me

(7.25)
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The reactive excited state leading to reductive elimination is an LMCI'state, which can
be populated either by direct absorption or therma1ly from the 11:* state on the ligand.(77)
If a suitable transfer site is available, photoinduced intramolecular transfer of
an alkyl group from the metal center is observed. An example of such a reaction is
found with the methyl diphenylphosphido iridium(lII) complex
IrMe(pPh2)(ph:2PCH2SiMe:zN-SiMe2CH:zPPh2), which upon photolysis gives the
iridium(I) phosphine complex Ir(Ph:2PCH2SiMe:zNSiMe2CH:zPPh2)(PMePh2)
where the methyl group has migrated from iridium to phosphorus(78):

(7.26)

Photoreactions can also occur at a metal-aryl bond. Thus, when the compound C6H4CMe(=O)Mn(CO)4 is photolyzed in the presence of diphenylacetylene, a product that contains a fused 5-membered ring on the benzene group
is formed:
Me

0

(r1ln(CO), + C
...... -1u!.- 6{=Ph
'C~

HO

Me

n:1:1)

Ph
The photochemical step likely involves loss of a CO ligand from manganese,
followed by coordination of diphenylacetylene and insertion into the manganesearyl bondP9) A similar photoinduced coupling occurs with diphenylacetylene and
a diplatinum Jl-alkenylidene complex(80):
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A mechanism is proposed that involves the phototochemical activation of a diplatinurn ,u-alkynylidene precursor complex to give a long-lived excited state that is
quenched by diphenylacetylene through [2+2] cycloaddition or insertion reactions.
The failure to observe emission from this complex, however, makes it difficult to
verify these proposals.(81)
Several cases exist where photoreactions occur either at the metal-alkyl bond
or directly at the alkyl group itself. An example of the fIrst case is to be found in
the photolysis of (,,5-cp*)Os(CH:zPh)(COh in the presence of PMe2Ph. This
reaction does not result in photosubstitution of a carbonyl ligand by PMe2Ph,
but rather in the formation of the two isomeric compounds (,,4C5MesCH:zPh)Os(COh(PMe:zPh) and (,,5-cp*)Os(COCH:zPh)(CO)(PMe:zPh)
(Scheme 7.7).(82) The formation of this pair of products results from photohomolysis of the Os-benzyl bond to give a benzyl radical that can either attack a
carbonyI ligand or attack a ring carbon of the cp*ligand. The a -elimination reaction
can also be induced by photolysis of (,,5-cp)Cr(COhMe at high dilution in an argon

Me

Scheme 7.7.
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Scheme7.S.

matrix at 12 K.(83) These reactions, which are reversible at temperatures as low as
30 K, occur via the 16-electron species (115-cp)Cr(CO):zMe (Scheme 7.8).
Recently there has been a surge of interest in the photophysics and photochemistry of cyclometalated complexes of the late transition elements. These complexes
contain a metal-aryl bond, which is usually contained in a 4- or 5-membered
metalocyclic ring. One such group of luminescent complexes Pt(Phpyh and
Pt(ThpY)2 have a pyridine functionality bound to a platinum(II) center, and then
either a phenyl (Phpy) or a thienyl (Thpy) group attached via a platinum-carbon
bond (Fig. 7.3).(84) These luminescent complexes undergo photoinduced oxidative
addition of CH2Ch when irradiated at wavelengths longer than 400 om to give, for
example, the platinum(N) complex PtCI(CH2CI)(Thpyh (Ref. 85):

The his platinum(ll) complex Pt(Thpyh, which has an excited state lifetime in
acetonitrile solution of 2.2 J1.S at 293 K, resembles the similar tris iridium(IIl)
complex Ir(Phpyh, which has a lifetime of 2.0 J1.S at 293 K. This iridium(m)
complex, by contrast with the platinum(II) complex, cannot undergo oxidative
addition reactions, but it can undergo photoredox reactions. Thus the reduction
potential (E» for the Ir(Phpy )!IIr(phpy)3 couple is -1.8 V versus SCE, which makes
Ir(Php~3 a strong reducing agent.(86) By contrast, the bpy complex Ir(bpy)~+* is a

Figure 7.3. Structures of cyclometalated phenyl and thiophene substituted platinum pyridine
complexes.
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strong oxidizing agent with the value of f!J (Ir(bpy)j+·/Ir(bpY)~l being greater than
2 V.(87)
For the series of complexes Pd(Thpyh, Rh(Thpyh(bpyt, Rh(Phpyh(bpyt
and Pt(ThpYh the relative positions in the spectrochemical series for the ligands
can be determined, and by measurement of the luminescence lifetimes over a range
of temperatures the presence of deactivation of thermally accessible metal-centered
excited states can be observed.(88) Other similar platinum(II) complexes with
ligands that have two cyclometalated phenyl groups attached to a pyrazine moiety
also show emissive properties.(89,90)
Photolysis of (115-cP)PtMe3 in the presence of a silane (SiR3H) leads to the
formation of an active hydrosilylation catalyst that is believed to be a platinum
colloid. It is likely that the intermediate complex (115-cp)PtMe(SiR3)H is formed,
and converts into colloidal Pt and a bis(silyl) platinum hydride complex.(91)

7.3.3.

Photocleavage of the Co-C Bond in Methylcobalamin

The photochemical cleavage of cobalt-carbon bonds in both methylcobalamin
and coenzyme B-12 has received considerable interest and study. Since methy lcobalamin and its derivatives are photosensitive, the photocleavage ofthese bonds is
of direct relevance to the inorganic biochemistry of these compounds, and the
subject has been well-researched and the field reviewed. (92,93) Photolysis of methylcobalamin in the presence of oxygen gives B-12a and formaldehyde.(94-100) Under
anaerobic conditions, the photolysis is much slower and the major products are now
ethane, methane, and ethylene (Scheme 7.9).(95,96) From these data it is apparent
that both B-12r and alkyl radicals are formed after the initial excitation, and that
the recombination reaction between them is fast. (97-100) The higher homologue alkyl
complexes give alkenes as the major products, with the ratio of alkene to alkane
being dependent on the nature of the added radical scavenger. (100,101) The homolysis
of a higher alkyl homologue cobalt-carbon bond upon photolysis of coenzyme
B-12 and ethylcobalamin has been verified by the trapping of the 5'-deoxyadenosyl
and ethyl radicals with Me3CNO.o 02)

HCHO
Scheme 7.9.
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Scheme 7.10.

The quantum yields for the aerobic photolysis of alkylcobalamins are in the
range of 0.1-0.5 and vary with the exciting wavelength. (103) With the exception of
methylcobalamin itself, the quantum yield for the "base-on" cobalamins are higher
than those for the corresponding ''base-off' forms. The photochemical reactions of
several synthetic alkylcobalt complexes are similar to those of the natural product
cobalamins.(93) Thus, the photoinduced cleavage of cobalt--carbon bonds of alkylcobalt(llI) complexes by iodine proceeds via photoinduced electron transfer radical

chain reactions, with large quantum yields being observed in the region of7000Y04)
The rate-determining step in the reaction (Scheme 7.10) is considered to be electron
transfer from alkylcobalt(lll) complexes to iodine atoms, which are themselves
produced by the photodissociation of molecular iodine.
Acetylcobalamin can be prepared by the photoinduced carbonylation of
methylcobalaminY05·106) The reaction is likely involves homolysis of the cobaltcarbon bond in methylcobalamin, followed by carbonylation and attack of the
methyl radical at the complexed carbonyl ligand.

7.4.

HYDRIDE COMPLEXES

Organometallic hydride complexes, like those of other transition metal complexes, undergo photochemical reactions. Organometallic hydrides are known that
contain either a single M-H bond, or two bonds to hydrogen in complexes of type
MH2. A common reaction of the latter type is the photoinduced reductive elimination of hydrogen(I07):
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(7.30)
This reaction can be used to generate low-valent complexes, which can either be
isolated or used as transients for in situ reactions with other added compounds.
When the compound (I1s-Cp):zMH2 is photolyzed, hydrogen is evolved and the
transient species (I1s-CP):zM (M = Mo, W) is obtained(108-1l4):
(I1S-Cp):zMH2 ~ (I1s-CP):zM + H2

(7.31)

(M=Mo,W)
When this photoreaction is carried out in the presence of a coordinating ligand L,
the product is the complex (I1s-Cp):zMoL (L = CO, PPh3, PEb, Cili2):
hv

(I1s-Cp):zMoH2 + L ~ (I1s-Cp):zMoL + H2

(7.32)

(L = CO, PPh3, PEb, Cili2)

Since the photoelimination of hydrogen is a reductive elimination reaction, the
two-electron reduced complex (I1s-CP):zM can undergo an oxidative addition reaction with added substrate, instead of a simple ligand coordination. A series of such
reactions involving the addition of C-H and O-H bonds are shown in Scheme 7.11.
A study of the reductive elimination of hydrogen from (I1s-Cp):zMoH2 has
concluded that the pathway likely involves a direct concerted loss of hydrogen. This
conclusion was reached by carrying out the photolysis of (I15-CP):zMoH2 in the
presence oftoluene-Jl. Less than 10% ofHD is detected.(1l4) Such an observation
makes it unlikely that the elimination occurs in a stepwise manner because the free

cP2WH(C6H5)

i

C6 H 6

","9

CH3 0H/
cP2 WH (OCH 3)

Scheme 7.11.

cp

ws:d

2 'H
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hydrogen atoms should abstract a benzylic deuterium atom from toluene-tf to give
HD. Furthermore, the photolysis of (,,5 -cp):zMOD2 gives D2 as the gaseous product,
verifying that no significant quantities of hydrogen come from the breakdown of
the cyclopentadienyl ring ligands.
When organometallic monohydride complexes are photolyzed, homolysis of
the metal-hydrogen bond can occur. In the photosubstitution of a carbonyl ligand
in (,,5 -cph WH(CO)3 by tributylphosphine the initial step involves photohomolysis
of the W -H bond(1l5):

(7.33)
This conclusion is based on separate trapping experiments with added Ph3CCI,
where the photolysis product is the chloro complex (,,5 -cp hWCI(COh. The failure
to obtain final products resulting from W -H bond cleavage is a consequence of the
initially formed free radical (,,5-cp)2W(COh' undergoing a sequence of steps
leading to a chain length of approximately 1000 for the overall substitution reaction.
Since the quantum yield for reaction 27 has ¢J =30, the quantum yield for the W-H
homolysis step can be estimated as 0.015.
A photoprocess that may involve the formation rather than the cleavage of
metal-hydrogen or metal-carbon bonds is the mercury-photosensitized dehydrodimerization or the alkane functionalization reaction. The reaction involves the
coupling of an alkane to give the alkane dimer and hydrogen(1l6,117):
2R-H

hv
-?

R-R + H2

(7.34)

Hg

The reaction involves the 3PI excited state of mercury, which is populated by
excitation at 254 nm. The selectivity of the C-H bond reactivity follows the
sequence of tertiary> secondary> primary. The reaction can be used for coupling
reactions of alcohols, ethers, silanes, and partially fluorinated alcohols and ethers.
The reaction can also be used for effecting cross-dimerization reactions.(1l8,1l9)

7.5.

CARBENE AND CARBYNE COMPLEXES

Luminescent metal carbene complexes have been reported, although they are
relatively uncommon. One such example is the linear gold(I) complex
AU[C(NHC6Hll)N(CH2)s]t which has an intense luminescence in the solid state.(120)

7.5.1.

Chromium Carbenes

Although these complexes of the type (COhCr=CRR' should be included
strictly with metal carbonyls in Chapter 6, they are discussed here because their
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photoreactions occur primarily at the metal-carbene double bond.(121) The visible
absorption band in these complexes is due to an MLCT transition,022) Photolysis
of these chromium carbene complexes in the region of 400 nm leads to the
generation of ketene-like intermediates that have been formed by insertion of a
carbonyl group into the chromium-carbene bond:

These photogenerated intermediates can be used in a variety of organic
syntheses. Thus, photolysis in the presence of imines gives P-Iactams with high
stereoselectivity.(l23) Other reactions include the conversion of monoolefins to
cyclobutanones(124) and the synthesis of a-amino esters from amides,025) These
transformations are

g
OMe

,.OMe

(CO)5 Cr=C,

H

+

Me

,.OMe +
(CO)5 Cr=C,
Me
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(7.36)

Ph

MeOlllJj
I( Ph---.,....
hv

(7.37)

o
hI! __ R

y

C02 R

(7.38)

NR2
The comparison with ketenes is made because, for example, the photochemical
reaction to give P-Iactams via chromium carbene complexes gives product distributions that closely parallel those obtained using ketenes generated using acid
chloride,026)
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Photolysis of chromium carbene complexes with ylides can be used to prepare
allenes:

(7.39)

Light

+

co

~

Ph 3 P=CHC0 2 CII 2 Ph

and the photolysis of 13C-enriched chromium carbene complexes with a variety of
substrates can be used to form organic products having two adjacent positions
enriched with 13C.(127)

7.5.2.

Carbyne Complexes

Spectroscopic studies of metal carbyne complexes have shown the presence
of low-lying MLCT states analogous to those present in metal carbene complexes.(128.129) Like the carbene complexes, it is suggested that in the excited state
there is a rapid migration of a coordinated carbonyl ligand to the carbyne carbon
to give a coordinately unsaturated '12-ketenyl intermediate. Such a migration is
facilitated by the higher electron density at the carbyne carbon in the MLCT excited
state.(130) Photoreactions of metal carbyne complexes are known where the reactive
species appears to be as either this '12-ketenyl intermediate form, or as the "bent"
carbyne in the excited state (Fig. 7.4).
1\vo reactions that are proposed to occur at the "bent" carbyne ligand in the
excited state are the photoinduced protonation of (PPh3h(COhOs== CPh+ [Eq.
(7.40)],(131)
and
the
photoinduced
rearrangement
of
('15cp)L2Mo=C(CHR)(C(O)CMe3) to an allyl comple(132):
( PPh3) ( CO) 20.

=

+ hll

CPh

•
(7.40)

R

0

5
Iqh
l"
5-cp)L2 Mo
(,,-cp)L2Mo::C-C-C
-l(
I "-

H

~0

CMe3

•

=

(7.41)

M.

When the carbyne complex ('1 S-cp)(COh== WCAr (Ar tolyl) is irradiated in the
presence of triphenylphosphine in diethyl ether as solvent, the '12-ketenyl complex
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M;: CR

hv

~

-

-

M:C

•
R

Figure 7.4. Photoisomerization of a metal carbyne complex.

(,.,5- cp)CO(PPh3)W(C(O)=CAr) is formed in good yield.<'30) In the presence of
carbon monoxide, this ,.,2-ketenyl converts into the ,.,l-ketenyl complex (,.,5cp )(CO)z(PPh3)W(C(Ar)=C=O):

(7.42)

If dppe is used in place of PPh3, the photolysis product in the absence of carbon
monoxide is the,., l-ketenyl complex (,.,5- cp)(CO)(dppe)W(C(Ar)=C=O).
A further class of photoreactions that occurs with metal carbyne complexes
is electron transfer. Upon photolysis in CHCh or CH2Ch in the presence of
PMe3, the carbyne complex (,.,5- cp)(P(OMehhMo==CPh gives [(,.,5cp)CI(PMe3)zMo==CPh]CI (Ref. 133):

~+
hv
CHCla

Mo

L-,/
CI

~-"L

C

Ph

+ CI
(7.43)
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When a similar photoreaction is carried out with the cyclopropyl carbyne complex
(11s-CP)CO(P(OMe)3hW=C(C3Hs) in CHCh solvent, the product is 11 scpWCh(CO)(P(OMe)3), with the cyclopropyl carbyne ligand being partially recovered as cyclopentanone.(134)
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8
Photochemistry and Photophysics of
Lanthanide and Actinide Complexes

8.1.

INTRODUCTION

Complexes of the lanthanide and actinide ions are grouped together because
of the similarities in their electronic configurations. Each series consists of 14
elements that result from the addition of electrons into the f orbitals. For the
lanthanide series the electron configurations are 4f( 1-14), and for the actinide series
they are Sf (1-14). For the lanthanide series, the majority of the compounds have
the metal ion in its trivalent (M3+) form, but for the actinide series, the compounds
have the metal ion in a range of different oxidation states. From a spectroscopic
viewpoint, all of the metal ions have large spin-orbit coupling constants, resulting
in the electronic states being defined by the angular momentum values J. The
lanthanide series yields compounds that are primarily ionic in character, and
coordination numbers up to 8 or 9 are common. The compounds are substitution
labile in aqueous solution.(I)
The influence of the ligand field on the electronic states of the metal ion is very
small. Since the ligand field perturbations of the J states are minimal, the f-f
transitions are correspondingly very sharp. In addition to f-ftransitions, both 4f-4
5d and charge transfer transitions are also observed in the spectra of lanthanide
ions.(2,3) Lanthanide ions show emission in the solid state, and in certain cases an
emission is observed from their aqueous solutions. Energy transfer either from the
ligand system or intermolecularly from an excited state can lead to these observed
emissions from lanthanide ions.
The Sf orbitals of the actinide ions are less effectively shielded by the filled 6s
and 6p orbitals than are the 4f orbitals of the1anthanide ions. As a consequence, the
Sf orbitals of the actinide ions interact more strongly with the ligand orbitals than
do the 4flevels of the lanthanide ions. Bothf-fand charge transfer transitions have
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also been observed for actinide ions. Nevertheless, the lack of any significant
mixing between the metal and ligand states removes a feature in actinide complexes
that is very important in the photochemistry of transition metal complexes.
The photochemistry of lanthanide and actinide ions is mainly limited to
photoredox reactions. Photosubstitution has not been studied because the metal ions
are labile, and therefore ligand substitution reactions are rapid even under thermal
conditions.

B.2.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF LANTHANIDE IONS

Photoredox reactions are most likely to occur when the metal complex has two
oxidation states that are close in energy. For the majority of the lanthanide ions
where the chemistry is essentially entirely that of the trivalent M3+ ion, redox
reactions are not common. The exceptions are the pairs of ions Ce3+/Ce4+ and
Eu2+lEu3+, where the stability of the 4/ or the xenon electronic configuration
stabilizes the reduced form of europium and the oxidized form of cerium. In
aqueous solution the cerium(III) and europium(III) ions exist in their hydrated
forms Ce(H20)~ and Eu(H20)~. The value of n is large because the lanthanide
ions commonly form complex ions where the coordination number is 8 or 9. The
nature of the cerium(IV) ion in aqueous solution is less certain because it can
undergo solution oligomerization. (4-7) The Ce4+ ion is a strong one-electron oxidizing agent with a standard reduction potential IP of 1.7 V.(8) For europium the
situation is reversed, and now the divalent Eu2+ion is a strong one-electron reducing
agent with a standard reduction potential IP of -1.99 V. (9)

B.3.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF EUROPIUM IONS IN
AQUEOUS SOLUTION

Upon irradiation at 366 nm, acidified aqueous solutions of the Eu2+ ion result
in the photoreduction of hydrogen ion to molecular hydrogen with a quantum yield
of 0.2 (Refs. 10 and 11):

(8.1)
Upon photolysis at 254 nm the reverse reaction occurS.(I2,13)
Since the extinction coefficient of Eu2+ is much greater than that of Eu3+, the
reverse reaction becomes more efficient as the concentration of the Eu2+ ion in
solution increases. The primary photoprocess in the photolysis of aqueous solutions
of Eu3+ involves the generation of hydroxyl radicals:

(8.2)
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Scheme 8.1.

If 2-propanol is added to the solution, hydrogen is evolved. This observation is
attributed to the series of reactions shown in Scheme 8.1 where the hydrogen atoms
formed in the photoreduction of Ir with Eu2+ abstract the methine hydrogen from
2-propanol to give hydrogen and the 2-propanol radical. In the final step it is the
2-propanol radical that is oxidized to acetone by the Eu3+ ion, which is itself reduced
to give the Eu2+ ion and a proton. The overall process is therefore catalytic in both
Eu2+ and Ir ions, and the net reaction involves the photodecomposition of 2propanol into acetone and hydrogen. This reaction pathway in Scheme 8.2 (see
Section 8.4) follows an electron transfer sequence of steps like that found for
Ru(bpy)~+ (Chapter 5), and not a hydrogen atom sequence of steps like that found
for Pt2(poP)4 (Chapter 4).
For the photolysis of acidified aqueous solutions in the presence of Eu2+ ion
at 366 nm, the excited state results from 4f -+ 5d transitions localized on the metal
center. However, these excited states are not entirely metal-centered since strong
mixing between the metal 5d orbital and orbitals on the ligands results in these
states having considerable MLCT character. For the reverse of the reaction shown
in Eq. (8.1), which occurs upon photolysis at wavelengths of less than 254 nm, this
photoreaction is due to the formation of an LMCT excited state. This latter process
has been used for the photochemical separation of Eu from the other lanthanides
because this is the only member of the series where the divalent ion is at sufficiently
low energy that an LMCT state is accessible.(14)
Similar photoreactions have been observed for the Sm3+ and Yb3+ ions. Thus,
when aqueous solutions of these ions containing 2-propanol are photolyzed at
wavelengths lower than 185 nm, hydrogen and acetone are again formed. Since
both Sm3+ and Yb3+ can be reduced to the divalent state, an analogous mechanistic
route is likely operable.

8.4.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF CERIUM IONS IN
AQUEOUS SOLUTION

Aqueous solutions of the ceric (Ce4+) ion have an broad absorption band in the
UV region of the spectrum. This band has a low energy tail that extends into the
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visible region, causing the solutions to have a yellow color. This absorption band
is due to an LMCT transition, and irradiation into this chromophore results in
photoredox reactions between the Ce4+/Ce3+ couple.(15) When aqueous solutions
containing Ce4+ ions are irradiated, photooxidation of the water solvent occurs,
leading to the formation of oxygen(16):

(8.3)
From quantum yield measurements it has been shown that the photoactive
species in these reactions are Ce4+ dimers, and that the reduced Ce3+ ion deactivates
the reactive states of these dimers. It is possible that these dimers act as two-electron
acceptors in the redox reaction. The reduced Ce3+ ion undergoes a photoreaction in
aqueous perchloric acid that results in the formation of hydrogen.(17,18) It is
plausible therefore to use aqueous cerium ion solutions for the photosplitting of
water into hydrogen and oxygen. Since such a system requires both the Ce3+ and
Ce4+ ions to be involved in the photoredox process, it is necessary that the
experimental conditions can be controlled to independently effect each reaction.
The photooxidation of aqueous perchloric acid to give oxygen can be explained
without invoking the presence of dimers of Ce4+ in solution. Such an alternative
explanation invokes a mechanism where the initial photoreaction involves an
electron transfer process to give hydroxyl radicals.(19) Subsequent steps lead to the
formation of oxygen via the intermediacy of hydrogen peroxide (Scheme 8.2). This
pathway involves a competition between the oxidized and reduced forms of cerium
for the hydroxyl radicals that are formed. Support for a pathway that involves the
generation of hydroxy radicals comes from electron spin resonance experiments
that show the formation of protonated hydroxyl radicals when frozen solutions of
Ce(CI04)4 in aqueous perchloric acid are photolyzed.(20) The specific pathway that
is followed in the photoreaction is therefore likely to be dependent on other factors
such as the concentration of ceric ion.
The photoreduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+ in aqueous sulfuric acid is sensitive to the
presence of other ions and compounds in the solution.(21) As an example, it is

3 hv

CeOH + ~

Ce3+ + OHo

CeOH3+ + OHo ~ Ce3+ + H202
Ce3+ + OHo ~ Ce4+ + OH-

t

2Ce4+ + H202 ~ 2Ce3+ + 2H+ + 02
Scheme 8.2.
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Ce(ChCR)4 ~ Ce(02CRh + RCOi
RCOi ~ R- + C02
Scheme 8.3.

observed that the quantum yield for the formation of Ce3+ is greater in the presence
of the ions Br-, CI-, Tl+, and of formic acid. This increase in quantum yield is due
to the trapping by these adducts of the hydroxyl radical that is formed in the initial
photoreaction. As a consequence its back reaction with Ce3+ is prevented, and the
overall quantum yield for the reaction is increased. If N03 ion is added to the
solution prior to photolysis, N03 radicals are formed.(22) These N03 radicals may
be formed either by a photooxidation reaction with Ce4+,(23) or by a thermal
oxidation ofN03 by hydroxyl radicals that are themselves formed in the photolysis
of CeOH3+.(24)
The oxidation of organic compounds by Ce4+ ion can be photoenhanced.(2S,26)
The photooxidation of carboxylic acids in the presence of Ce4+ at 254 nm or 350
nm results in reduction of the cerium(N) to Ce3+, and oxidation of the carboxylate
ion to the carboxyl radical. The carboxyl radical can then undergo subsequent
thermal reactions. When a solution of Ce4 in acetic acid is photolyzed at 350 nm
the major products are carbon dioxide and methane, along with higher homologues
that have carbon-carbon bonds. The pathway follows an initial photoredox step to
give Ce3+ and the carboxylate radical (RC02), with this radical then undergoing
decarboxylation to give the alkyl radical (R-) (Scheme 8.3). The other organic
products that are formed result from secondary reactions of these alkyl radicals.
Photolysis in a matrix at 77 K gives evidence for the formation of alkyl radicals,
but no direct evidence confirming that they are formed by the decarboxylation of
a free carboxyl radical.(27-29)

8.5.

PHOTOSUBSTITUTION REACTIONS OF
LANTHANIDE IONS

Photosubstitution reactions have been reported for chelate complexes of the
lanthanide ions where the thermal reactions are relatively slow. Irradiation into the
i-f bands of Pr(thdh, Eu(thd)3, and Ho(thdh (thd is the anion of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione) results in replacement of the ligand by solvent(30):
M(thdh + solvent

~

M(thd)2(solvent)! + thd

(8.4)
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The photoreaction likely involves intramolecular energy transfer from anl-fexcited
state to an intraligand state that leads to ligand dissociation. Direct excitation into the
ligand absmption bands of Th(thdh also leads to photosubstitution reactions.(31)

8.6.
8.6.1.

LANTHANIDE ION LUMINESCENCE AS A
PROBE OF SOLUTION STRUCTURE
Photophysics

For the lanthanide series of ions in solution, the members of this series that
show luminescence are Sm3+, Eu3+, Gd3+, Th3+, and Dy3+. For these ions the energy
gap between the lowest-lying emissive level and the highest-energy ground state
level is sufficiently large that emission occurs before the energy of the excited state
is lost by nonradiative processes. The majority of the photophysics research on
lanthanides has been carried out with the Eu3+ and Th3+ions whose emission levels
(5Do and 5D4) lie 580 nm and 488 nm, respectively, above the ground state energy
level. The emission and corrected excitation spectra for the Eu3+ and Tb3+ complexes of EDTA are shown in Fig. 8.1. Since thel-orbital energy levels are little
perturbed by the ligand, similar type spectra are to be expected for other complexes
of this pair of metal ions. In the early work with p-diketonate complexes of the
lanthanide ions it was shown that the emission arises from intramolecular transfer
to the metal ion manifold from a higher energy ligand triplet state, following
intersystem crossing from the excited ligand singlet state. Luminescence yields
increase upon lowering the temperature, and the rate of intramolecular transfer from
the triplet state to the metal ion manifold is very fast. Both the addition of neutral
ligands and the deuteration of some of the hydrogen positions on the ligand results
in an increase in the quantum yields for luminescence. The photophysical properties
of chelate complexes of Eu3+ and Th3+ can be explained on the basis of the energy
diagram shown in Fig. 8.2. Two europium complexes whose photophysical properties can be explained on the basis of this diagram are Eu(8-hq)3 and Eu(dbmh
(where 8-hq is 8-hydroxyquinoline and dbm is dibenzoylmetbide).(32) For Eu(8hq)3, where the ligand triplet state (C) lies below the 5Dl level, no emission from
the 5Dl state is observed. Luminescence from the 5Do state rises rapidly followed
by a slow decay (-500 p.s) characteristic of emission from this state. By contrast,
for Eu(dbmh where the lowest ligand triplet Tl state (8) lies above the SDI level,
the complex shows a rapid rise of the 5Do emission followed by a slower rise and
a subsequent decay with a lifetime of approximately 2 p.s. Simultaneously, the
exponential emission from the 5Dl state is observed. Chelate complexes such as
Eu(acac)3 that have Tllevels (A) above the SD2 and SD3 states show emission from
the 5Dl and 5Do states consistent with a rapid transfer of excitation from the ligand
into these metal centered states. A similar emission from the lower metal-ion-
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Figure 8.1. Excitation and emission spectra of EDTA complexes of Eu(HI) and Th(III).

centered energy levels is found for Tb(acac h. For this complex the ligand T 1 orbital
is at sufficiently high energy (A) to undergo intersystem crossing to the 5D3level,
but emission is observed only from the 5D4 level. For Eu3+ chelates the quantum
yields for emissions that involve ligand excitation are in the 0.002 to 0.43 range,
whereas those that arise from a metal centered emissive level are in the 0.18 to 0.84
range. (33) For the Tb3+ complexes, both of these quantum yields are low because of
deexcitation of the 5D4level by coupling with the closely spaced Tl ligand level.
Luminescence is observed from a series of substituted pyridine and bipyridine
complexes of europium and terbium. Since cryptates of lanthanide ions are stable
luminescent compounds, many of the complexes that have been studied are deriva-
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Figure 8.2. Energy level diagram for Eu(III), Th(III), and p-Diketonate triplet levels.

tives of a type that are designed to take advantage of the photophysical properties
of such complexes.(34) One such group of complexes having aminocarboxylate
substituted pyridines complexed to Eu3+ have been synthesized for the purpose of
developing suitable labels for use in time-resolved luminescence-based bioaffinity
assays.(3S-37) Other systems use either other chain nitrogen donor chelates or
macrocyclic ligands based on pyridine or bipyridine subunits.(38.39) For the bipyridinebased macrocyclic complexes the temperature dependence of the luminescence
lifetime is due to thermally activated nonradiative decay of the emitting level via
triplet excited states of the ligand. Such a process is so fast at ambient temperature
that no change in the luminescence lifetime and quantum yield is observed when
the solvent is changed from H20 to D20.(39)
Chemiluminescence has been observed from chelate complexes of Eu3+. For
the case of the complex Eu(dbm)3(pyridine), the SDo excited state can be populated
by energy transfer from the electrogeneraied singlet state exciplex BP--ffPTA... *
(where BP is benzophenone and TPTA is tri-p-tolylamine).(40) A similar chemiluminescent system has been observed in the thermal decomposition of trimethyl1,2-dioxetane to a triplet excited state in the presence of Eu(Ha)3(phen). The major
fraction of the emission is observed from the sDo state of Eu3+, which is populated
by intermolecular energy transfer.(41)
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Measurement of Hydration Numbers for
Lanthanide Ions

For lanthanide complexes with simple ligands, a better understanding of the
mode of deexcitation oflanthanide ion excited states can lead to chemical information about the coordination sphere of that metal ion. In particular, techniques have
been developed that lead to the determination of the number of water molecules
coordinated to the lanthanide ion in the complex.(42)
For the simple trivalent ions Eu3+ and 1b3+ in aqueous solution, both the
luminescence intensity and the excited state lifetime increase when the solvent is
020 rather than H20.(43,44) This deuterium isotope effect is greater for Eu3+ than it
is for 1b3+, which is due to the smaller energy gap in Eu3+. This energy gap is the
separation between the emissive level and the highest J level of the ground state
manifold. The deexcitation mechanism for the excited state involves vibronic
coupling with high frequency ligand vibrations in order to cross this energy gap.
The reciprocals of the lifetimes (r-I ) and intensities (rl) vary linearly with the mole
fraction of water in the mixture of H20 and 020. The luminescence enhancement
is decreased in the presence of coordinating ligands, and these deuterium isotope
effects are reduced in nonaqueous solvent. The efficiency of the quenching in
aqueous solution can therefore be correlated with the number of OH oscillators,
which is a major pathway to the quenching mechanism.
From the lifetimes of the excited states of dilute solutions (1 J.lM) of Eu 3- and
3
1b + in both H20 and D20, the number of complexed water molecules can be
counted.(42) The method has been validated by plotting the difference in reciprocal
excited state lifetimes [Lfr-1 = r- I (H20) - r- I (020)] against the number of coordinated water molecules as determined by X-ray crystallography. The plots are
linear for a wide range of ligands. (45) The method has been applied to systems such
as aminopolycarboxylate complexes (such as EDTA, NTA, EHDTA, and DPA),(46)
polyazamacrocycles,(46) and aminophosphonates.(47)
The luminescence of Eu3+ and 1b3+ has been used to probe the association of
these metal ions with micellar aggregates, vesicles, and biopolymers. Micelles are
spherical aggregates formed by the association between hydrophobic fatty acid tail
groups inside the sphere, and polar head groups on the surface that are in contact
with the water solvent molecules. Reversed micelles have the head and tail groups
in the opposite configuration. An aspect of micellar spectroscopy is the role that
can be played by the medium in causing compartmentalization of single excited
state molecules, thereby eliminating triplet-triplet annihilation.(48-51) This feature
of such media allows for the occlusion of a triplet donor molecule that can then
diffuse to the lanthanide ions before it is quenched by annihilation. Such experiments with 1b3+ have been used to show that this ion binds to the low affinity
calcium binding sites on the outer surface of the inner membrane of rat liver
mitrochondrial membranes.(52) Energy transfer measurements have shown that the
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Tb3+binding sites are close to each other on a protein constituent of the membrane.
The method can also be applied for studying binding to ionophores, antibiotics,
nucleotides, proteins, and enzymes.(46)

8.6.3.

Chiral Discrimination in Electronic Energy
Transfer Processes Involving Lanthanide Ions

Chiral recognition techniques in photochemical and photophysical processes
have been primarily focused on photoinduced electron transfer reactions and on the
differential formation ofhomochiral against heterochiral exciplexes. Systems have
been designed where the excited states of lanthanide complexes are quenched by
transition metal complexes. Such complexes have been chosen that have trigonal
dihedral (D3) symmetry, and which exist as enantiomers with either left-handed (A)
or right-handed (..d) configurational chirality about the trigonal symmetry axis. The
solutions that have been investigated contain a resolved transition metal complex
and a racemic mixture of lanthanide complexes. The lanthanide complexes can be
excited by unpolarized light, and the lanthanide luminescence monitored for
chiroptical activity as a function of time. (53) An example of such a system uses a
mixture of Tb(dpa)t and Ru(phen)~+. The differential emission of left and right
circularly polarized light, along with the time dependence of the chiroptical
luminescence, allows for the measurement of the rate constant for the differential
excited state quenching reaction. By using a series of pairs of complexes that have

different relative spectroscopic and structural properties, the variations in both the
total achiral quenching rate constants and the differential chiral discriminatory
quenching rate constants have been obtained. The results show that both structural
and energetic features are important, and that the respective contributions may be
additive or subtractive.

8.7.

SPECTROSCOPY OF ACTINIDE IONS

The majority of the photochemical studies with actinide ions have been carried
out with the uranyl (u~l ion. This ion is yellow in color both in the solid and
solution states. The early photochemistry of this ion has been reviewed. (54) Excitation of this ion results in an LMCT absorption that involves a transition from an
essentially nonbonding n-orbital on oxygen into an empty 5forbital on uranium.(55)
This LMCT assignment is that given to the weak visible bands in the absorption
spectrum at 500 nm and 360 nm. (56) The absorption spectrum also shows a series
of bands of increasing intensity to higher energy.(57) The positions of the absorption
bands ofU~+ are very sensitive to both temperature and the chemical environment
about the ion. Uranyl compounds show luminescence in both the solid state and in
solution. This emission is a phosphorescence that emanates from the lowest 3n
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state. (57) Luminescence quantum yields of unity have been observed for ud+ in
the solid state, but significantly lower values are usually obtained for the ion in
solution. The luminescence quantum yield and excited state lifetime of ud+ is up
to twice as large in D20 than it is in H20 as solvent.(58,59) The decay of the
luminescence of ud+ follows first-order kinetics. Energy transfer from the excited
state ud+* has also been observed. An example is found with Co(CN)~- in aqueous
solution where energy transfer occurs to the lowest ligand field state of this
complex(60):
(8.5)

B.B.

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF THE URANYL ION

The most studied system consists of a solution containing the uranyl and
oxalate ions. This combination has received extensive study because of its widespread use as a chemical actinometer.(61,62) Photolysis of such solutions lead to the
formation of both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The two principal reactions
that lead to product formation (Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7)] do not involve reduction of the
uranyl ion.(63,64):
(8.6)
(8.7)
An accompanying reaction that does involve reduction of the uranyl ion to
U(hW makes only a minor contribution to the total decomposition of oxalate
ion:
(8.8)
The quantum yield for oxalate decomposition is relatively independent of pH for
acidic solutions, in addition to being independent of temperature, concentration of
reactants, and light intensity. The absorption of light by the uranyl oxalate system
results in the generation of LMCT excited states. Such an absorption results in the
formation of carbon dioxide and the reduced uO! ion:

(UO~~(C20~) ~ (UOD(C02) + C02

(8.9)

The overall catalysis of the reactions shown in Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) by the uranyl(VI)
ion requires a subsequent re-oxidation of the uranium(V) ion UO! back to the
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(U0~l(HC02) ~ U~ + HCoi
2HC~ ~ C02 + HCOzH

2u01 + 4IJ+ ~ UO~+ + u* + 2H20
Scheme 8.4.

uranyl(VI) ion. Such a step is proposed to occur by protonolysis of (UOi)(C02) to
give (UO~lOlr and carbon monoxide:
(Uoi)(C02) + IJ+ ~ (UO~lOlr + CO

(8.10)

Photochemical reactions are observed between the uranyl ion and other carboxylate anions such as formate, acetate, lactate, and higher homologue carboxylates and dicarboxylates. Upon irradiation, aqueous solutions containing the
uranyl ion and formic acid undergo a photoredox reaction to give U4+ and carbon
dioxide:

UO~+ + HC~ + 2IJ+ ~ u* + C02 + 2H20

(8.11)

These reaction products can be explained on the basis of the pathway shown in
Scheme 8.4. This pathway involves an initial photoinduced one-electron transfer
in a uranyl formate complex to give UO! and a formate radical, followed by
disproportionation to give u* and carbon dioxide. The photochemistry of the
uranyl ion with either acetic acid or its higher homologues follows a similar type
redox pathway. Such a pathway with acetic acid leads to the formation of u*,
carbon dioxide, ethane, and carbon dioxide:

UO~+ + 2CH3COzH + 2IJ+ ~ u* + C2lI6 + 2C02 + 2H20

(8.12)

A parallel reaction that also occurs is the uranyl ion photosensitized decarboxylation
of acetic acid to methane(6S):
(8.13)
In general for carboxylic acids, there is an increase in the rate of C02 formation
with increasing basicity of the solution. This rate is dependent on the concentration
of the monoanion with succinic and glutaric acids, and of the dianion for malonic
acid, supporting the viewpoint that the photoactive species are uranyl carboxylate
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complexes. The first step in the photoreaction involves single electron transfer in
the complex (UO~"1(RCH2C02) to give UO! and the alkyl radical RCH2 :
(8.14)
The formation of ethane by photolysis of acetic acid in the presence of UO~+
presumably involves dimerization of the methyl radical. Support for such a photoreaction comes from electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy experiments at 77 K where organic radicals are observed in the photolysis of acetic
acid, trifluoroacetic acid, and succinic acid in the presence ofUO~+.(66)
Lactic acid provides an example of a case where the nature of the photoproducts
is dependent on the acidity of the reaction medium. When the photoreaction is
carried out in solutions having a pH of greater than 3.5, the product is formaldehyde:

When, however, the photoreaction is carried out under solution conditions of high
acidity, the product is pyruvic acid(67):

UO~+ + CH3CH(OH)C02H + 2H+ ~

CH3COCOzH + tJ"+ + 2H20 (8.16)

The formation of acetaldehyde in the reaction shown in Eq. (8.15) involves
oxidation of the CH3CHOH radical, which is formed by decarboxylation of the
lactate anion. By contrast, the formation of pyruvic acid in the reaction shown in
Eq. (8.16) involves hydrogen abstraction from CH3CH(OH)COzH by the excited
state of the uranyl ion to give the CH3C(OH)COzH radical. Subsequent oxidation
of this radical leads to the formation of pyruvic acid. These pathways are supported
by EPR measurements at 77 K.(68)
Photolysis of solutions containing the uranyl ion and an alcohol leads to
reduction of UOf to tJ"+, and oxidation of the alcohol to an aldehyde(69-71):

UO~+ + RCH20H + 2W ~ tJ"+ + RCHO + 2H20

(8.17)

The rate constants for the quenching of the UO~+ emission by a emission by a
series of alcohols correlate with the quantum yields for the photooxidation reaction.(69,72-74) The excited state UO~+* undergoes C-H cleavage reactions with
alcohols. For the series of alcohols, methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol, and tert-butanol,
the luminescence quenching rate increases along the series except for tert-butanol,
when the rate drops. (73) This observed quenching rate sequence follows the order
for the progressive weakening of the C-H bond. These C-H cleavage reactions of
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UO~+· are, however, frequently in competition with C-C cleavage reactions. The
cleavage of C-H bonds in alcohols by the excited state UO~+· appears to occur by
an atom abstraction process:
(8.18)

UO~+* + C-H ~ UO~W + C

Such a pathway is more likely than one that proceeds via the formation of the radical
cation R2CHOH+ because there is no correlation of the quenching rates with the
ionization potentials of the alcohols. (75)
The excited state UO~+· undergoes electron transfer quenching with transition
metal carbonyl complexes(76):

UO~+* + M(CO)n ~ uo1 + M(CO)!

(8.19)

The quenching rate constants kq correlate with the oxidation potentials of the
particular metal carbonyl complexes used.
In all of the photochemistry of UO~+, the nature of the bimolecular product
formed by association of the reactant with the excited state UO~+* is an important
facet of the chemistry. In aqueous solution the uranyl ion exists as the hydrate,
U02(H20)3+, where the five water molecules are complexed in the equatorial
plane. (77) Replacement of one or more of these complexed water molecules by an
incoming substrate allows for bimolecular photoreaction to occur in the vicinity of
the metal center. The reaction types can be summarized by the series of reactions
shown in Scheme 8.5, where the radical pair can undergo dissociation, or either
forward or back electron transfer reactions. Since the potentials EO for the
(UO~+ IUO!) and the (Uo1/U4+) couples are 0.06 V and 0.55 V, respectively, the
UO! ion can either be readily oxidized back to UO~+, or it can act as a one-electron
oxidant to a substrate that reacts as a reducing agent. By observing the reactions

+

2+·
-H
+
+ SH2 --+ [U02 ,SHe]

U02

SchemeS.5.

--+

+

U02 + SHe
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under pulsed laser conditions it is possible to probe the cage processes that occur
on the pathways to the different products.
One technique that can be used to detect the presence of radical pairs is
chemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization (CIDNP). Such an effect has been
observed in the photooxidation of alkyl substituted phenols with UO~+*pS,79) This
photooxidation of phenols involves radical dissociation where the reaction occurs
within a cage. This situation arises because aroxyl radical are poor electron donors
but good acceptors. CIDNP has also been observed during the photolysis of uranyl
salts of pivalic, propionic, and acetic acids in D20 solution.(SO) The main products
from the photolysis of propionic acid in the presence of the uranyl ion are ethane
and carbon dioxide(Sl):
hv

CilisCOili --+ Cili6 + C02

(8.20)

The CIDNP effect of the mainly multiplet polarization is due to the recombination
of ethyl radicals formed during the photolysis into butane, these having been formed
by secondary germinate pairs of the radicals. Further support for the formation of
ethyl radicals during the photolysis comes from carrying out the reaction in the
presence of oxygen. Under these conditions CIDNPis observed for the ethylperoxyl
fragment CH3CH200R [R =Et, U02(02CEt)].(SO)
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy has also been used as a probe
of radical formation in the photoreactions between UO~+ and carboxylic acids. In
the photolysis of acetic acid and propionic acid with UO~+ at ambient temperature
•
the respective radicals ·CH2C02H and CH3CHC02H have been detected by their
multiplicities.(82)
Photochemical reactions proceeding via triplet radical pairs have been reported
to show external magnetic field effects. (S3) The application of a moderate external
magnetic field increases the efficiency of the radical migrating away from the triplet
radical pair. Since photoreduction reactions of the uranyl ion are associated with
the formation of a triplet radical pair, it is to be expected that such reactions should
exhibit magnetic field effects. Such an effect has been observed in the free..radical
polymerization of N,N'-dimethyl-N,N'-diallylammonium chloride when photoinitiated by uranyl acetate. (S4) The application of an external magnetic field (B =0.17
T) causes an increase in the rate of polymerization by 10-40%, as well as a decrease
in the molecular mass of the polymers. The primary radical pair is a triplet and the
magnetic field depresses conversion into singlet pairs. As a consequence, this leads
to an increase in the number of radicals escaping the cage, and, therefore, in the
rate of initiation reaction. The reduction of the molecular mass of the polymer
results from this acceleration of the initiation step.
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9
Photochemistry and Photophysics of
Metal Porphyrins, Phthalocyanins,
and Metal Ions in Supramolecular
Systems

9.1.

SPECTROSCOPY

The absorption spectra of metal porphyrin complexes have been widely
studied. These spectra can be classified into the two categories of those for the
regular and those for the irregular porphyrins. For the regular porphyrins, their
absorption and emission spectra are primarily determined by the n-electrons in the
porphyrin ring, and the effect of the metal center on the spectral features is minimal.
For the irregular porphyrins, the presence of the metal ion results in significant
differences in the absorption and emission spectra from those of the porphyrin ring
itself. The absorption spectra of irregular porphyrins can be classified as hypso and
hyper. The hypso absorption spectra resemble the regular spectra but they are
shifted to shorter wavelength. These absorption spectra are observed for transition
metal porphyrin complexes of Groups 8 and IB that have the electronic configurations tf' where n =6-9, and those that have the eg levels filled. The hyper absorption
spectra are similar, but they have an additional band at wavelengths longer than
320nm.
The regular absorption spectra of metalloporphyrins all show the following
characteristic spectral features: two bands between 500 nm and 600 nm that are
separated by approximately 1250 em-I. These absorption bands are identified as
the Q bands. The low energy band is the electronic origin of the lowest-energy
excited singlet state, and the high energy includes one mode of vibrational excitation. A very intense absorption, called the B band or the Soret band, is observed
between 380 nm and 420 nm. At even higher energies are found the N, L, and M
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bands. The N band is in the region of 325 nm, and the M band is found at
approximately 215 nm. The less intense L absorption is located between the N band
and M band. The regular fluorescence spectra show two peaks that mirror the pair
of Q bands, along with phosphorescence bands. The fluorescence bands for metal
porphyrin complexes are found in the region of 600 nm, and the phosphorescence
bands are found around 700 nm. The triplet energies of metal porphyrin complexes
are in the 160-190 kJ mort region.(\)
Porphyrin complexes that have closed shell metals generally show only
fluorescence in solution at ambient temperature, but both fluorescence and phosphorescence are observed at 77 K. (2) The quantum yield for the fluorescence
decreases with increasing atomic number of the metal, as does the phosphorescence
lifetime. Metalloporphyrin complexes frequently have a 4-coordinate planar geometry, with both the absorption and emission spectra being shifted to longer
wavelength as ligands become bound to the axial coordination positions of the
metalloporphyrin complex.(3) Diamagnetic metal porphyrin complexes having
partially filled d shells generally show only a phosphorescence.(4) This phosphorescence is usually only observed at 77 K, and the lifetime is relatively short.
Exceptions are found with palladium and platinum that fluoresce and that phosphoresce strongly both at 77 K and in solution at ambient temperature. (5,6) Paramagnetic
metal porphyrin complexes generally show only a phosphorescence with relatively
short lifetimes.

9.2.

PHOTOREACTIONS OF METAL
PORPHYRIN COMPLEXES

The photochemistry of porphyrin complexes of the first-row transition metals
has recently been reviewed.(7) The photochemistry of these complexes show that
they undergo energy transfer reactions, photoreduction, photooxidation, atom
transfer, photocatalysis, and radical chain initiation reactions. These reactions can
result from the initial photoprocess, or they can result from thermal reactions that
occur with the initial photoproduct. The excited states that lead to photochemistry
are CT rather than 1t ~ 1t. transitions.

9.2.1.

Energy Transfer

The triplet excited states of metal porphyrin complexes undergo energy transfer quenching. Oxygen is one such compound that acts as a triplet quencher to give
singlet oxygen and the ground state porphyrin complex (MP) (Ref. 8):
(9.1)
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MP* + cis-stilbazole -4 MP + cis-stilbazole*
cis-stilbazole* -4 trans-stilbazole
Scheme 9.1.

This reaction is of some biological significance. In several cases, light induced in
vivo reactions involve the absorption of light by a metalloporphyrin, followed by
energy transfer to give singlet oxygen. This highly reactive singlet oxygen molecule
can subsequently react with an in vivo alkene functionality. An example of such a
photoreaction is the protoporphyrin induced photohemolysis of the red cell membranes in erythropoietic protoporphyria.(9,10)
The porphyrins are excellent photosensitizers because of their combination of
a small singlet-triplet splitting, a high intersystem quantum yield, and long triplet
state lifetimes. With linked metalloporphyrins, energy transfer of the triplet excited
state has been observed.(ll) When the metalloporphyrin (MP) is complexed to an
olefin such as cis-4-stilbazole, energy transfer is again observed leading to the
formation of trans-4-stilbazole (Scheme 9.1).(12)

9.2.2.

Photoredox Reactions

Metalloporphyrins undergo photoelectron transfer reactions to both electron
donors and acceptors. Both the triplet and singlet excited states exhibit such
behavior. Excited state complexes form between the metalloporphyrin excited state
and the oxidant or reductant, and in certain cases these exciplexes have been
detected by transient difference spectroscopy. These electron transfer reactions can
occur either at the metal center or at the ligand periphery. Reduction and oxidation
reactions at the ligand periphery are common. For reduction and oxidation reactions
to occur at the metal center, however, it is necessary that the metal ion has available a
second one-electron reduced or oxidized state that is stable. Photoreduction of the metal
ion involves the simple addition of electrons, but photoreduction of the ligand frequently involves also the addition of hydrogen to carbon-carbon double bonds.
Photoredox reactions of metalloporphyrins are of interest because of their involvement
in photosynthetic pathways involving chlorophyll, and also in biological oxidations
and reductions with compounds such as cytochrome P-450 and cytochrome c.

9.2.3.

Photoreduction Reactions

Metal ions in metalloporphyrins that can undergo photoreduction are Sn(N),
Co(III), Cr(III), Mn(IIl), and Fe(IIl). Photoreduction at the ligand periphery rather
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than at the metal center leads to the formation of metal complexes of dihydroporphyrins and tetrahydroporphyrins. It is not possible, however, to make any generalizations about these photoreduction reactions. Since Sn(IV) porphyrins are
photoreduced to the corresponding tetrahydroporphyrin by a mixture of Sn(II)
chloride and pyridine.(!3) The fIrst step involves conversion to the Sn(IV) chlorin,
followed by reduction to the Sn(IV) tetrahydroporphyrin:

(9.2)

Irradiation of Sn(IV) or Ge(IV) octaethylporphyrins in the presence of EDTA and
acetic acid gives the metallochlorines:

It
It

It
2 OH

EDT". HOAc
Li,ht

GAc

El

It

It
It

It

It

EDT". HOAc

It

1Li ,ht

(9.3)

It H
H
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2 GAc
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The high-valent metal center has such a polarization effect at the porphyrin ligand
that the p-pyrrole carbons acquire sufficient positive charge that they can be readily
reduced.(!4) When, however, the cobalt(ill) porphyrin is photoreduced under the
same experimental conditions, the product is the cobalt(II) porphyrin:
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-

Ligbt

(9.4)

The manganese(llI) porphyrin Mnill(porph) also undergoes photoreduction at the
metal center in the presence of strong base to give the complex Mnll(porph)(15):
ill
hv
Mn (porph) + OW ~ Mnll(porph) + OH

(9.5)

Electron donors such as EDTA, triethanolamine, and triethylamine can also be used
to effect the photoreduction ofMnill(TMPP), where TMPP is 5,10, 15,20-tetrakis(4Mepy)porphyrin(16):

MnIII(TPP) + R3N

Light
:>

II

Mri (TPP) + R3N

+

(9.6)

When ethanol is used as an electron donor, acetaldehyde is the other photoproduct.
Other photoreductions of metalloporphyrins that have been suggested involve
either the homolysis of a metal-hydroxide bond(17,18):

III
Light
II
Mn (porph)(OH)(H20)
:> Mn (porpb) (H20) + OH

(9.7)

or the reduction of an oxo-bridged dimer to a monomeric metalloporphyrin(19):

[C~(porph)hO ~

2CrH(porph) + t02

(9.8)

For halide substituted Feill(porph) complexes the halide ~ metal (LMCT) band is
the chromophore that is likely responsible for the observed photochemistry. (20)
In this initial photoprocess a halogen atom is formed, which in the presence of
carbon tetrachloride and an alcohol leads to the formation of chloroform and a
ketone(21):
(9.9)
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The turnover number based on the metalloporphyrin concentration can exceed lOS.
The reduced metalloporphyrins are identified by the presence of a strong absorption
band in the vicinity of 460 nm and a weak band near 500 nm. In general it is found
that the photoreduction of metalloporphyrins is more difficult than it is in metal-free
porphyrins because the metal center increases the electrophilicity.

9.2.4. Photooxidation Reactions
Closed shell metalloporphyrins such as those having divalent ions (e.g.,
magnesium or zinc) readily undergo oxidation to radical cations. (22) These closed
shell ionic metalloporphyrins can be considered to be porphyrin dianions, and
therefore they are oxidized more readily than are the free porphyrins themselves.
The redox potentials of metalloporphyrins increase with increasing electronegativity of the metal ion.(23) Metalloporphyrins with trivalent or tetravalent metal ions
are particularly difficult to oxidize because of the high electropositive character of
the metal center.
Metalloporphyrins undergo photooxidation in the presence of air or oxygen.
The reaction products are frequently ones that have undergone an oxidation at the
ligand periphery. Examples of such photoreactions are the photooxidation of zinc
porphyrins, (24) and the photooxidation of the magnesium octaethylporphyrin complex to a new metalloporphyrin that has a formyl group bonded to the ligand
periphery.(25) The active oxidant is the excited singlet state of oxygen that is formed
by quenching of the porphyrin triplet state by molecular oxygen. The formation of
singlet oxygen likely occurs by the pathway shown in Scheme 9.2. The triplet state
3M(porph)* is formed in high yields in the photoreaction because the low energy
gap between the singlet and triplet states of M(porph)* causes the intersystem
crossing rate from the singlet state to be fast.
The singlet oxygen that is formed in such a reaction sequence can react with
C-H bonds on the metalloporphyrin itself, or with other substrates that are present
in the reaction mixture. Since only magnesium octaethylporphyrin photoreacts with
oxygen to give a formyl group bound to the ligand periphery, it has been suggested

M(porph)

~ IM(porph)*

IM(porph)* ~ 3M(porph)*
3M(porph)* + 302 ~ IM(porpij + 102
Scheme 9.2.
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Scheme 9.3.

that this difference is due to the low oxidation potential of this particular magnesium
complex.
Photooxidation of the metal center is not a commonly observed reaction with
metalloporphyrins, but examples do exist. Both chromium(ITI) and manganese(ITl)
porphyrins will undergo photooxidation reactions under appropriate conditions.
Perchlorate amine-N oxides, and methyl viologen (My2+) have been used as
oxidants in these photoreactions, and photolysis of the corresponding azido complexes results in the formation of a nitrido complex where the metal ion has
undergone a two-electron oxidation. Examples of such reactions are(26-29):
CrID(porph)CI04 ~ Ct"(O)(porph)

(9.10)

hv
v
CrIDCl(porph) + RN~O ~ Cr Cl(O)(porph)

(9.11)
(9.12)
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(9.13)

An example of a photoreduction reaction is found with the manganese phthalocyanine complex MnIDpc(OH)(py), which is converted into both Mn~c(OH)(py) and
MnIYpc(O)(Py) under photolysis conditions in the presence of pyridine and oxygen,
respectively (Scheme 9.3).(30)

9.2.5.

Photodecarbonylation Reactions

Porphyrin carbonyl complexes, like other metal carbonyls, undergo photodecarbonylation reactions. As an example, when the ruthenium(ll) tt:traphenylporphyrin complex Ru(TPP)(CO)py is photolyzed in the presence of pyridine, the
bis-pyridine complex Ru(TPP)(Pyh is formed(31):

Ru(TPP)(CO)py + py

~ Ru(TPP)(pyh + CO

(9.14)

This reaction has been extended further to other porphyrins, and also to other axial
ligands such as DMSO, THF, and amines.(32) A similar photodecarbonylation is
observed when the osmium(ll) carbonyl complex Os(OEP)(CO)py is photolyzed
in the presence of pyridine. Room temperature transient absorption studies on
ruthenium(ll) porphyrin carbonyl complexes show that there are significant differ-

ences in the nature of the lowest excited state for series of complexes having
different axialligands. C33 ,34) For the complexes Ru(OEP)L2 and Ru(TPP)L2, where
L is a u-donor ligand such as pyridine, the complexes exhibit charge transfer

•

(d, IT )

•

(IT, IT )

Ru( porpb) L(CO)

Ru( porpb) L2

Figure 9.1. Energy levels of the complexes Ru(porph)L(CO) and Ru(porph)~.
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Table 9.1. Lifetime Data for Ru(OEP)py(CO) and Ru(TPP)py(CO)
Temperature Complexes
Ru(OEP)py(CO)
Ru(TPP)py(CO)
H20EP
H2TPP

295K

250K

205K

160K

77K

26 Cps)
23 Cps)
12 (ms)
1.3 (ms)

47 Cps)
29 Cps)
16 (ms)
2.2 (ms)

86 Cps)
31 Cps)
19 (ms)
2.6 (ms)

131 Cps)
45 Cps)
21 (ms)
2.8 (ms)

305 Cps)
134 Cps)
23 (ms)
2.8 (ms)

character with short excited state lifetimes in the nanosecond range. By contrast,
the lowest excited states in the carbonyl complexes Ru(OEP)L(CO) and
Ru(TPP)L(CO) show spectral characteristics of a macrocycle triplet 3(n, n*), and
have longer excited state lifetimes in the microsecond range. This switch over in
the lowest excited state from (d, n·) in complexes having a pair of a-donor ligands
to (n, n·) in carbonyl complexes can be explained on the basis of the back-bonding
between the CO (n·) orbitals and the Ru (dn) orbitals, which causes a lowering in
the energy of the dn orbitals. As a result of this effect, the energy of the metal-to-ring
(dn, n·) state in the carbonyl complexes is raised relative to its position in the
complexes that have two a-donor ligands (Fig. 9.1). The inherent lifetimes of the
(d, n *) excited state are some three orders of magnitude longer in the free protonated
ligand than are those in the ruthenium carbonyl complexes (Table 9.1). The
temperature dependence of the decay times for the carbonyl complexes support the
proposal thatthe 3(n, n*) state decays in part via a (d, n*) state at higher energy. The
increased excited state lifetime of the carbonyl complexes can be ascribed to several
factors. One factor is that the Ru (dn)

-7

CO (n·) n back-bonding leads to reduced

spin-orbit coupling in the carbonyl compounds, and therefore to longer excited state
lifetimes. A second factor is that the higher energy of the dn* level in the carbonyl
complexes results in a larger energy gap, and a reduced Franck-Condon factor, for
decay of the (d, nO) state in the carbonyl complexes.(35) The energy level diagram
in Fig. 9.1 can be used to explain the photodissociation of CO from the complex if
the (d, n*) level involves transfer of electron density to the empty ring eg (n*)
orbitals. Such an electron transfer will reduce the electron density on the ruthenium
center that is available for n back-bonding to CO, thereby weakening the ruthenium--<:arbonyl bond. (33) The quantum yields for photodissociation of CO from this
series of complexes are in the region of 10-4.

9.3.

PHOTOPHYSICS OF METALLOPORPHYRINS

The photophysics of a wide range of porphyrin complexes have been studied.
Among the most widely studied are those having Cu(II), Ni(II), Sn(IV), Hf(IV),
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Zr(IV), and Ce(IV) as the central metal ion. Copper(II) porphyrins are among the
most studied of the paramagnetic metalloporphyrins. The Cu(II) complexes show
a low-temperature luminescence that arises from the 2T and 4T states that exist in
thermal equilibrium. These two states are derived from the lowest excited triplet
state on the porphyrin ring, which is split because of the presence of a unpaired
electron on the Cu(II) center.(36) Transient absorption measurements show that the
ambient temperature excited-state decay times are lowered when a ligand is
associated with the axial coordination positions of the tetracoordinate Cu(II)
porphyrin complex. (37.38) The excited state lifetimes of Cu(II) porphyrin complexes
in solution can be either dependent or independent of the temperature and solvent.
For the octaethylporphyrin complex Cu(OEP) the excited state lifetime increases
as the temperature is lowered, and also as the solvent polarity is increased.(36) By
contrast, the excited state lifetime of the tetraphenylporphyrin Cu(TPP) is insensitive to both the temperature and the polarity of the solvent. This difference in their
photophysical behavior is likely due to a difference in the energy gap between the
charge transfer state and the 2TI 4T states in the pair of complexes.
The proton-controlled fluorescence of Sn(IV) porphyrins has been studied for
the aminomethyl substituted tetraphenylporphyrins. The Sn(IV) complex with this
ligand (Fig. 9.2) can undergo photoinduced electron transfer from the pendant
amino nitrogen to the Sn(IV) center. When, however, this amino nitrogen is
protonated, such a pathway is inoperable.(39) As a result of this amino group acting
as a proton dependent switch, the fluorescence quantum yield dependence on the
solution pH is bimodal. When the amine nitrogen is deprotonated electron transfer
quenching occurs, but when the amine is protonated fluorescence becomes the most
important deexcitation pathway. The fluorescence quantum yield is also sensitive
to pH under conditions where the side-chain amine nitrogen is protonated. This
occurs because in neutral or weakly acidic solutions the axial ligands X or Y are
complexed by hydroxide ions, whereas at low pH values these axial sites are
occupied by water ligands.
The octaethylporphryin cerium(IV) complex provides a contrasting case to
"simple" metalloporphyrins because the structure now consists of a cerium(IV) ion

Ph

Figure 9.2. Structure of the aminomethyl substituted tetraphenylporphyin Sn(IV) complexes.
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sandwiched between two closely spaced (-3.4 A.) porphyrin ligands.(40) The complex does not fluoresce, showing that the singlet (n, n*) state has a very short
lifetime. Transient difference absorption spectroscopy supports an excited state
decay pathway in the complex where the initial singlet state rapidly decays
nonradiatively to the ground state via one or more lower energy excited singlet
states. A ring triplet (n, n *) state may, however, be formed in low yield by multiple
recycling through the short-lived states during the excitation pulse. (41) Subpicosecond time-resolved absorption studies have also been carried out on several other
porphyrin complexes that have a Ce(IV) ion sandwiched between two strongly
coupled cofacial porphyrins. These data collected at such short times after the
exciting pulse allow for a more detailed model to be developed for the electronic
properties and photophysical behavior of these complexes, especially with respect
to the earliest events in their photochemistry. Of the two relaxation processes, the
shorter 1.5-ps process is attributable to excited state deactivation of the electronic
ground state via a low-lying ring-to-metal charge transfer state, with relaxation of
the resultant vibrationally excited ground electronic state accounting for the observed longer decay of lOps. (42)
Porphyrin "dimers" of the type M(porphyrinh with transition metals being
used to hold the porphyrin rings in close proximity have also been studied. These
complexes with a transition metal ion such as Hf(JV) or Zr(JV) for M are expected
to show greater spectroscopic variations within the porphyrin rings than are the
analogous complexes with Ce(IV), Th(JV), or U(IV), this because the smaller
transition metal ions allow the porphyrin centers to approach more closely (-2.6
A.). The effect of this closer separation is to cause an interaction between the orbitals
on two rings. These sandwich complexes can therefore be considered to have their
molecular orbitals delocalized over both macrocycles. (42-44) The effect of this
interaction between the two rings is to cause a splitting of the a)u, a2u, and eg orbital
levels in each ring. This model shown in Fig. 9.3 explains the observed red-shifted
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Figure 9.3. Orbital energy levels in coupled porphyrin dimers.
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fluorescence in these strongly coupled dimers, because this interaction between the
porphyrin rings causes the a and e levels to become more closely spaced.
Nickel porphyrins have been studied in order to probe photodissociation
reactions at the axial coordination positions. Divalent nickel is a particularly
suitable system for such a study because this metal center commonly exists as either
4- or 6-coordinate complexes. Furthermore, the 4-coordinate complexes can have
either a tetrahedral or a square planar geometry. When transient absorption spectra
are collected in the subpicosecond time regime it is possible to observe the initial
photosteps in such dissociation reactions. (45,46) The electronic ground state of
octahedral Ni(Il) has the porphyrin ring in its singlet ground state, and the metal
center in a paramagnetic triplet 3(dl, di-/) configuration. Irradiation at 582 nm
excites singiet-singlet transition of the porphyrin ring, but leaves the Ni(II) center
electronically unperturbed. The excited state therefore has a triplet 3(dl, di-/)
configuration at the metal center, and a singlet l(n, nO) configuration at the
porphyrin ring. Immediately after the pulse (-1 pS), however, the spectra have
features characteristic of a triplet 3(n, nO) state at the porphyrin ring. This state is
derived from the initial singlet, and it is likely that this triplet state is the one
responsible for the dissociative loss of the axial ligands from the complex. The
major pathway is the simultaneous loss of both axial ligands, but spectroscopic
evidence suggests that a small amount of the 5-coordinate intermediate is present
as a result of the loss of only one of the axial ligands from the Ni(II). When the
reaction is followed by transient difference absorption spectroscopy for lOOps after
the pulse, no significant association of ligands back into the axial positions is
observed.
Excited states of metalloporphyrins have absorption features in the 600-900nm range that can be used to identify the particular type of transient state that is
present. Empirical differences exist for the individual 1(n, n*), 3(n, n·), 3(d, n·), and
(d, d) excited states.(47) For the 3(d, n*) state there is an extra relatively intense band
in the 650-700 nm range that is not observed in the spectra of the 3(n, nO) state.
Discrimination between the l(n, nO) and 3(n, nO) excited states can also be made.
The spectra of the 3(n, n *) state show distinct absorption peaks in the 600-9OO-nm
region, whereas the l(n, n *) shows a broad featureless absorption across this region.
For metalloporphyrins that have the (d, d) excited state, a diagnostic feature is that
the excited state does not generally absorb in the 600-9OO-nm range of the
electronic spectrum.
The excited state chemistry of iron porphyrins has been studied because of
their direct relevance to heme proteins. Both monomeric and oxo-bridged iron
porphyrins have been studied. In a study of the steric effects of the binding of
isonitrile ligands to monomeric Fe(II) porphyrins, picosecond measurements show
that the nonplanarity of the heme influences the bond-making step between the
ligand and the Fe(II) center. Ligand access to the Fe(II) center was also blocked by
placing an adamantane heme "cap" over the binding site. In this case it is necessary
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for the complex to undergo a conformational preequilibrium prior to bond making
with the incoming isonitrile ligand.(48)

9.4.

PHOTOOXIDATION OF SUBSTRATES

The majority of photooxidation reactions carried out with metalloporphyrins
can be classified as atom transfer types. Under thermal conditions such reactions
are exemplified by the oxidation reactions that can be carried out with cytochrome
P-450. Upon photolysis the jl-oxo-bis(tetraphenylporphinato)iron(ill) complex
(FeTPPhO undergoes disproportionation to give the Fe(II) complex FeTPp, and
the Fe(N) complex Fe(O)TPP (Ref. 49):
hv

(FeTPPhO -+ FeTPP + Fe(O)TPP

(9.15)

This highly reactive complex Fe(O)TPP will abstract a hydrogen atom from an
alkene to give Fe(OH)TPP. Photolysis of a mixture of (FeTPPhO and cyclohexene
in the presence of oxygen results in the formation of cyclohex-2-en-l-one when the
photolysis is carried out at low light intensities, and cyclohex-2-en-l-01 at high light
intensities (Fig. 9.4). When the photolysis of (FeTPPhO is carried out in the
presence of triphenylphosphine, the products are FeTPP and triphenylphosphine
oxide
hv

(FeTPPhO + PPh3 -+ 2FeTPP + OPPh3

(9.16)

Reactions of this type can be sequentially incorporated into catalytic cycles. An
example of such a cycle is shown in Scheme 9.4, where triphenylphosphine is
oxidized to triphenylphosphine oxide by reaction with MnIV (porph)O, and the
nitrite complex Mnill(porph)N02 then photoreacts to give MnIV(porph)O and nitric
oxide.(50) Photooxidations using Mn(TPP)(OAc) and periodate ion also involve
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Figure 9.4. Photolysis of cyclohexene.
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oxygen atom transfer, and this system can be used for the conversion of toluene to
benzaldehyde, and of cyclopentane to cyclopentanone.(26)
Coordinately unsaturated metalloporphyrins can be incorporated into catalytic
systems that involve substrate photooxidation. The photodehydrogenation of cyclohexanol and isopropanol can be carried out using a tetraphenylporphyrin complex ofrhodium.(Sl) This complex has absorption bands at 417 nm and at 532 nm,
and irradiation into either band results in photodehydrogenation. For irradiation at
417 nm the reaction rate is independent of catalyst concentration, but for irradiation
at 532 nm the rate depends on the catalyst concentration because a bimolecular
quenching occurs between the excited and ground states of RhID(TPPt. The
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reaction pathway is shown in Scheme 9.5, where the photochemical steps involve
the initial generation of the excited state Rhill(TPPt* and the reaction between a
ground and excited state molecule of Rhill(H)TPPto give hydrogen and the catalyst
Rhill(TPPt.
Electron transfer reactions from metalloporphyrin dimers have been studied
using molecules that have a quinone moiety chemically attached to the porphyrin
ring.(52,53) These metalloporphyrin complexes are designed such that charge separation can be accomplished between the porphyrin and the quinone, and that these
transients can then be used as oxidants.

9.5.

PHOTOBIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS

Metalloporphyrins have a wide range of biological applications that include
photosynthesis, photoelectron transfer, and phototherapeutic medical applications.

9.5.1.

Photosynthesis

The porphyrins occupy an important niche in photobiology. In nature their
occurrence is widespread, and fossilized remains verify their having had a long
chemical history. The porphyrins have evolved along functional lines.(54) The
evolutionary pathway involves the self-aggregation of simple compounds to give
hydrophobic pigments that reside within hydrophobic proteins and lipids. The
major photochemical function of metalloporphyrins in nature is in photosynthesis.
The absorption of solar energy during green plant photosynthesis results in the
oxidation of water to oxygen, and the conversion of molecules such as ferredoxins
to strong reductants. These transformations represent one of the major energy
sources here on earth. (55) This photosynthetic pathway couples the generation of an
excited state on a chlorophyll molecule to the transport of electrons across a
hydrophobic barrier separating the macromolecular donors and acceptors. In addition to ferrodoxins, redox-active molecules such as quinones, blue copper proteins,
and cytochromes can also be involved in the electron transfer chain. These supramolecular systems are self-assembling with the individual molecular components
spontaneously aggregating to form the lipid bilayer vesicles within which the
photochemical reactions occur. A biomimetic system has been prepared that uses
chlorophyll as the hydrophobic photosensitizer. In this system the electron donor
is a reduced metalloprotein such as cytochrome c, and the electron acceptor is an
oxidized metalloprotein such as ferredoxin. (56) The light efficiency of this system
is greater than 22%. In green plant photosynthesis the transport of electrons from
water to the ferredoxin is coupled with the formation of a transmembrane pH
gradient. This latter feature is the principal means of chemical energy storage in the
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chloroplast, and it is coupled to other energy absorbing processes such as ATP
formation.
One biological pair that has been studied is that comprising cytochrome c
[cyt(ll)1with its heme iron in a divalent state, and plastocyanin [pc(ll)1with its blue
copper center also in a divalent state.(S7-60) Because cyt(ll) is positively charged
and pc(ll) is negatively charged, an encounter complex is obtained prior to electron
transfer to give cyt(Ill) and pc(l)
cyt(ll) + pc(IT) ~ cyt(II)/pc(II) --+ cyt(Ill)/pc(l) ~ cyt(ll) + pc(1) (9.17)
Since the replacement of Fe(II) by Zn(ll) does not affect either the conformations
or its association properties with other proteins, Zncyt(II) has been used to probe
the photoredox reactions between cytochrome and plastocyanin.(61) These studies
show that the excited state potential of the cytochrome can influence the site of
reactivity on plastocyanin, and that viscosity effects can be used to determine
conformational changes that occur in the electron transfer process.(62--6S)
The absolute size of a photosynthetic unit is an important concept because it
defines the number of light-absorbing molecules contributing excitation energy to
a reaction center. The photosynthetic unit is an aggregate of pigments and proteins
coupled to the reaction center where the photoreactions occur. Thus, the "size" of
a photosynthetic unit relates the total chlorophyll per oxygen molecule, and also
the quantum requirement for oxygen formation. Numerous methods have been used
to ascertain this size; these include kinetic, optical cross-section, and biochemical
approaches.(66) In principle the minimum size of a photosynthetic unit is a single
center, although the experimentally determined minimum sizes have some 20-40
chlorophylls. A photosynthetic unit containing 1000 such molecules can also
function efficiently. In 1943 it was estimated that 10 quanta of light were required
for oxygen formation. (67) During the past 50 years significantly smaller estimates
have been proposed for this value; nevertheless, recent results confirm that a value
of lOis still the best estimate for this quantity. (68)
Green plants contain two different reaction centers, photosystem I (PSI) and
photosystem IT (PSll). Photosystem I provides the reducing potential necessary for
the carbon fixation biochemistry within the plant, while PSII provides the oxidizing
equivalent to convert water into W and 02. The PSI is a chlorophyll, and the
oxidizing potential generated in PSII is used to oxidize water to oxygen through
the reaction center. Cytochrome b-559 is a component of the photosystem II
reaction center, and the redox changes in this compound are driven by the photosystem II itself. Upon irradiation, photooxidation of cytochrome b-559 occurs with
a half-life of 4.3 s. The primary role of cytochrome b-559 in the photosystem is to
divert excess photons from a linear to a cyclic electron flow at high light intensities
for protection of the ancillary proteins against photodamage.(69)
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Supramolecular systems have been investigated with a focus on mimicking the
natural photosystems. The goal of these efforts is to produce within the molecule a
long-lived photoinduced charge separation with a high quantum yield, which will
allow for the thermal electron transfer steps to occur at rates that are competitive
with back electron transfer. Approaches that have been used to modify metalloporphyrins include using phenyl groups as spacers,(70,71) using spirocyclic or vinylic
linked porphyrins, (72,73) or using different chemical types of rigid(74-81) and flexible(82,83) spacers. These studies generally conclude that structural control is critically important in controlling electron transfer, and that the solvent plays an
important role.
The nature of the excited states, electron transfer reactions, and the intermediates in bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers has been reviewed in relation to
the X-ray crystallographic structural data. This review provides a critical evaluation
of the relationships between the structural features of the bacteriochlorophylls and
quinone centers and their photophysical and kinetic features.(84,85)

9.5.2.

In Vivo Clinical Applications

Metalloporphyrins, along with other metal complexes, have a potential for use
as phototherapeutic agents in medicine. Two possible applications are in the
shrinkage of tumors and in the cure of jaundice. A problem with jaundiced babies
is the high bilirubin count caused by heme degradation. It has long been known that
jaundiced babies with a high bilirubin count can be cured by placing them under
an illumination source. Tin protoporphyrin either completely or significantly
suppresses a range ofjaundices. (86,87) The efficiency of this compound in inhibiting
heme degradation to bilirubin is a function of both the metal ion and the substituents
on the porphyrin. (88,89) These complexes are effective because they are competitive
inhibitors of heme oxygenase, which is the rate-limiting enzyme in the catabolism
of heme to bilirubin.
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Benzyl alcohol oxidation, 99
Berry pseudorotation, 40, 250
Bilirubin, 337
Bimetallic complexes with dppm as bridging
ligand,134
Bimolecular electron transfer rate constant,
19
Biological applications of luminescent
complexes, 55
Biological structure probe with Cu(I)
phenanthroline complexes, 55
Biphenyl dianion as a chelating ligand, 81
4,4'-Bipyridine (bpy) as bridging ligand, 234
Bipyridinium ion tethered to (bpYhRu, 196
2,2' -Bipyridinium (bpym) complexes, 200
2,2' -Bipyridyl or 1,10-phenanthroline
complexes, 230
1,2-Bis(diphenylphosphino)methane
complexes, 120
1,2' -Bis(2-pyridyl)benzimidazolyl complexes,
204
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2,3-Bis-(2-pyridyl)pyrazine (dpp) complexes,
200
Bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine as a bridge for Ru
centers, 282
Bismuth compounds, Bi(QQ~, 78
Bolometer, 12
Bond rupture mechanism, 31
Born-<>ppenbeimerapproximation, 9
Bridge as a ligand, 257
4-Bridge as bridging ligand, 260
Bromoalkane complexed to Cr(CO)s' 244
Butene-l to butene-2 catalyzed by Cr(CO).., 221
C-F photoaddition to Rh(I), 286
C-H cleavage reactions with U~+·, 315
Cage effect in recombination reactions, 29
Carbon dioxide half-reactions, 194
Carbon dioxide reduction to formate by ZnS, 104
Carbon monoxide photodissociation
from (lli-cp)Mn(CO)s' 228
from (lls-cp)M(CO)3' 243
from (lls-cp)Mo(CO)iCOMe)L, 228
from (,,6_C6H6)Cr(CO)3' 240
from Cr(COMC4H6), 238
from Cr(CO)6' 220
from Fe(CO)s' 219
from M 2(CO)IO' 221
from [(,,-cpFe(CO)2h- 243
Carbonylation of methylcobalamin, 292
Cascade process for solar energy collection,
173
Catalytic photodehydrogenation of 2-propanol
by P~(pop):-, 130
Catalytic photodehydrogenation of ethanol by
RuH2(Nz)P3,89
Cavity effects in macrocyclic ligands, 45
CdSIM and CdSIPt-M for reduction of Nz to
NH3,104
Cerium compounds
Ce(CI04)4' 306
Ce(IV)(porphyrin)z dimers, 331
Ce3+/Ce4+,304
Ce4 acetate, 307
Ce(IV)octaethylporphyrin, 330
Ce4 + dimers, 306
Chain mechanism
in photoexchange, 105
in photosubstitution, 247
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Chatt-Dewar-Duncanson model, 271
Chemical actinometer, l3, 313
Chemical energy storage in photosynthesis, 336
Chemically induced dynamic nuclear
polarization (CIDNP), 285, 317
Chemiluminescence
from Eu(dbmMpyridine), 310
from P~(pop)!-, l33
from Ru(bpy)~+, 185
from [1r(J.l-pz)(1,5-COD)h, 145
Chiral discrimination in photoprocesses, 312
Chirality of Ru(bpy~+ and Ru(phen~+, 23, 207
Chloride ion bridges in quenching reactions, 34
Chloride ion effect on quantum yield, 44
Chlorine atom abstraction from haloalkane,
146,223
Chlorophyll, 323
Chromium compounds
(lls-cp)Cr(CO)3Me, 228, 285, 289
(1l6_C6~)ZCr, 280
(1l 6-C6H6)Cr(CO)3,240
(CO)sCr=CRR', 294
cis- and trans-Cr([14]aneN4 )(NH3)i+, 40
Cr(bpy)~+, 37, 178
Cr(CN)r as quencher, 1,70
Cr(CNPh)6' 254
Cr(COMll- 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene),239
Cr(COMarene),252
Cr(COMCH3CN)3' 252
Cr(CO)4' 221, 252
Cr(COMC4H6), 238
Cr(COMNBD), 249
Cr(CO)4bpy, 231
Cr(CO)6' 218, 220, 244, 248, 249, 253, 254,
286
Cr(HzO)~+, 27
Cr(NH3)~+' 30
Cr(phen)~+' 37
Cr(TAE[9]aneNi+,41
Cr(TAP[9]aneNi+' 41
CrCl(NH3);+,40
CrF(NH3)(en)~+, 39
CrF(NH3);+, 39
CrI(CO)s' 226
CrX(NH3)S'+,38
trans-CrXZ<NH 3)r, 38
[Cr(C6~);][Mn(CO)~, 221
[NC-Ru(bpy)z-NC-Cr(CN)s]z-, 199
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Cis-4-stilbazole in energy transfer, 323
Cleavage of carbon-sulfur bonds in thioethers,
159
Cleavage of cobalt-carbon bonds in
alkylcobalamins, 291
Closed sbell metaIloporphyrins, 326
Cluster complexes for multiphoton processes, 197
Cobalt compounds
CO(CN),NCS3-,45
Co(CN),X"-,45
Co(CO)3NO, 229
Co(CO)4(SnC~) , 247
Co(NH3)sN~+, 49
(ll'-CphCo+,l72
(NC)sCom-NC-Feu(CN);-, 118
(NC)sCom-NC-OsU(CN);-, 118
(NC),Com-NC-RuU(CN);-, 118
(NH3),Com(Il-L)CuI, 273
A-Co(dip)~+, 208
cis-CoC!z(en);, 46

Co(cage)~+ , 180
Co(CN)r 42, 75, 313
Co(CN),Nr- 49
Co(CN),SCN3-,45
Co(NH3)~+' 42, 74
Co(NH3),NCS2+, 48
Co(NH3),N<>i+, 47
Co2(CO)8' 253
Co2+ions, 192
C03(I'-CH)(CO)g, 229
C04(CO)12' 224, 253
Co(II) porphyrin, 324
Co(III) porphyrin, 324
CoCI(NH3)~+' 178, 192
metbylcobalamin, 291
trans-Co(enMCN)CI+,47

trans-Co(enMCN)H2d+, 47
trans-CoCI2(en);, 46

[Cocp;][Mn(CO)s)' 221
RCo(III), 292
Coenzyme B-12, 291
Concerted photoelimination of hydrogen from
a metal dihydride, 293
Coordinately unsaturated complexes in
catalysis, 248
Coordination numbers, 20
Copper compounds
Cu(I) phenanthroline, 55

Copper compounds (cont_)
Cu(II) porpbyrin, 330
56
50
Cu(2,9-~-phen);, 50
Cu(BH.)(pPb2Me)3,277
Cu(BH4)(PP~)2' 277
Cu(BH4)dppe, 277
Cu(OEP), 330
Cu(OTF), 274
Cu(TPP), 330
Cu2+, 193
CuCI2(MeCN)2' 56
CuCI3(MeCNt, 56
CuCI/-,53
CuI(morpholine), 53
CuI(py),53
CuXL,53
Crown ether linked pyridines, 235
Crown ethers, 81
Cryptates, 309
CT pbotostates, 322
CTTS state, 280
Cu(I) balide photoassisted conversion of
norbomadiene to quadricyclane, 276
CuBr and norbomene, 274
CuCI and 1,5-cyclooctadiene, 276
Cyanide bridge, 48, 118, 235
Cyclam as ligand, 173
CYCLO-bridge as ligand, 260
Cycloaddition of an alkyne and a triene, 239
Cyclobexane and cyclohexene oxidation, 99
Cyclopentane oxidation, 334
Cytochrome b-559, 336
Cytochrome c, 323
Cytochrome P-450, 323, 333
Cu(2,9-M~-4,7-dipbenyl-phen);,
Cu(2,9-M~-phen);,

Davydov shift, 70
Decarboxylation of acetic acid, 314
Deuterium isotope effect for Eu3+ and Tb3+
complexes, 311
Dibenzo[30)crown-10 encapsulated excited
states, 80
Dibenzyl sulfide oxidation, 99
Dibenzylideneacetone as ligand, 272
Diffusion-controlled limit, 13, 36
Dibydroporpbyrins and tetrahydrophyrins, 324
1,3-Diisocyanopropane complexes, 120,257
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p-Diketonate complexes, 308
Dimeric rhodium isocyanide complexes of
lantern type, 257
Diplatinum J.l-alkenylidene complex, 288
Dipolar excited state of Ru(bpy~+, 174
Dipolar Mo(I)Mo(III) excited state, 154
Dipole moment operator, 8
Diradical formation from ~(pop)!-* and
alkenes, 132
Disproportionation of P~(POP)4H'·, 130
Disproportionation reactions involving
metal-metal bond homolysis, 247
Dissociation of J oligomers, 255
Dissociative CO substitution from ligand field
states, 231
Dissociative loss of axial ligands via porphyrin
triplet, 332
Dithiolene complexes, 58, 103
Dmpm as ligand, 224
Doublet-doublet annihilation process, 199
Dstyy as ligand, 235
EDTA and TEOA as sacrificial donors, 191,

325
Einstein as unit, 5
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy,
317
Electron relay in water photosplitting, 190
Electron transfer
chain reactions with alkylcobalt(III)
complexes, 292
dependence on bridge separation, 274
for Cr(III) polypyridyl complexes, 35
for Cu(I) complexes, 52
from a ferrocene triplet state, 280
from M6~+' 154
from MLCT excited states, 167
from Ru2+ to a bpy ligand, 174
from transition metal carbonyl complexes,
316
in bimetallics, 49
of ~(pop )!.* and P~(pcp )!.*, 126
producing an electron hole at the metal
center, 174
quenching, 14
reactions, 170
with bipyridinium ion, 177
with lanthanides, 303

Electron transfer (cont.)
with metal carbynes, 297
with metal porphyrins, 322, 323
with ~(pop)~', 132
Electronic coupling effect on electron transfer
rates, 186
a-Elimination of an alkyl, 228, 289
Etnissive diplatinum(III) complex
~(poP)Pi-, 149
Enantiomeric discrimination in DNA binding,
207
Enantiomers and quantum yields, 31
Encounter complexes in photoelectron transfer
reactions, 18
End-to-end intervalence state in multimetallics,
199
Energy and electron transfer reactions with
AU2(dppm)~+*, 138
Energy and electron transfer with Ru(bpy~+',
170,180, 181
Energy gap law, 50, 233
Energy transfer "cascade" in a bridged
dirhenium complex, 234
Epoxidation of trans-stilbene, 99
Ethanol as electron donor, 325
Europium compounds
Eu(8-hq)3and Eu(dbm)3 (8-hq = 8hydroxyquinoline and dbm =
dibenzoylmethide),308
Eu(acac)3,308
Eu(dbmMpyridine),310
Eu(EDTAr, 308
Eu(Ha)3(Phen),310
Eu(thd)3 (thd is the anion of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione),307
Eu2+, 181
Eu2+/Eu3+, 304
Eu3+,311
Eu3+ with py and bpy, 309
Excimer formed via chloride bridge, 34
Excimer from Pt(CNM4,7-Ph2-1,lO-phen), 79
Exciplex~(pop)4Te··, 133
Exciplexes from Cu(I), 50
Exciplexes with metalloporphyrins, 323
Excited do-do * state, 149, 237
Excited singlet state of oxygen, 326
Excited state atom and electron transfer with
Rh2~(dppm)~+, 264
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Excited state energies (1\ 38
Excited state energies of ReX(CO)4L, 236
Excited state potentials in Cr(bpy~+, 35
Excited state proton transfer in Re02(py)~, 97
Excited state redox potentials, 182, 185
Excited states of metalloporphyrins, 332
Exciton hopping in Ru complexes, 196
Extinction coefficient, definition, 4, 8

Fac-mer isomerization of M(COM" 4 -diene),
252
Ferrocene triplet state reactivity, 280
Fluorescence, definition, 2
Fluorescence from metalloporphyrins, 322,
330,332
Fluorescence from P~(pop)!-', 124
Fluorescence from Rh2 dimers, 135
Fluorescence from [lr(l1-pz)(l,5-COD)h, 145
Forbidden transitions, 8
Franck-Condon principle, 50, 329
Free energy correlations for determining
mechanism, 171
Gerade and ungerade transitions, 148
Germanium compounds
Ge(IV)octaethylporphyrin, 324
Gold compounds
(MeNC)2IrAu(l1-dppm)/+' 142
(MeNC)3IrAu(l1-dppm)/+, 142
Au(C4 J4-1)(PBuJ ).286
Au(PPh3)/,87
AuiCY2PCH2PCY2)~+' 139
AU2(dppm)~+, 138
Au3CI{HC(PPh3)2 122+, 144
AuBr;,107
AuCI;, 107
AuIrCI(CO)(I1-dppm);, 140
Au~,87

AuMe(PPh3), 286
Au[C(NHC6H II )N(CH2)sn, 294
Cs[Au(CN)21, 72
[Au2Ir(CNh(I1-dpmpht, 141
[lr2AuCI2(COMI1-dpmahl+' 141
Gold(l) luminescence, 87
Hafnium compounds
(" 5-cp)2HfMe2' 284
Hf(IV)(porphyrin)2 dimers, 331
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Halogen atom abstraction reactions of
P~(pop )!-*, 128
Hamiltonian operator, 8
Hammett parameter correlation with
photodissociation, 281
" 6 _,, 4 Hapticity change, 239
Harmonic oscillator, 9
Heterolytic cleavage of Mo-Mo bonds, 246
Holmium compounds
Ho(thd)3 (thd = anion of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione), 307
Homogeneous catalysts generated
photochemically, 221, 247, 252
Homolysis of alkyl-manganese bonds, 228
Homolysis of the Au-C bond in AuMe(PP~),
286
Hydration numbers from emissive properties of
lanthanides, 311
Hydrocarbon oxidation by Ru02(LY+, 99
Hydrogen atom abstraction
from 2-propanol, 130
from a cycloalkene, 132
from an alkane, 158
from an alkene, 333
from lactic acid, 315
from metalloid hydrides, 128
from water, 103
Hydrogen atoms in the photoreduction of W
with Eu2+, 305
Hydrogen atoms in the photoreduction of W

with MOiS04)t, 152
Hydrogen for photochemical synthesis of metal
hydrides, 241
Hydrogen from 2-propanol, 130, 305
Hydrogen from HCI, 258, 259
Hydrogen from perchloric acid, 306
Hydrogenation and hydrosilation with
photogenerated coordinately
unsaturated carbonyls, 221
Hydrogenation of acetylene and ethylene with
CdS, 104
Hydrogenation of dienes, 221, 248, 249
Hydrosilation catalyst from (l1s-cp)PtMe:;, 291
Hydrosilation of benzaldehyde, 96
Hydroxide ion generated chemiluminescence
with Ru(bpy)/+, 185
Hydroxyl radicals from photolysis of aqueous
solutions of CeOH3+, 306
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Hydroxyl radicals from photolysis of aqueous
solutions of Eu3+, 304
Hyper and hypso spectra of porphyrins, 321
Hypochromism in MLCf bands, 207, 208
Inner-sphere pathway, definition, 18
Insertion of CO into a chromium carbene bond,
295
Intercalation into DNA, 55, 56, 207
Interchange mechanism in photoaquation
reactions, 30
Interligand transmetallic charge transfer
(ITer) transitions, 57
Intermetallic bond
effect on Stokes shifts, 124
in Il-pyrazine and Il-pyrazole complexes,
144
in 34-electron metal carbonyl dimers, 218
photocleavage in M2(CO)lo' 149
Intermetallic charge transfer transitions in ion
pairs,221
Intermetallic d 8-d 8 interactions, 120, 124
Intermolecular energy transfer population of
the 'Do state of Eu3+, 310
Intersystem crossing
definition, 11

from excited SI state to excited TI state, 4
in~(pop)r, 126
in Ru(bpy~+', 169

in Tb(acac)3' 309
to triplet in Ru(bpy~+, 169
Intervalence charge transfer bands in cyanide
bridged complexes, 72
Intervalence transfer transitions
from Ru(ll) to Co(m), 48
from Ru(ll) to Cr(lll), 199
Intraligand charge transfer in P~(dba~, 272
Intramolecular charge transfer (ICf) excited
state in Ru coumarin complexes, 281
Intramolecular electron transfer from Cu(I)' to
Co(m),273
Intramolecular energy transfer
in CO2 and CoCr complexes, 48
in cyanide bridged R~(ll) complexes, 198
leading to deactivation of
photodecarbonylation, 282
Intramolecular exchange energy transfer across
Ru(ll) and cr(m) centers, 199
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Intramolecular ligand-to-ligand electron
transfer in Ru(ll,m) dimers, 200
Intramolecular photoinduced oxidative
addition to Pt(O), 277, 283
Intramolecular transfer of an alkyl group, 288
Inverted region in electron transfer reactions,
186
Ionophores, antibiotics, nucleotides, proteins,
and enzymes, 312
Iridium compounds
(ll'-cp)lr(C2H4)2,279
(ll'-cp)lr(C2H4)PM~, 279
(ll'-cp·)lr(bpy)Cl+ (cp' = MesCs), 280
(MeNChlrAu<ll-dppm}z2+, 142
(MeNC)3lrAu(ll-dppm}z2+, 142
cp"lr(Cz04)L (L =PM~, PCY3)' 102
lr(bpy)(1,5-COD)+, 275
lr(bpy~+", 290
lr(CNMe):, 255
lr(CNR):, 255
lr(en)(1,5-CODt, 275
Ir(L-L)~ (L-L =dppe, 2 =phos), 86
Ir(L-L)(diene)+, 275
Ir(NH3)~+' 74
Ir(Phpy~, 290
1r(QQ)3,78
lr2A~(CO)2<1l-dpma)~, 140
IrCl(I,s-COD)(MeCN), 274
IrCl(CO)(PPh3)2' 91, 95
IrCl(CO)Lz (L =P(i-Pr)3' PCY3' PPh3,
P(OPh)3)' 95
1rC~, 107
1rC13(pMePh)3,83
IrClf3H20 and SnC12 · 2H20, 89
IrClH2(CO)(PPh3)2' 108
IrClHz(L)(PPh3)2 (L = CO, PPh3), 110
IrClH2(PPh3)3 and IrClD2(PPh3)3' 109
lrH(CO)(dppe), 94
lrH(CO}z(dppe), 94
lrH2(dppe)~, 108
lrH3(pPh3)3,109
lr(m) methyl phosphide, 85
lrMe(PPhz)(PhzPCHzSiMezNSiMez .
CHzPPh2), 288
IrOH(bipy)/+, 277
oligomers [lr(CNMe)4J:+, 255
PdIr(CO)Cl(ll-dpmp}z2+, 142
PtIr(CO)Cl<ll-dpmp)/+, 142
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Iridium compounds (cont.)
[Au2Ir(CNMIl-dpmpht. 141
[Ir(ll-pz)(l.5-COD)h (pz = 1.2-pyrazole).
145
[Ir(Il-pz')(CO)(PPh2{O(CH2)2R })]ipz' =
3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl), 146
[Ir(2=phos)2 1+' 275
[Ir(CNMe)41:+ and MeNC, 256
[Ir2AuCI2(COMIl-dpmaht, 141
Iron compounds
("s-cp)(,,6-arene)Fe+, 81
("s-cp)(coumarin)Fe+, 281
("s-cphFe. 172, 181.273,279
("s-cp)Fe(COMCOMe),228
("s-cp)Fe(CO)2SiMe2SiMe3,242
("s-cp)FeX(CO)2 (X = Cl, Br), 240
("s-cp')(,,6-arene)Fe+, 281
(bpy)(H20)prI-NC-FeII(CN)4-CNpf(HP)(bpy), 119
(FeTPP)p. 333
(NC)sCoIIl-NC-FeII(CN)~, 118
(NC)sFeII-CN-Prv (NH3kNC-FeII(CN)t-,
119
(NH3)SOsIIl-NC-FeII(CN)~, 118
Fe(CN):-, 69
Fe(CNMCNMe)4,255
Fe(CNMe)~+. 255
Fe(COM,,4_C4H4),238
Fe(CO)3(diene),221
Fe(CO»)(monoene)z,221
Fe(COMalkene),237
Fe(COMCH 2=CHC0 2Me), 237
Fe(COMcis-CHBr=CHBr),238
Fe(COMdimethyl maleate), 237
Fe(CO)s' 218, 252, 253, 254
Fe3(CO)12' 224
FelII(porph), 325, 332
[" 5-cpFe(CO)2h. 243
[Pt(NH3)sCI3+][Fe(CN):-l, 118
Irreducible representations, 22
Irregular porphyrins, 321
Isomerization
between cis and trans isomers, 30, 46
of 1,5-cyclooctadiene, 275
of alkenes and alkynes by MLCT and
LMCT excited states, 277
of butene-I and octene-I with Cr(CO)6'
253,254

Isomerization (com.)
of complexed dba, 272
of coordinated ethylene to a vinyl hydride,
279
of pentene-I with Fe(CO)3(monoene)2' 221
of tertiary phosphine complexes, 83
of undecene-I and octene-I with Fe(CO)s'
253
Jablonski diagrams, 169
Jahn-Teller effects, 22, 40
Jaundice, 337
Ketene-like intermediates from chromium
carbonylcarbenes,295
,,2-Ketenyl complexes, 296
Kinetic isotope effect in H atom abstraction
reactions, 128
Kinetic lability and inertness, 23, 67
L absorption band in porphyrins, 322
Lantern type structures, 121, 149,257
Lanthanide ion emissions, 303
Lead compounds
Pb(QQh,78
Lifetime, units of, II
Ligand field irradiation leading to substitution,
27,241
Ligand field splitting parameter A, 20, 67
Light harvesting by sensitized semiconductors,
198
LMCT absorption of UO~+, 312
Long range electron transfer between Co(I1I)
and Cu(I) centers, 273
Longer wavelength absorption in oligomers,
206
Low-energy metal-to-metal charge transfer
(MMCT) bands in cyanide bridged
dimers, ll8
Luminescence
from P~(HP04)4CI24-, 149
from ReX(CO)s complexes, 226
from Ru(bpy)i+', 167
from uoi+ complexes, 312
induced by DNA, 208
Luminescence-based Eu3+ bioaffinity assays,
310
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M band in porphyrins, 322
Macrocyclic complexes bound to a modified
Ru(bpy)~+ center, 173
Macrocyclic ligands influence on lifetimes, 40
Magnesium and zinc metalloporphyrins, 326
Magnetic field effect on photoreactions, 317
Magnetic field effects on phosphorescence,
125
Magnetic quantum number, 6
Manganese compounds
("s-cp)Mn(CO)2PPh3,241
("s-cp)Mn(CO)2PY, 241
("s-cp)Mn(COh, 241, 243
("s-Mecp)Mn(CO)3' 241, 243
(CO)sMn-Mn(COMdiimine), 231, 232
(CO)sMn-Mn(CO)3phen, 244
(Mn202Mtphpn)1+,6O
C6H4CMe(=O)Mn(CO)4,288
Mn(" I_C 3Hs)(CO)s' 228
Mn(TPP)(OAc),333
Mn2(CO)IO' 222, 245, 246, 253,
Mn2(CO)sL2, 244, 245
Mn2(COMphen),232
MniCOMPPh3)2' 236
Mn2(CO)9PPh3' 236
MnCH3(CO)s, 227
MnCI(CO)s' 226
MnH(CO)s' 227
Mnlll(porph), 325
Mnlll(TMPP), (TMPP = 5,10,15,20tetrakis(4-Mepy)porphyrin),325
MnnIpc(OH)(py), 328
MnIV (porph)O, 333
MnR(CO)s (R = ,,1-CsCIS' ,,1-CH2Ph, CH3,
C6H s)' 22, 229
[Cocp~][Mn(CO)~, 221
[Cr(C6H6)~][Mn(CO)~, 221
Marcus theory for electron transfer reactions,
18,36, 189
Marcus-Hush theory, 188
Mercury compounds
Hg~+, 151
HgC02(CO)8' 225
Mercury-photosensitized dehydrodimerization
reactions, 294
Merry-go-round apparatus, 13
Metal-metal bond homolysis and carbonylloss
from [(1l-cpFe(CO)2h. 243
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Metal-metal bond homolysis in substituted
manganese dimers, 232
Metalloporphyrin dimers and quinones, 335
Methane from photolysis of dimethyl
complexes, 284
Methane from photolysis of methyl
cyclopentadienyl complexes, 285
4-Methyl-4'-vinylbipyridine as ligand, 207
Methyl viologen (MV2+), 145, 190,327
Micellar aggregates, vesicles, and biopolymers
probed by Eu3+ and Tb3+, 311
Migratory insertion in MnCH3(CO)s' 227
MLCT transitions and excited states
diradical character in alkene and alkyne
complexes, 277
for PtM~(phen), 283
for Rh(I) and Ir(I) dienes, 274, 275
in aqueous Eu2+, 305
in chromium carbenes, 295
in Cu(I) clusters, 53
in Cu(I) monomers, 50, 51
in Fe(COMalkene), 237
in metal carbynes, 296
in Mn(O) dimers, 232
in Re(CO)3bpy complexes, 233, 234
in Ru(bpy);+. 167
ofP~(dba)3' 272
MMCT band of HgC02(CO)s' 225
MMCT bands in cyanide bridged trimers, 119
Molecular light switch from Ru(II)
oligonucleotide combination, 208, 209
Molecular orbital calculations on Ru(bpy~+.
168
Molecular orbital diagram for dS-rf dimers.
260
Molybdenum compounds
("s-cp)(P(OMe)3)2Mo =CPh.297
("s-cphMoD2.294
("s-cp)2MoH2.293
("s-cp)L2Mo=C(CHR)(C(O)CMe3),296
("s-cp)Mo(CO)3Me.285
cis-("s-cp)Mo(CO)2Me(P(OEt»,228
cis-("s-cp)Mo(CO)2MeL,228
Mo(CN)i 68
Mo(CNPh)6' 254, 256
Mo(CO)sL,230
Mo(CO)sNH3,230
Mo(CO)6' 218, 248, 253, 254
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Molybdenum compounds (cont.)
M02(HP04)!-, 152
M02(02CCF3)4' 152
M02(02P(OR)z)4 (R Ph, Et, Bu), 153
MOz{S04)!-' 152
MozCI:-, 152
Mo zCI4(PR3)4' 152
MOzXiL-L)z (X = halide; L-L = bridging
tertiary phosphine), 153
M06X~ (X, Y = CI, Br, I), 154
M06Xg4+(X = Cl, Br, I), 154

=

M070~~, 158
MoHidppe}z,109
MomOt,155
MoOX4L-(X =halide, L =neutral ligand,
99
MoS~- WS~- VS~-and ReS~, 102
MoS z, 104
tralls-(l1 s-cp)Mo(CO)zMeL,227
tralls-(T]s-cp)Mo(CO}z(COMe)L,228

[(l1s-cp)Mo(CO)3lz. 243, 245, 246
Molybdenum disulfide as water photosplitting
catalyst, 104
Multielectron processes with multimetallics,
48,120,135,148,197
Multimetallic cluster carbonyls, 218
N band in porphyrins, 322
Nickel compounds
Ni(CO)4' 253
Ni(porphyrin), 332
Niobium compounds
(l1 s-cp)Nb(CO)4,242
Nb60r;, 159
Nitrite as an ambidentate ligand, 47
NO as ligand, 229
Nonradiative energy transfer, 17
Normal region in electron transfer reactions,
186
Oligo (L-proline) as chromophore-quencher
combination, 197
One-electron photoredox reactions
of Mo(H) dimers, 152
ofPtz{pop):-, 126
Ortho quinones as quenchers, 220
Oscillating chemiluminescence, 185
Oscillator strength, 8

Osmium compounds
(T]s-cp}zOs, 172
(T]s-cp')Os(CH2Ph)(CO}z, 289
(bpy)(H20)P~I_NC-OSII(CN)4-CNP~I(HzO)(bpy), 119
(NH3)SOsIII-NC-Fen(CN)~, 118
(NH3)SOsIII_NC-OSII(CN)~, 118
(NH3)SOsIII_NC-Run(CN)~, 118
(PPh3>zCCO)zOs=CPh+, 296
Os(bpy );+, 184
Os(CH3MCO)4' 229
Os(CN)lOCOCF3)NW,74
Os(CNMOH)Nz-, 74
Os(CN)sNz-, 74
Os(CO)s' 219, 254
Os(OEP)(CO)py, 328
OSlgHg3CZ(CO)~, 225
OSlgHg3CZ(CO)4;' 225
OsZ(CO)9' 253
OS3(CO)lZ' 224
OsMez{CO)4' 285
Os0z<14-TMC)z+, 97
OsOz(l5-TMCl+,97
OsOz(l6-TMQ2+,97
OsOzeCRMe3)2+,97
tralls-OsOz(CN)/+, 98
[Pt(NH3)sCI3+][Os(CN)t], 118
Outer-sphere quenching by Ru(bpy~+, 170,
193
Outer-sphere reactions, 18, 189
Oxidation
of alcohols by Ru(bpy );+, 193
alkyl substituted phenols with Uo;+, 317
of phenethyl alcohol, 97
of primary and secondary alcohols, 99, 107
Oxidative addition
across tungsten-tungsten quadruple bond,
153
intramolecular to Pt(O), 283
of a C-Cl bond to Pt(Thpy>Z, 290
of a C-F bond to Rh(I), 286
of an alkyne to Pt(O), 10 I
of Sn-H and Si-H bonds to Mn(O), 236,
245
to Ir(I)z centers, 146
Oxidative and reductive intramolecular
quenching, 234
Oxidative and reductive quenching, 14
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Palladium compounds
Pd(CNMe);, 256
Pd(dPPP)2,84
Pd(PPh3)3' 84, 137
Pd2(dba)3' 272
Pd2(dpam)3 (dpam 1,2bis(diphenylarsino)methane), 135
Pd2(dppm)3,135
Pd2Cl2(dppmh,90
PdIr(CO)Cl(ll-dpmp)/+' 142
PdL2,101
Paramagnetic metalloporphyrins, 330
Peptides as linkers between redox states, 197
Persulfate as sacrificial electron acceptor, 192
Perturbation operator, 8
PF3 as ligand, 227, 230
Phenanthroline complexes, 50, 230
Phosphorescence
definition, 2
from AU2(dppm)~+*, 138
from metalloporphyrins, 322
from P~(pop)~·, 124
from Rh2(MeN(PF2h)3(PF3)* and Rh2
CI4(MeN(PF2)2)/' 135
from uoi+* ,312
from [1r(11-pz)(l,5-COD)h*, 145
Photoaddition of ketones to alkenes, 132
Photoanation
of Co(CN),Xn-, 45
of Cr(III) complexes, 30
ofPtC~,I06
ofCo(CN)~-, 44
Photoaquation
of Cr(bpy)~+ and Cr(phen)~+, 32
ofCrX(NH3);+,28
of thiocyanate complexes of Co(III), 45
of trans-CrCI2(NH3 )4+, 29
reaction ofCr(H20)~+, 27
Photocarbonylation of alkanes and benzene
with RhCl(CO)(PM~)2' 92, 94
Photocatalytic coupling of carb-2-aldehydes,
69
Photocatalytic hydrogenation and
isomerization of alkenes with Fe(CO>S '
252
Photocatalytic hydrogenation and
isomerization of alkenes with M(CO~,
248,249,251,252,254

=

Photocatalytic reactions, definition, 12
Photochemical dehalogenation of CC4 with
polyoxometalates, 159
Photochemical disproportionation of Mn
dimers, 232
Photochemical separation of Eu, 305
Photocleavage of DNA by A-Co(dip~+, 208
Photocleavage of metal-metal bonds in
clusters, 224
Photodecarbonylation for generation of
homogeneous catalysts, 88, 89, 94
Photodehydrogenation
of alcohols with rhodium porphyrins, 334
of alkanes with RhCl(CO)(PM~h, 93
Photodissociation of N~ from Cr(NH3~+' 30
Photoelectron transfer reactions,
thermodynamics, 18
Photoexchange of CO with l3CO in Fe(CO>S,
219
Photohemolysis of red cell membranes, 323
Photohomolysis
of cobalt-carbon bonds, 285
of Mn-Mn and Re-Re bonds, 232, 244
of Os-benzyl bond, 289
of Os-C bond, 229
ofW-H bond, 294
Photoinduced disproportionation of RI'2 bridge
complexes, 258
Photoinduced electron transfer in solar energy
storage systems, 127
Photoinduced generation of hydrogen from
H2S with CdS, 103
Photoinduced protonation of
(PPh3MCO)20s"CPh+, 296
Photoinduced reduction of CO2 and H20, 194
Photoionization of dithiolene complexes, 57
Photoionization of Mo(CN~-, 69
Photooxidation of metalloporphyrins, 326, 327
Photoredox reactions
ofCe4+, 306
of Ir(PhpY)3' 290
of metal carbonyl halides, 226
of Pt(dpphen)(rnnt), 103
ofPtC~,105
ofUO~+' 314
Photoreduction
of a Mn phthalocyanine, 328
of carbon dioxide with Ru(bpy ~+, 194
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Photoreduction (cont.)
of hydrogen ion to hydrogen with EJ+, 304
of hydrogen ion to hydrogen with
M02(HP04 ):--, 152
of metalloporphyrins, 326
of nitrogen to ammonia with CdS, 104
of polyoxometalates, 156
of Sn(IV) porphyrins, 324
Photosensitizers, 16, 323
Photosplitting of water into hydrogen and
oxygen, 175, 190,306
Photosplitting of water with N%0174-, 159
Photosubstitution
in (1l-cp)Mn(CO)3 ' 241
in Cr(CO)4bpy, 231
in Fe(CNMCNMe)4' 255
in M(CO)sL (M = Mo, W), 230
in Re(COMdiimine)+, 232
in Rh(NH3)~+ and Ir(NH3)~+' 75
in Ru(bpyMpy)/+, 184
Photosubstitution quantum yields for Cr(lll)
and Co(III), 27, 42
Photosubstitution resulting from ligand band
absorption, 308
Photosubstitution resulting from d-d
transitions, 27, 167
Photosystems I (PSI) and II (PSII), 58, 336
Platinum compounds
(1ls-cp)PtM~, 291
(bpy)(H20)J>fI-NC-Fell(CNkCNPtIl(H20)(bpy), 119
(bpy)(H20)PrH-NC-OsIl(CNkCNPtIl(H20)(bpy), 119
(bpy)(H20)PrI_NC-RulI(CNkCNl (H20)(bpy), 1I9
(PPh3)2Pt(C2(CNh), 279
cis-PtR2(PPh3h,285
cis-PtX2(PPh3)2 (X = CI, Br), 83
H2PtC~ and CuCI2, 107
Pt(bipyrimidine)(CN)2' 83
Pt(bph)(E~S)2' 81
Pt(bph)(MeCNh,81
Pt(bph)(pY)2,81
Pt(bph)en,81

pr

trans-Pt(C"CHh(PE~)2' 85

Pt(C2H4)(PPh3)2' 283
Pt(C204)~ (where L = PPh3, AsPh3, or ~
=dppe),I00

Platinum compounds (cont.)
Pt(CN);-,69
Pt(CNM4,7-Ph2-I,IO-phen),79
Pt(CNM5,5'-Me2bpy),79
Pt(CN)2(L-L) (where L-L is an aromatic
diimine), 79
Pt(diimine)(dithiolate), 102
Pt(dpphen)(mnt), 103
Pt(N3MPPh3)2' 108
Pt(NH3Mbpy)2+, 79
Pt(PE~)2' 101
Pt(PhpY)2 and Pt(ThpY)2' 290
Pt(PPh3)2' 10 1
Pt(PPh3)4' 84
Pt(QQ)2,78
~(Il-HP04)(H20~-, 149
~(Il-HP04)4Cli, 148
~(dba)3' 272
~(PCp):--, 133
~(pop):-, 124

~(pop)Pi,148
~D2(Il-D)(Il-dppm)t, 1I0

PtCtt. 105
PtCI~-, 105
PtCliC31\;)(bipy), 286
PtHCI(PE~)2' 85
PtIr(CO)CI(Il-dpmp)/+, 142
PtL2, 101
PtM~(phen), 283
PtM~I(bpy), 287
Pt~(dppe), 285
trans-Pt(C"CPhh(PE~h, 85
trans-PtHX(PP~)2 (X = CHzCN, CF3), 285
[Pt(NH3)sCI3+][Fe(CN)t], 1I8
[Pt(NH3)sCI3+][Os(CN)t], 118
[Pt(NH3)sCI3+][Ru(CN)64-], 118
[Pt(phen)2]CI2' 3H20, 83
[PtM~I]4' 287
Point groups, 22
Polymerization of alkenes by TiCI 4and VCI4, 279
Potential energy wells, 9
Praesodymium compounds
Pr(thd)3 (thd = anion of 2,2,6,6-telramethyl-3,5-heptanedione), 307
Pressure effects as probe of mechanism, 29, 52
Prohibition factors, 7
Pseudorotation "twist" mechanism for
racemization, 31
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1,2-Pyrazine complexes, 144
1,4-Pyrazine complexes, 144
1,2-Pyrazole complexes, 144
Q bands of porphyrins, 321
Quantum yield
definitions, 11
for alkene photocatalysis with Fe(CO>S,
252
for CO loss from (1)6-C6~)Cr(CO)3' 240
for lanthanide luminescence, 308
for oxalate decomposition by U~+, 313
for reaction of (1)5-Mecp)Mn(CO~ with
triphenylphosphine, 241
for reaction of alkyIcobalt(I1I) complexes
with iodine, 292
for reduction of Ce3+, 307
for reaction of Rh2~(dppm)~+ with
halocarbons, 264
Quinone as quencher, 197,224,335
Racemization of tris chelate complexes, 31
Radical chain reactions
effect on quantum yields, 12
radical pair cage recombination in
ambidentate isomerization, 47, 48
resulting from metal-metal bond
homolysis, 244
Radical trapping by NO, 223
Raman spectroscopy, 168
Rare gas atoms as ligands, 220
Ratio of photoanationlphotoaquation, 46
Reductive elimination
concerted loss of hydrogen, 293
ofCH3CN,285
of chlorine, 149
of cyclopropane from a metallocycle, 286
of hydrogen, 130, 292
of methyl radicals, 287
Regular porphyrins, 321
Reorganizational energies in electron transfer
reactions, 19
Rhenium compounds
(11 5-cp)Re(CO)3,243
(CO)sRe-Re(COMdiimine), 231
{(CO)3(MeCN)Re hdstyy2+, 235
Re(COMbpy)(MQ?+' (MQ+ = N-methyl4,4--bipyridinium cation), 233

Rhenium compounds (cont.)
Re(COMbpy)(py-PTZt, (py-PTZ =
phenothiazine), 233
Re(CO)3(Phen) moiety to Ru(bpYh, 235
Re(COMdiimine)\ 232
Re2(CO)10' 222, 223
R~(COMIl-dmpmh, 237
R~(CO)8~' 237

R~Clr,148

=

R~Xi-(X CI, Br), 151
ReH(CO)5' 227
ReH3(dppe)2,109
ReO(C204)(HBpz3)' 102
ReX(CO)3(diimine),232
ReX(CO)4L, 236
ReX(CO)s (X = Cl, Br, I), 226
tralls-ReCI(N)(R2PCH2CH2PR2 (R Me,
Et),74
tralls-Re02(py):, 97
Rhodium compounds
(11 5-cp )Rh(C2H4)PM~, 279
(l1s-CP·)Rh(~H4)PM~, 286
cis-Rh2CI2(COMdppm)2' 90
mer-RhX(C20 4 )(PY)3 (X = CI, Br), 102
Rh(bpy)(l,5-CODt, 275
Rh(bpy~+, 88
Rh(en)(I,5-COD)+' 275
Rh(en)2X2,78
Rh(L-L); (L-L = dppe, 2 = phos), 86
Rh(L-L)(dienet, 275
Rh(NH3)~+' 74
Rh(NH3)5L3+ (L = CH3CN, py), 75
Rh(NH3)sX2+ (X = CI, Br, I), 75
Rh(phen)2(Phi)3+ (Phi = 9, 10phenanthrenequinone diimine), 83
Rh(PhpYMbpyt, 291
Rh(ThpYMbpyt, 291
Rh2(l,3-diisocyanopropane>!+, 125
Rh2(4-bridge)!+, 261
Rh2(bridge>!+, 261
Rh2(CYCL05-bridge)!+, 257, 261
Rh2(dimenMdppm)~+ (dimen = 1,8diisocyanomethane),261
Rh2(MeN(PF2)2)3(PF3), 135
Rh2(II-BuNCMdpam)~+, 262
Rh2(RNCMdppm~+, 262
Rh2(TM4-bridge)!+, 261
Rh2CI2(MeN(pF2)2MPF3), 134
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Rhodium compounds (cont.)
RhzCliMeN(PFz)zh),135
RhzLz(dppm)~+ (L = 2,5-diisocyano-2,5dimethylhexane), 261, 264
Rhibridge)r, 259
Rh4(bridge)8CI5+, 260
RhCI(l,5-COD)(MeCN),274
RhCI(CO)(PM~)z' 92
RhCI(CO)(PPh3)z, 88
RhCI(CO)(PPh3}z,91
RhCI(NBD)(MeCN),274
RhCI(PPh3)z, 90
RhCI(PPh3)3' 95
RhClHz(PPh3h, 110
RhCIL3 ( L = diphenylphosphinobenzenem-sulphonate), 96
RhCIL3 ( L = PPh3, PPr;), 88
RhEt(HzO)(NH3)i+, 285
RhH(CO)(PPh3)3,91
RhH(CO)(PPh3)3' 95
RhHz(PPh3)zbpy+, III
RhH z(PPh3)zen+, III
RhH z(PPh3)zL+, III
RhllI(TPPt, 334, 335
trans-RhCI(CO)(P(p-tolylhh,93
trans-RhCI(CO)(PM~)z' 93
trans-RhCI(CO)(PP~)z' 93

[Rh(2=phos)zl+' 275
[Rhibridge)4ClzlClz"8HzO,260
[Rhz(bridge )4H1C13' 258
[Rhibridge)8HzlCl4,258
[RhCI(l,5-COD)lz,275
[RhHiPPh3)zlz(I1-L)z+, III
Ring-ta-metal charge transfer state in
porphyrins, 331
Russell-Saunders coupling, 25
Ruthenium compounds
(TJ 5-cp)( TJ 6-arene)Ru+, 281
(TJ 5-cp)(coumarin)Ru+, 281
(TJ 5-cp)zRu, 172, 280
(TJ5_Cp*)(TJ6-arene)Ru+, 281
(bpy)(HzO)Pfi -NC-RuII(CNkCNprI(Hp)(bpy), 1I9
(bpY)zRu, 196
(bpy)zRu(I1-L)RhHiPPh3)i+, III
(bpY)zRu(L)MCI(NO)(HBpZ3)' 200
(CN)sCr-CN-Ru(bpy)z-NC-Cr(CN)s4--, 199
(dmb)zRu(l1-bbpe)Ru(dmb)z4--, 205

Ruthenium compounds (cont.)
(dpte)zCIRu-L-RuCI(bpy)t+, 200
(NC)sCollI-NC-RuII(CN)r, 1I8
(NH3)sOSIlI_NC-RulI(CN);, 118
(NH3)RulI(I1-1 ,4-pyrazine )CulI, 144
hemicaged Ru(I1), 203
NC-Ru(bpy)z-CN-Ru(bpy)z-CN+, 197
NC-Ru(bpy)z-CN-Ru(bpy)z-NC-Ru(bpy)zCNz+, 197
NC-Ru(bpY)z-Ru(phen)z-C~,

197

Ru(bpy)~+, 165

Ru(bpy);+-type complexes, 195
Ru(bpy>z(CN)z, 184, 197
Ru(bpy>z(dppz)z+ (dppz = dipyrido[3,2-a:
2' ,3' -c lphenazine), 208
Ru(bpy)iHPTNi+, 184
Ru(bpy>z(imidazole)(his-33Y+, 209
Ru(bpy>z(L-L), 183
Ru(bpy>z(phen-Ti+, 209
Ru(bpy)z<ppz)z+ (ppz = 4',7'phenanthrolino-5' ,6': 5,6-pyrazine),
209
Ru(bpy>z(pyz)z+, 184
Ru(bpy)zXz, 183
Ru(bpyCHzOCHzAn)~+, 173
Ru(CO)3(PPh3)z, 91, 95
Ru(COMPPh3), 91, 95
Ru(CO)s' 219, 254
Ru(dip);+, 208
Ru(dmb)~+, 206
Ru(NH3)~+' 74
Ru(NH3)sLz+ (L = N z, py, H20), 75
Ru(OEP)L(CO), 329
Ru(OEP)Lz and Ru(TPP)L2, 329
Ru(phen)z<phen-T)2+, 209
Ru(TPP)(CO)py, 328
Ru(TPP)L(CO), 329
Ru {(11-2,3-dpp)Ru[I1-2,3dpp)Ru(bpY)2h)~o+ (dpp = bis(2pyrldyl)pyrazine),206
R~(CO)12' 224
Ru3+(LL>z(LL_)2+, 168
RuCl(CO)(NO)(PPh3)2,91
RuC12(TJ 6-arene)L, 281
RuCI2(P-cymene)(PBn3),281
RuH2(CO)(PPh3)3' 109
RuH2(N2)(PPh3)3' 88
RuHz(PPh3)4' 88
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Ruthenium compounds (cant.)
R~+,179

Ru02,192
Ru02(Li+ (L =meso-1,2,6,10,llpentamethyl-2,6,10-triaza[ll]-(2,6)pyridinophane),99
X(NH3)4Ru-NC-Ru(bpY)2-CNRU(NHl )4Y"+ (X =NHl , py; Y =NHl ,
py; n = 4-6), 199
[NC-Ru(bPYh-NC-Cr(CN)5]2-, 199
[Pt(NHl )5C1l+][Ru(CN)64-],118
[Ru(bpY)2h(bpp),201
[Ru(bPYhh(bpym),201
Sacrificial electron donors and acceptors in
redox catalysis, 190, 191, 192
Selection rules for electronic transitions, 7
Self-exchange rate of cross reactions, 36, 189
Semiconductors for light harvesting, 198
Sensitizer for water splitting, 190
SF6 as photosensitizer in Fe(CO)5
photodecomposition, 219
Single electron transfer
in isocyanide complexes, 256
in Os(III)-M(II) dimers, 118
in uranyl carboxylates, 315
Singlet oxygen formation, 171,209,322
Singlet states, 2, 123
Singlet-triplet splitting of states, 16
Site heterogeneity effects on luminescence
properties,86
Sol-gel technique for immobilization of redox
centers, 206
Solar energy storage systems, 189,277
Soluble polymer attachment of Ru(II)
bipyridyls, 206
Solvated electrons from photolysis of Fe(COt,
220
Solvatochromic effect on absorption bands,
103
Spectrochemical series for ligands, 254
Spectroscopic excited state energy from redox
potentials, 175
Spin selection rules, 26
Spin-allowed and -forbidden transitions, 26
Spin-orbit coupling
defmition, 3
dependence on number of electrons, 67

Index

Spin-orbit coupling (cant.)
effect on lifetimes, 135
of singlet and triplets, 168
Spin-trapping of methyl radical, 284
Stem-Volmer equation, 13
Stilbene in energy transfer reactions, 132
Stokes shift
defmition,16
from changes in intermetallic bonding, 124
of Cr(bpy)~+, 32
of [PtM~I~, 287
Strand scission of DNA, 209
Structural rigidity of Cr(TAP[9]aneN3t+ , 41
Substitution of carbonyl ligands, 218, 243
Supramolecular cations effect on quantum
yield,44
Supramolecular systems as porphyrin
photosystem models, 337
Tanabe-Sugano diagrams, 22
Tantalum compounds
,,5-cp)Ta(CO)., 242
Terbium compounds
Tb(acac)3' 309
Tb(dpa)rand Ru(phen)~+, 312
Tb(EDTA),308

Tbl +, 311
Tbl + py and bpy, 309
Tertiary phosphine, 153
Tetrahedral\igand field splitting, 20
3,3' ,4,4'-Tetraimino-3,3' 4,4'tetrahydrobiphenyl bridged complexes,
205
2,3,5,6-Tetramethyl nitrosodurene as radical
trap, 229
3,3' ,5,5' -Tetrapyridylbiphenyl (tterpy)
complexes, 206
Thallium compounds
T~Pt(CN)4' 71
Tll +, 179
Thermistors and thermopiles, 12
Thiocyanate ion as ambidentate ligand, 46, 47
Thiocyanate ion as inhibitor of back electron
transfer, 127
Thorium compounds
Th(IV)(porphyrin)2 dimers, 331
Time-resolved infrared spectroscopy (TRlR),
243
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Tin compounds
Sn(IV) porphyrins, 324, 330
Titanium compounds
(TJ s-cp)2Ti(CD3)2,284
(TJ 5-CP)2TiMe2, 284, 285
TiC14,279
Ti02 semiconductor, 198
TM4-bridge as ligand, 260
Toluene oxidation, 99, 334
Torsional quenching of Cr(phen~ 3... , 37
Torsional quenching of P~(lII) complexes, 150
Torsional quenching of ~(pcp)/-, 134
Transfer hydrogenations involving PIz(pop)!-,
130
Transient free radical reactivity of triplet states,
128
Transition moment, 8
Transition probability, 7, 8
Triphenylphosphine photooxidation, 333
Triplet energy
of Au2(dppm)/+' 138
of energy transfer quenchers, 16
of metal porphyrins, 322
of organic and inorganic quenchers, 172
ofP~(pop>!-, 128
of Ru(bpy)~"', 170
of ruthenocene, 280
Triplet state
definition, 2
ofCr(CO)4bpy, 231
of dS_d s dimers, 123
of metalloporphyrins, 323
of MolII), 154
of Ni(II) porphyrins, 332
ofPdldba)3,272
ofP~(pop)!-, 124
of RhiI) dimers, 262
ofUO/+, 317
Triplet-triplet annihilation in a micelle, 311
Tris chelate complexes of type M(L-L~, 23
Tungsten compounds
(TJs-cp)(COhW~CAr (Ar tolyl), 296
(TJ 5-CP)2WH(CO)3,294
(TJ 5-cP)2WH2,293
(TJ5-cp)CO(P(OMe)3)2W~C(C3H5)' 298
(TJ 5-cp)W(CO)3Me ,285

=

a-P2WlS0~;, 158
a-PW I2 0ro, 158

Tungsten compounds (cont.)
a-PW120!- 158
trans-W(N 2h(dppe)2,73

W(CN):-.68
W(CNPh)6' 254, 256
W(COMNBD), 249
W(CO)s piperidine, 230
W(CO)s(l-PrNH2),230
W(CO)sL,230
W(CO)sNH3, 230
W(CO)6' 218, 230, 244, 248, 253, 254
WIOO;;, 158
W 2XiL-L)2 (X =halide; L-L =bridging)
W60~, 158
W6X~(X, Y = Cl, Br, I), 154
W6XS4+(X Cl, Br, I), 154

=

WmOt·155
[(TJ 5-cp)W(CO)3b 245
Tungsten-tungsten quadruple bond, 153
Twist mechanism for racemization, 31
Unified model for carbonyl clusters, 224
Uranium compounds
U(IV)(porphyrin)2 dimers, 331
uranyl ion, 312
uranyl acetate, 317
uranyl formate, 314
uranyl oxalate, 313
Uranyl ion photochemistry, 312
with acetate, 317
with an alcohol, 315
with formate, 314
with oxalate, 313
Vanadium compounds
(TJ 5-cp)V(CO)4,242
VCl4 ,279
Vanquickenborne and Ceulemans model, 37,
39
Vibrational energy manifold, 10
Vibrational trapping, 186
Vibrationally equilibrated excited states,
40
Vibronic coupling as a deexcitation
mechanism, 311
Viscosity effects on quantum yield, 29
Volume of activation
for Cr(NH3)sNCS2+ photoaquation, 29
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Volume of activation (cont.)
for ammonia photosubstitution in
RhCl(NH3);+' 77
for triplet quenching of~(pop>!-, 131
Water gas shift catalysis by (TIs.
cp*)lr(bpy)Cl+, 280
Water photodecomposition on semiconductors,

104
Wave numbers, 5
Woodward-Hoffman orbital correlation rules,
40

Zerovalent nickel, palladium and platinum
excited states, 84
Zinc compounds
Zn(SArMphen), 57
Zn(SC6H4Cl.4h(phen), 57
Zn(SR)~· , 57
Zn(SRML-L), 56
ZnC~(phen), 57
Zncyt(n), 336
Zirconium compounds
(Tls.cp)2ZrM~, 284
Zr(IV)(porphyrinh dimers, 331

